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A novel approach of obtaining bubble size and spatial distribution is developed by 
hybridising techniques of Electrical Resistance Tomography and the Gas Disengagement 
Technique using a Population Balance as a framework. As a result, detailed hydrodynamic 
predictions suitable for Bubble Column Reactor (BCR) optimisation results with minimal 
computing effort. 
Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) is a technique for creating 3D images of objects 
occurring in space. The images are obtained through current stimulations through a body 
surface electrodes and measurements of resulting voltage signals due to interior spatial 
conductivity field distribution. The use of ERT imaging method for hydrodynamic parameter 
predictions in a BCR has a benefit of yielding high temporal resolution but low spatial 
resolution. The low spatial resolution in electrical imaging accounts for underestimated or 
overestimated hydrodynamic parameter predictions similar to results obtained from the use 
of alternative techniques. 
The population balance model (PBM) is a mathematical framework with which the spatial 
transport of properties of bubble population can be described. The PBM also allows for the 
description of the time-variant bubble population properties by a division of bubble 
population into size classes. Moreover, the PBM allows for the inclusion of models of bubble 
coalescence and breakage phenomena, which affect the distribution of bubble population 
properties during bubble swarming. The included source terms enable accurate modelling of 
the bubble evolution either in a steady or unsteady state fluid flow regime. 
The objective of the present study is to develop an ERT interpretation technique yielding a 
high accuracy reconstruction of bubble population distribution through coupling ERT 
measurements to a PBM. It is hypothesized that a higher accuracy interpretation of ERT 
measurements will result from coupling ERT measurements to a PBM. The ERT technique 
has the capacity to image the steady and time-dependent gas void fractions in column 
sections as bubbles swarm and during dynamic gas disengagement (DGD). This ERT potential 
is explored in hybridizing ERT and a PBM in the present work. 
The PBM was used to model a steady state 2-phase (air-water) fluid system operated in a 
semi-batch mode. The interactive fluid system was set-up in a Perspex cylindrical 
experimental BCR of height 1.545 m and diameter 0.29 m. The experiment was set-up to 
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measure hydrodynamic parameters in a BCR for varied superficial gas velocities ranging from 
0.005 – 0.016 m/s on the interval of 0.001 to 0.01 m/s.  
An essential bubble population property for the hydrodynamic predictions is the bubble 
number density distribution (BNDD) (, ). The BNDD is defined such that (, )∆∆ is 
the number of bubbles between axial position  and  + 	 having a volume between  and 
 + 	. The hybridization of the ERT measurements to a PBM followed these sequences of 
measurements and computations:  
1) A calibration of the local static gas void fractions measured by the ERT method 
and the differential pressure method;  
2) An analysis of the transient gas void fractions in the process of DGD to determine 
the bubble size distribution in the column;  
3) A simulation of bubble swarming in the column by the PBM method using the 
boundary condition of results in step 2;  
4) Solving a model of the process of DGD in the column using the initial condition of 
results obtained in step 3.  
The first step in the sequences of computations is a validation of the usefulness of ERT 
method for the measurement of the local gas void fractions in the column. The second, third 
and fourth steps highlight measurements and computations required to determine the  
(, ) by the ERT and PBM hybrid method during bubble evolution. The criteria in resolving 
the (, ) were that the (, ) satisfies a validated static and dynamic gas void fractions 
measured by the ERT method. 
Having determined the (, ) for varied superficial gas velocities within a range of 
experimental accuracy by the used equipment, the hydrodynamic parameters were 
predicted from the known (, ). The predicted hydrodynamic parameters are the local gas 
void fractions, gas-liquid interfacial area, volumetric gas-liquid mass transfer rates, Sauter 
Mean Bubble Diameter and intensity of mixing depending superficial gas velocity. The 
predicted hydrodynamic parameters computed from the resolved (, ) by the hybrid of 




Thus, the inadequacies of the ERT method to measure hydrodynamic parameters useful for 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1. Motivation and aims of study  
 
The relevance of applications of Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) to chemical 
industries is related to its capacity to measure the presence of a substance in 2D or 3D in 
pipes and vessels. The ERT imaging of the substances is usually obtained at a low capital cost 
rate, in a non-radioactive, simple and non-invasive manner. Conductivity measurements can 
in principle be interpreted to yield the concentration and even temperature across a vessel. 
However, a transferral of its use in chemical process systems from the research environment 
to real-life process monitoring has been slow owing to lack of fidelity in the reconstructed 
images. The reconstructed images are expected to describe the spatial distribution of 
conductivity contrasting of the multiphase components within pipes and vessels. The low 
spatial resolution is a major contributing factor to limited applications of the technique in 
chemical industry.  
To address the challenges of ERT applications to chemical process systems, ERT data 
capturing sequences or advanced reconstruction algorithms are often developed and 
implemented. To date, there is a lack of adequate measurement or reconstruction technique 
which allows for robust applications of ERT measurements to multiphase chemical process 
systems.  
However, it is possible to interpret the low spatial resolution of ERT images but adequate for 
gas holdup measurements to determine the mean bubble rise velocity. The possibility is 
based on a finding in literature that shows a relationship between volume to surface mean 
bubble diameter and arithmetic mean of bubble rise velocity in the form  
 
0.59>kkkkk = 0.59
l] Qmn o = 	MN (1.1)  
The expression of Eq. (1.1) indicates that the arithmetic mean bubble rise velocity, >kkkk, equals 
the ratio of the drift flux of gas, ], to the cross-sectional averaged gas holdup, Qm  (Fukuma, 
et al., 1987). This finding suggests that the ERT capability to measure gas void fractions at 
high temporal resolution could be explored for determining bubble properties that depend 
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on the bubble rise velocity. The knowledge of the bubble rise velocity is essential in 
calculating the hydrodynamic parameters in a bubble column reactor (BCR). 
Furthermore, the ERT imaging technique produces images with high temporal resolution 
while the solution of a PBM yields a high spatial resolution of constituent substances in a 
multiphase reactor system. Thus a hybridization of ERT and PBM is envisaged for an 
enhanced interpretation of ERT measurements. A hybrid of ERT and PBM that yields images 
with high temporal and high spatial resolution is envisioned for useful accurate prediction of 
bubble column hydrodynamic parameters. 
It is also anticipated that a hybrid model of ERT with a PBM will allow more accurate 
measurements of the spatial distribution of bubble size, bubble number densities and gas 
holdup parameters. These results will be further analysed to estimate the overall mass 
transfer, total gas-liquid interfacial area and total reaction rates in a BCR compared with 
using ERT measurements only.   
This novel high accuracy interpretation of ERT measurement will lead to the direct benefit of 
expanding the spectrum of applications of ERT techniques in chemical industries. Typical 
targeted chemical processes are crystallization processes, packed beds processes and 
fluidized beds processes which are inherently multiphase and complex hydrodynamic 
processes. In addition, the novel interpretation approach will ensure an accelerated pace in 
the transferral of ERT techniques from the research environment to a real-life application on 
a commercial basis.  
Many multiphase reactions are set-up in a BCR for cost effectiveness due to the low energy 
requirement, lack of moving parts and low capital cost of maintenance. A developed low-
cost ERT and PBM hybrid technique that enables bubble population parameter 
measurements will contribute to the applications of the ERT technique in multiphase 
process systems. A coupling of the ERT to PBM will also contribute to a novel approach for 





1.2.   Basic principle of tomography 
In the field of imaging, production of tomography images of an object refers to imaging 
sections of the object through the use of any form of a penetrating wave as in Figure 1.1. 
Allan Cormack at the Department of Physics, at the University of Cape Town in early 1950 
(Wikipedia, 2014) developed the theoretical underpinning of X-ray computed tomography 
(CT). The CT produces tomography images from X-ray images of a specific area of an object 
allowing the interior of an object to be viewed. With a view to taking Allan Cormack’s 
invention into a real application, Godfrey Hounsfield in 1971 (Wells, 2005) built the first CT 
scanner and found Cormack’s theoretical calculations valid. Allan Cormack and Godfrey 
Hounsfield’s independent efforts in the invention of CT were rewarded with the award of 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1979 (Wikipedia, 2014). The tomography method 
has been found useful in Radiology,  Archaeology, Biology, Atmospheric Science, Geophysics, 
Oceanography, Plasma Physics,  Materials Science, Astrophysics, Quantum Information, and 
other sciences since its invention (Wikipedia, 2014). 
In ERT, the penetrating wave is a diffuse electric field and its perturbation is interpreted by 
an ERT algorithm to create images for the monitoring or visualization of the interior objects 
(e.g. vessels or reactors).   
                                                            
Figure 1.1. Basic principle of tomography : superposition free tomographic cross sections S1 and S2  
compared with the projected image P. 
 
Imaging the constituent interior materials of a body using the ERT technique requires 
current stimulation and measurements of voltage signals through periphery electrode rings 
due to the interior medium conductivity. Image creation by the ERT technique requires 
solving a mathematical problem classified into forward and inverse “problems”. 
The forward problem entails modelling the sensed voltage signals on the boundary 
electrodes due to a sequence of current stimulation for a known simulated interior  
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conductivity distribution. In the inverse problem, the actual conductivity distribution is 
sought from an iterative algorithm that optimizes the simulated voltage with the measured 
voltage given the same current stimulation scheme. 
X-Ray CT is generated from X-Ray images, which are produced by passing a collimated beam 
of radiation through an object in a straight line and measuring the attenuation of the beam. 
The attenuation of the beam is affected by matter that lies along its path. The X-Ray images 
are then created from the measured attenuation coefficient of the collimated beam of 
radiation. The X-Ray CT is local and yields high spatial resolution because the opaqueness or 
density of pixels or voxels of created images affects only some of the attenuation 
measurements. Notably, the collimated beams of radiation (signal) have high frequency and 
high energy with a limited occurrence of scattering. When a low-frequency signal is 
propagated through an object, the phenomenon of signal scattering need be taken to 
account in addition to the signal attenuation by matter along its path (Lionheart, et al., 
2004).  
The ERT imaging method requires passing a low frequency direct or alternating current 
through a conductive object medium and measurement of voltage owing to the changes in 
the conductivity of the object medium. The low-frequency current bombarding the object 
medium makes a change in the conductivity of the object medium to have some effects on 
any measurement captured at the object surface. The distortion in any surface 
measurement by a change in the conductivity of the object medium makes ERT non-local 
and yielded low spatial resolution images (Lionheart, et al., 2004). ERT is therefore also 
known as a “soft field” tomography technique because an electric current propagates 
diffusely in the body in the form of electric field as depicted in Figure 1.2. (Tao, et al., 2008).  
 
 
Figure 1.2. A 2D cross-section of the surface of 
electrodes on a ring of 8 electrodes during ERT data m
 
An illustration of equipment required
data acquisition system 
electrodes. It houses 
measurements.  It loads the measurement sequences table for current injection and voltage 
measurement through periphery electrodes on the body and returns measured voltage data 
to the PC for image reconstruction. The PC hardware stores a C++ programme that controls 
the voltage data measurements 
Preference for the use of a non
process is set-up is often suggested as shown in 
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Figure 1.4. An ERT rig containing 
0.2 S/m orientated as follows: a) Front view of the ERT rig; b) ERT 3D image of the object; c) Plan view 
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1.3. Bubble column reactor (BCR) operations 
 
In the field of chemical engineering, BCRs are important multiphase contactors. These are 
cylindrical vessels with a gas distributor at the bottom (Figure 1.5). The gas is sparged in the 
form of bubbles into either a liquid phase or a liquid-solid suspension. Much preference is 
given to BCRs both in design and operation over other reactors because excellent interfacial 
multiphase mixing at high heat and mass transfer rates are achievable. Furthermore, BCRs 
are often used since they require little maintenance and low operating costs due to lack of 
moving parts and their compactness (Kantarci, et al., 2005). 
                    
(a)                   (b)                      (c) 
Figure 1.5. Air dispersion in a BCR (as in a) during operation and its ERT 3D images using Gauss- 
Newton algorithm with Tikhonov regularization (as in b); using Gauss-Newton algorithm with image 
element and data frame correlation for regularization (as in c). 
 
An increase in production and optimal performance of BCR for biochemical processes and 
biological wastewater treatment could be achieved through the use of a scaled-up or an 
upgraded BCR. For example, processes such as oxidation, chlorination, alkylation, 
polymerization and hydrogenation are known to be mass-produced at a cost-effective rate 
when the reaction systems are set-up in an upgraded BCR. The BCR maintains the durability 
of catalyst or other packing materials when a catalytic process is a set-up in it. The possibility 
of online adding or withdrawing of catalyst to processes in BCRs and their operation  
capability in a plug-free mode make BCRs the multiphase contactor of choice.  
A study on gas holdup by (Luo, et al., 1999) and (Veera, et al., 2004) as well as bubble 
characterization studies by (Prakash, et al., 2001) and (Essadki, et al., 1997) highlight these 
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BCRs operation parameters as requirements for proper BCR design and scale-up. In addition, 
a mass transfer study is also important as indicated in the work of (Behkish, et al., 2002) and 
(Vandu & Krishna, 2004).  
Furthermore, the design and scale-up of a BCR are dependent on accurate estimation of 
heat and mass transfer characteristics, mixing characteristics and chemical kinetics of the 
reacting system. These parameters are in turn functions of an accurately determined total 
interfacial area in a multiphase gas-liquid system. Accordingly, a technique that could enable 
accurate computation of the total interfacial area would promote effective designing of a 
BCR for cost effective production purposes. While there are chemical reaction techniques for 
the measurement of a total interfacial area in a mixture system, the uncertainty in the 
accuracy of the reported values are high. 
1.4. Essence of population balance model (PBM) in the accurate prediction of 
BCR hydrodynamic parameters 
 
The population balance model (PBM) allows the description of the changes in properties of 
countable entities in space and time under the influence of governing phenomena. The PBM 
accounts for the interaction of the countable entities during their transport or diffusion in a 
BCR. In the present study, the countable entities of interest are the bubble size classes 
having a distribution of bubble number density that change as bubble population swarm 
axially in a BCR. The changes in the bubble number density distribution (BNDD) are due to 
phenomena of bubble coalescence and breakup. 
The PBM is an unsteady state partial differential equation that describes the time-varying 
spatial transport of countable entities (BNDDs) on the account of bubble coalescence and 
breakage phenomena. In this case, the bubble coalescence and breakage phenomena are 
the PBM source term model. The solution of the steady or unsteady state PBM will yield a 
distribution of which the change in BNDD in space only or in space and time respectively 
could be determined. Moreover, when the radial variation of the BNDD as bubble swarm 
axially is insignificant, a PBM in 1D space could describe the changes in the BNDD along the 
column axial direction. 
The BNDD is the product of the total number of bubbles in the gas phase and the probability 
density distribution of bubble population belonging to the predetermined bubble size 
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classes. Since hydrodynamic parameter predictions depend on BNDD, accurate 
determination of local and global BNDD will allow for accurate prediction of column 
hydrodynamic parameters. These are the gas-liquid interfacial area available for gas-liquid 
reactions, volumetric gas-liquid or liquid-gas mass transfer rates and the degree of 
multiphase mixing locally or globally.    
The application of ERT for the measurement of gas holdup has been validated. However, its 
use for the measurement of the total interfacial area in a 2 or 3-phases system has been 
hindered by the low spatial resolution of ERT reconstruction. Through a simulation 
approach, gas holdup and total interfacial area of a 2 or 3-phases system in a BCR could not 
be determined singularly by the PBM. Therefore, it is anticipated that ERT fused with a PBM 
will yield the total interfacial area estimate at a low capital cost and in a non-invasive 
manner. This will be a contribution to a new method of hydrodynamic parameter 
predictions from this work.  
 
1.5. Advantages of the use of ERT to determine hydrodynamic parameters in a 
BCR  
 
ERT is a high temporal imaging technique applicable to imaging objects in the interior of a 
BCR based on conductivity distribution changes either during an online bubble evolution or 
in the process of dynamic gas disengagement (DGD). The DGD process is observed after the 
gas inlet into either an initially steady state or unsteady state fluid flow system is turned off. 
ERT has been used to study homogeneous and heterogeneous flow regime in a BCR in order 
to investigate the effect of increasing superficial gas velocity on gas void fraction locally and 
globally.  
The ERT technique yielded results of increasing gas void fraction with an increase in 
superficial gas velocity in the column. The results were validated using the differential 
pressure (DP) measurement technique. ERT has a high temporal resolution allowing accurate 
measurements of the time-dependent changes in gas void fraction locally or globally during 
DGD process. The measured changes in the gas void fraction by the ERT technique in the 
process of DGD could be interpreted to determine BNDD of bubble size classes in a BCR. 
However, ERT’s low spatial resolution has rendered the technique to be inadequate to 
measure other BCR hydrodynamic parameters. Notably, the gas dispersion process leading 
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to bubble swarming events in a BCR could either take place at a steady state or unsteady 
state. 
 
1.6.  Benefits of hydrodynamic parameter predictions in a BCR 
Multiphase reactors are often used in chemical, petrochemical and biochemical industries 
both at commercial scale and pilot scale to set-up multiphase reactions. Multiphase reactors 
can typically be categorised into two groups: Fixed beds and slurry phase reactors, and 
Slurry bubble column reactors (SBCRs) and stirred tank reactors (STR). Fixed bed or packed 
bed columns are characterised by the stationary solid phase. In trickle bed columns, the gas 
and liquid flow downwards through a packed catalyst. A slurry BCR (SBCR) is characterised 
with fine solid phase catalyst particles suspended in a liquid phase by gaseous phase 
dispersion into a column through a gas sparger. The SBCRs are gaining many applications in 
industries over the fixed bed reactors for the following competitive benefits: 1) higher 
product yield due to efficient reaction rate per unit volume; 2) enhanced temperature 
control, higher gas holdup and mass transfer rates. 
Examples of multiphase reactions often carried out at commercial scales include the  
production of cyclohexanol / cyclohexanone from cyclohexane by chemical companies,  
benzoic acid / benzaldehyde from toluene, production of styrene via MBA, oxidation of 
propylene, Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, hydro-cracking and hydro-isomerisation processes 
(Behkish, 2004). Improved designing of a BCR and its scaling up are important subjects that 
affect multiphase reactions in terms of cost of processes, product yield with time and energy 
consumption. In order to effectively scale-up a BCR, sufficient knowledge of the kinetics of 
the processes, its hydrodynamic parameters as well as mass transfer characteristics must be 
known. More importantly, adequate design and scale-up of industrial reactors that ensure 
high space-time yields require information on the hydrodynamic parameters, mass and heat 
transfer coefficients. Such information is useful for the determination of the pressure, gas 






Chapter 2: Literature review 
 
A review of literature is presented in section 2.1 to give an account of the mathematical 
development of ERT forward and inverse problems. Section 2.2 highlights previous attempts 
to develop an ERT algorithm that yields high spatial resolution in addition to its inherent high 
temporal resolution. Given the most efficient ERT algorithm developed till date, a review of 
literature in section 2.3, section 2.4 and section 2.5 enumerate applications of the ERT 
algorithms in industries, in Medicine and Geophysics and in Biomedical research 
respectively. 
The findings on the experimental and modelling approaches to quantify hydrodynamic 
parameters in a BCR for its scale-up and enhanced designing are reviewed in section 2.6. 
Since the hydrodynamic parameter measurements by experimental approaches or from   
empirical correlations yield an over-estimate or under-estimate values, the PBM is envisaged 
to yield accurate results. This is envisaged owing to the reported development of the PBM in 
literature that indicates the path to bubble coalescence and breakage rate models were 
considered as in section 2.8. In sections 2.9 and 2.10, the derivation of the PBM and the 
development of its source terms models (i.e. bubble coalescence and breakage rate models) 
are reviewed respectively. Notably, publications that are relevant to the core scope of this 
study only have been reviewed. 
 
2.1. Mathematical description of ERT forward and inverse problems 
 
The applications of the ERT technique to image the constituents in a body is based on 
changes in the electrical conductivity (or resistivity) distribution of the space within the 
interior. The ERT technique yields a scan of the constituent substances within a body owing 
to disturbance of a homogeneous conductive medium by the constituent substances. 
Usually, in order to obtain an ERT image of the substances within a body, a small amplitude 
current signal is driven through pairs of periphery electrode to generate periphery electrical 
potential difference due to the conductivity distribution in the body interior. The act of 
current injection through electrode pairs and measurement of voltage signals on the 
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electrode system caused by the interior conductivity distribution can be predicted by the 
Gauss’s law in electromagnetism. 
The ERT forward problem is modelled using the Poisson’s equation of the form of Eq. (2.1). It 
is derived from the integral form of the Divergence Theorem that describes the Gauss’s law 
in an integral form when applied to the electric vector field as in Eq. (2.2). The physical 
meaning of Eq. (2.2) is that the outward flux of an electric field through a closed surface is 
equal to the volume integral of the divergence of the electric field over the region inside the 
surface. 
 ∇ ∙ (−∇∅) = Y (2.1)  
 q (∇ ∙ ,)	' =r (, ∙ )	st  (2.2)  
 
					  
Figure 2.1. Diagrammatical illustration of a stimulation of small amplitude of current (mA) through 
ring of electrode plates on the periphery of a BCR. 
By the diagrammatic illustration of Figure 2.1, Eq. (2.1) relates the flow of charge density 
(current /[01232]) on the periphery electrode pairs to the periphery electric potential 
∅['($] owing to the interior conductivity distribution 	[*#]. At the boundary of a 
column section between electrode plates, Eq. (2.1) will take the form of Eq. (2.3) while on the 
periphery electrode plates, Eq. (2.1) will be of the form Eq. (2.4). 
 ∇ ∙ (−∇∅) = 0 (2.3)  
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 ∇ ∙ (−∇∅) = / (2.4)  
The ERT inverse problem could be modelled using the Newton Raphson’s algorithm 
(Eq. (2.5)) with an included Tikhonov regularization parameter that results in the Levenberg - 
Marquadt algorithm of Eq. (2.7).  
 @(7) = 1 2n (%(7) − ')∗	(%(7) − ') = 	1 2n ‖%(7) − '‖	   (2.5)  
 ℎ-x = (%\(7)∗%\(7) + 	y/)#	%\(7)∗z' − %(7){ (2.6)  
 	7|}# = 7| +	ℎ-x			 (2.7)  
The Newton Raphson’s algorithm has been applied to a number of industrial research works 
that were set-up in a bubble column reactor owing to its low capital cost, its portability, non-
invasiveness and its high temporal resolution.  
The described mathematical formulation of the ERT forward and inverse problems will be 
solved in this work by the finite element method (FEM) using electrical impedance and 
diffuse optical reconstruction software (EIDORS). EIDORS is an open source software coded 
in MATLAB and Octave that will be utilized for imaging the dispersion. 
 
2.2. Progression in the development of ERT imaging algorithms  
 
The progression of the ERT algorithm development begins with an understanding that 
images of objects are created by optimising an actual measured voltage and a model voltage 
signals taken on the boundary of a body. While actual voltage signals are captured on the 
periphery of a body, the model voltage is calculated by the method of finite element method 
(FEM). The computation of the model voltage signal is the required data from the solution of 
ERT forward problem. In the forward problem, the sensed voltage signal on the surface of a 
column is sought given the interior conductivity distribution and known current stimulation 
signals. 
The model voltage sensed on the surface of the reactor by the FEM is based on the Poisson’s 
equation. The Poisson’s equation relates the divergence of the gradient of the electric 
potential at a point in a static electric field to the charge density that generates the electric 
field. The derivation of the Poisson’s equation is presented in section 2.2.1.  
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2.2.1.  Physics of ERT forward problem 
The ERT forward problem could be solved through an analysis of the physical law governing 
electrical potential, conductivity distribution and charge density in a body system. The 
relationship among these quantities is provided for by the Poisson’s equation. The derivation 
of the Poisson’s equation used for modelling the ERT forward problem is as follows. 
According to Carl Friedrich Gauss (Gauss, 1965), the net electric flux through a closed surface 
is equal to 1 n  times the net electric charge enclosed within the closed surface as in Eq. (2.8)   
 ∅F = J  (2.8)   
In Eq. (2.8) , ∅F is the electric flux [~ #] through a closed surface S enclosing any 
volume ' ["]; J is the total charge [ ] enclosed within the surface; and  is electric 
constant [ ~#] that equals electrical conductivity in a conductive medium. The net 
electric flux ∅F through a closed surface S is also the surface integral of the electric field as 
in Eq. (2.9) , where ,is the electric field ['#]and 	0 [] is the vector of an infinitesimal 
element area.  
 ∅F =r , ∙ 	0s  
(2.9)   
Since the flow of electric field (electric flux) is defined as an integral of the electric field, 
Eq. (2.9) is referred to as the integral forms of Gauss’s Law. By Gauss’s Law, the distribution 
of electric charge can be found if the electric field is known everywhere within a body. 
Conversely, if the distribution of charge is known, Gauss’s Law can be used to compute the 
electric field provided that the electric field passes through the surface in a uniform way. 
This requirement that the electric field passes through the surface in a uniform way is to 
ensure a symmetric electric field such that if the total flux is known, the electric field can be 
deduced at every point. Eq. (2.9) can, therefore, be interpreted to mean the charge in any 






2.2.2.  Divergence theorem 
The flux of a vector field through a surface to the variation of the vector field inside the 
surface is related by the Divergence Theorem (Halliday & Resnick, 1970). The Divergence 
Theorem describes the Gauss’s Law in an integral form when applied to electric vector field 
as in Eq. (2.10) . The physical meaning of Eq. (2.10) is that the outward flux of an electric field 
through a closed surface is equal to the volume integral of the divergence of the electric 
field over the region inside the surface. The Divergence Theorem is related mathematically 
by Eq. (2.10) where the left-hand side stands for the total of the sources of the electric field 
in volume ', while the right-hand side means the total flow of electric field across the 
boundary '.    
 q (∇ ∙ ,)	' =r (, ∙ )	st  
(2.10)   
From Eq. (2.10) , Since electric field,	,, can be related through the Coulomb’s Law as in 
Eq. (2.11) ,  
 , = J0U (2.11)   
where 0 is the surface area covered by the unit vector pointing from the particle with charge 
J to the electric field evaluation point and U is electric constant. Evaluating the integrands 
in Eq. (2.10) , we obtain  
 (∇ ∙ ,)' = J00U ; 	∇ ∙ , = J'U = YU (2.12)   
The electric potential ∅ at a point 3 in a static electric field , is given by the line integral of 
the form 
 ∆∅ = − , ∙ 	(  
(2.13)   
When Eq. (2.13) is differentiated 
 ∇∅ = −,;, = −∇∅ (2.14)   
Substituting Eq. (2.14) into Eq. (2.12) , 
 ∇ ∙ (−∇∅) = YU (2.15)   
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When the electric constant U is a function that varies with the spatial variable of the 
domain, Eq. (2.15) is of the form of Eq. (2.16) , which is referred to as the Poisson’s equation. 
 ∇ ∙ (−∇∅) = Y (2.16)   
The technique of addressing the ERT forward problem described by the Poisson’s equation 
using FEM is described in the following sections. The solution of the forward problem which 
is required for solving the inverse problem is also based on FEM analysis.   
 
2.2.3. Gauss-Newton algorithm (forward and inverse solver) 
The ERT forward and inverse problem are usually solved using FEM analysis. In order to use 
the FEM approach, a target section of the column will be discretised to either a piecewise 
smooth tetrahedral elements (imaging in 3D) or a piecewise smooth triangular elements 
(imaging in 2D) (Adler, et al., 2008). Conductivity distribution in the interior of a column 
section is achieved by assigning conductivity values on all discrete elements that span the 
discretised section of the column. The conductivity distribution will then be in the form of 
vector X ∈ S_, where S denotes a real number. 
The act of imaging objects in the column using the ERT method could be achieved either 
using an absolute or a difference ERT algorithm. In the case of an absolute ERT algorithm, 
the voltage signal due to the heterogeneous conductivity distribution is required, while the 
difference algorithm requires the two voltage measurements resulting from homogeneous 
and heterogeneous conductivity distribution in the column interior. Findings in the literature 
show that the difference algorithm is more often applied in biomedical and industrial 
research studies than absolute algorithm since it is a more accurate functional imaging 
technique (Andy & William, 2006 ). 
Using the FEM to solve the forward problem based on difference algorithm, a change in 
conductivity distribution between the present conductivity distribution X [/] 
(heterogeneous conductivity distribution) and a reference conductivity distribution  X can 
be represented by d8 = X8 − [X]8. Thus, given a stimulated current signal, the resulting 
difference voltage measurement,  relates to the small change in conductivity distribution 
by the expression 
  = Id +  (2.17)   
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The ERT forward problem modelled, using the Poisson’s equation of Eq. (2.16) is represented 
in matrix form using the FEM as in Eq. (2.17) . The I symbol in Eq. (2.17) denotes the Jacobian 
or sensitivity matrix of the form	I ∈ S_×_, where x is the number of voltage 
measurements and  is the number of discrete elements in a domain. The notation  in 
Eq. (2.17) is the noise in the measurement, which is assumed to be uncorrelated white 
Gaussian of the form	 ∈ S_. The Jacobian matrix is called by the FEM according to the 
definition  
 I8T = 8 dT  (2.18)   
The ERT inverse problem is defined as what conductivity distribution in the interior target 
section of the column produced the measured voltage signal captured at the periphery of a 
reactor given a known stimulation of current signal. The ERT inverse problem is 
mathematically ill-conditioned because the conductivity values on all image elements affect 
any voltage measurement made on periphery electrode pairs (William, et al., 2002). Thus, 
the system of Eq. (2.17) is under-determined since the number of discrete elements _ is 
usually much higher than the number of measurements x. For an ERT generated image in 
2D on a cross section of a reactor bounded by a ring of 16 electrodes, the number of discrete 
elements is the range of 828-1200 (coarse grid), while the minimum number of voltage 
measurements that could generate the image ( a data frame) is 256 (16 x 16). 
The inverse problem is usually solved by the inclusion of a regularization parameter in the 
inverse problem equation (Pinheiro, et al., 1998). This addresses the under-determined state 
of the system of equations in Eq. (2.17) so that images obtained that may be interpreted. The 
method of image creation by the inverse ERT algorithm where the differential measured 
voltage values and the stimulated current signals through the boundary electrodes are 
required is referred to as image reconstruction. 
The aim of the image reconstruction by the regularization approach is to calculate a 
conductivity change estimate dB that produced a measured voltage B using prior constraints 
of a “most likely” image for a measurement made at time $. The one step linear Gauss-
Newton reconstruction algorithm (solver) was first introduced into ERT by (Tossavainen, et 
al., 2004) and that has gained wide usage is of the form 
 ‖ − Id‖⅀E + ‖d − dU‖⅀  (2.19)   
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The symbol dU in Eq. (2.19)  denotes the expected value of element conductivity changes. For 
difference ERT algorithm, dU is zero since an assumption that the conductivity change may 
be equally positive or negative is made. The covariance matrix of the expected 
measurement noise is represented by ⅀_ ∈ S_×_  in Eq. (2.19)  
 In many proposed models, the method of calculating the inverse of  ⅀L or ⅀_ is usually 
adopted instead of calculating ⅀L and ⅀_ directly. The terminologies  = X_⅀_# and S = XL⅀L# were used to define the inverse of ⅀L and ⅀_ respectively in the work by (Tao, 
et al., 2008). The symbols X_and XL respectively in the terminologies denote the average 
measurement noise amplitude and the apriori amplitude of conductivity change. While  
models the relative measurement accuracy across channels, the regularization matrix S 
model the “unlikelihood” of image element configurations. 
When Eq. (2.19) is solved with a definition of hyperparameter y = X_ XLn , a linearised one-
step inverse solver is obtained as 
 d = (I<I + yS)#I< = h (2.20)   
The size of the matrix of terms to be inverted to calculate h in Eq. (2.20) is  × . In a 
situation where the size of  is of the order of 10 or10, the computation to calculate h 
will have a high demand for a much faster computer system and memory space.  
In order to overcome the challenge in computing space and memory, the term h is usually 
re-written as in Eq. (2.21) (also referred to as Weinner filter)   
 h = 9I<(I9I< + y')# (2.21)   
where 9 = S# = ⅀L XL  and ' = # = ⅀_ X_ .The size of matrix to be inverted in 
Eq. (2.21) is x × x, which is significantly less than  ×  as required in Eq. (2.20)  
The Gauss-Newton algorithm with the re-formulated Weinner filter will be used for image 





2.2.4. Temporal imaging reconstruction algorithm 
 
The temporal reconstruction algorithm calculates an image at a current measurement data 
frame using the data collected at earlier times and later times away from the current data 
frame. The temporal reconstruction algorithm is different from Kalman filter based 
algorithm of Eq. (2.20) which estimates image dB based on measurement B and the previous 
image estimate dB#. The temporal algorithm creates a sequence of image frames as a single 
inverse problem using a regularization prior that accounts for both spatial and temporal 
correlation between image elements (Tao, et al., 2008). In order to calculate an image dB at 
time $ corresponding to measurement B, the image elements that resulted in the 
measurements within the neighbourhood of the target measurement frames are used. 
If we let the concatenated sequence of measurement frames be an array 
B = B< , B}#< , … , B< , … , B}#< , B}< 		; and we let the concatenated sequence of 
corresponding images be dB< , dB}#< , … , dB< , … , dB}#< , dB}< 		. For a given sequence of 
concatenated measurement frames B  and the corresponding concatenated images dB  that 
yielded the measurement, B , the direct temporal forward model takes the form 
 B = IdB +  (2.22)   
where   = [B< , … , B< , … B}< ]. In evaluating Eq. (2.22) the model structure could be 
considered to be constant, which makes the Jacobain I to be constant with respect to time. 
Thus, I = /⨂I, where the identity matrix / has size 2	 + 1 and ⨂ is the kronecker product. 
Relating  Eq. (2.22) of the temporal forward model to Eq. (2.17) of the direct ERT forward 
model, the one-step inverse image reconstruction algorithm becomes 
 h = 9I< (I9I< + y')# (2.23)   
where  ' = /⨂' and 9 = ⨂9 and  is the temporal weight matrix of an image sequence 
d and it is defined as  
 													[]8,T = e(|¡¢|) £n , H, e = −	, … , 	 (2.24)   
Using Eq. (2.24) , Eq.  (2.23) could be re-written as in Eq. (2.25)  
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 h = [⨂(9I<)][⨂(I9I<) + y(/⨂')]# (2.25)   
The one-step solution for the current image dB  given h  is thus  
 dB = hUB¤  (2.26)   
where hU is the first row x × 	 + 1,… , x × (	 + 1) of h  (Tao, et al., 2008). 
With a view to accurately measure gas void fractions using the ERT technique, the ERT 
algorithm with temporal data frame correlation as the regularization parameter will be 
explored. An assessment of its accuracy will be made, which will justify the use of alternative 
algorithms. 
 
2.2.5. Gauss-Newton algorithm with spatial image elements correlation and 
temporal data frames correlations 
The regularization parameters for an image reconstruction matrix, mentioned in section 
2.2.2, are usually developed using image prior models. A common assumption on the image 
prior model is that the image elements are independent as obtained in zeroth order 
Tikhonov prior (Yorkey, et al., 1987) and Noser prior (Cheney, et al., 1990). Alternatively, it is 
assumed that the image elements are locally correlated as reported by (Vauhkonen, et al., 
1999). 
The covariance matrix of the expected image ⅀L is a diagonal matrix leading to inter-
element correlation being zero when the elements are independent. However, when the 
elements are assumed to be locally correlated, ⅀L is a sparse non-diagonal structure since 
only adjacent elements are considered correlated (Vauhkonen, et al., 1999). Two limitations 
were found to be associated with the stated correlation model. First, the correlations do not 
adequately reflect the scale of the correlations since image elements are correlated globally. 
Secondly, the spatial frequency of the conductivity distribution depends on the size of the 
image elements (Tao, et al., 2008), meaning that in a correlation model development, larger 
elements should have larger spatial correlation values.  
The limitations of the correlation models lead to the development of a special prior model 




 ¥9# n ¦8,8 = [I<I]8,8§ n  (2.27)   
The sensitivity part of the prior image matrix 9 is 9# n  in Eq. (2.27) and 9 is therefore defined 
as  
 9 = 9# n 9̈ 9# n  (2.28)   
where 9̈  is the exponential spatial correlation matrix of the form. 
 





(2.29)   
The symbols 38, 3T represent the centre of two image elements H and e, while ` is an 
exponential constant of same unit distance []. 
When the image elements correlation form of Eq. (2.28) is substituted into Eq. (2.19) , an 
image reconstruction algorithm with the spatial image prior either in 2D or 3D is obtained.  
Furthermore, substituting Eq. (2.28) into Eq. (2.25) results in an image reconstruction 
algorithm with a spatial correlation in image elements and temporal correlation in data 
frames. If a spatial image element with correlation in 3D is substituted into Eq. (2.25) , the 
imaging algorithm is referred to as ERT algorithm with 4D regularization.   
The ERT reconstruction algorithm involves solving an ill-conditioned residual equation 
resulting from optimising actual measured voltage signals to the forward problem model of 
the measured voltage. The ill-conditioning of the model system of equations arises from a 
disparity in the number of voltage measurements when related to the number of discretised 
elements that span a target column section. The target sections could be a cross section of 
the column in the case of 2D reconstruction or a target volume of column in the case of 3D 
reconstruction.  
The disparity in the number of measured voltage signals (256 data for a frame collected from 
a ring) and discrete finite elements number (828 triangular elements in the case of 2D 
imaging) leads to non-uniform sensitivity regions within the domain to current signals 
stimulated at the column periphery. Thus, to improve the sensitivity of the region within the 
target sections of the column to current stimulated at the surface of the reactors, a small 
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diameter vessel or pipes within the range of 5 – 10cm were used by (Haibo, et al., 2007) and 
(Jin, et al., 2007). The use of large diameter BCR are often preferred because large gas 
throughput is involved (Kantarci, et al., 2005), and large conversion levels are achievable 
only with BCR with higher heights.  
This limitation in the use of ERT to analyse bubble population parameters, restricting its 
effective use to a laboratory scale reactor system, is envisaged to be addressed by 
hybridizing ERT measurements to a model of a physical system in a BCR. A review of 
applications of ERT algorithms is presented in the next section to highlight benefits of ERT 
high temporal resolution, which make it an effective functional imaging tool both in 
industries and biomedical field. ERT technique was used in these fields to scan properties of 
physical substances in the interior of a body since its high temporal resolution is effective at 
monitoring the changes in the properties.  
The ERT reconstruction algorithm in 3D with 4D regularization will be explored in this study 
for imaging the dispersed phase in a 2-phase air-water system. The intention is to evaluate 
the improvement in the spatial resolution of images with the included 4D regularization 
parameters. An efficient algorithm of such is expected to produce a graph of gas void 
fraction estimates depending on gas flow rates that can easily be validated or calibrated 
against available data. Should this algorithm be ineffective, other alternative algorithms 
without 4D regularization or in 2D will be explored for accurate gas void fraction 
measurements.  
 
2.3.  Industrial applications of ERT technique 
  
The ERT technique has the potential for gaining more information on the bubble size 
distribution in a bubble column since an ERT estimate of gas void fraction values is as a 
result of perturbed conductivity field by entire bubble population. In the case of 2D image 
generation, the bubble size distribution will be from a cross-sectional area of the vessel, 
while in the case of 3D image reconstruction, the bubble size distribution will be from a 
given volume of a vessel. The Sauter Mean Bubble Size could be calculated from gas void 
fraction values using empirically determined correlation model for Sauter Mean Bubble Size 
as a function of gas void fraction values (Laari & Turunen, 2003). 
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Multi-component flow monitoring in real-time for an identification of areas of good and 
poor contact during velocity measurement of flow is possible by the ERT imaging technique 
(Robert, et al., 2002). ERT has been verified to be applicable for these studies: visualisation 
of intimate contact with two fluids within packed  beds and monitoring of blockage that 
changes flow of fluids (Robert, et al., 2002); measurement of vortex formation from outside 
the hydrocyclones and detection of its faults (Williams, 1999); testing, validation and 
improving CFD codes(Pakzad, et al., 2008); and diagnosis of functioning of sparger and 
characterisation of flow in bubble columns reactors (Vijayan, et al., 2007). The ERT algorithm 
was applied by (Mann, et al., 1997) to monitor mixing from the resistivity property of the 
spatial distribution of different components, which provided a measure of homogeneity. ERT 
sensitivity to electrical changes can also provide information on the onset of crystallisation 
(Ricard, et al., 2005) 
Pinheiro et al. (Pinheiro, et al., 1998) pioneered the industrial process tomography 
applications with the use of ERT 3D reconstructions for analysis of a multi-phase mixture. 
(Davidson, et al., 2004) applied ERT reconstructions in 3D to metal-walled filtration test 
platform, while (Stephenson, et al., 2007) explored ERT to determine the jet mixing 
characteristics in reactors. An investigation into fluid mixing in a stirred vessel through 
analysis of ERT 3D reconstructions was made by (Stephenson, et al., 2009), and further 
applications of the ERT 3D reconstruction to characterise gas holdup distribution in 
laboratory flotation cell was recorded in the work of (Jari, et al., 2011 ). ERT is employable 
for the monitoring of formation of the vortex from outside the hydrocyclones (Williams, 
1999). In crystallization processes, ERT reconstruction has been analysed to gain an online 
visualisation of processes for controlling the final shape and size of crystals at the point of 
nucleation (Rodgers, et al., 2009). The ERT imaging technique was also employed in bubble 
columns and packed beds for monitoring of various flow patterns for hydrodynamic 
characterisation and monitoring of blockage, which change the flow of fluids and reduce its 
effectiveness (Bolton, et al., 2004). CFD models validation and its improvements for a 
reliable use have been made using ERT measured data (Pakzad, et al., 2008). 
The ERT imaging method is superior to the optical technique for high gas void fraction 
measurements because bubbles nearer to the column wall may only be detected by optical 
technique (camera) at this flow regime. More so, in an opaque BCR, the optical approach is 
ineffective while the ERT technique is still useful for gas void fraction measurements. Since 
ERT has a low spatial but high temporal resolution, it is suitable for fast process monitoring 
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taking place in reactors. The ERT equipment set-up is portable and allows the visualisation of 
the interior of a body in a non-intrusive and non-radioactive means as well as at a low capital 
cost rate.  
2.4. Medical and Geophysics applications of ERT technique  
 
Earlier applications of ERT were based on analysis and interpretation of reconstructed 
conductivity images in 2D in Medicine and Geophysics as well as in industries. The errors in 
their assumptions were that the body under investigation was taken to be in 2D and the 
equipotential lines were analysed in image creation to be curves (2D) instead of surfaces 
(3D) (Andy & William, 2006 ). An example was the imaging of human forearm by (Barber, et 
al., 1983). The effective opposition to the flow of current due to resistor and reactance 
components caused, respectively, by the resistivity, capacitive and inductive properties of 
the 2 - phase systems is referred to as impeditivity. Since admitivity, the inverse of 
impeditivity, is the target distribution to be imaged in a human body, ERT is referred to as 
electrical impedance tomography (EIT) in medical applications.  
 
Given that ERT is an effective functional imaging technique, it is utilized in medicine for the 
monitoring of patient’s heart and lungs activities through the movement of conductivity 
contrasting of blood and air (Helga, et al., 2009 ). It also allows the monitoring of regional 
ventilation within the lungs faster than the blood gas approach (Tao, et al., 2008).  
 
In geophysics, recent applications include the detection of underground mine workings by 
(Johnson, et al., 2003); and in the work of (Lesparre, et al., 2011), the inner structures of 
geological objects were imaged using ERT. Moreover, earlier 3D imaging algorithms were 
from the medical electrical impedance tomography (EIT) group, which include the work of 
(Goble, et al., 1992) and (Metherall, et al., 1996).  
 
2.5. Recent industrial and biomedical applications of ERT 
 
Industrial applications of ERT 2D reconstructions include respectively the work of (Jin, et al., 
2007) who measured gas holdup profiles in a gas-liquid co-current bubble column using ERT. 
An analysed of bubble behaviour in bubble columns from ERT reconstructions has also been 
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made by (Haibo, et al., 2007). (Okonkwo, et al., 2012) reported the characterisation of a high 
concentration of ionic bubble column using ERT.  
In the three applications of ERT reconstruction in 2D, the gas holdup values of the dispersed 
phase were calculated from ERT images using Maxwell’s relation (Maxwell, 1873) of the 
form of Eq. (2.30) , where X#is the conductivity value of the continuous phase; X is the 
conductivity value of the dispersed phase; XOkkkkk is the average conductivity value of the 
mixture phase. 
 Q	 = 2X# + X − 2XOkkkkk − XOkkkkkX X#nXOkkkkk − X X#n + 2(X#	 − X)  (2.30)   
If the dispersed phase (X = 0) is a non-conductive material, Eq. (2.30) is simplified to 
 Q	 = 2X# − 2XOkkkkk2X#	 − XOkkkkk 		 (2.31)   
The average value of the mixture conductivity XOkkkkk over the column cross sectional area 0 is 
given by Eq. (2.32)  
 XOkkkkk = ³ XO	0´µ 0  (2.32)   
Findings in the literature on process tomography show that a robust utilization of ERT 
algorithms has been limited by the low spatial resolution of the images, particularly for 
smaller objects in the scale of bubble sizes. An improvement in spatial resolution of ERT 
images to the extent of accounting for countable entities in a BCR will in no less make ERT 
gain many industrial applications especially for BCR designing and scale-up. 
In the Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Cape Town, some research studies 
have benefitted from the application of ERT 2D reconstructions. Stevenson (Stevenson, 
2006) PhD thesis reported an analysis of particle suspension and mixing in biological systems 
using the ERT technique developed from a 2D algorithm. (Long, 2006) Master’s thesis work 
complimented earlier application of ERT 2D reconstruction in the department, in a study 
conducted to accomplish an on-line velocity flow profiling system with a view to visualising 
the flow of slurries in 2D. Further, (Sudhakaran, 2010) explored the ERT 2D reconstruction in 
evaluating the influence of nozzle design on the gas holdup distribution in boiling bubble 
column reactors. Later, (Adetunji, 2011) harnessed the measurement sequences in 3D 
obtainable with the UCT ERT instrument to implement an advanced algorithm for enhanced 
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signal analysis in electrical resistance tomography using EIDORS toolbox to monitor fluid 
movement in 3D. 
In Biomedical research, (Tao, et al., 2008) developed an ERT algorithm to improve the spatial 
resolution of reconstructed images since ERT algorithm has high temporal resolution and 
images are highly correlated especially in high-speed system. In their paper, entitled ‘’ERT 3D 
reconstruction with 4D regularization’’, a prior model of the temporal correlations among 
images and 3D spatial correlations of image elements were used to improve the spatial 
accuracy of images. (Tao, et al., 2008) applied the ERT algorithm with 4D regularization to 
track the trajectory of a spherical conductive target of radius 1.5cm, which represented the 
bolus left ventricular ejection in a human body. The reconstructed images using this 
algorithm showed higher spatial accuracy than an algorithm without 4D regularization.  
In this study, the effective algorithm will be determined by using the enumerated ERT 
algorithms to measure the gas holdup fractions at a target section of the column over range 
of gas flow rates. An efficient reconstruction algorithm of such is expected to yield a graph of 
increasing time and area average of conductivity distribution with an increase in gas flow 
rate since air is non-conductive. The time and area average of conductivity distribution 
means computing the product of the size of the finite element and the conductivity of such 
element for all elements and adding the result. The ratio of added result to the total volume 
of the column section in the case of 3D reconstruction is called volume average of 
conductivity distribution calculated for every data frame captured (256 data sets). For the 
same data size, in the case of 2D reconstruction, the ratio of added result to the total cross-
sectional area of the column is called area average of conductivity distribution. The mean of 
either volume or area averages of conductivity distribution for all captured data frames will 
then be calculated to obtain time and area average of conductivity distribution. 
In the context of this study, gas holdup fractions of the multiphase reaction system to be 
measured is set-up in a BCR. Multiphase reactions in a BCR often need to be optimised for 
cost-effective production and energy consumption purposes. Alternatively, the design and 
scale of geometric dimensions of component column parts could be adjusted to ensure a 
high product yield at a low capital cost and low energy consumption rate, while achieving 
higher heat and mass transfer.  
Findings on studies to upgrade the BCR and studies on the development of correlation 
models for prediction of bubble population properties as well as hydrodynamic parameter 
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calculations are presented in the next section. In the sub-section of section 2.7, an 
illustration is given of the method of calculating the bubble number density distribution of 
bubble population sizes. 
2.6.  Design, scale-up and performance description of a BCR 
Many studies on improving the performance of a BCR have focussed on design and scale-up 
because of its effects on the transport characteristics and complex hydrodynamic state in 
the reactor (Kantarci, et al., 2005). The design and scale-up of a BCR are dependent on the 
quantification of 3 main phenomena, namely: 1) Heat and mass transfer characteristics; 2) 
Mixing characteristics; and 3) chemical kinetics of the reacting system. Scale-up problems 
are known to originate from the scale-dependency of the fluid dynamic phenomena and 
heat and mass transfer properties. 
Studies have shown that reactor performance is governed by reaction specific quantities and 
reactor specific phenomena. The reaction specific quantities such as physical properties of 2 
fluid systems, stoichiometry, thermodynamics and kinetics are independent of reactor types 
and design.  The reactor specific phenomena, however, are largely dependent on operating 
conditions, physical properties, reactor types and its geometric dimensions (Deckwer & 
Schumpe, 1993). Typically, in biotechnology and chemical industry, scale-up methods range 
from empirical know-how to know why based approaches. In recent times, the know-why 
based method is suggested to yield more reliable models than the know-how approaches 
(Deckwer & Schumpe, 1993). More often, mathematical models to describe the 
performance of the BCR are dependent on the variables of reaction kinetics, the number of 
reactive species and phases, the absorption reaction regime (mass transfer terms) and the 
fluid dynamics of the phases. In the classical models, the liquid and gas phase resident time 
distribution models (RTDs), measured by known methods are employed and utilized in 
characterizing the fluid dynamics of the systems, while the RTDs can be interpreted to be 
completely mixed, partially mixed or unmixed. The partial mixing of the fluid system often 
encountered can be described by tank-in-series models (with or without back flow between 
neighbouring cells) or by the one-dimensional axial dispersion model (ADM) (Deckwer & 
Schumpe, 1993). 
The fluid dynamics of the gas phase in a BCR could be classified to homogeneous flow 
(bubbly flow) and heterogeneous flow (churn-turbulent flow) based on the superficial gas 
velocity of dispersion and bubble sizes in the continuous liquid phase. Bubbly (homogeneous 
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) flow exists at a low gas flow rate and it is characterised by almost uniform size bubbles 
having similar rise velocities. As the superficial gas velocity increases, the bubbly flows 
transits to the churn-turbulent regime described by a dispersion of larger bubbles rising with 
higher velocities through the bed of the small bubbles. Although in the ADM, all the 
individual mixing phenomena taking place in each phase are all lumped to an axial dispersion 
coefficient (a coarse simplification of reality), it has proven as and still an effective tool to 
model BCRs (Deckwer & Schumpe, 1993).  
Thus, in predicting the hydrodynamic parameters by the hybrid of ERT and a PBM in this 
work, the tank-in-series model or the ADM approach will be explored to solve the PBM. The 
ADM approach is adopted since it is a valid tool to model BCRs particularly for hydrodynamic 
flow regime characterised with mixing phenomena.  
 
2.7.  Fluid dynamics and regime analysis of BCRs 
 
The operations and performance of bubble column reactor (BCR) have been found to be 
highly affected by the fluid dynamic characteristics and the dominant fluid flow regime in 
the column. In addition to the three known regimes: Homogeneous (bubbly flow) regime, 
Heterogeneous (churn-turbulent) regime and the slug flow regime (Hyndman, et al., 1997), 
the ‘’foaming regime’’ also exist but rarely takes place in the bubble columns (Kantarci, et 
al., 2005).  
The homogeneous flow regime is observed in a BCR operated in a semi-batch mode at low 
superficial gas velocities approximately less than 0.05m/s (Kantarci, et al., 2005). When this 
regime exists in a BCR, bubbles are seen to be of relatively uniform small sizes and rise 
velocities. Their sizes and rise velocities give rise to a uniform bubble distribution and 
relatively gentle mixing over the entire cross-sectional area of the column. Practically, during 
this flow regime, bubble coalescence and breakage are insignificant to the extent that 
bubbles sizes are influenced largely by sparger design and system properties (Thorat & Joshi, 
2004). (Kawagoe, et al., 1976) reported that the gas holdup in the bubbly flow regime 
increases linearly with increasing superficial gas velocity. 
As superficial gas velocity increases, the flow regime transits from bubbly to the churn-
turbulent regime (heterogeneous regime), where the superficial gas velocity is greater than 
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0.05m/s in a batch column (Kantarci, et al., 2005). The regime is described by perturbed 
homogeneous gas-liquid system caused by the turbulent motion of gas bubbles and liquid 
recirculation. Due to high gas throughput in this regime, unsteady flow pattern and large 
bubbles with short residence times are formed by coalescence phenomena. In addition to 
bubble coalescence, bubble breakage processes could occur, leading to a wide size 
distribution of bubbles. The average bubble size is, thus, controlled by coalescence and 
breakup which is dependent on the energy dissipation rate in the bulk solution (Thorat & 
Joshi, 2004). It has been reported that the gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient is lower at 
churn-turbulent (heterogeneous) regime as compared to homogeneous flow. 
Knowing when flow regime transits from bubbly to churn-turbulent regime in the column is 
important because significant changes are observed in the hydrodynamic behaviours of the 
system at this period. It is noticed that at this period liquid circulates upward at the centre of 
the column and downward near the column wall. This allows further entry to take place at 
the centre, which leads to the build-up of transverse hold-up profile that enhances liquid 
circulation. In measuring the liquid circulation and the transverse hold-up profiles, the ERT 
imaging technique is superior to the optical technique often used since the ERT technique 
does not require a transparent column.  
 
2.7.1.  Gas holdup and specific interfacial area 
 
Gas hold-up is a dimensionless essential hydrodynamic parameter for column designing that 
determines the nature of transport phenomena in a bubble column system (Luo, et al., 
1999). Gas holdup is the ratio of the volume occupied by the gas in a reactor section to the 
volume of the reactor section (local gas holdup); or the ratio of the volume occupied by the 
gas in the entire reactor to the reactor volume (global gas holdup). The axial holdup in a BCR 
could be determined from two differential pressure signals (Jin, et al., 2007). Based on an 
assumption that the values of the liquid acceleration terms and the wall friction terms are 
normally small and negligible, the mean gas holdup (Qm ) is usually calculated using Eq. (2.33)   
 Qm = 1 − ∆9Y4∆A (2.33)  
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where  ∆9 is the differential pressure between two pressure sensor points [~], ∆A is 
the vertical distance between two pressure points	[], Y4 is the liquid density	[!"] and  is the acceleration due to gravity	[] (Jin, et al., 2007). The spatial variation of the gas 
holdup, also called gas holdup profile, is a key factor that contributes to the rise in pressure 
variation and liquid recirculation (Kantarci, et al., 2005). Additionally, the magnitude of gas 
holdup radial gradients is known to depend on the superficial gas velocity, the column 
diameter, gas distribution design, physical properties of the system and operating conditions 
(Wu, et al., 2001) (Shah, et al., 1982). This assertion is supported given the gas holdup 
correlations by (Hughmark, 1967) and (Kawase, et al., 1992) respectively as in Eq. (2.34)  and 
Eq. (2.35)  
 Q = 12 + ¶0.35 u¹n º(ρ¼σ 72n )# "n  (2.34)  




Akita and Yoshida (Akita & Yoshida, 1973) developed a model of integral hold-up (averaged 
over the entire volume of gas-in-liquid dispersion) following a correlation for many 
experimental data of the form 
 
Qz1 − Q{ =∝ Æ
̈Y-X Ç
# Èn Æ"̈- Ç
# #n >.É¨  (2.36)  
where ∝= 0.2 for pure liquid and non-electrolyte solution;  ∝= 0.25 for salt solutions in the 
range of . < 0.14 within which the experiment was conducted. The model, Eq. (2.36) is 
valid for superficial gas velocity (>.) in the range 0.003 − 0.4/, liquid velocity (>-) in the 
range of 0 − 0.044/, column diameter (¨) in the range of 0.152 − 0.6 and column 
height (A¨) ranging from 1.26 − 3.5.    
 
Thereafter, (Hikita, et al., 1980) proposed a more accurate correlation model for gas holdup 
of the form of Eq. (2.36)  by including the physical property of the gas phase, Y. , unlike the 
model of (Akita & Yoshida, 1973). The included Y. has been observed to reduce the 
deviation of the data fit from the experimental data from 15% to 4% when compared to 
model Eq. (2.37) The parameter @ = 1 for non-electrolyte solution and for salt solution @ was 
determined to be a function of ionic strength of solution. 
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 (2.37)  
Eq. (2.37) is valid for >.  within the range 0.042 − 0.38/, ¨ = 0.1 and liquid height A- = 0.64. The correlations of (Akita & Yoshida, 1973) and (Hikita, et al., 1980) have been 
found suitable for gas holdup calculations for BCRs design purposes (Oztijrk, et al., 1987). In 
Ozturk’s work, 50 different gas-liquid systems were measured, plotted and several 
correlations models in literature were tested to fit their data but the correlation of (Akita & 
Yoshida, 1973) and (Hikita, et al., 1980) yielded the best fit with a measurement error of 
11%.  




# Èn Æ"- Ç
# #n Q# Ïn  (2.38)  
Eq. (2.39) and Eq. (2.40) were obtained from a correlation for average bubble size as a 
function of physical properties of the fluid state, column dimension and superficial gas 
velocity by (Akita & Yoshida, 1974). Thus, further simplification of Eq. (2.38) lead to the 
development of the specific interfacial area, , in terms of properties of liquid, dimension of 
the column and gas holdup of Eq. (2.41)  (Akita & Yoshida, 1974) for . < 0.14. 







 (2.40)  
 ¨ = 1 3n Æ¨Y-σ Ç
. Æ¨"- Ç
.# .#.#" (2.41)  
The correlation of Eq. (2.40) is valid for column diameter up to 0.3 and superficial gas 
velocity up to about 0.07/. The correlation of Eq. (2.40) is recommended for self-studied 
systems and most suitable for single orifice spargers (Shah, et al., 1982). In a two-phase 
multiphase system, the bubble sizes are known to be controlled by the balance between the 
bubble coalescence and breakup rates. The observation was confirmed by (Deckwer, et al., 
1978) who found no significant difference in the 	MN in their experimental bubble size 
measurements at 3.5 and 6.0m above the sparger. Akita and Yoshida (Akita & Yoshida, 1974) 
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also observed no effect of orifice diameter on the 	MN in the bulk region away from the 
sparger (Helene, et al., 2006).     
Eq. (2.41) shows a dependency on the column diameter as in ̈.", which vanishes at larger 
column diameters (i.e. ¨ ≥ 0.3). The physical quantity variables of Eq. (2.40) and 
Eq. (2.41) are kinematic viscosity of liquid (-) [#], surface tension (X) [!], liquid 
density (Y-) [!"], superficial gas velocity (>.) [#], gas hold-up (.), column 
diameter (¨)	[] and the volume-surface mean bubble diameter (	MN) []. 
The empirically developed correlation of Eq. (2.41) can be explored for the computation of 
the specific gas to liquid interfacial area since it is valid within the operating range of the 
present work. The required gas void fractions will be computed from the resolved bubble 
number density distribution by the hybrid of ERT and a PBM. The proposed hybrid of ERT 
and a PBM is, thus, intended to address the operational limitation ranges of the correlation 
models for hydrodynamic parameter predictions. This will be accomplished through an 
accurate prediction of the BNDDs required for hydrodynamic parameter predictions overall 
operational conditions. 
 
2.7.2. Superficial gas velocity 
 
Superficial gas velocity is the average velocity of the gas that is sparged into a column, 
expressed as the ratio of volumetric gas flow rate to the cross-sectional area of the column. 
Gas holdup has been found to increase with increasing superficial gas velocity in both bubble 
column and slurry bubble column (Prakash, et al., 2001)(Li & Prakash, 2000)(Pino, et al., 
1992)(Krishna, et al., 1997)(Hyndman, et al., 1997)(Schumpe & Grund, 1986)(Deckwer, et al., 
1980)(Saxena, et al., 1990) and (Daly, et al., 1992). Furthermore, an increase in the gas 
holdup with superficial velocity has been found to be proportional in the bubbly flow regime 
(Lockett & Kirkpatrick, 1975) and (Kara, et al., 1982). However, in a churn-turbulent regime, 
the effects of superficial velocity on gas holdup are less significant (Kara, et al., 1982) and 
(Koide, et al., 1984).  
Since the ERT imaging approach is based on the interior conductivity of a body, gas holdup 
fractions increase with gas flow rates is expected to lead to a decreasing magnitude of 
conductivity distribution in a non-conductive dispersed phase. This relationship will hold 
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over a wide range of gas flow rates. Thus, the hybrid technique is proposed to be useful for 
hydrodynamic predictions over wide fluid regimes including the churn-turbulent regime fluid 
flow.   
2.7.3.  Hydrodynamic parameters – mass transfer coefficients 
 
The specific gas-liquid interfacial area N is related to the gas hold-up, Q, and the Sauter 
Mean Bubble Diameter, 	MN, assuming that bubbles are spherical in shape as in Eq. (2.42) . 
 N = 6Q 	MN  (2.42)  
The overall mass transfer rate per unit volume of the dispersion is dominantly controlled by 
the liquid-side mass transfer in a situation when the gas side possess negligible resistance 
(Kantarci, et al., 2005). The liquid-side mass transfer is the product of volumetric mass 
transfer coefficient, !- , and interfacial area, . (Fan, et al., 1985) reported that variation of !- in a BCR is majorly due to variations in the interfacial area. Eq. (2.42) agrees with the 
findings of (Daly, et al., 1992) who stated that accurate computation of the specific gas-
liquid interfacial area requires the information of the gas holdup and the bubble size 
distribution. In a gas-liquid multiphase system, the mass transfer from gas to liquid phase is 
an essential parameter to be optimised. 
 Additionally, the volumetric mass transfer coefficient is often used in the characterisation 
and designing of both industrial stirred and non-stirred gas-liquid reactors (Kantarci, et al., 
2005). However, it has been realised that very few data are found dealing separately with 
mass transfer coefficient (!-) and interfacial area () in a BCR (Bouaifi, et al., 2001), though 
(Akita & Yoshida, 1974) suggested the model of Eq. (2.43) . Most investigators’ works have 
been limited to the determination of the volumetric mass transfer coefficient, !-. The 
separation of parameters !- and  has been suggested to yield better comprehension of the 
gas-liquid mass transfer mechanism. Furthermore, an independent determination of !- and  has also been proposed to allow for knowing which parameter between !- and  
contribute to mass transfer. 
 !- = 0.5 Èn -# n Y-" Èn X" Èn 	MN# n  (2.43)  
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The data used to develop Eq. (2.43) had its bubble size range from 1.7 to 7.2mm in water, 1.3 
to 5.4mm in glycol, and 1.1 to 4.5mm in methanol. Eq. (2.43) was proposed to be valid in a 
column diameter up to 60cm, superficial gas velocity up to 41cm/s and gas holdup up to 
30%. Some of the developed correlations by researchers to predict mass transfer rates in a 
bubble column, based on the effects of operational parameters on mass transfer 
characteristics are stated in Eq. (2.44) and Eq. (2.45) The model of Eq. (2.45)  (Akita & Yoshida, 
1973) was found to be useful for large column diameter in the range 1 – 5.5m, while model 
Eq. (2.44)  (Hikita, et al., 1981) was validated in a column of diameters 0.1 and 0.19m, where 
no significant effect on  was noticed. 









!- = 0.6 l^-Y-o
. Æ̈Y-X Ç
.Í Æ"̈Y-^- Ç
."# Æ-.̈ Ç Q#.# (2.45)  
In Eq. (2.44) and Eq. (2.45) 	^.,	¨,		^- , X are gas viscosity[!()#], reactor diameter[], 
dynamic viscosity of liquid[!()#] and surface tension [!] respectively; Y- , Qand - are respectively the density of the liquid [!"], gas holdup [H$], and the liquid 
phase diffusivity[#]. The value of @ was approximated to be 1 in the case of non-
electrolyte solutions (water, methanol, butanol and ionic solution) and a function ionic 
strength in the case of electrolyte solutions.  
(Ozturk, et al., 1987) reviewed the two models of Eq. (2.44) and Eq. (2.45) by measuring 400 
!- value data in 50 different gas-liquid systems in a column diameter of 0.095m. Eq. (2.44)  
and Eq. (2.45) were observed to describe the experimental data with an error of 25 to 37%, 
even with an optimizer, the error was still greater than 20%. As a result of a high error in 
using Eq. (2.45) to correlate their results, (Ozturk, et al., 1987) developed the model of 
Eq. (2.46) by modifying Eq. (2.45) . In the development, the used surface-volume mean 
bubble diameter 	MN was assumed to be of a constant value of 0.003m rather than using the 
column diameter. Following a testing of the developed model of Eq. (2.46) with experimental 
data, the computed average error was 13.3%. 
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 K- = 0.62 l^--Y- o





. 	MN.È# (2.46) 
A simulation model of bubble column reactor useful for prediction of gas hold-up and 
volumetric mass transfer coefficients was developed by (Shimizu, et al., 2000). In their 
model, gas hold-up and gas-liquid mass transfer rates were evaluated on the basis of bubble 
break-up and coalescence. 
The concept of compartmentalisation of the column was adapted to determine the size 
distribution of a population of bubbles influenced by bubble breakage and coalescence at 
column sections. The gas hold-up of bubbles in a given dispersion volume 'G was calculated 
by adding the volume of all bubbles, '8, in 'G and dividing it by the dispersion volume 'G. 
The dispersion volume was made up of the sum of the volume of gas 'Q and liquid '4. Thus, 
the gas hold-up expression of Eq. (2.47) was obtained. 
 Q = 'Q'Q + '4 = ∑ '88'G  (2.47)  
In calculating the volumetric mass transfer coefficient, the specific gas-liquid interfacial 
area,	, relating the gas hold-up fractions was defined as Eq. (2.48) , 
  = 6Q	MN  (2.48)  
where  	MN was the Sauter Mean Diameter of bubbles. 
Additionally, the Higbie penetration theory (Shah, et al., 1982) of Eq. (2.49) was used to 
calculate the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient K- as in  
 K- = l4-­Ò	 o
#
 (2.49)  
where - is diffusivity of liquid[#]; ­ is bubble rise velocity[#]; and 	 is the 
bubble diameter []. 
The gas-liquid volumetric mass transfer coefficient was then calculated by combining 
Eq. (2.48) and Eq. (2.49) to derive Eq. (2.50) .  
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 K- =Ól4-­Ò	 o
#
8
	l6Q	MNo (2.50)  
The experiment to validate the model of the BCR simulation by (Shimizu, et al., 2000) was 
set-up in a column with diameter 0.2m and height 1.7m. A 2-phase air-water dispersion 
system in a batch-wise operational mode, that ran until steady state was achieved, was set-
up in the column. The steady state condition of the fluid was determined when there was a 
negligible change of gas holdup. 
The density, viscosity and surface tension of water were measured by a Pycnometer, a 
Cannon-Fenske viscometer and the du-Noug ring method respectively. A pre-calibrated 
rotameter was used to measure a continuous sparged air-flow into the column. The gas 
hold-up measurements were made by the volume expansion method. The volume mass 
transfer coefficients were measured by the dynamic method. A fast response dissolved 
oxygen electrode was utilized for monitoring the change in the dissolve oxygen 
concentration. 
The graph of the gas hold-up against the superficial gas velocity by the proposed model 
simulation of (Shimizu, et al., 2000) is shown in Figure 2.2, alongside the graphs from their 
experimental studies and other correlations in the literature as in Eq. (2.34) and Eq. (2.35) . In 
Figure 2.3, the graphs of the gas hold-up along the column axis for two superficial gas 
velocities of 0.01 m/s and 0.04m/s by the simulation model are shown. Similar graphs in 
Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 are shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 respectively when the 





Figure 2.2.  Gas hold-up in a 0.2m i.d column reactor 
 





Figure 2.4. Gas-liquid mass transfer rates in a 0.2m i.d bubble column reactor. 
 
Figure 2.5. Axial distribution of gas-liquid mass transfer rate in a bubble column reactor (DC=0.2m) 
 
The theory supporting the development of the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient K- of 
Eq. (2.43) will be explored since the K- is valid with the operational conditions of the present 
work.  
2.7.4.  Liquid mixing in bubble column reactors 
 
A review of the literature on liquid phase mixing in a bubble column reactor (BCR) indicates 
it has gained the attention of researchers in the last 57 years. It was observed that despite a 
number of newly proposed hydrodynamic models, the use of axial dispersion model (ADM) 
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to describe the liquid phase mixing in BCR is still common (Deckwer, et al., 1974). As an 
alternative to the use of axial dispersion coefficient to describe the mixing of the liquid 
phase in a BCR, some researchers characterised the mixing behaviour in a BCR by the mixing 
times. When a certain degree of homogeneity is achieved, the mixing time is then converted 
into a dispersion coefficient (,-). 
A theoretical relation was derived by (Baird & Rice, 1975) provide an interpretation for the 
experimental determination of ,- on the basis of dimensional analysis and Kolmogoroff’s 
theory of isotropic turbulence of the form of Eq. (2.51)  
 ,- = !( "n # "n  (2.51)  
where ! is a constant and the specific energy dissipation, 	["], equals >.  ( = >.); ( is appropriate diameter [] of large vortices. From Eq. (2.51) , 
 			,- = !( "n (>.)# "n  (2.52)  
Eq. (2.52) showing the relation of  ,- to ¨ and >.  has been confirmed by (Kato & Nishiwaki, 
1972) and (Deckwer, et al., 1974). 
Mixing of the liquid phase was found to be caused by the combined phenomena of turbulent 
vortices, liquid entrainment in the wakes of rising bubbles, liquid circulation and radial 
exchange of flows. Hydrodynamic models which account for the radial liquid velocity and 
holdup profiles are more appropriate than lumping the various phenomena which 
differently contribute to mixing into a dispersion coefficient (,-) (Deckwer & Schumpe, 
1993). However, since some of the hydrodynamic models could be reduced to a dispersion 
model, the relation for ,- are usually derived and the results have been found to be striking 
agreement with the Eq. (2.51)  
It was reported that in spite of many investigations carried out on liquid phase mixing, its 
effects on BCR performance are only minor and seemingly often over-estimated (Deckwer & 
Schumpe, 1993). Liquid phase mass transfer coefficient shows little sensitivity to 
considerable variations of ,- when evaluating mass transfer coefficients (K-) for measured 
steady state liquid phase concentration profiles (Deckwer, et al., 1983). Similarly, in a fast 
reaction absorption regime, reactor performance is not influenced at all by the liquid mixing 
as the reaction takes place at the gas-liquid interface (Deckwer, et al., 1983). 
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Given a slow reaction absorption regime where a gas phase component, for example A, 
reaching the liquid phase reactant B, a complete back mixing can be assumed for component 
B. This is as a result of the reaction time that is usually higher than effective mixing time. 
Whether or not a back-mixed liquid phase can be assumed for dissolved gaseous reactant, 
component A has been reported to depend on the ratio of characteristic time for mixing and 
mass transfer as in Eq. (2.53)  (Deckwer, 1986).    
 ∅ = HdH	$H2		$3@23	$H2 = @ ¶
; -,-n º1 K-n  (2.53)  
In Eq. (2.53) , @ = 1, ∅ is the product of the Bodenstein ¶ÔÕ-ÖÕFÕº number and Stanton ¶×ÕØ-ÔÕ º 
numbers that can be interpreted as the product of ÙO = ¶; -,-n º and ÙO< = (K-). 
Table 2.1 shows the values of ∅ for reactions typically carried out in BCRs for two reactor 
sizes (Deckwer, 1986). 
Table 2.1. Typical values of the ratio of mixing to mass transfer time of BCRs in meters 
Reaction 0.2 2n  1 10n  
Isobutene hydration from  b cuts 3.6 9.4 
Fischer Tropsch synthesis in slurry phase  10.6 28.2 
Chlorination of toluene 0.04 0.1 
 
The validity of the theoretically derived liquid dispersion coefficient by the experimental 
data suggests the model is useful for calculating intensity of liquid mixing. The model will be 
utilised in this study to determine the intensity of mixing for varied gas flow rates.     
2.7.5. Gas mixing in bubble column reactors 
 
More often, modelling of BCRs is conducted while neglecting the gas phase mixing. The gas 
phase mixing factor could only be ignored for a bench-scale reactors where the Bodenstein 
number ¶h. = >.; .,.n º with ,.  calculated from the available correlation being high, 
for example h. ≫ 10 (Deckwer & Schumpe, 1993). Mixing of the gas phase in BCRs is 
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attributable to different bubble rise velocities, bubble coalescence, break-up and circulation 
of bubbles (Deckwer & Schumpe, 1993). 
ADM is often used to describe the global gas phase mixing by lumping all the various 
phenomena into the gas phase axial dispersion coefficient, ,. . Unlike the liquid phase 
mixing, gas phase mixing dispersion significantly affects the performance of BCRs. 
(Levenspiel, 1972) found that the influence of gas phase dispersion on conversion 
corresponds with single phase reactor for a fast reaction absorption regime (the diffusion 
regime).  
However, given the significant effect of the gas phase dispersion on the performance of a 
reactor, comparative few reports have been made on the gas phase dispersion owing to the 
difficulty in determining the gas phase dispersion. (Mangartz & Th, 1980) (Anon., n.d.) 
developed a model for the gas phase dispersion coefficient (,.) of the form of Eq. (2.54) , 
which was recommended by (Shah, et al., 1982)  
 ,. = 50"̈ n l>.. o
"
 (2.54)  
(Field & Davidson, 1980) modified Eq. (2.54) from a study of gas phase dispersion in a 3.2m 
diameter bubble column to obtain a model of Eq. (2.55) . 
 ,. ∝ "̈ n (>.)# (2.55)  
Eq. (2.55) was derived theoretically by (Wachi & Nojima, 1990) on the basis of the 
recirculation theory of (Ueyama & Miyauch, 1979) and (Miyauchi, et al., 1981). (Wachi & 
Nojima, 1990) conducted an experiment to measure the gas-phase dispersion coefficient in 
an air/water system setup in bubble columns with diameters 0.2m and 0.5m to proposed 
Eq. (2.56)  
 ,. = 20"̈ n >. (2.56)  




Figure 2.6. EG /UG against column diameter (taken from (Wachi & Nojima, 1990). The solid line shows 
data disparity, vertical solid line presents data field reported by (Grund, 1988) for aerated organic 
liquids. 
 
In spite of a number of models for calculating the gas dispersion coefficient in a BCR, the plot 
of the experimental data used in developing these models show a large disparity in the data 
by nearly an order of magnitude. In fact, data from same authors using the same measuring 
techniques were noticed to be subject to large scatter of the factor of 5 (Deckwer & 
Schumpe, 1993). 
Grund (Grund, 1988) carried out a study on measuring ,.  data in a 15m diameter column 
with organic liquids and observed same large data scatter. The vertical line of Figure 2.6 
illustrates the range of data measured by (Grund, 1988). Due to the inaccuracy in employing 
the proposed model of Eq. (2.54) Eq. (2.55) and Eq. (2.56) two-bubble class model was 
recommended by (Joseph & Shah, 1984) and (Shah, et al., 1985). In the recommendation, 
the ADM approach was adopted since it is applicable only for homogeneous bubbly flow and 
not for gas - phase dispersion measurement in a heterogeneous flow regime. 
The developed model with consideration of two-bubble class models was expected to be 
more accurately implemented with an addition of appropriate dynamics of bubble 
coalescence and break-up (Shah & Deckwer, 1983). Moreover, it has been suggested that 
there is still a need for studies which support the development of structured hydrodynamic 
models of the gas phase in BCRs (Deckwer & Schumpe, 1993). Following the verification of 
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the developed ,.  with experimental data, the theoretical basis for its development will be 
adopted in this work. 
2.7.6.  Hydrodynamic parameters - bubble characteristics 
 
Bubble population, their gas holdup and their rise velocities have significant effects on 
changing the hydrodynamics of heat and mass transfer coefficients in a BCR (Kantarci, et al., 
2005). Based on this, an accurate computation of these bubble population parameters will 
allow for accurate prediction of hydrodynamic parameters in a BCR system. Although 
methodologies have been explored to estimate bubble population properties, all of the 
methods were based on a 2-bubble class model proposed by (Krishna, et al., 1991). The 
proposed classification, however, limits the classification of bubble hold-up and rise velocity 
to two classes of large and small bubble groups.  
The dynamic gas disengagement (DGD) is a widely accepted method to investigate bubble 
groups, bubble hold-up structures and their rise velocities. The DGD technique involves 
measurement of drop in dispersion height after turning off of gas flow into the column. An 
advanced analysis of the disengagement profile could yield information on separate bubble 
population classes contributing to the gas holdup (Schumpe & Grund, 1986). The central 
idea of the technique is that, different bubble classes in the dispersion can be determined 
provided that there are significant differences between their rise velocities. This idea was 
supported by the work of (Li & Prakash, 2000) who discovered that the rate at which 
instantaneous gas holdup drops depend on fraction and rise velocities of the different 
bubble classes. Thus, they noticed that an initially fast rising larger bubbles escaping from 
the bulk liquid lead to a fast drop in gas holdup. Subsequently, when all the larger bubbles 
had left the column, slower moving bubbles were seen disengaging at a slow rate coupled 
with the slow rate of drop in dispersion height.      
The possibility of developing an advanced analysis of the disengagement profile provides a 
motivation to couple ERT measurements to gas disengagement process in this work. Such a 
coupling technique is anticipated to allow for higher bubble size classification in the column 





2.7.7.  Bubble size distribution 
 
The diagram in Figure 2.7 illustrates the experimental set-up to measure bubble size 
distribution (BSD) by the photographic method carried out by (Akita & Yoshida, 1974). A set 
of experiments were carried out in 3 transparent acrylic resins of height 250cm and square 
cross sections: 7.7cm x 7.7cm, 15cm x 15cm and 30cm x 30cm. At the base of the column, a 
single orifice gas sparger was mounted where perforated and porous plates gas spargers 
were used with the 15cm x 15cm column. Notably, the air distributors of varied dimensions, 
pore diameters and pitch were changed, i.e. from perforated to porous plate spargers. The 
changing was done is a search of an air distributor that produces relatively uniform bubble 
size distribution at lower gas flow rates. A single orifice sparger was also tested to simulate 
more practical bubble evolution processes. In all the measurements, a gas chamber was 
installed at the base of the sparger plate at the bottom of the column for the purpose of 
minimizing  the fluctuation of the gas pressure.  
 
 
Figure 2.7. Experimental set-up for bubble size distribution model development (Akita & Yoshida, 
1974) 
 
Several experiments involving changing the liquid properties in the perforated and porous 
plates spargers were conducted. In the case of the experiment conducted in a single orifice 




In Figure 2.7, a blower located at the base of the column supplied the air (~) into the 
column for absorption and bubble size measurements. Optical cameras and electronic flash 
light systems placed at the opposite sides of the column were used to capture photographic 
images. These were further processed to determine the bubble sizes. The shapes of the 
bubbles were noticed to be non-spherical and were approximated by an oblate spheroid. 
The maximum and minimum dimensions of individual bubbles were then scaled on 
photographic prints. The sizes of bubble classes were represented by arithmetic mean d 
values of the maximum and minimum dimensions of bubble population in bubble classes 
scaled on the photographic images. The result of bubble size measurement for a run made 
using a single orifice sparger is tabulated in Table 2.3. Column 3 of Table 2.3 shows the 
number of bubbles in the range of bubble sizes stated in column 1. The geometric mean of 
the upper and lower limit of each bubble size range was calculated and presented in Column 
2. Bubbles with major axis smaller than 0.8mm were ignored in the work since their 
contributions to the gas hold-up and interfacial areas were negligible. 
Column 4 of Table 2.3 highlights the number of bubbles for each bubble size range as 
percentage, ∆%	 × 100, of the total number of bubbles, while column 5 gives the cumulative 
percentage, %	 × 100, i.e. distribution function defined by  
 %(d) = @(d)	dL

 (2.57)  


















Systems used Temp (¨) 
7.7 0.30 Water-air (or oxygen) 20 
7.7 0.30 Glycol-air (or oxygen) 20 
7.7 0.30 Methanol-air (or oxygen) 20 
7.7 0.30 Carbon tetrachloride - air 20 
15.0 0.45 Water -  air (or oxygen) 20 
15.0 0.20 Water -  air 20 
15.0 0.10 Water -  air 20 
15.0 0.45 Water -  air 5 
15.0 0.45 Water -  air 40 
15.0 0.45 Glycol – air (or oxygen) 20 
15.0 0.45 30 vol. % glycol - air 20 
15.0 0.45 Methanol – air (or oxygen) 20 
15.0 0.45 Carbon tetrachloride - air 20 
30.0 0.50 Water - air 20 
      
 	^_\ =  d_@(d)	d∞ =  d_	%
#
  (2.58)  
Columns 6 and 7 of Table 2.3 show respectively the second and third moment of the 
distribution of bubble sizes. The volume-surface of mean diameter of bubble swarm was 
calculated using the expression 
 
	MN = ^"\ ^\  (2.59)  
Where 
 ^"\ =	 d"@(d)	d∞ =	Ó∆

8Ý#




 ^\ =	 d@(d)	d∞ =	Ó∆

8Ý#
^,8\  (2.61)  
The function ∆^_,8\  was then defined as  
 ∆^_,8\ =	d_ ×	∆@8; H = 1,2,3,…~  (2.62)  
where ~ is the number of largest class of bubble sizes. 
Accordingly, the probability density function @(d) was then found to be expressible as  
 	@(d) = 1Xd√2Ò expá−12Æ((d) − X Ç
â (2.63)  
Combining Eq. (2.59) and Eq. (2.63) , one gets 
 ^_\ = expÆ + X2 Ç (2.64)  
The derivation of the volume-surface mean bubble diameter of Eq. (2.65) is based on the 
definition of Eq. (2.64) . 
 
	MN = ^"\ ^\ = 2(O}.ãä) (2.65)  
The exponential of geometric mean of bubble size, , and the standard deviation, X, could 










d,, mm No. of  
bubbles 
∆%8 × 100 %	 × 100 ∆^\ , ∆^"\ ," 
0.9 – 1.0 0.945 260 8.225 8.23 0.074 0.07 
1.1 – 1.5 1.27 450 14.24 22.47 0.230 0.29 
1.6 – 2.0 1.78 416 13.16 35.63 0.417 0.74 
2.1 – 2.5 2.29 452 14.30 49.93 0.750 1.72 
2.6 – 3.0 2.79 454 14.36 64.29 1.118 3.12 
3.1 – 4.0 3.52 479 15.15 79.44 1.877 6.61 
4.1 – 5.0 4.53 241 7.624 87.06 1.565 7.09 
5.1 – 6.0 5.53 141 4.461 91.52 1.364 7.54 
6.1 – 8.0 6.98 145 4.589 96.11 2.235 15.60 
8.1 – 10.0 8.99 58 1.835 97.94 1.483 13.33 
10.1 – 15.0 12.3 40 1.265 99.21 1.914 25.54 
15.1 – 20.0 17.4 18 0.5694 99.78 1.724 29.99 
20.1 – 25.0 22.4 3 0.09491 99.87 0.476 10.67 
27.0 27.0 1 0.03164 99.90 0.230 6.22 
27.4 27.4 1 0.03164 99.94 0.237 6.50 
30.0 30.0 1 0.03164 99.97 0.284 8.53 
30.3 30.3 1 0.03164 100.00 0.290 8.79 








  = " (^\ −	" 	(^"\  and X = é" (^"\ − (^\  (2.66)  
The obtained values for 	MN, 	Q and X using Eq. (2.65) and Eq. (2.66) are stated in Table 2.3. 
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The determination of bubble size distribution by the photographic technique as done by 
(Akita & Yoshida, 1974) is liable to error due to the geometry of the cylindrical column 
boundary. The column curve surface will have to be accounted for in order to accurately 
resolve the bubble sizes. Besides, the technique cannot be used for bubble size analysis in an 
opaque multiphase system or column. However, the ERT technique, being a non-invasive 
imaging technique, is useful in both opaque and transparent columns. The method of 
analysis of the bubble size distribution by the photography approach will be adopted in this 
work for bubble size distribution analysis using ERT measurements.  
2.7.8.  Bubble rise velocity  
 
Following an assumption that the shape of bubbles is spherical, the volume – surface mean 
bubble diameter, 	MN, has been correlated to the arithmetic mean of bubble length, ;kkk,  in 
the work of (Ueyama & Miyauchi, 1976)	as  
 	MN = 1.5;kkk (2.67)  
In a study to determine the relationship between 	MN, and the arithmetic mean bubble rise 
velocity, >kkkk , conducted by (Ueyama & Miyauchi, 1976), (Akita & Yoshida, 1974) and (Koide, 
et al., 1966), their results were in agreement with that carried out by (Fukuma, et al., 1987). 
In the work of (Ueyama & Miyauchi, 1976) and (Fukuma, et al., 1987), a dual electro-
resistivity probe method was implemented to study the relationship between >kkkk and 	MN. It 
was observed that all the data for both the gas-liquid and the gas-liquid-solid bubble column 
could be correlated by a Davies-Taylor type equation of the form      
 >kkkk = 1.3É	MN (2.68)  
Eq. (2.68) could be re-expressed in the form of  
 0.59>kkkkk = 	MN (2.69)  
Furthermore, when Eq. (2.69) is simplified to include the drift flux of gas and the cross-




 0.59 l] Qmn o

 = 	MN (2.70)  
Review of literature on the relationship between the 	MN to the >kkkk in form of Eq. (2.70) 
indicates that the >kkkk equals the drift flux of gas, ], divided by the cross-sectional averaged 
gas holdup, Qm , (Fukuma, et al., 1987).  
This means that it is possible to interpret the low spatial resolution of ERT images and its 
effectiveness for gas holdup measurements to determine the >kkkk from which hydrodynamic 
parameters in the reactor could be calculated. The bubble number density distribution (i.e. a 
countable entity) is influenced by phenomena of bubble coalescence and breakup, which 
affect bubble sizes as they swarm axially in a column. The bubble number density 
distribution in a column operating at either a steady or an unsteady state cannot be 
measured by an analysis of ERT images solely given its low spatial resolution. 
Thus, an integration of a model of a physical system to ERT measurements is envisaged to 
yield a method of interpreting ERT images for the calculation of bubble population 
properties in a column. The PBM is an effective tool for modelling physical systems in a 
column because of its mathematical framework, described in section 2.8, includes paths for 
bubble breakage and coalescence. The developments of bubble coalescence and bubble 
breakage models are also reviewed following the review of the theoretical framework of 
PBM development.   
 
2.8. Measurements of bubble population swarming parameters at steady state: 
Electrical Conductivity Probe Technique 
Hydrodynamic parameter computations in a column require knowledge of the BNDD with 
respect to space and bubble size. The volumetric mass transfer rates, the specific interfacial 
area, the gas holdup fractions, the global mean bubble sizes and the intensity of mixing of 
the 2-phase fluid system are examples of the hydrodynamic parameters that depend on 
BNDD, physical properties of the fluid system and geometric dimensions of the column. The 
relationships of the hydrodynamic parameters to bubble population properties have been 
given in subsections of Section 2.7 of this chapter. 
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An experiment was conducted by (Luo, 1993) to measure bubble properties using a 5-point 
Electrical Conductivity Probe Technique set-up in a plexi-glass column with an inner 
diameter of 0.288m and a height of 4.33m. The gas distributor for the column was placed 
between the main column section and a stainless steel liquid inlet section. The 5-point 
conductivity micro-probe with a tip diameter of 0.3mm was then connected to a signal 
processing unit system. The system consisted of a real time signal recording and storage unit 
connected via an interface card to a personal computer. An oscilloscope was also used to 
calibrate the conductivity probe. The superficial gas and liquid velocities were varied within 
the range of 0.02 - 0.2 m/s and 0 – 0.02m/s respectively and measurement were made at 
two temperature values of 11±1U  and 25±1U . The measurements were then taken at 
two local axial lengths of 0.2 and 2.0m along the column height from the gas distributor 
respectively. At each level, measurements were made at varied radial positions from the 
centre (dimensionless radius) at 0.25, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95.  
The conductivity probes generated signals for measurements due to the difference in 
electrical conductivity between the liquid phase and the gas phase. At the detection of a 
bubble in the liquid by the probe sensor, a square pulse of voltage was generated. A 1-point 
(sensor) probe had been used to determine the local gas void fraction, before an 
improvement of its fabrication lead to its use for measuring bubble sizes, bubble velocities 
and bubble frequencies. (Buchholz, et al., 1981) and (Yu & Kim, 1990) used a 2-point probe 
to measure bubble size distribution and bubble motion. The 2-point probes could only yield 
information on bubble chord lengths and not bubble volumes or their equivalent diameters. 
An enhanced design of the probe configuration with more point was then developed, which 
was useful for measuring bubble curvatures and their volumes in a vessel. 
2.8.1. The 5-point probes of (Burgess & Calderbank, 1975) 
The 5-point conductivity probes were first developed by (Burgess & Calderbank, 1975). It is 
usually connected to a digital computer in order to process the output voltage pulse signal 











Figure 2.8. The spatial orientation of the probe tip developed by (Burgess & Calderbank, 1975). 
 
Some of the advantages of the 5-point probes technique are as follow: 
1) The probe systems calculate the position of a bubble relative to the central line by 
detecting the point at which it is struck by the bubble; 
2) Using the 5-point conductivity probe technique, events of bubble collision, which are 
approximately symmetrical with the probe axis was referred to as true bubbles, otherwise, 
false bubbles. The events of true bubbles were accurately determined by conductivity 
probes;  
3) The shape of a true bubble was calculated from the difference in signal lengths generated 
by different probe sensors. The use of the 5-point conductivity probes allows for more 
signals to be generated than the use of the 2-point probes sensors. Hence, bubble volumes 
may be estimated with higher accuracy from analysis of obtained data using the 5-point 
conductivity probes than from the 2-point conductivity probes. However, since bubbles 
encountered by the 5-point probes that are not symmetrical around the probe axis (i.e. false 
bubbles), a large number of bubbles were wasted by this technique.  
Additionally, in measuring the bubble rise velocities, the technique assumes the bubble rise 
vertically through the column, when bubbles in true sense have a more randomly distributed 
direction. The limitation of the assumption on the direction of bubble rising, however, is a 
 
source of error with respect to the number of true bubbles recorded by
conductivity probes system.
  
2.8.2. Measurement of bubble 
Calderbank, 1975)
The method of estimating 
signals by the 5-point conductivity prob
presented below. The presentation will describe the 
Figure 2.9. Pictorial representation of pulse sequences
 
To calculate the bubble rise velocities of true bubbles, which are
probe axis (i.e. at probe sensor 5 in
2.8, the probes’ separation 
respective time lag (Figure 2.
 
Eq. (2.71) would have been accurate if the bubbles actually
since this is a basis assumption of 
to the vertical, the model of 
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population parameters using 
  probe design technique 
bubble velocities and bubble sizes from obtained voltage pulse 
es technique of (Burgess & Calderbank, 1975)
disadvantages of the technique.
. 
 symmetrical around the 
 Figure 2.8), the expression of Eq. (2.71) 
axial length denoted by ëis accurately known as well as 
9) of detected subsequent signals $8 from a 
	>,ì  3ë$#  $  $" 
 move vertically in the column  
Eq. (2.71) .However, when some bubbles move at an angle 
Eq. (2.71) is inefficient to determine the bubble rise velocities





is used. In Figure 
the 
reference signal $.  




(Luo, 1993) calculated the central vertical chord length of a true bubble, ; , with the 
expression 
 ; = >,ìUO (2.72)   
where 8O(H = 0) is the modified pulse duration time for probe sensor H (Burgess & 
Calderbank, 1975) and was taken to represent the real pulse duration time by (Luo, 1993). 
As illustrated in Figure 2.8, the probe sensor 4 is used to measure the vertical distance, ; 
(as in Eq. (2.73) ), between the bubble leading surface at the centreline and at the radial 
position, dë. It was also used to measure the bubble vertical length at this position ;&	as in 
Eq. (2.74) .  
 ; = >,ì$ (2.73)   
 ;& = >,ìO (2.74)   
From the data of ;, ;, ;& and dë, the bubble volume may accurately be calculated using 
the reported correlations  (Tadaki & Maeda, 1961), (Clift, et al., 1978) and (Fan & Tsuchiya, 
1990). The local gas holdup was measured using the signals of the central sensor by a 
correlation of the form 
 . = ∑UO$BUBØ4  (2.75)   
where ∑UO shows that the real pulse duration time for all signal responses including both 
true and false bubbles detected by the central sensors within a given measurement period 
$BUBØ4 were considered. 
 
2.8.3. The five-point probes of (Steinemann & Buchholz, 1984) 
Steinmann and Buchholz (1984) upgraded the design of the 5-point conductivity probes by 
(Burgess & Calderbank, 1975) by placing the 4
th














Figure 2.10. Probe sensor design of Steinmann and Buchholz (1984). 
 
This new design by (Steinemann & Buchholz, 1984) enables a development of estimation 
methods for determining the direction of bubble motion. The bubble motion is an additional 
bubble property to bubble size distribution, bubble velocity and frequency of bubbles 
measurable by the 5-point probes design (Burgess & Calderbank, 1975). The bubble motion 
was determined through an analysis of the recorded voltage pulse sequences coupled with 
the principle of analytical geometry.  
Unlike the 5-point probes design by (Burgess & Calderbank, 1975), the new design by 
(Steinemann & Buchholz, 1984) did not discard registered bubbles that were not 
symmetrical around the probe axis. The new design utilises voltage pulses due to both true 
and false bubbles. Although, the new design by (Steinemann & Buchholz, 1984) use more 
bubble signals than that by (Burgess & Calderbank, 1975), the complication of the method is 
suggested to be a source of error particularly when the bubble shapes depart largely from 
sphere or ellipsoid. 
2.8.4. Measurement of bubble population parameters using (Steinemann & 
Buchholz, 1984) probe design technique 
The information on a complete bubble motion including the absolute bubble velocity >,Ø , 
the angle between the probe axis and the bubble trajectory, í, and the horizontal angle, î, 
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as in Figure 2.11, are required for a reliable interpretation of the signal combinations using 






Figure 2.11. Definition of bubble movement parameters. 
 
The horizontal angle î, ranging from 0 − 360, gives information about the direction of 
bubble motion, while the vertical angle, í, ranges from 0 − 180and takes the value of 
either 0or 180to describe a situation when bubbles are vertically ascending or 
descending. The bubble motion parameters >,Ø , í and î were calculated by solving a non-
linear system of equations that included the terms of probe signals and parameters of 
bubble geometry. The system of equations was over-determined since 3 unknown 
parameters >,Ø , í and î were solved from a system of 4 equations as in Eq. (2.76) . The 
over-determined problem which compensated for possible errors introduced by the 
determination of the pulse time was solved by a minimization approach. 
 >,Ø = 2ë8OU + 8 	 , H = 1,2,3,4 (2.76)   
where ë8O = ë8 cos θ − dë8sin	(î + î8)Hí. 
The coordinates of the bubble surface from the probe signals and the probe geometry were 
obtained from the known 3 parameters of bubble motion. (Steinemann & Buchholz, 1984) 
proposed a complex correlation for determining the coordinate of the bubble surface from 
known 3 parameters of >,Ø, í and î, assuming the bubbles were spheres or ellipsoids when 
rotated. The availability of the model for calculating the coordinates of the bubble surface, 
thus, motivated a derivation of a model for estimating bubble sizes.  
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The possibility of calculating the bubble rising velocity vertically from the known absolute 
bubble velocity, >,Ø , and the vertical angle, í, instead of an assumption that bubbles rise 
vertically makes the technique of (Steinemann & Buchholz, 1984) more accurate than that of 
(Burgess & Calderbank, 1975). The long length of time required to solve the array of 
equations involved using the (Steinemann & Buchholz, 1984) technique is a demerit for 
using the method. Moreover, the induced large errors when the bubble shape departs 
significantly from a sphere or an ellipsoid are an additional demerit. Notably, the method of 
measurement of local gas holdup based on the technique of (Burgess & Calderbank, 1975) is 
similar to that of (Steinemann & Buchholz, 1984) as expressed in Eq. (2.75) . 
 
2.8.5. Conclusions on the use of the Electrical Point Probe Technique for bubble 
population parameter measurements 
The 5-point Electrical Conductivity Probe Technique is useful for measuring bubble velocity, 
bubble size distribution, the direction of bubble motion, bubble frequency and local gas 
holdup. However, the following demerits have been noticed in the use of the Electrical Point 
Probe Technique to measure bubble population parameters: 1) It is applicable only in a BCR 
system that has certain minimum electrical conductivity;  2) The probe technique suffers 
from error due to underestimation when used to measure gas holdup in the column; 3) 
Bubble parameters measurable by the probe technique are sensitive to pre-determined 
absolute velocity of bubbles, >,Ø, angle between the probe axis, the bubble trajectory, í, 
and the horizontal angle î. Thus, the correlation of (Steinemann & Buchholz, 1984) for 
calculating the bubble sizes from their coordinate values is dependent on the spherical or 
ellipsoidal shape of the bubbles. This proposition is supported by the wok of (Amin, et al., 
2015) who noticed that the radial profiles of bubble frequency, bubble chord length and 
bubble rise velocity were relatively flat at low gas flow rates and parabolic at high gas flow 
rates. Any distortion of the shape of bubbles forms a source of error in the detected output 
voltage signals; 4) Estimation of the bubble motion and its shape require solving non-linear 
system of equations for each bubble, which takes a long time to solve. 
Similar to the use of an oscilloscope to calibrate the conductivity probe, the ERT 
measurements will be calibrated using a differential pressure measurement method. 
However, the proposed ERT and PBM hybrid technique is intended to address the error in 
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the bubble parameter measurements using the conductivity probes given the assumptions 
associated with the technique. 
 
2.9. Theoretical framework for PBM source terms development – bubble 
coalescence rate and breakage rate models  
 
A Population Balance Equation (PBE) is one satisfied by the product density function of order 
one. The population of particles can increase in a closed system due to particle fission or 
particle agglomeration. In such cases, the individual particle state is described by a scalar 
variable d, which lies on the positive real line. Such variable may represent size variables of  
diameter and volume or mass. Particles can also grow as a result of mass transfer from the 
surrounding continuous phase at a rate õR  that depends on d. 
2.9.1.  Agglomeration of particle system 
 
In this section, a derivation of the product density equation is made for a process in which 
the number of particles progressively decreases as a result of binary agglomeration 
(coalescence) between particles. It is assume a particle state of an individual particle is a 
scalar variable on the positive real line and grows at a rate õ(d)R . Thus, the probability that a 
particle of state d at time $ agglomerates with a particle of state  (also at time $) during the 
time interval ($, $ + 	$) is assumed to be given by ö(d, )	$, where ö(d, ) is symmetric 
with respect to d and . 
The first product density is derived by considering the various ways by which a particle may 
be in (d, d + 	d) at time $ + 	$ given by (Ramkrishna & Borwanker, 1973)  
Prob. (there is a particle in (d, d + 	d) at ($, $ + 	$))  
 		= @#(d, $ + 	$)	d (2.77)  
The ways are as follow: 
1) Starting from conditions at time $, it is observed that a particle may be in state (d −
	d\, d) at time $ and may grow into the interval (d, d + 	d) if it does not agglomerate with 
any other particle in the population. The probability of this event occurring is  
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 @#(d − 	d\, $)	d\ ÷1 −  @#? (V, $|d − 	d\)ö(d − 	d\, V)	V	$ø (2.78)  
where @#(V, $|d)	V is the probability that there is a particle in state (V, V + 	V) given that 
there is particle at state d. Eq. (2.78) may be rewritten as  
 @#(d − 	d\, $)	d\ − @? (d − 	d\, V; $)ö(d − 	d\, V)	V	$	d\ (2.79)  
where Eq. (2.79) involves a second order product density. 
2) A second means of obtaining a particle in state (d, d + 	d) at time ($, $ + 	$) is by 
agglomeration of two smaller particles during the time interval  ($, $ + 	$). The probability 
of this is given by  
 
12 @(d − , ; $)
L
 ö(d − , )		d	$ (2.80)  
which has a product density of order 2. The factor 1 2n  accounts for symmetry of integrand 
about d 2n . Equating Eq. (2.77) to the sum of Eq. (2.79) and Eq. (2.80) and further 
simplification leads to the @#(d, $ + 	$)	d  being re-expressed as Eq. (2.81)  
 
@$ + [@#õR(d)]d = 12 @#(d − , $)@#(; $),
L
 ö(d − , )	
− @#(d; $) @#? (V; $)ö(d, V)	V 
(2.81)  
2.9.2 Bubble coalescence rate model development based on the framework 
 
The three steps involved in the coalescence of two bubbles by the bubble coalescence 
theory are as follows:  
1) Collision of bubbles and trapping of the liquid between them;  
2) Flattening of bubble surface and drainage of the trapped liquid;  
3) Coalescence of two bubbles.  
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The first step indicates that coalescence rate is connected to the collision rate. The duration 
of coalescence process is dependent on the flattening of bubble surface and drainage of the 
trapped liquids.  
Bubble collision that leads to coalescence of bubbles are due to three cumulative bubble 
motion mechanisms: 
1) Turbulence effects (random motion of bubbles due to turbulence in the liquid phase);  
2) Buoyancy effects (collision of bubbles due to differences in rise velocities of bubbles of 
different sizes);  
3) Laminar shear effects (collision resulting from bubbles of same size or different sizes 
located in different sections of the high and slow sections of the velocity  field).  
2.9.3.   Turbulence driven collision rate 
 
Turbulent collision rate describes the bubble motion in the liquid phase resulting in collision 
due to turbulence effect owing to the fluctuating turbulent velocity of the liquid phase. The 
expression for turbulent motion as a function of bubble size, concentration and velocity is 
given as  
 í8T< = 8T*8T(kB8 + kBT )# 	n  (2.82)  
Here 8, T are the concentrations ["] of bubbles of radius [] 38 and 3T respectively. 
The average turbulent fluctuating velocity of the bubble is represented by B	[], while *8T is the collision cross-sectional area [] of a pair of bubbles given as 
 *8T = Ò4 (	8 + 	T) (2.83)  
The assumptions made in the development of turbulent collision rates are: 1) that the 
velocities of bubbles in Eq. (2.82) are taken to be the turbulent eddy velocity of the length 
scale of bubbles; 2) that the bubble sizes lie in the inertial sub-range; 3) and that turbulent 
collision rates are isotropic. The inequality expression for the inertial sub-range of bubble 
sizes that bubbles should satisfy is of the form 
 !& ≪ ! ≪ ! 	 (2.84)  
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where, !& , denotes the wave number [#] of the large energy containing eddies, ! is the 
wave number corresponding to a bubble size and ! is the wave number of eddies of viscous 
dissipation. 
As found by (Batchelor, 1953), the wave number for energy dissipation (!) is equivalent to 
the inverse of the microscale of turbulence and was expressed as 
 ! = 0.5 # nú" n  (2.85)  
where  is the energy dissipation per unit mass [], ú, is the kinematic 
viscosity[#]. The energy dissipation per unit mass is expressed as   
  = N ×   (2.86)  
                           
The wave number of large energy,	!&, containing eddies is assumed to be the inverse of the 
size of the energy containing eddies, i.e. the diameter of the vessel. The turbulent velocity in 
the inertial sub-range of isotropic turbulence is expressed as   
 B = 1.4# "n 	# "n   (2.87)  
where 	 is the diameter of a bubble. When Eq. (2.83) to Eq. (2.87) are substituted into 
Eq. (2.82) , the turbulent collision rate of Eq. (2.82) becomes 
 í8T< = 0.089Ò8Tz	8 + 	T{# "n (	8 "n + 	T "n )# n  (2.88)  
2.9.4.  Buoyancy driven collision rate 
 
Bubble coalescence driven by bubble buoyancy collision effects is as a result of bubbles of 
different sizes rising with varied velocity values. (Friendlander, 1977) modelled the buoyancy 
driven collision rate as 
 í8T= = 8T*8T(­8 	−	­T)  (2.89)  
where ­ is the rise velocity of bubble, which is given by the expression 
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 ­ = (2.14XY4	 + 0.505	)# n  (2.90)  
In Eq. (2.90) , the liquid density[!"] and surface tension [!] are represented with 
the symbols Y4 and X respectively. Eq. (2.89) is applicable only to uncontaminated bubbles 
with mobile gas liquid interfaces (Azad & Sultana, 2006). 
 
2.9.5. Laminar shear collision rate 
 
Laminar shear collision rate results from the development of gross circulation pattern in a 
bubble column at a sufficiently high gas flow rates. The gross circulation pattern of the liquid 
phase produces a radial velocity distribution that enables bubbles situated at a high-velocity 
region to overtake or collide with other bubbles of the same size and rise velocity located at 
a slow velocity region. As defined by (Friendlander, 1977), the functional form of the 
collision rate due to laminar shear is of the form 
 í8T-s = 4 3n 8Tz38 + 3T{"(	4m	S ) (2.91)  
where 4 is the liquid circulation velocity	[#], S is the radial coordinate of the column 
[] and  ûükkkG  is the average shear rate [#]. The average shear rate is found by averaging 
the local shear rate over the radial dimension of the column with an inclusion of the velocity 
profile developed by (Walters & Blanch, 1983) of the form 
 4 = 4,OØL(1 − S/(ýS<))  (2.92)  
where ýS<  is the transition point, 4,OØL is the velocity at the centre of the column. Thus, 
the mean shear rate is given by the expression 
 
5.3	4,OØLS< = P̅(S) = 	4m	S  (2.93)  
The maximum liquid circulation, 4,OØL, for the turbulent flow is given by the expression 
 4,OØL = Æ1 − 0.75Q1 − Q ÇÆQ<

48'B Ç (2.94)  
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where 'B = ."Í].ü , < , 	Q	 and Y4 are respectively the turbulent kinematic 
viscosity	[#], diameter of the tank [], gas holdup fraction and liquid density [!"]. 
 
2.9.6. Collision efficiency  
 
The bubble coalescence efficiency or probability of bubble coalescence (9) is a function 
contact time ($8T) between bubbles and the time (Ù8T) required for bubbles to coalesce. 
(Coulaloglou & Tavlarides, 1977) expressed the bubble collision probability as  
 	98T = exp−$8T Ù8Tn  (2.95)  
The coalescence time as modelled by (Oolman & Blanch, 1986b) is stated in Eq. (2.96) , while 
the contact time as found by (Levich, 1962) is expressed in Eq. (2.97) . 
 $8T = 38T"Y416X
# n ( ℎUℎ 	 (2.96)  
 Ù8T = 3
 "n	# "n  (2.97)  
Here ℎU is the initial film thickness that has been estimated to be 1 × 10 (Kirkpatrick & 
Lockett, 1974); ℎ is the critical film thickness where rupture occurs, which was calculated to 
be 1 × 10È by (Kim & Lee, 1987).  
The total coalescence rate was obtained by the cumulative sum of bubble coalescence rate 
due to each of the three mechanisms: turbulence, buoyancy and laminar shear rate. The 
total coalescence rate between any two bubbles is given by the total collision frequency 
multiplied by the coalescence efficiency between them as in  
 8T = (í8T< + í8T= + í8T-s)exp	(− $8T Ù8Tn ) (2.98)  
The overall coalescence rate for all bubble population is thus given by 
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 < = 1 2n ÓÓ(í8T< + í8T= + í8T-s)exp	(− $8T Ù8Tn )T8  (2.99)  
where the constant 1 2n  is included to prevent counting coalescence events between bubble 
pairs twice. 
 
2.9.7.  Particle Fission 
 
To derive an expression for the probability that there is a particle in state (d,	d + 	d) at 
($,	$ + 	$) due to particle fission (breakage) denoted by @#(d, $ + 	$)	d, the following 
notation about the particle state probabilities at certain time need be made:  
1) the probability that a particle of state d\ at time $ would break in the time interval 
($, $ + 	$) is assumed to be given by (d\)	$;  
2) the probability of two or more particles breaking in the time interval ($, $ + 	$) is 0(	$) 
since the breakage of a given particle is independent of all other particles;  
3) assuming also that the probability of a daughter particle arising from a particle of state d\ 
has its state between (d, d + 	d) is given by 9(d, d\)	d.    
Furthermore, in deriving an expression for @#(d, $ + 	$)	d, it is noticed that a particle may 
wind up in state (d,	d + 	d) from time $ to time $ + 	$ through either of two mutually 
exclusive ways: 
1) A particle may be in adjacent interval (d − 	d\, d) at time $, where 	d\ = õR (d − 	d\)	$, 
and grow into (d, d + 	d) without breaking during the time interval ($, $ + 	$). The 
probability of this first case occurring is 
 @#(d − 	d\, d)	d\[	1 − (d − 	d\)	$] (2.100)  
 2) The particle might be in state (d, d + 	d) from a breakage of another larger particle 
during the time interval ($, $ + 	$). The probability of this event occurring is 
  29(d, d\\)?L (d\\)	$@#(d\\, $)	d\\	d (2.101)  
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The constant 2 appears in Eq. (2.101) because either of the two daughters from binary 
breakage of a parent may be in (d,	d + 	d) at time $ + 	$. The integral term 9(d, d\\)	d 
represents that a daughter particle of state interval (d,	d + 	d) results from state d\\ at time 
$ + 	$. The term (d\\)	$ stands for the particle being in state d\\ and breakup in time 
interval $ + 	$, while @#(d\\, $)	d\\ denotes the probability of the particle being in state 
interval (d\\, d\\ + 	d\\) at time $. 
The definition of @#(d, $ + 	$) leads to the development of Eq. (2.102) which describes the 
advection transport of a bubble property @#(d, $ + 	$) due to the phenomenon of bubble 






d = −(d)@# + 2 9(d, d\\)?L (d\\)@#(d\\, $)	d\\ (2.102)  
 
2.9.8.  Bubble breakage rate model development based on the framework 
  
In the following discussion, reference is made to the derived coalescence source term of 
Eq. (2.81) to explain the breakage rate source term. Gas bubbles evolving vertically upwards 
expand due to changes in gas density or due to mass transfer. When this occurs, the 
phenomenon of gas expansion contributes to external source terms in addition to the 
phenomena of bubble coalescence and break-up. Notably, the phenomena of coalescence 
and break-up contribute to the PBM source terms in the case where bubble coalescence 
leads to the birth of bubble in larger class bins and break-up phenomena lead to the birth of 
bubbles in smaller class bins. The event of bubble coalescence and break-up accounts for the 
PBM sink terms on the occasion when bubbles in a certain class die due to its coalescence 
with bubbles in other classes or bubbles in a class breaks up to produce bubbles in smaller 
classes. In a case when there is no sedimentation of gas bubbles during the processes of 
their evolution, the advection – dispersion equation of bubble number density could be 
written as in Eq. (2.103) .  
In Eq. (2.103) , () is the mean number of daughter bubbles formed from the break-up of a 
mother bubble of size ; @(\, ) is the probability density function of daughter bubbles 
generated from the rupture of a mother bubble of size ; (\)  is the break-up frequency 
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+  ()@(\; )?
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(\ − , $)ö(, \ − , $)	
− (\, $) (, $)ö(, \, $)? 	 
(2.103)  
The probability density function (p.d.f) of daughter bubbles, \, generated from the rupture 
of a mother bubble of size , @(\, ), is a p.d.f with reference to \ parameterised by . It is 
not a joint p.d.f describing the distribution of both \ and  (Martinez, et al., 2010). 
Moreover, this p.d.f needs to satisfy the normalisation condition of the form 
³ 1	@	@(d)	d = 1? . Thus, since @(\, ) = 0 for \ >  , the normalisation equation will 
take the form of ³ @(\, )	 = 1M .    
In a multiphase system of a cloud of bubble dispersion in a homogeneous and isotropic 
turbulent flow moving with the fluid and in the absence of gas expansion phenomenon and 
dissolution effects, the rate of change of bubble number density can be written as in 
Eq. (2.104) . 
 
(\, , $)$ + ∇ ¶Q(\, , $)º
=  ()@(\; )?
M




(\ − , $)ö(, \ − , $)	
− (\, $) (, $)ö(, \, $)? 	 
 
(2.104)  
The rate of change of (\, , $) of Eq. (2.104) will take the form of Eq. (2.105) in a very dilute 
system, where the rate of bubble coalescence is zero and there is a phenomenon of bubble 
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breakage only. Eq. (2.104) will take the form of Eq. (2.106) in a flow regime having a Weber 
number less than the critical Weber number of 2.3 (i.e. no breakage process) but where the 
phenomenon of bubble coalescence takes place. 
 
(\, , $)$ + ∇ ¶Q(\, , $)º
=  ()@(\; )?
M
()(, $)	 − (\)(\, $) (2.105)  
 
 




(\ − , $)ö(, \ − , $)	
− (\, $) (, $)ö(, \, $)? 	 
(2.106)  
The PBM for (\, , $) as stated in Eq. (2.105) and Eq. (2.106) describes the unsteady state 
multiphase fluid systems, i.e. the bubble number density (\, , $) changes with time. If 
given a steady, quasi – one-dimensional flow where radial dispersion is negligible, the PBM 
of Eq. (2.104) , Eq. (2.105) and Eq. (2.106) will take the form of Eq. (2.109) , Eq. (2.107) and 
Eq. (2.108) respectively leaving out the first terms representing the unsteady state term of 
the system.   
 Q(\, ) 	z(\, ){	 = 			  ()@(\; )
?
M
()()	 − (\)(\) (2.107)  
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(2.109)  
When focussing on a PBM having the breakage rate model as Eq. (2.107) and Eq. (2.109) , two 
closure problems of break-up frequency and probability density function of daughter 
bubbles need be solved. The development of the breakage frequency in the work of 
(Martinez, et al., 2010) is based on an assumption that bubbles are injected into a turbulent 
water flow which is locally homogeneous, isotropic and nearly equilibrium.  
Additional assumptions are that the initial bubble size  or U (bubble size represented with 
volume or diameter) lie in the inertial sub-range, ` < U < ;L. The symbols `  and ;L are 
respectively the Kolmogorov microscale of viscous dissipation of the underlying turbulence 
and size of large energy containing eddies. It was also assumed that the bubble void fraction 
is always very small and that there is no two-way coupling between the two phases; i.e. the 
presence of air does not affect the evolution of turbulence in the water.  
Accordingly, for a bubble to break, a requisite condition was that the surface of the bubble 
has to deform by the turbulent stresses in form of the deformation energy produced by the 
surrounding water. The minimum energy required to deform a bubble of size  was 
modelled as  
 	,N() = ÒX, (2.110)  
where X is the surface tension of the liquid phase in the system. The surface restoring 
pressure defined as the surface energy per unit volume was 
 N() = 6,NÒ" = 6X  (2.111)  
The average deformation energy per unit volume produced by the turbulent stresses as a 




 ÙB() = 1 2n Y∆kkkkk() (2.112)  
Thus, in a turbulent fluid system where bubbles are subjected to two opposing energies of 
surface tension restoring energy	N() and turbulent stress deformation energy ÙB(), 
bubbles break when ÙB() > N(). If the combination of forces on a bubble is such that  ÙB() = N(), the diameter of the bubble is said to be a critical diameter. Bubbles with 
diameter  <  are stable against breakage. However, should a bubble diameter be 
greater that the critical diameter, i.e.  >  , the bubble surface energy will be smaller than 
the deformation energy, thus, the bubble will break. 
The quantity ∆kkkkk() in Eq. (2.112)  has been determined to be equal to (	) "n  in the 
work of (Kolmogorov, 1949). Kolmogorov used the (Batchelor, 1953) computation of the 
mean value of the square of the difference of velocities at two neighbouring points under 
isotropic and homogeneous turbulent conditions as in Eq. (2.113)  
 	|(d + 3, $) − (d, $)|kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk = 6 − 2S88(3, $) (2.113)  
Eq. (2.113) takes the form of Eq. (2.115) when the energy spectrum, ,(!, $), is defined as  
 ,(!, $) = ý	 "n ! "n  (2.114)  
where ý = 1.7 is a universal constant.  
 	|(d + 3, $) − (d, $)|kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk = 9 5n z1 3n {ý(	3) "n  (2.115)  
Substituting 3 =  into Eq. (2.115) yields value of velocity fluctuations for the computation 
of turbulent stresses, where 9 5n z1 3n {ý = 8.2 = 	. 
The critical diameter is thus determined from the point where the two graphs of turbulent 
stresses and surface energy restoring forces as a function bubble diameter intercept as in 
Eq. (2.117)  derived from Eq. (2.116) . 
 1 2n Y(	) "n = 6X  (2.116)  
  = l12XY o" n 	 n  (2.117)  
Classifying the bubble sizes in terms of volume instead of diameter, the critical bubble 
volume is of the form of Eq. (2.118) . 
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 ' = l12XY oÏ n 	Í n l6Òo# (2.118)  
The O8_ is a function of bubble diameter  and it is calculated by equating the surface 
energy between points spaced at a distance O8_ to the deformation energy, i.e.  
 1 2n Y	 "n O8_ "n = 6X  (2.119)  
 O8_ = l12XYo" n 	# (2.120)  
A bubble with diameter  <  on which any two points on the surface of the bubble 
separated a distance \ such that O8_ < \ <  will be imparted with sufficient stress 
energy from the surrounding turbulence which leads to bubble break-up. 
Similarly, the corresponding 'O8_ to O8_ as a function bubble volume ' will be expressed 
as  
 'O8_ = l12XY oÏ n 	" ¶Ò6º '"  (2.121)  
Since a range of diameter length exists between  and O8_ along which a bubble may 
break, a daughter bubble size distribution results from a breakage of a bubble. 
The development of the bubble breakage frequency is dependent on the postulation that 
the rate of the breaking-up processes is inversely proportional to the difference between the 
non-inertial forces and fluid turbulence. The non-inertial force produces motion between 
bubbles. The postulation is interpreted as saying that the longer the difference between the 
gradient of the pressure of turbulent fluctuations and the restoring pressure, 
Íã] , the larger 
the probability that the bubble will break in a certain time. In addition, a model of the break-
up frequency is expected to decrease to a zero limit value as the difference between 
turbulent stress and surface restoring pressure tends to zero. 




  = $ = ∑%&i = 1 2n ∆
()kkkkkkkkkk − 6XY (2.122)  
where  ,  and $ are the characteristic acceleration of deformation, characteristic 
velocity of deformation, the time taken for a bubble to break-up and %& is the effective force 
acting on the surface of a bubble of size . 
Since	 ∝  $n , Eq. (2.122)  can be re-written as  
 
$ = 1 2n ∆
()kkkkkkkkkk − 6XY (2.123)  
Thus, the bubble break-up time from Eq. (2.123)  is  
 
$ ∝	 é∆()kkkkkkkkkk − 12XY
 
(2.124)  
The break-up frequency is then given by  
 (	, ) = 1$ = KQé(	)
 "n − 12XY  (2.125)  
where the constant  = 8.2 as given by (Batchelor, 1953) and KQ = 0.25 as determined 
experimentally by (Martinez, et al., 2010).  
The break-up frequency model developed by (Martinez, et al., 2010) as stated in Eq. (2.125)  
has been validated experimentally and a good agreement was found.  The break-up model 
was further used by (Martinez, et al., 2010) to develop the probability density function 
(p.d.f) of daughter bubbles based on a weighted probability model such that it satisfies the 
closure property expected of the model. It was considered in the development of the p.d.f of 
daughter bubbles that when a parent bubble of size U breaks it yields two complimentary 
masses with respect to their diameters, which are # and .  
The following were noted in the development of p.d.f of daughter bubbles:  
1) Since the values of pressure deformation forces, ÙB , are not uniform with the distance , 
the bubble splitting phenomenon is not a purely random process;  
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2) The probability for splitting as a function of size # <	O8_ = ¶ #ã]º
ä 	# from a bubble 
of size U should be zero;  
3) If the bubble size splitting from the parent bubble lies within the range O8_ <	# < U, 
the probability of splitting was calculated to be function of the difference in the stresses 
between the surface restoring pressure stress and turbulent deformation stresses, which 
depends on #,i.e.  
 ∆ÙB# = 12Y(	#)" − 6X (2.126)  
The probability of splitting of bubble size of complimentary fraction of #, i.e.  breaking 
away from the parent  was also modelled in a similar way as in # to obtain  
 ∆ÙB = 12Y(	)" − 6X (2.127)  
From this individual probability of splitting of fraction of parent bubble , it was postulated 
in (Martinez, et al., 2010) that the probability of the formation of a pair of bubbles of sizes 
#  and  originating from the deformation of a mother bubble of size  was weighted by 
the product of the two product stresses as in Eq. (2.126) and Eq. (2.127) to obtain Eq. (2.128) . 
 9 ¶# n º 	∝ 		 ¥12 Y(	#) "n − 6X¦ ¥12Y(	) "n − 6X¦ (2.128)  
Eq. (2.128) was modified by a mass balance expression of the form: ' = ' + '#; 
 ' = ' − '#; 	# = '#. Thus,  
  = (" − #")# "n ; 		 =  Æ1 − l#o
"Ç# "n  (2.129)  
When Eq. (2.129)  is substituted into Eq. (2.128) , we have  
 9 ¶# n º 	∝ 		 ¥12 Y(	#) "n − 6X¦ 12 Y 	 Æ1 − l#o"Ç
# "n  "n −		6X (2.130)  




9 ¶# n º 	∝ ¶1 2n Y(	) "n º l#o
 "n − 12XY	 "n  "n  × 
Æ1 − l#o"Ç




 = l12XY o
" n 	 l 1o ;	 

 "n = lo
 "n = 12XY 	 "n 1 "n  
(2.132)  
Eq. (2.133) results from Eq. (2.131)   
 
9 ¶# n º ∝ l12Y(	) "n o (∗) "n − 
 "n  × 
(1 − (∗)") Ïn − 
 "n  (2.133)  
where  
 ∗ = # n ; 	
 =  n 		; 	 = l12XY o" n 	 n  (2.134)  
The p.d.f of pairs of daughter bubbles stated in Eq. (2.133) results if bubble size # that 
breaks from a mother bubble size  lies in a bubble size range O8_ ≤ 	 # ≤ 	 OØL	, where 
 O8_ = ¶ #ã]º
" n 	# and OØL =  l1 − ¶]CDE] º"o# "n ; provided that O8_ > `, 
otherwise O8_ = `, where ` is kolmogorov microscale of viscous dissipation. 
When the p.d.f of daughter bubble fractions of a parent bubble, ∗ = # n , is normalised 
as in  
  9 ¶# n º
]C
]CDE
	 ¶# n º = 1 (2.135)  
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The p.d.f of the ratio diameter,	∗ = # n  , is thus 
 @∗(∗) = ∗ ∗ "n − 
 "n  ¥z1 − ∗"{ Ïn − 	
 "n ¦³ ∗ ∗ "n − 
 "n  ¥z1 − ∗"{ Ïn − 	
 "n ¦ 	∗]C]CDE  (2.136)  
When Eq. (2.136) is expressed in terms of bubble volume while ensuring volume 
conservation during bubble breaking process, Eq. (2.137)  and Eq. (2.138)  result. 
 @M∗ l'#'o = @M∗('∗) = 9M('
∗)
³ 9M('∗)	'∗#  (2.137)  
 @M∗('∗) = '∗ Ïn − 
 "n  (1 − '∗) Ïn − 
 "n ³ '∗ Ïn − 
 "n  (1 − '∗) Ïn − 
 "n 	'∗tCtCDE  (2.138)  
 
The review of literature shows the ERT technique is more adequate for imaging objects in a 
body with limited spatial resolution but high temporal resolution as applied in industries, 
Medicine, Biomedicine and Geophysics. Studied publications on the progression in the 
development of ERT algorithms indicate efforts at enhancing the spatial resolution of ERT 
images for robust applications have not yielded satisfactory results till date.  
It is known from the reviewed publications that the capacity of the ERT technique could be 
explored to accurately measure the gas holdup fractions, which is a boundary condition for a 
PBM. The poor spatial resolution of the ERT images renders the computed values of bubble 
population parameters (i.e. size and axial distribution of bubbles at steady or unsteady state) 
from the images directly less accurate. 
The review of literature also informs that ERT is a low-capital cost, simple, non-intrusive, 
non-invasive means of imaging objects based on the conductivity contrasting of suspended 
objects and the medium. The captured images could also be interpreted to measure changes 
in density of the mixture phase during gas dispersion into a BCR to achieve a multiphase 
system. The interpretation of ERT images for density change measurements is possible 
because the dispersion of gas (non-conductive material) into a conductive liquid phase 
reduces the conductivity of the medium. This is due to the reduction of density of the 
conductive phase and increase in density of the non-conductive phase.  
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It was gathered from the review of literatures that an application of the PBM model only for 
bubble population parameter measurement in a BCR is based on correlation models in terms 
of liquid properties, superficial gas velocity, column dimensions and gas holdup. This 
applications of the PBM are known to be valid at fixed ranges of the bubble population 
properties. Outside of the ranges, the gas holdup correlation models for the boundary 
conditions are invalid (Akita & Yoshida, 1974). Since many industrial processes set-up in a 
column are operated at higher gas flow rates and in a turbulent regime, the use of 
correlation model results for PBM simulations will be inadequate for hydrodynamic 
parameter predictions in a column. 
However, within the boundary limit for which the correlation models for PBM simulations 
are valid, it allows the computation of steady and unsteady changes in all bubble population 
parameters at sufficient high spatial resolution. Besides, a PBM of bubble swarm in a column 
yields simulation results that require an experimental validation, which ERT technique can 
be utilised to measure.   
Given the highlighted demerits related to the independent applications of either ERT or a 
PBM to acquire relevant information on bubble population behaviour, a coupling of these 
models will be undertaken in this work. The purpose of the coupling of ERT and a PBM is to 
develop an ERT/PBM hybrid algorithm that allows for measurements of bubble population 
parameters of bubble swarm at higher spatial and temporal resolution based on an 





Chapter 3: Thesis objectives 
 
3.1.  Background on thesis objectives 
The central objective of this work is to harness the potential of ERT images for the 
measurement of bubble population parameters required for hydrodynamic parameter 
predictions in a BCR. The objective is conceived given the recent applications of ERT 
technique to monitor the trajectory of a spherical conductive target object in a tank. The 
trajectory movement resembles the bolus left ventricular ejection in a human body. 
The effort to harness the capacity of ERT generated images is viewed to enhance the spatial 
resolution of ERT images. There is a demand for a significant improvement in the spatial 
resolution of online ERT images captured as bubbles evolve either in a steady or an unsteady 
state process in a BCR. The images of evolving bubbles will, to a large extent, contribute to 
the usefulness of ERT technique in chemical, petrochemical and biochemical engineering 
research. Alternative techniques such as electrical point probe technique, optical probe 
technique and bubble size analyser are used to measure bubble size distribution in BCR. 
However, these techniques are known to be less accurate, costly, bulky, cumbersome, 
invasive, intrusive and complicated. 
Subsequent to the usefulness of PBM for bubble population properties measurements, a 
hybridization of ERT and PBM concept is perceived to provide a new interpretation 
technique of ERT images. The new interpretation technique is envisaged to allow for a new 
method of predicting accurate hydrodynamic parameters at a low capital cost, in a non-
invasive, non-radioactive manner and by a simple means. 
The possibility of hybridizing ERT to PBM is based on the bubble population properties 
measurable by ERT technique in the process of dynamic gas disengagement (DGD). The 
bubble population parameters are the average bubble rise velocities, grouped into classes by 
their sizes, the local and global gas void fractions and the BNDD. These bubble population 
properties measurable by the ERT technique in the process of DGD are required boundary 
conditions for solving a PBM. The use of ERT measurements as a boundary condition for 
PBM will enable a validation of PBM by an experimentally validated ERT data. Thus, the PBM 
will enable accurate column hydrodynamic parameter predictions since the PBM is 
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dependent on the bubble population properties, physical properties of the phases, 




The results of ERT imaging can be integrated with the DGD Technique through a PBM 
framework to yield a high accuracy size and spatial distribution of bubbles in a BCR. 
 
3.3. Research approach 
 
The following exercises will be undertaken to develop an interpretation model of ERT 
reconstruction that provides both higher spatial and temporal resolution through a coupling 
of ERT with a PBM. It is not the case that ERT can in itself simply be coupled to PBM to test 
this approach. The ERT technique requires further refinement before the intended 
hybridization can occur.  
The progress in the development of ERT algorithm section (section 2.1) in the literature 
review outlines the methodology that has been explored in refining the ERT algorithm to 
enhance its application in varied fields. The algorithms that range from basic to advanced 
algorithms derived from the implementation of the physics of ERT problem are: 
 1) Gauss-Newton inverse solver;  
2) Temporal inverse solver;  
3) Gauss-Newton inverse solver with spatial image elements correlation;  
4) Gauss-Newton inverse solver with spatial image element correlation and measured data 
frames correlation.   
The Gauss-Newton (GN) inverse solver with spatial image element correlation in 3D and data 
frame correlation (i.e. GN with 4D regularization) will be used to image non-conductive 
objects suspended in a tank that containing a mild saline solution. The accuracy of the GN 
with 4D regularization to image the movement of the objects accurately in the conductive 
solution will also be ascertained. If this algorithm produces a satisfactory result, it will be 
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further utilized to image the gas holdup fractions in the column for varied superficial gas 
velocities.  
The local and global gas holdup fractions in the column are expected to increase with 
increasing superficial gas velocity. Based on this expected result, the accuracy of the GN with 
4D regularization algorithm will be determined by the consistency of the ERT estimate for 
gas holdup fractions with theoretical results. 
Should the GN with 4D regularization algorithm yield less accurate results, the GN algorithm 
with a temporal correlation of data frames will be tested for its effectiveness. In a case 
where this algorithm for imaging the gas void fractions in 3D produces inaccurate results, 
the GN algorithm with spatial image element correlation (i.e. imaging in 3D) will be 
investigated for accurate measurements. 
The GN algorithm in 3D without spatial image element correlation and temporal data frame 
correlation will be examined if the use of GN 3D algorithm with spatial image element 
correlation yields inaccurate results. The inaccurate results will be un-interpretable gas void 
fraction measurements with increasing superficial gas velocity. 
The BCR for experimental studies is of height 1.545 m and diameter 0.29 m. The four rings of 
electrodes (each ring comprises of 16 electrodes) are placed at axial lengths 0.37 m, 0.67 m, 
0.93 m and 1.24 m on the boundary of the column. Findings in the literature indicate that for 
an accurate imaging of constituents’ non-conductive substances in a tank, the data 
measurement should be made on the entire column surface. The column geometric 
dimensions, sensor electrode positions and the fraction of the area covered by sensor 
electrodes to the total column surface area are factors that inform the use of either a 2D or 
3D imaging algorithm. 
Should the results of the 3D images be less accurate by the stated sources of error, the GN 
algorithm with Tikhonov regularization will be applied to image the gas holdup in 2D.   
The available experimental materials are:  
1). A pilot scale bubble column reactor of height 1.545m and diameter 0.29m with 
four layers of electrode rings placed at height 0.37 m, 0.67 m, 0.93 m and 1.24cm, 
from the column base; 2). A porous tubular sparger (gas distributor) mounted at the 
base of the column to allow for distribution of gas into the liquid; 3). A rotameter for 
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measurement of superficial gas velocities ranging from 0.001-0.0573 m/s; 4). An ABB 
differential pressure transmitter for measurement of local gas void fraction of target 
column section by the differential pressure (DP) measurement technique. The DP 
transmitter is of make ABB DPT 265 Diaphragm Seals (DS) with a span limit of 0.4–40 
Kpa, output signal of 4–20 mA and product code 264 DSFS5A2B1V1E1B1; 5). An ERT 
data acquisition system with a maximum of 8 layers measurements. 
The following measurements and computations will be made in hybridizing ERT and a PBM: 
1.  A suitable ERT reconstruction algorithm (either in 3D or 2D) will be identified 
from the available algorithms through an accurate imaging of suspended non-
conductive solid test objects and gas holdup fractions with increasing gas flow rate. 
The efficient algorithm will be used to calculate the local time and area average of 
conductivity distribution (TACD) at varied superficial gas velocities.   
2. The conductivity of the air-water mixture phase will be determined by connecting 
the DP transmitter over local column sections for the simultaneous measurements 
of the gas void fractions and the ERT data. From the ERT images of known data 
frames, the TACD will be calculated. The conductivity of the continuous, dispersed 
and TACD (mixture phase conductivity value) will be substituted into Maxwell’s 
relation as reviewed. The obtained gas void fraction results will be correlated to the 
actual void fraction measured using the DP. 
Should the results from Maxwell’s relation be inaccurate, the local DP gas holdup 
values will be plotted against the local ERT TACD depending on the superficial gas 
velocity. The graph will be a calibration model of the actual local gas void-fraction 
against the local ERT TACD with respect to superficial gas velocity. 
3. The aim of the third step is to measure the bubble population size distribution 
from analysis of the gradient of time-varying local gas void fraction during DGD 
process. Since ERT algorithms yield a high temporal resolution, the ERT technique 
will be applied to accurately measure the time-variant local gas void fraction during 
DGD process. The local time-variant area-average of conductivity distribution (ACD) 
will be computed from the time-dependent ERT voltage data during DGD process to 
obtain a graph of the local ACD with time. From this graph, the graph of the local gas 
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void-fraction or local gas volume of bubbles with time during DGD process can be 
computed.  
4.  Since the imaged dispersion will be through a porous tubular gas distributor, the 
column will be compartmentalised to four sections for accurate measurement of the 
DP local gas void fractions. Thus, an analysis of local ERT time-variant ACD will be 
made to obtain a graph of local gas void fraction with time. Both graphs will then be 
analysed to determine the mean values of bubble sizes in bubble population classes 
disengaging locally before complete disengagement from the continuous phase.  
From the bubble size distribution results at four compartments, the mean of the 
local BNDD along the column axis will be computed to obtain the graph of axially 
averaged BNDD (kìFG<].]()). The detailed description of the method for 
obtaining kìFG<].]() will be given in Chapter 5. The results of kìFG<].]() at 
varied superficial gas  velocities will be shown in Chapter 8, where the hybridization 
of ERT and PBM will be reported. 
5. Given an initially steady state bubble swarming before the DGD process, the 
known bubble size distribution will be used to compute the stead state local radially 
averaged BNDD depending on column height (kMFG<ss()).  
Since there will be four sections, four data points of kMFG<ss() at height 0.37 m, 
67cm, 93cm and 124 cm will be computed. These computations of kMFG<ss() will 
be made to achieve an effective hybridization of a PBM with ERT through a 
parameterization of the PBM source terms models. The function kMFG<ss() will 
then form a criterion for accurate parameterization that ensures the function 
kM§=xss() by the PBM agrees with kMFG<ss() by the ERT. 
In order to accurately predict the hydrodynamic parameters in a BCR, having 
obtained kìFG<].]() and kMFG<ss(), the steady state BNDD (, ) need be 
determined. The (, ) is expected to enable the description of the evolution of 
bubble population swarming governed by bubble coalescence and breakage 
phenomena during the axial bubble population transport. 
Since a PBM describes the bubble swarming process, ERT measurements yielding 
kìFG<].]() and kMFG<ss() will be hybridized to a PBM for the accurate 
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determination of actual (, ). The known (, ) by the hybrid technique will 
allow for the determination of actual bubble size distribution, coalescence and 
breakage rates leading to bubble birth and death in the reactor. 
6. At the highest superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s, the hydrodynamic regime in 
the column was translational and not turbulent. Therefore, a partial mixing of air-
water mixture phase was achieved. Results in the reviewed literature show that 
partial fluid mixing system often encountered in BCR can be described by a tank-in-
series model. The tank-in-series model accounts for the presence or absence of 
backflow between neighbouring cell sections. The 1D axial dispersion model (ADM) 
is an alternative technique for the description of the partial fluid mixing in reactors 
as found in the literature.   
Thus, the PBM will be formulated in form of 2D problem (i.e. in 1D space and 1D 
bubble size) where the inlet BNDD, bubble sizes and the gas holdup fraction are 
known. The inlet BNDD will be assumed using a log-normal distribution leaving the 
surface of the sparger.  
The column height will be sectioned to a known number of discrete axial sections. In 
the first discrete section, the inlet boundary conditions are the local gas holdup 
fraction, the global bubble sizes and the assumed log-normal BNDD. The PBM will be 
solved locally in the first section using the inlet boundary conditions to obtain the 
first section outlet BNDD. The outlet BNDD at first column section, the local gas 
holdup at the inlet of the second section and the global bubble sizes will be the inlet 
boundary conditions for the second discrete column section. According, the PBM 
will be solved in the second discrete column section and the results used as the 
boundary condition for the next discrete section and likewise for higher axially 
placed sections.    
7. The DGD process of bubble population will be modelled in the form of 
inhomogeneous unsteady state advection transport equation. The DGD model will 
describe the axial transport of varied bubble sizes through the bulk liquid phase 
before their exit to the atmosphere at the top of the column. The source term 
models for the DGD process will describe the bubble expansion rate due to mass 
transfer and change in gas density in the axial direction of the column. 
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8. The model equation describing the population of bubbles disengaging from the 
liquid will be solved by the method of characteristics in order to compute axially 
averaged BNDD, kìx].](). The obtained kìx].]() should be similar to the 
obtained function kìFG<].]() (objective 4) from analysis of gas holdup fraction 
estimates computed from ERT data captured during DGD process. 
9. The PBM will be solved by the method of class. The total local gas volume at 
discrete column height  (as in objective 6) will be calculated from the resulting PBM 
solution. The ratio of these local gas volumes to mean values of bubble volumes will 
yield the graph of radially averaged BNDD depending on column height kM§=xss().  
10. In Chapter 8, the inlet BNDD, at discrete first column section, the coalescence 
and breakage rates will be parameterised such that kìx].]() and kìFG<].]() 
agree and kM§=xss() and kMFG<ss() agree too. An alternative technique for 
measurement of bubble size distribution during bubble swarming in a BCR will be 
mentioned, also, in Chapter 8. 
11. A good agreement of expected results in objective 10 will directly lead to the 
determination of actual BNDD of bubble sizes at discrete column height (, ). The 
(, ) is a required quantity (parameter) for calculating hydrodynamic parameters 
in the column. The hydrodynamic parameters of processes given the flow regime in 
the experimental BCR will be determined for performance description of the column 
and its scale-up design in Chapter 9. 
 
3.4. Key questions 
 
To accomplish the outlined objectives in section 3.3, the following questions will be 
considered: 
1. Given the most suitable ERT imaging algorithm for measurement of changes in the local 
gas holdup with a gas flow rate in the column, what assumptions or observation about the 
bubble population evolution within the column sections are being made?  
2. How are ERT reconstructed images analysed to obtain a graph of local ACD as a function 
of time during gas disengagement processes? 
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3. How is the local time-variant ACD analysed to compute the size distribution of bubbles 
disengaging from a local column section? 
4. How is the local TACD interpreted to compute the local radially averaged BNDD 
(kMFG<ss()) at steady state? 
5. How is the model of DGD process developed from the computed (, ) and solved to 
compute kìx].]()? 
6. How is the radially averaged BNDD, kM§=xss(), computed from PBM simulations? 
7. How are the ERT measurements hybridized to PBM in order to compute (, ) as a 
function of superficial gas velocity and what are the accuracies of the computed (, )? 
8. What is the minimum spatial resolution of the resulting ERT and a PBM hybrid algorithm 










Experimental measurements of gas holdup fractions of bubble 
swarm at steady state by the ERT technique 
ERT is a low-cost imaging technique for producing images of constituents within a body 
(such as a bubble column reactor - BCR). The images are generated through a reconstruction 
of interior body conductivity from analysis of captured periphery voltage signals on the body 
surface. The ERT measurement technique produces images at a high temporal resolution to 
the extent that changes in conductivity contrasting in a column can be determined for every 
0.001 seconds (i.e. 1000 data frames per second). However, its low spatial resolution has 
limited its application for measuring bubble properties in a column to gas void fractions of 
bubble population only.  
Recently, the applications of ERT to study hydrodynamic processes in a BCR have been 
extended by an analysis of ERT images during DGD process. Such analysis of the captured 
ERT data leads to the determination of bubble size distribution in a BCR as done in the work 
by (Haibo, et al., 2007). To enhance the usefulness of ERT technique in investigating 
hydrodynamic parameters in a BCR, an interpretation model of ERT reconstructed images 
needs be developed. Such interpretation technique is expected to allow for the computation 
of the following bubble properties: bubble size distribution, BNDD, bubble coalescence and 
breakage rate and gas void fractions in a column. However, the interpretation technique 
may not be obtained by the sole analysis of ERT images owing to ill-conditioning of the ERT 
inverse problem that yields images with low spatial resolution. 
A population of bubbles swarming axially in the column is known to vary in size due to 
temperature, pressure and phenomena of bubble coalescence and breakup. This means 
bubble sizes and their concentration (BNDD) are dependent on the spatial coordinate 
system of the column. A model to describe the evolution of bubble properties within the 
space of a BCR should incorporate the various factors affecting bubble properties. The 
population balance concept has proved to be an efficient model for predicting bubble sizes 
in a BCR since it provides a path to include the details of the bubble coalescence and 
breakage. The bubble interaction phenomena of coalescence and breakage are known to 
control the bubble size distribution in a BCR. The accurate prediction of the bubble 
coalescence and breakage rates require the knowledge of the physical properties of the fluid 
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state and operating conditions in the column. The PBM is similar to other conservative 
concepts such as mass, heat and momentum since it considers the balance of countable 
entities such as bubbles, drops and crystals.     
Thus, an interpretation of ERT measurements in the light of a hybrid model of ERT and a 
PBM is anticipated to allow for the computation of the local bubble population properties. 
These are the bubble sizes, bubble number densities, bubble coalescence  and breakage 
rates and gas void fractions of bubble population. The hybrid model development will 
involve measuring the bubble population parameters at local column sections through the 
analysis of ERT signals captured during DGD process. The local gas void fractions of the 
dispersed phase during the steady state operational mode in the column will be computed 
from a map of the ERT measurements to the DP measurements.  
The PBM will be solved to obtain the local BNDD using the boundary conditions of known 
inlet bubble size distribution, the inlet gas void fractions and a guess inlet BNDD. The inlet 
bubble size distribution will be the global bubble size distribution obtained by coupling of 
the ERT and DGD process and divided into a discrete number of classes.  
The PBM source term models of bubble coalescence rate, bubble breakage rate and the inlet 
BNDD will then be parameterised. The obtained solution of the PBM will then be used an 
initial condition for a model of DGD process in the column. Thus, the bubble population 
properties will be parameterised such that when the model of DDG is solved, the obtained 
axially averaged BNDD agrees with that derived from the analysis of the ERT measurement 
during DGD. This agreement will be further verified when the parameterised inlet BNDD 
leads to the local static gas void fraction by the ERT technique validate that by the PBM 
computation. 
The description of the ERT hardware equipment and the ERT implemented measurement 
sequences for the data capturing are stated in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. Thereafter, 
Sections 4.3 provide a detail description of the design of the pilot scale BCR employed for 
developing the ERT and PBM hybrid model. The presentation of the methods adopted in 
measuring local gas void fractions by the ERT technique is given in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, 
the description of the DP transmitter used for gas void fraction measurements as well as the 
method of its calibration and results are given. In the subsequent Section 4.6, the results of 
the correlation of the gas void fractions by the ERT and the DP are shown leading to the 
discussion and conclusions on the results. 
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4.1. Hardware equipment for ERT data capturing 
A current pulse measuring technique developed by (Randall, et al., 2007) is simpler to 
implement than the conventional alternating current (AC) excited system. The current pulse 
measuring technique is capable of high-speed operation, thus, enabling dynamic systems to 
be investigated. The UCT ERT data acquisition hardware provides for the possibility of 
capturing data frame rate of up to 1000 frames per second (fps) over a ring of 16 electrodes 
system and displays the images at 20fps. The current pulse measuring technique has been 
used for a fast approximation of the conductivity distribution within a measurement plane in 
real-time. The measurements were possible owing to a 2D reconstruction algorithm 
embedded in its ‘’online’’ control and the data capture software program (as in Figure 4.3). 
The system hardware is controlled by a C++ program to provide a real-time visualisation of 
the conductivity/resistivity distribution in a reference domain of the bubble column or by 
storing data for post-processing. 
A study on performance and requirements of various ERT instruments using adjacent 
injection strategies was conducted by (Stephenson, et al., 2007).  In the study, it was found 
that a frame rate ranging from 0.5 to 285fps is achievable with the UCT tomography 
hardware. The UCT hardware system allows for a-four configurations of measurement 
strategies as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The strategies are such that current injections between 
any pair of electrodes are possible on either the same or different planes; and voltage 
measurements between either horizontally or vertically adjacent electrodes but not 
opposite electrode pairs. The signal-to-noise ratio of the current hardware system 
(presented in Figure 4.2) has been estimated to range from 65db at 1 fps to 45 db at 285 fps. 
With a view to measuring voltage signals at the periphery of a bubble column, a current 
signal need be stimulated through the periphery ring of electrodes into a mildly saline or 
conductive solution(Figure 4.5). The mildly saline conductive solution (for example 
8000^*/a) is a homogeneous phase before either a non-conductive solid or liquid or gas 
phase is dispersed through it. The excitation of the conductive solution is done through a 
constant current driven into the electrode system (typically from 2mA to 2.5mA) via a 
multiplexer.  
Prior to the dispersion of the non-conductive phase through the conductive bulk solution, 
the periphery electrodes detect sequences of homogeneous voltage signals in form of 16 ‘U’ 
shaped curves of approximately equal amplitude as in Figure 4.4. The 16 ‘U’ curves signals 
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are captured from a ring or a layer of 16 electrode plates. The dispersion of the non-
conductive phase through the conductive phase perturbs the homogeneous conductivity 
distribution, which results in distorted captured voltage signals. The range of conductivity 
measurable with the hardware is 0.04ms/cm at 41db to 60ms/cm at 37db  (Stephenson, et 
al., 2007). A four-way multiplexer controls a constant current source and sink from a 
selected electrode pairs generated by the sum of all the multiplexer resistances connected in 
series and the electrode impedance.  
The total impedance is known to vary between 100Ω to 1Ω depending on the electrode size 
and solution conductivity. The constant current source on the electrode system is usually 
maximised by lowering the total impedance that reduces the voltage drop due to the 
multiplexer’s module and the contact electrodes with the solution. The reduction of the 
total impedance is achieved by including a high input differential amplifier in the current 
pulse ERT system. 
 
Figure 4.1. Current pulse ERT system for a single ring of 16 electrodes  (Randall, et al., 2007). 
 
              
(a)                                                                                   (b) 




Figure 4.3. On-line reconstruction of resistivity distribution (2D) from capture voltage data in the form 
of ‘U’ curves. 
 
 
Figure 4.4. The data set for a single frame as displayed by the real time software. Data is for a 
homogeneous system and therefore symmetrical.  Each “U curve” is data recorded during single 
current injection cycle (Randall, et al., 2007). 
 





                 
 
                                                  
Figure 4.5. Stages of data processing for ERT image reconstruction. 
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4.2. Implemented measurement sequences for the ERT imaging technique
Four measurement strategies 
the case of current stimulation through adjacent 
through adjacent electrode
sequences (Figure 4.7). 
and sink (negative)) through adjacent electrode pairs produces 16 measurable voltage 
signals, including the current drive 
successive sequential current stimulation
(independent measurement sequences), 256 (16 x 16) data will be captured. 
By these measurement sequences, 
due to interference effects of voltage measurements through current stimulated electrodes. 
Thus, 208 data of the total 256 date sets (a data frame) 
conductivity distribution in the interi
A1.13 in appendix G illustrates a scheme of selection of valid data sets for a frame of data 
captured for ERT image 
Figure 4.6. Electrode select sequence table format.
 
The adjacent current injection and adjacen
implemented in this study because it yields 
reconstruction. The used measurement sc
stimulation scheme and adjacent voltage measurement scheme
of the 16 data captured for every current stimulation. 
sequences will produce a frame of val
generated by the utilized scheme. The 
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are possible with the UCT hardware instrument
electrode pairs and voltage measurement 
 pairs in a ring is often referred to as the Sheffield measurement 
In an electrode ring, every current stimulation (i.e.
pairs as in the format of Figure 4.
s over all possible 16 pairs of electrode
three out of sixteen voltage measurements are invalid
will be used for reconstruction of 
or of the section bounded by an electrode ring. 
reconstruction. 
 
t voltage measurement scheme have
a high number of data sets for 
heme is preferred to an opposite current 
 that produces 12 valid data 
This implies 16 current stimulation 
id 192 data sets as compared to 208 data sets 
selection scheme from a frame of data obtained by 
 
. Among these, 
 source (positive) 











opposite current injection and adjacent voltage measurement is presented in Table A1.14 in 
appendix G.  
 
Figure 4.7. Adjacent pairs measuring sequence for a 16 electrode system. The figures show the first 
two positions of the current injection sequence. The output from the 16 amplifiers is recorded for 
each of the 16 current injection positions (Randall, et al., 2007). 
 
Table 4.1. Number of adjacent measurement from rings of electrode and number of measurements   
used for image reconstruction 
 
S/N 




Total number of 
adjacent 
measurements 




1 Opposite Two rings 1024 896 
2 Adjacent Two rings 1024 928 
3 Opposite Three rings 2304 2112 
4 Adjacent Three rings 2304 2160 
5 Opposite Four rings 4096 3840 
6 Adjacent Four rings 4096 3904 
 
The degree of ill-posedness of the inverse problem is reduced by obtaining a high ratio of 
measured data to discretised finite element. Thus, a high number of data set will be required 
for an accurate 3D reconstruction than a 2D reconstruction (Adler, et al., 2008). When data 
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are captured over 2, 3 or 4 rings using varied measurement schemes, Table 4.1 shows the 
total captured data and the number of valid date for an image reconstruction respectively.  
The specifications of the computer system available for image reconstruction is as follows: 
Processor – Intel Core i7-4790 CPU@ 3.60GHz x 8 processor 3.40GHZ; Memory – 15,5GiB; OS 
type – 64-bit operating system, Disk – 975,4GB. The present computing system was used to 
discretize a cross-section of the column of diameter 29cm into 2500 elements. However, the 
time taken to compute the inverse of the Jacobian matrix resulting from 2500 elements is 
too high. Given this long length of time for reconstruction, the cross-section of target 
domain (cylindrical cell section of the BCR) was discretized in 2D using 832 finite elements. 
The discretization of the cross-section was also on the basis of the need to explore the high 
temporal capacity of ERT reconstructions to enhance its spatial resolution 
The high temporal resolution of ERT images is harnessed for improving its spatial resolution 
in this work by coupling ERT to DGD technique to measure the time-variant disengaging gas 
void fractions. The results will further be interpreted for determining the characteristic time 
of the bubble size disengagement. 
 
4.3. Bubble column reactor used for the hybrid model development 
 
Hydrodynamic regimes studied using ERT images in the present work were set-up in a pilot 
scale bubble column reactor of height 1.545 m and diameter 0.29 m as shown in Figure 4.8. 
A porous tubular stainless steel gas distributor of height 0.265 m and diameter 0.03m was 
mounted at the column base for gas dispersion (Nitrogen gas/air) into the liquid (water). The 
local gas holdup fraction along the column height is expected to vary given the sparger 
design that produces uniformly distributed bubbles at column sections axially higher from 
the sparger. At column sections closer to the gas distributor, the lack of uniform distribution 
of bubbles will yield a decrease in bubble resident time with column height. . 
  
Along the axial length of the column, pressure ports (i.e. pressure legs) were fabricated at 
height 0.245 m, 0.515 m, 0.745 m, 0.995 m and 1.295m from the base of the column. The 
axial interval lengths between respective pressure legs were 0.27 m, 0.23 m, 0.25 m and 
0.30 m to allow for accurate local gas void fraction measurements at column sections within 
the pressure legs.  
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A rotameter for measurements of gas flow rates ranging from 4-230 litres per minute(lpm) 
was employed in measuring the gas volumetric flow rates into the column. The maximum 
attainable superficial gas velocity was 0.016 m/s (64lpm) due to the axial spacing of the four 
electrode layers, aerated water level and the column height. The column height restricts 
attaining higher superficial gas velocities because the water-head level need be at least 0.2 
m above an electrode layer for accurate ERT data.   
 
PVC tubing of various lengths was used to connect cell sections of the BCR to a DP 
transmitter. The output differential pressure signals measured by the DP at its high and low 
ports were displayed as analogue signals on a Labview plot platform.   
 
The BCR was fitted with eight rings of electrodes to allow for the possibility of capturing 
generated voltage signals at the column periphery over multiple layers. Each ring of 
electrodes is made up of sixteen rectangular electrode plates of height 20 mm and width 10 
mm covering approximately 1.32 litres of 17.536 litres volume of the column section. This is 
a section of height 0.27 m and diameter 0.145 m. The low fraction of the volume covered by 
periphery 16 electrode plates to the volume of the column section rendered the captured 
data inadequate for 3D imaging of the dispersion. Moreover, when data were captured on 4 
of the 8 rings located at heights 0.37 m, 0.67 m, 0.93 m and 1.24 m of the column for image 
reconstruction in 3D, the computed gas void fractions were inaccurate. The large error in the 
gas holdup fractions was due to the low volume ratio of the 2.64 litres covered by the two 
sensor rings to the 17.536 litres volume of target column section. The target column section 
was bounded at its base and top by the two sensor rings. 
 
Many of the advanced ERT reconstruction algorithms explored in creating the gas dispersion 
images in 3D yielded inaccurate results due to a low ratio of measured data(1024) to the 
finite element of the interior domain(15000 elements). (Pinheiro, et al., 1998) stated that to 
obtain a 3D image by the ERT technique, it is required to use a full 3D data collection 
strategy that ensures a created image is made from data collected over the whole body 
surface.   
 
The ERT image of air dispersion in a mildly saline solution (conductivity of 1000^*/a) using 
an iterative 3D algorithm with an included 4D regularization parameters is shown in Figure 
4.8c. The 4D regularization parameter was developed by the correlation of the data frame 
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measurements (1D) and the domain finite image elements (3D). Figure 4.8b is a 
reconstruction of the air dispersion using the Newton-Raphson formula with included 
Tikhonov regularization parameter that results in the Levenberg - Marquardt algorithm. 
 
                                         
          (a)              (b)             (c) 
Figure 4.8. Air dispersion through the UCT BCR during online operation and its ERT image 
reconstructions: a) Air dispersion through a BCR; b) Image reconstruction using the Gauss-Newton 
algorithm without 4D regularization; c) Image reconstruction using the Gauss-Newton algorithm with 
4D regularization. 
 
4.4. Local gas-holdup computations by the ERT technique 
 
A semi-batch hydrodynamic fluid flow regime with stagnant liquid phase and the superficial 
gas velocity ranging from 0.002 – 0.016m/s was set-up in the BCR described in Section 4.3. 
The inlet volumetric gas flow rate was varied such that the air-water multiphase system at a 
given volumetric flow rate assumed a steady state operational mode. The ERT data for 
imaging the dispersion on the four electrode rings cross-sectional areas embedded in the 
four column sections were captured at height 0.37 m, 0.67 m, 0.93 m and 1.24 m. The 
degree of well-distribution of bubble population increases with column height especially 
from the second to the third column section. The bubbles were packed close to the gas 
distributor surface in the first and second column sections because of the use of a porous 
tubular gas distributor (as in Figure 4.8a). The local gas void fractions at all cross-sectional 
areas within the column sections should be constant and independent of the column height 
for a given gas flow rate. This expected results will hold in a well-distributed (approximately 
uniform distribution) form of bubble population usually produced by sintered porous flat 




A reconstruction of the dispersed gas phase in 3D could yield accurate values of the mixture 
phase conductivity (air-water) required for gas void fraction calculations. However, given the 
available column dimensions and the volume covered by the periphery sensor electrode, a 
low ratio of measured data to a the number of domain finite elements was obtained. The 
obtained fewer measurements to discretized domain elements disallowed accurate 
interpretation of gas void fraction from ERT images in 3D.  
 
As a result, reconstruction of the dispersed phase at the column cross-sections in 2D was 
investigated for gas holdup calculations depending on superficial gas velocity since the 
results were interpretable. The reconstructed images in 2D were evaluated to be 
interpretable for gas holdup computations because the graph of its computed TACD 
increases with superficial gas velocity. This is an expected result since the gas volume 
trapped in the liquid phase increases with superficial gas velocity, which was not obtained 
with the reconstructed dispersion in 3D. 
 
4.4.1.  ERT data capturing 
 
The ERT data for image reconstruction of the dispersed phase at the local column cross-
sections were captured using the adjacent current injection and adjacent voltage 
measurement sequences. The data measurement scheme and pattern of selecting valid data 
for the image reconstruction are presented in Table A1.13. A total number of 208 valid data 
were sorted out of the total 256 data frame for the 2D image reconstruction. In order to 
acquire ERT images of the dispersed gas phase at regions in a BCR during aeration, an 
absolute or a difference ERT algorithm could be employed. The absolute algorithm requires 
2 data frames of the offset voltage and inhomogeneous voltage signals. The difference 
algorithm requires 3 signals of the offset voltage, homogeneous voltage and inhomogeneous 
voltage signals.  
 
Studies have shown that the difference algorithm is superior as a functional algorithm than 
the absolute algorithm for imaging the transient conductivity distribution changes within the 
interior of a BCR. Thus, the difference algorithm was used in this work for image 
reconstruction of data captured on the sensor electrode layers placed at 0.37 m, 0.67m, 
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0.93m and 1.24m. The ERT data set was captured at this four electrode layers three times 
for accuracy because of the axial movement of the DP for local gas void fraction 
measurements. 
At each instant of the local time-variant data capturing for a given gas flow rate, the 
maximum, the mean and minimum conductivity values of all element within a target region 
were calculated. 
 
4.4.2. ERT data capturing modelled by the ERT forward model and reconstruction by the 
ERT inverse model 
The development of ERT forward model addresses the forward problem of simulating the 
periphery voltage signals from the known current stimulations and conductivity distribution 
in the interior of a body. Let the domain of an interior conductivity distribution ξ ∈  | be 
denoted by Ω; the induced periphery electric potential be >; and the stimulated periphery 
current be 	/8. The ERT forward problem is formulated as given Ω of the ξ ∈  |, the induced > generated due to periphery 	/8 is expected to satisfy the elliptic partial differential 
equation of Eq. (4.1) 
 ∇ ∙ ξ	∇U = 0 (4.1)  
If /8 is the current injected into the (BÛ electrode area ,4  with constant impedance 54, the 
complete electrode boundary conditions are 
 '8 = > +	58 	ξ	∂u∂n (4.2)  
 	/8 =  ξ	 ∂u∂nFü 	 (4.3)  
where '4 is the constant voltage in electrode ,4,  is the outward unit normal vector and  
 ξ	∂u∂n = 0 (4.4)  
the current density on the boundary inter-electrode gap (Polydorides & Lionheart, 2002). Eq. 
 (4.2) and Eq. (4.3) are the Dirichlet boundary conditions, while Eq. (4.4) specifies the Newman 
boundary condition. The forward problem in many ERT algorithms is addressed through the 
use of the finite element method (FEM) developed with a first or second-order shape 





The aim of the inverse conductivity problem is to obtain a stable solution 7∗ which minimizes 
the residual error 
 @(7) = 1 2n (%(7) − ')∗	(%(7) − ') = 	1 2n ‖%(7) − '‖	  (4.5)  
where %(7):		 _ → 	  O is the non-linear forward operator in a problem with  elements 
and  measurements, and ' ∈ 	 O	is the vector of voltage measurement for a fixed set of a 
current pattern. Applying Taylor’s expansion to the residual Eq. (4.5), and assuming the 
second derivative term of the expansion equals y/ (y ∈ S), Eq. (4.5) can be re-written as 
Tikhonov regularized solution of Eq. (4.6). The position scalar and identity matrix respectively 
are denoted by y and /. The successive iterative solution is denoted as in Eq. (4.7). 
 ℎ-x = (%\(7)∗%\(7) + 	y/)#	%\(7)∗z' − %(7){ (4.6)  
 																															7|}# = 7| +	ℎ-x (4.7)  
The mathematical formulations of the ERT forward and inverse problem were solved using 
forward and inverse solver functions contained in the electrical impedance and diffuse 
optical reconstruction software (EIDORS) library toolbox. EIDORS is an open source software 
library adaptable to ERT data set captured from an ERT instruments for image reconstruction 
(Adler, et al., 2008). Included in the EIDORS library of functions are functions developed 
from a known knowledge of the peculiarity of the University of Cape Town (UCT) ERT data 
acquisition system. The functions ‘eidors_readdata’ and ‘inv_solve’ were explored in solving 
the forward and the inverse problems respectively as presented in the computer code cited 
in Appendix B. 
 
In Eq. (4.7), the solution of the inverse problem, 7| , is a vector of 832 conductive values 
corresponding to the number of elements used in discretising the cross-sectional area of the 
column section. Therefore, for 20 frames of data captured over a known period of time, 7| , 




              
     (a)                                                                               (b)                                                                    
                                     
 
     (c)                                                                       (d)   
Figure 4.9. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at a superficial gas velocity of 0.016m/s at 
local column cross-sectional area of the captured data on the time interval of 0.636 seconds: (a) first 
section, (b) second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section.                   
    
(a)                                                                              (b) 
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    (c)                                                                                       (d) 
Figure 4.10. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at the superficial gas velocity of 0.01m/s at 
a local column cross-sectional area of the captured data on the time-interval of 0.636 seconds: (a) 
first section, (b) second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section. 
 
4.4.3. Time and area average of conductivity distribution (TACD) and gas holdup 
computations from ERT images 
 
The computation of the area average of conductivity (ACD) values on the cross-section of a 
sensor layer is based on the following model. Let the area of a discrete element be 08, where H = 1,2, … ,~, and ~ is the highest index of elements (i.e. for 832 elements, ~ = 832). In a 
case where the cross section was uniformly discretized, 08 = 08}# = … = 0. Let the 
conductivity value on each element be 	78, where H = 1,2, … ,~. The ACD is then  
 7̅́ = ∑ 78088Ý#∑ 088Ý#  (4.8)  
where @ = 1,2,… ,, @ is the index of the data frames. 
Since the size of each discrete element is equal,  
 7̅́ = ∑ 788Ý#∑ H8Ý#  (4.9)  
The TACD is then 
 〈7̅́〉 = ∑ 7̅́OÝ#∑ @OÝ#  (4.10)  
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The mean of the conductivity values on all elements within a target column section over a 
known time period will be denoted by the TACD as in Eq. (4.10). The maximum and minimum 
conductivity values on all elements within a target column section over a known time period 
were calculated using the expression in Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (4.12) respectively. 
 7OØL = maxzmaxz7# , 7 , 7" , 7 , … , 7{{	;   (4.11)  
 7O8_ = minzminz7# , 7 , 7" , 7 , … , 7{{	;   (4.12)  
In a 2-phase gas-liquid dispersion system, Maxwell’s relation (Maxwell, 1873), Eq. (4.13), 
relates the gas holdup (Q,8	) to the known conductivity of the continuous phase (7#), 
dispersed phase (7) and the mixture phase (7O). The 7O term in Eq. (4.13) is the TACD of 




27# + 7 − 27O − 7O	7 7#n
7O − 7 7#n + 2(7#	 − 7)  (4.13)  
If the dispersed phase is a non-conductive material 7 = 0, Eq. (4.13) is simplified to  
 	Q,8	 = 27# − 27O27#	 + 7O  (4.14)  
 
4.4.4. Results of gas void fractions by the analysis of ERT images 
 
The image reconstruction of the dispersion from the ERT data frames captured by the four 
electrode ring sensors at the gas flow rate of 0.016 m/s and 0.01 m/s are shown in Figure 
4.9(a-d) and Figure 4.10 (a-d) respectively. The reconstructed images at lower superficial gas 
velocities ranging from 0.002 to 0.009m/s investigated in this study are displayed in Figure 
A1.1 to Figure A1.9 in the appendix. The images in the stated figures are arranged according 
to the order of data frame progression from the top left towards the top right, and then 
downwards with a termination at the bottom right image.  
The images were obtained from analysis of ERT signals data captured over four electrode 
layers by the independent 2D measurement scheme. Radial variation in the conductivity 
distribution of the locally captured images with time could be observed in some images 
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though the 2-phase fluid system was steady state homogeneous flow. The radial 
conductivity difference variation can be explained by the local bubble population swirling 
resulting in radial variation in conductivity difference. Besides, the ERT high temporal signals 
are sensitive to slight variation in the conductivity field. The observed time-variant radial 
conductivity variation can also be related to the inverse algorithm technique of imaging 
generation.  
Table A1.1, Table A1.2, Table A1.3 and Table A1.4  show the computed maximum, minimum 
and TACD values of areas within the first, second, third and fourth electrode layers 
respectively for 3 repeated measurements. These ERT data were captured for superficial gas 
velocities ranging from 0.002-0.016 m/s. Table A1.5, Table A1.6, Table A1.7 and  Table A1.8 
highlight the mean of maximum, minimum and the TACD values of the area conductivity 
locally in the column averaged over the number of measurements. Figure 4.11 shows the 
relations between the local mean values of TACD over 3 repeated measurements  depending 
on the superficial gas velocity of data on Table A1.10. 
 
Figure 4.11. The local ERT TACD of the conductivity difference captured at steady state dispersion 
from 3 repeated measurements as a function superficial gas velocity. 
 
The TACD conductivity difference values are negative because of the used ERT difference 
algorithm. The difference algorithm creates the dispersion images using the un-aerated and  
aerated phases conductivity distributions as well as the offset conductivity distribution.  























































Substituting the obtained TACD conductivity difference values into Maxwell’s relation results 
in un-interpretable and inaccurate negative gas holdup values (Q). Thus, in this work, the 
correlations for the local ERT TACD conductivity difference and the local DP gas void fraction 
measurements depending on superficial gas velocity will be developed. As a result, from a 
known ERT conductivity difference value in the column, the corresponding gas void fraction 
can be computed.  
 
4.4.5. Conclusions on the local gas holdup computations by the ERT technique 
Figure 4.11 shows the graphs of the mean of the local TACD as a function of superficial gas 
velocity. The graphical results indicate that the mean conductivities on all elements on the 
cross-sections at the column sections decrease with increasing superficial gas velocity (Q). 
This is an expected result since an increasing the non-conductive gas (air) volume at any 
column section will lead to a decrease in mean conductivity (or increase resistivity) values in 
the sections. 
The column height (1.545 m) and the need for the water-depth to be at least 0.2 m above 
the ERT electrode layer for accurate ERT data disallowed increasing Q to achieve Q of 0.25. 
Thus, the considerable error in the ERT reconstruction at Q greater than 0.25 (Jia, et al., 
2015) was not investigated. The superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s that yields the gas void 
fraction of 0.047 was the maximum achievable given the present column design and the 
axial lengths of the electrode layers. 
Moreover, along the increasing column axis at a given superficial gas velocity, the mean 
TACD was observed to decrease as shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.9. The difference in the 
local TACD is due to the variation in the local resident times of bubbles during axial 
swarming in the column. The bubble resident times were noticed to decrease with 
increasing column height. In particular, the swirling of bubbles at the third column section 
increases the bubble population resident  times relative to the fourth column section at 
some superficial gas velocities (Figure 4.11). The TACD was higher at lower superficial gas 
velocities at Section 4 relative to Section 3 owing to the ratio of height of dispersion to the 
column diameter that lies in the range 4-6 (Vijayan, et al., 2007) (Rollbusch, et al., 2015). The 
variation in the bubble population resident times was on the account of the geometry of the 
tubular gas distributor producing dispersion with the periphery of the first and second 
column sections almost un-aerated as shown in Figure 4.9(a-b), Figure 4.10(a-b) and (a-b) of 
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Figure A1.1-Figure A1.9. The bubbles were noticed to be uniformly and well-distributed at 
Section 3 and 4.  
 
4.5. The differential pressure (DP) transmitter and method of its calibration 
The differential pressure is the difference in magnitude between a pressure value and a 
reference pressure. Both the absolute and gauge pressure values of a fluid state can be 
thought of as the differential pressure of the fluid with reference to the vacuum or a zero 
pressure and the atmospheric pressure respectively. By connecting the DP pressure ports to 
appropriate BCR pressure legs, the DP of the aerated fluid state with reference the un-
aerated fluid state can be measured. That is the top and the low-pressure legs of the BCR 
connected to the DP high and low ports as shown in Figure 4.12.  
 
As depicted in Figure 4.12, the water head should be above the column top pressure leg for 
accurate DP recordings using the DP transmitter. The DP transmitter senses the DP inform of 
a change in density of the volume of the aerated fluid system and the un-aerated fluid 
system. An increase or a decrease in density of fluid in the target column section leads to a 
respective increase or decrease of the pressure on the column bottom pressure leg. The 
corresponding output signals of the displayed water-head levels were viewed on a Labview 
graphical software.  
 
The DP measures the decreasing density as the decreasing DP when the transmitter’s high 
and low ports are connected to the bottom and top pressure legs of the column. However, 
to ensure the transmitter measures a density decrease as an increase in differential pressure 
locally, the transmitter’s high and low ports were respectively connected to the top and 
bottom pressure legs. This manner of connection is referred to as ‘cross-connection’ of the 
pressure legs in this work and was made in line with the transmitter calibration method. The 
‘cross-connection’ was made to allow for easier processing of positive real numbers instead 











Gas dispersion from the 
base of column
DP’s low pressure 
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Figure 4.13. A diagram of the bubble column reactor fixed with a tubular porous tube air distributor at 
its base and electrode layers on its periphery with dimensions used for experimental studies 
The BCR used for this work is designed with a dip tubular porous sparger of height 0.265 m 
and diameter 0.03 m. The base of the second column section was axially spaced from the 
top of the sparger by 0.22 m in an attempt to image well-distributed bubbles given the 
sparger geometry. The base of the first column section by the column sectioning was directly 
on the sparger’s top surface to gain an insight of the inlet bubble size distribution. By the 
column sectioning dimensions (Figure 4.13), the bubble population were distributed at the 
centre top of the gas distributor at column section 1 and 2. The bubble population was well-
distributed radially at section 2 and 3 during the bubble evolution. The heights of the first, 
second, third and fourth column sections were respectively 0.27 m, 0.23 m, 0.25 m and 0.30 
m. The ERT data were captured on the four electrode rings fixed at 0.37 m, 0.67 m, 0.93 m 
and 1.24 m.  
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Given the BCR geometric dimensions, the sparger design and coupled electrode rings 
positions, the BCR was sectioned into four cells for the following reasons: 
1. The height of a target BCR section was expected to be more than 0.2 m to achieve a 
higher accuracy measurement of the pressure drop; 
2. The height of the water level above an electrode layer should be more than 0.2 m to limit 
the distortion of the electric field flux shape generated by current stimulation through 
boundary electrodes. 
Before the calibration of the ERT estimate of gas holdup fractions against the DP 
measurement technique, the DP transmitter was initially calibrated against a water depth. In 
the experiment, the corresponding DP signal amplitude	ℎ]§ for a known water height ℎ  
was initially determined. The background conductivity of the mildly saline bulk solution in 
the BCR was initially determined to be 410^/a before aeration. Accordingly, the ERT 
equipment was set for a 4-layer independent data capturing and the DP ports were 
connected to appropriate column pressure legs. Thereafter, both the ERT and the DP signals 
were simultaneously captured before, during and after air sparging into the fluid system. 
The ERT data and the DP data were captured at these three instances to allow for accurate 
estimation of the offset values associated with both measurements.  
In the first measurement set, the DP ports were connected to the two legs of the column 
first section and the ERT and DP data collection were captured. At the column first section, 
the bubble population concentration at the centre top of the gas distributor at higher 
resident rate hindered accurate interpretation of the DP signal for gas void fraction 
measurements. The ERT and DP simultaneous data capturing were repeated when the DP 
transmitter was connected to the column second, third, and fourth sections respectively. 
The DP signals were interpretable for accurate gas void fraction measurements at Section 2, 
3 and 4 because the degree of bubble well-distribution increases with column height. In 
addition, the bubble population resident time was noticed to decrease with column height 
with higher bubble swirling at Section 3. Notably, during each data capturing using the DP, 
the ERT data were measured over four rings to allow for verification of the consistency of 





4.5.1. Results of DP transmitter calibration 
 
The derivation of the gas hold-up relation in a 2-phase gas-liquid system in terms of the 
pressure values before and during aeration as well as the difference of the two values is as 
follows. The derivation could also be based on the pressure values at the top and bottom 
pressure legs of the column (Figure 4.12) and the density of the gas-liquid mixture phase. 
 
In a 2-phase semi-batch gas-liquid system, the pressure drop along the column is related by 
the following expression 
 	9	ℎ = −YO (4.15)  
where 9, ℎ, YO and  represent respectively the pressure [!#], the column height [], the density of the gas-liquid mixture phase [!"] and the acceleration due to 
gravity []. The negative sign indicates the direction of pressure increase is opposite to 
the direction column height increase (Figure 4.12). Integrating Eq. (4.15) along the column 
height to determine the differential pressure change due to gas dispersion at a column 
section of height A = ;< − ;=, Eq. (4.16) is obtained. 
  	9 =§§! − YO
-
-! 	ℎ (4.16)  
The top and bottom positions of the pressure legs on the column are respectively denoted 
by  ;<  and  ;=as in Figure 4.12. Evaluating the integral of Eq. (4.16), Eq. (4.17) results as in  
 (9= − 9<) = YO(;< −	;=) (4.17)  
The pressure difference between the bottom and top pressure leg is measurable using the 
DP transmitter. Since the difference in height of the column (∆;&44 = ;< −	;=) could 
directly be measured on the column, Eq. (4.17) could be re-written as in Eq. (4.18). 
 ∆9&44 = YO∆;&44 (4.18)  
The density YO of the gas-liquid mixture is related to the density of the gas Y. and liquid Y- 
as well as gas hold-up Qin the column by the expression in Eq. (4.19) 
 	YO = QY. +	z1 − Q{Y- (4.19)  
Substituting Eq. (4.18) into Eq. (4.19) and solving for Q,  the following expression is derived. 
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 	Q = −∆9∆;(Y- − Y.) + Y-(Y- − Y.) (4.20)  
In a case where Y- ≫ Y., Eq. (4.21) results from Eq. (4.20). 
 		Q = 1 − ∆9∆;Y- (4.21)  
Simplifying Eq. (4.21) further, Eq. (4.22) and Eq. (4.23) are obtained. 
 Q = ∆;Y- − ∆;YO∆;Y- = ∆'Y- − ∆'YO∆'Y-  (4.22)  
 		Q = - −O- = Q- (4.23)  
where -, O and Q are the weights of liquid [!], mixture of gas-liquid phase and 
gas phase respectively.  
 
The weight of a substance immersed or suspended in a liquid is the weight of the volume of 
the liquid it displaces. Thus, the weight of the liquid of density Y- displaced by the gas of 
weight Q is the weight -\. The volume of the liquid displaced or volume occupied by the 
gas is then '-\ such that Q = -\ = Y-'-\. Expressing Eq. (4.23) in terms of volume of fluid 
states contained in a column during aeration leads to Eq. (4.24) 
 	Q = Y-'-\Y-'- = '-
\
'-  (4.24)  
In Eq. (4.24), the gas hold-up fraction is the ratio of the volume occupied by the gas phase in 
the aerated fluid state to the total volume occupied by the liquid phase before aeration. The 
gas void fraction at a column section was calculated in accordance with Eq. (4.24) using the 
following defined variables.  
 
Let the height of water displaced during the aeration of the homogeneous mildly saline bulk 
solution be denoted by ℎØ; and the DP reading corresponding to the height of displaced 
water head be ℎ]§.  By the stated DP calibration correlation, ℎØ was calculated from the DP 
reading as in Eq. (4.25). 
 	ℎØ = ℎ]§ℎ  (4.25)  
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The ℎØ values in the BCR at section 2, 3 and 4 as a function of superficial gas velocities 
ranging from 0.002 to 0.016 m/s are presented in Table 4.2. The DP values were validated by 
the water-head level measurements using the DP to gauge the water-depth pressure against 
the atmospheric pressure. 
Table 4.2. The height of displaced water head during aeration of the liquid phase, ℎØ, (cm) for varied 
superficial gas velocities. 
  >Q (m/s) Section 2 ℎØ#(cm) Section 3 ℎØ(cm) Section 4 ℎØ"(cm) 
0.002 0.44 0.57 0.91 
0.003 0.74 0.88 1.53 
0.004 0.85 1.26 2.01 
0.005 1.08 1.54 2.39 
0.006 1.14 1.72 2.66 
0.007 1.34 1.92 3.05 
0.008 1.46 2.29 3.37 
0.009 1.50 2.35 3.67 
0.010 1.70 2.63 4.12 
0.016 2.12 4.36 6.58 
 
If the volume of gas (air) in the first column section was calculated as 0ℎØ# = 'QØN# ; and the 
volume of the section filled with liquid before aeration, '48Q# , was calculated as 0ℎN# = '48Q# , 
the gas void fraction can be calculated as  




ℎN#  (4.26)  
In Eq. (4.26), ℎØ and ℎN are respectively the heights of column occupied by the gas and 
liquid. Table A1.9 (appendix) shows the local gas void fraction in percentage (%) as a 
function of superficial gas velocity (m/s). The stated values are the mean values of the gas 
void fractions from the DP data sets when the liquid phase was aerated at known superficial 
gas velocities. The errors associated with the mean values from a data sets in hundreds were 
calculated by the product of the standard deviation and the t-statistic based on 95% 
confidence interval. Figure 4.14 shows the graphs of the local gas void fractions as a function 




Figure 4.14. Local gas void fraction as a function of superficial gas velocity measured using the DP 
 
The relationship between the gas holdup fraction and the superficial gas velocity is generally 
of the form of Eq. (4.27) (Shah, et al., 1982). The value of  was reported to depend on the 
flow regime. For the bubbly flow regime, the value of  was found to vary from 0.7 to 1.2 
(Deckwer, et al., 1980). 
 Q =  #>Q_ (4.27)  
Since bubbly flow regimes were studied, the  was chosen as 0.75. The chosen value was 
intended to allow for the determination of  # through a regression analysis of the model 
with the measured gas void fractions at section 2. A range of values for  # from 0.5 to 0.9 
was sampled to compute the Chi-squared values, õ, based on the method of least square 
regression between the model and the measured data. The õ is defined as  
 õ = 1XÓ(8 − @(d#8, … , d48; #, … , O))
_
8Ý#
 (4.28)  
where X is the common standard deviation in the measured data; 8  and @ respectively 
denotes the measured and the model predicted gas void fraction at a given gas flow rate. 
The graph of the calculated Chi-squared values over sampled constants are shown in Figure 
4.15.  





































Figure 4.15. Graph of chi-squared against sampled constant for fitting model with experimental data. 
Figure 4.15 indicates a constant value outside the sampled range will lead to much disparity 
between the model and measured data. Figure 4.15 also shows that the constant value of 
0.7 minimises the õ expression. The confidence interval at 95% of the mean of the sampled 
constants was calculated using Eq. (4.29) 
 d̅ ± $_#;"/*L̅ (4.29)  
where *L̅ is the standard error of the mean;  $_#;"/ is the t-statistic corresponding to the t-
distribution for  − 1 degrees of freedom; and ý is the chosen level of probability. Thus, the 
value of  # was determined to be 0.7±0.1 at 95% confidence interval (i.e. ý = 0.05). The 
results in Table A1.9 are plotted in Figure 4.16 with the graph lines through the data points. 
 
Figure 4.16. Local gas void fraction as a function superficial gas velocity. 
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The graphs of the gas void fractions along the column axis for varied superficial gas velocities 
are displayed in Figure 4.17. 
 
Figure 4.17. Gas void fraction as a function of column axial length for varied superficial gas velocities 
The residual mean square, *, is a regression analysis quantity used to evaluate the accuracy 
of which a parameterised model represents the true underlying relationship between 
dependent and independent variables. The * is defined as  
 * = *G − (4.30)  
where the residual sum of squares, *G, is expressed as   
 *G =Ó(8 − @(d#8, … , d48; #, … , O))_8Ý#  (4.31)  
 and  respectively represent the number of observations and parameters. The square 
root of * is the standard deviation of the disparity between model and measurements. The 
R-square (*) is defined as the difference between unity(one) and the ratio of the residual 
sum of squares to the total variations accounted for in a measurements (Catherine A., 2001). 
The *and S values were calculated between the measured local gas void fractions with 
gas flow rates against the published empirical correlations by (Hughmark, 1967), (Shah, et 
al., 1982) and (Akita & Yoshida, 1973). The empirically developed correlations by (Hughmark, 
1967), (Shah, et al., 1982) and (Akita & Yoshida, 1973) were reported to be valid within the 
studied superficial gas velocities and operating conditions as reviewed in Section 2.7.1. 





























































The measured and the calculated local gas void fractions using appropriate correlation were 
denoted by 8  and @(d#8, … , d48; #, … , O) respectively at a given gas flow rate. Table 4.3 
shows the calculated *,	S and the standard deviations by comparing the local gas void 
fractions for varied gas flow rates with published results. 
 
Table 4.3. The residual mean squares and the standard deviations of the local gas void fractions over 
studied flow rates against published results. 
 
 Sec. 2 Sec. 3 Sec. 4 
Reference results Shah et al. (1982) Hughmark (1967) Akida & Yoshida(1973) 
* 0.022 0.082 0.038 
Standard deviation 0.149 0.012 0.195 
Chi_squre 0.440 0.104 0.238 
R_square 0.950 0.988 0.974 
F-statistic 155.52 684.187 293.978 
 
4.5.2. Discussion and conclusions on the DP calibration 
 
The graphs of the measured gas void fraction with gas superficial velocity at the second, 
third and fourth sections of the column agree respectively with the empirical correlations by 
(Shah, et al., 1982), (Hughmark, 1967) and (Akita & Yoshida, 1973) as shown in Figure 4.14. 
The trends of the local gas holdup fraction depending on superficial gas velocity were 
reported in the study on dynamic gas disengagement by (Sriram & Mann, 1977 ). The local 
gas void fraction for a given gas flow rate is observed to increase along the column axis. The 
difference in the local gas void fractions is also noticed to increase with an increase in gas 
flow rate as shown in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17. 
  
The disparity in the local gas void fractions can be attributed to the use of a porous tubular 
gas distributor. For all gas flow rates, the gas distributor generated bubble swarm in a way 
that the bulk of the bubbles reside in the centre region of the column at the first column 
section. The periphery zone was almost un-aerated at the first column section as seen in 
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Figure 4.8(a). The bubbles began to be radially distributed at the second column section and 
were uniformly well-distributed at the third and fourth column sections. The axial bubble 
swarming pattern influenced by the porous tubular sparger accounts for the variation in the 
bubble resident times locally in the column. The bubble resident time in the semi-batch fluid 
flow was highest in section 1, higher in section 2 and high in section 3 and 4. The decreasing 
bubble resident time with increasing column height explains the short bubble travel times at 
lower column sections resulting in lower gas void fractions. Similar observations were made 
in the study on the influence of sparger type and superficial gas velocity on gas holdup in a 
bubble column reactor (Behnoosh, et al., 2009).  
 
As the bubble population swarm, the bubble coalescence phenomenon leads to increase in 
the mean bubble size along the column axis up to height of 1.5 m and steady afterwards 
(Sattar, et al., 2013) (Laari & Turunen, 2003). Although regions in the column with smaller 
bubbles should result in higher gas holdup fraction, the decreasing bubble resident time 
with column height contributes to higher gas holdup fractions at higher column sections.     
 
In the study to establish the effects of gas distributor on gas holdup distribution in a column, 
the perforated was noticed to produce uniform distribution of gas. The cone and the bubble 
cap distributors were observed to produce bubbles that move up the column as large 
bubbles in the region close to the column centre (Sailesh. B, et al., 1997). The periphery 
regions were observed to be un-aerated, which reflected in the captured dispersion images 
at the lower column sections (Sailesh. B, et al., 1997). The bubble evolution pattern 
produced by the cone and bubble cap distributors can be likened to the used gas distributor 
as shown in Figure 4.8(a). The use of sintered porous plate distributors minimises the bubble 
fluctuation velocity at the sparger orificies and ensured uniform distribution of bubbles 
radially and axially in the column. The magnitude of the gas holdup fractions generated by 
sintered plates were higher than that by perforated plates and the difference increases with 
increasing superficial gas velocity (Sailesh. B, et al., 1997).  
 
Thus, the increasing level of uniform distribution of bubbles along column axis contributes to 
higher gas holdup values along the column axis at a given gas flow rate. The non-uniformity 
of bubble distribution axially in the column also caused the difference in the local gas void 




Furthermore, by the relationship between gas void fraction and superficial gas velocity, the 
reported range of the power index  for homogenous regime is 0.7 <  < 1.2 (Shah, et al., 
1982). The range  may have resulted from differences in gas holdup fractions generated by 
varied gas distributor designs. This is in addition to the column geometric dimensions and 
operational conditions in the column. The gas holdup fraction at higher sections of the 
column is similar to that produced by a sintered porous or perforated plates, while that at 
lower sections is close to that generated by cone or bubble cap or tubular spargers.       
 
4.6. Correlation of the gas void fractions by the ERT and the DP methods  
 
The computed equivalent ERT gas holdups from the mean conductivity values using 
Maxwell’s relation do not agree with the actual void fraction computed using the DP 
transmitter. Because of the discrepancy, the local ERT conductivity difference value is 
calibrated against the DP local gas void fraction over superficial gas velocities ranging from 
0.002 – 0.016 m/s to obtain the graphs in Figure 4.18. 
 
Figure 4.18. The local DP gas void fraction against the local ERT TACD during the steady state gas 
dispersion for superficial gas velocity ranging from 0.002-0.016 m/s. 
 
Comparing the dependence of the TACD and the gas holdup fraction on superficial gas 
velocity as shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.16, Figure 4.18 shows TACD decreases 




































proportionately with increasing gas holdup fraction locally. The decreasing conductivity 
difference value with increasing gas flow rate was as a result of increasing non-conductive of 
volume of air locally in the column. Describing the results in Figure 4.18, the increasing gas 
void fraction leading to proportionate decrease in the TACD along the column height is 
shown by comparing the local results for a given superficial gas velocity. The graphs are not 
perfect linear relations owing to the slight deviations of the experimentally measured local 
gas void fractions from appropriate empirically validated published models.  
Moreover, due to the inaccurate measured DP gas void fractions at Section 1, the graph at 
Section 2 of Figure 4.18 will be assumed to hold at Section 1 given the sparger design. Thus,  
the gas void fractions Section 1 in Figure 4.18 were determined from the known TACD at 
Section 1 of Figure 4.11. 
 
4.6.1. Conclusions on the correlation of the ERT data to the DP data for gas void 
fraction measurements 
 
It was noticed that the gas void fraction increases along the axial length of the column for all 
the gas flow rates studied. The difference in the gas void fractions along the column axis was 
also observed to increase with increasing gas flow rate. The disparity in the local gas void 
fractions for a given gas flow rate is also seen in the local ERT TACD value. Thus, the 
differences in the graphs in Figure 4.16 are also seen in the graphs of the local gas void 
fractions against the local ERT gas void fraction estimates in Figure 4.18. 
For a given gas flow rate, the local ERT conductivity difference decreases with column 
height. The conductivity distribution in the column during aeration is influenced largely by 
the non-uniformity in the bubble population distribution axially in the column. The gross 
circulation of bubble population at second and third sections accounts for the obtained 
conductivity differences at Section 3 and 4. Besides, the varying bubble coalescence rates as 
bubble population swarm axially to the top of the column also affect the conductivity 
distribution locally in the column.  
Moreover, S is close to unity and the large f-statistic values on Table 4.3 are much larger 
than the corresponding critical f-statistic value. These error analysis results indicate the 
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trends of the measured gas void fraction with superficial gas velocity are good 
representations of empirically determined published models.  
The new idea of this chapter is the calibration of the ERT TACD results by difference 
algorithm against the DP transmitter results for the measurements of local gas holdup 
fractions. The calibration technique yields interpretable estimate of the gas holdup fractions 
from the obtained negative ERT conductivity difference values than substituting the negative 





















Experimental measurements of bubble population parameters from 
captured ERT images in the process of dynamic gas disengagement 
In Chapter 4, an experimental approach for the measurements of the local gas void fractions 
from the calibrated ERT TACD by the DP technique has been described. In order to 
accurately predict hydrodynamic parameters in a column, the local gas void fractions, the 
bubble size distribution and the BNDD need be known. Moreover, the gas holdup fractions, 
the bubble size distribution and the BNDD at the inlet first column section are required 
boundary conditions for column simulation by a PBM. Among the methods for analysing 
bubble population properties in a column, the dynamic gas disengagement (DGD) technique 
has been found to be an effective useful technique (Sriram & Mann, 1977 ). The area 
average of conductivity distribution (ACD) captured locally with time in the process of DGD is 
analysed in this chapter to obtain the bubble size profile and the BNDD in the column.  
The DGD technique is fully described in Section 5.1. Older previous methods employed in 
determining the bubble sizes from the time-dependent gas void fractions during DGD are 
also described in a subsection of Section 5.1. Thereafter, the new method of interpreting the 
ERT time-variant ACD captured during DGD for the measurement of bubble sizes is explained 
in a subsection of Section 5.1. The new method of interpretation yielded the ERT data at 
discrete time steps when bubble sizes disengaged from the column. The discrete time steps 
were further analysed to determine the gas volumes of the disengaging bubble size classes 
locally in the column. A schematic of the sequences of ERT measurements and computations 
yielding the local BNDD and the axially averaged BNDD as well as the global SMBD is 
displayed in Section 5.2. 
The obtained results of the local bubble population properties and the axial mean of the 
quantities are presented in tables in the respective section of this chapter. In the sections, 
the description of the methodologies used to obtain the results is presented alongside the 
results. The results of the ERT signal analysis allowing the measurement of the bubble 




5.1  Dynamic gas disengagement (DGD) method 
The DGD technique is used to compute the gas holdup and the bubble size distribution for 
calculating the specific interfacial area and the mass transfer coefficient rates of a gas-liquid 
system. The theoretical basis of the static and dynamic holdups are provided to deepen an 
understanding of the possibility of exploring these parameters for the computation of 
bubble population properties.  
Considering a column cross-section containing a gas - liquid dispersion of equal-sized 
bubbles with each bubble rising with velocity > as illustrated in Figure 5.1, a mass balance 
model could be developed. The mass balance in the presence of local superimposed liquid 
velocity, '-\ (either downwards(-) or upwards(+)) gives the following relationship between 
the local gas holdup \ and the local superficial gas velocity >.\  (Sriram & Mann, 1977 ). 
 >.\\ − '-
\
1 − \ = > (5.1)  
Because the bubble interaction is non-significant at low gas hold-up, an assumption can be 
made that the bubble rise velocities should equal to the single bubble rise velocity, >?, in a 
large liquid volume. The spatial uniform hold-up, , is derivable from Eq. (5.1) to get Eq. (5.2) 
in a system having low gas hold-up when the liquid motion is negligible. 
  = 	 >.>? (5.2)  
Eq. (5.2) informs that the hold-up is expected to be linearly proportional to the superficial gas 
velocity. It has been observed that in an air-water system, the bubble rise velocity is virtually 
unchanged as the bubble size increases from 3 to 8mm (Sriram & Mann, 1977 ). Eq. (5.2) has 
also been found to hold in a non-uniform bubble cloud over this size range. The expression 
in  Eq. (5.2) has been found to be applicable at low gas velocity using spargers that generate 
small bubbles. The small bubbles were expected to be produced from a uniform gas 
distribution limiting the gross circulation effects (Sriram & Mann, 1977 ).  
The graphical relation between the gas hold-up and the gas velocity Q shows an almost 
proportional increase until a certain value of gas velocity is attained.  Further from the 
critical gas velocity value, the rate of increase of gas hold-up fraction fall-off as shown in 
Figure 5.2. The rate of increase in hold-up drops at larger gas velocities due to the presence 





Figure 5.1. The cross-sectional area of bubble swarming in a column (Sriram & Mann, 1977 ). 
 
Considering a general case where a size distribution of bubbles exists and bubbles of 
different sizes rise at different velocities, Eq. (5.1) is modified to obtain  
 >.\\ − '-
\
1 − \ =  @(	)
?

>(	)		 (5.3)  
In Eq. (5.3), @(	)		 is the volume fraction of bubbles with size between 	 and 	 + 		 
and >(	) is the rise velocity of bubbles of size 	. When Eq. (5.3) is applied to a gas-liquid 
reactor with no liquid motion and no bubble interactions, the overall static hold-up (0) in a 
spatial uniform fluid system is of the form 
 (0) = >. ³ @(	)>(	)		?  (5.4)  
The bubble interactions usually arise from bubble coalescence and break-up that cause 
radial and axial variations in @(	). If the value of the overall static hold-up and the rise 
velocity function >(	) are known, a size distribution that satisfies Eq. (5.4) could be found. 
Theoretically, there are infinite numbers of distribution functional that satisfy the static 
hold-up condition of Eq. (5.4) since the number of equations are fewer than the numbers of 
unknowns. The problem of lack of a unique solution to Eq. (5.4) is resolved by observing the 
dynamic gas hold-up (transient holdup, ($)) behaviour that occurs after the gas flow is 
shut-off.  
During the DGD process, larger faster bubbles disengaged more quickly than smaller slower 
bubbles due to greater buoyancy effects of the liquid on larger bubbles than smaller 
bubbles. Thus, an accurately sized distribution to Eq. (5.4) will then be expected to satisfy the 









Figure 5.2. A relation between the gas void fraction and the superficial gas velocity. 
 
Figure 5.3a shows the gas-liquid dispersion in a BCR containing bubble population of various 
sizes before gas was turned off. Figure 5.3b depicts an equivalent manner in which bubbles 
of different sizes are stratified as soon as the gas was turned off (Sriram & Mann, 1977 ). The 
rates of disengagement of bubbles by their sizes are illustrated in Figure 5.3c, where larger 
bubbles disengaged most quickly and smaller ones least quickly.  
In the process of DGD, assuming the height of column section is ;, and bubbles of size 	 
have velocity >(	), this bubble class will be completely disengaged from the section in 
time, $ = -Ô(#). In a DGD process, it is usually assumed that the bubble size distribution was 
initial axially homogeneous with no significant bubble interactions. In such a system, the 
fraction of the volume fraction of bubbles of size 	 in the dispersion after time $ from the 
start of the DGD process will be given by (1 − $ >(	) ;n ). Accordingly, if the static hold-up 




     
                 (a)                                                (b)                                      (c)                         
Figure 5.3. Pictorial representation model of bubble size distribution at various time during DGD 
process: a) before turning off the air inlet into the column; b) at the instant the air inlet is switched 
off; c) after an elapsed time t after turning off the air and in the process of DGD (Sriram & Mann, 1977 
). 
 ($) = (0) @(	)1 − $ >(	) ;n 		?  (5.5)  
with the boundary condition that 1 − $>(	) ;n  is zero when 1 < $ >(	) ;n  . The 
physical meaning of the condition associated with Eq. (5.5) is that bubbles of size 	 have left 
the dispersion after that time. 
Since changing pressure	1($) in the process of DGD can be expressed in term of changing 
gas void fractions ($) as 
 Q = 1 − ∆1∆;Y- = ($) = 1($)1U  (5.6)  
Eq. (5.5) can be re-written as in Eq. (5.7). 
 1($) = 1U(0) @(	)1 − $>(	) ;n 		?  (5.7)  
Furthermore, the variation in the bubble rise velocities of the different bubble sizes was due 
to varied densities of bubble sizes and buoyancy force effects of the liquid on the bubbles. 
The term bubble sizes refer to the mean values of the bubble sizes from the grouping of the 
bubble population into classes by their sizes and calculating the mean bubble size in every 
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class. The fact that bubbles of different sizes rise at different rates could be used to 
determine the bubble size distribution using Eq. (5.7).  
5.1.1. The previous method of determining bubble sizes based on the DGD 
technique  
In the work of (Patel, et al., 1989), the height of dispersion during the bubble disengagement 
was determined by visual observation in the process of DGD. However, the pressure 
transducer signals were used in the work of (Daly, et al., 1992) to measure the rate of liquid 
level drop during the bubble disengagement processes. The use of the pressure drop 
technique during the DGD processes has benefits over the visual inspection of dispersion 
height since it is applicable for both transparent and opaque bubble column vessel. The data 
obtained by the pressure drop technique could also be post-processed.  
The basic assumptions on the state of the fluid system made by both (Patel, et al., 1989) and 
(Daly, et al., 1992) during the DGD process are as follow: 
1. The dispersion is axially homogeneous (i.e. the bubble size distribution was initially axially 
homogeneous) at time t = 0; 
2. There are no bubble interactions (i.e. bubble coalescence and break-up); 
3. There is a constant rate of disengagement processes (i.e. all bubbles disengage 
independently of each other); 
4. The cross-sectional area occupied by bubble rising at velocity, 8, remains constant 
throughout the disengagement. 
The analysis of the DGD process in the work of (Patel, et al., 1989) differs from that of (Daly, 
et al., 1992) in the method of obtaining a balance of the fluid condition. Patel's analysis of 
DGD model is based on a balance of the liquid volume. This means the liquid volume 
remains constant while the dispersion volume changes during the DGD process. In Daly's 
analysis model, a balance was made on the dispersion volume below a pressure transducer, 
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Figure 5.4. Gas-liquid dispersion at varied times during DGD: a) at initial time t=0; b) during first 
period of disengagement; c) during the second period of disengagement (small bubble 
disengagement) (Daly, et al., 1992). 
 
Daly’s analysis of the DGD technique for a simple case of bimodal bubble size distribution is 
presented, which could be generalised for a multimodal bubble size distribution (Daly, et al., 
1992). Given an initial state of the 2-phase gas-liquid fluid system of Figure 5.4a, a distinction 
between large and small bubble sizes can be made under the pressure transducer. The 
distinction between the large and small bubble sizes above the pressure transducer cannot 
be made since no information of the dispersed phase is obtained there. 
Beginning from the first period of disengagement as in Figure 5.4b, the liquid volume passing 
below the pressure transducer must be the same as the gas volume composing of small and 
large bubbles. The two bubble sizes eventually rise above the pressure transducer. This 
means the liquid volume occupies the spatial volume left by the bubble population. 
Accordingly, the liquid volume below the pressure transducer at time $ can be expressed in 
terms of the bubble rise velocities and holdup of small and large bubbles as follows:   
 AB($)0L = AB(0)0L − $(>N0N + >-0-); 		$ < A]§ >-n  (5.8) 
where 0- , 0N and 0L are cross-sectional areas occupied by large bubbles, small bubbles and 






























distributor, height of the liquid above the transducer at time $ = 0 and time $ respectively; 
>-  and >N are rise velocities of the large and the small bubbles respectively.      
Dividing every term in Eq. (5.8) by 0L and using the definition of QUN = 0N 0Ln and 
QU- = 0- 0Ln , Eq. (5.8) can be re-written as in Eq. (5.9)  
 AB($) = AB(0) − $z>NQUN + >-QU-{; 		$ < A]§ >-n  (5.9) 
Figure 5.4c is an illustration of the dispersed state of small and large bubbles in the liquid 
phase during the second period of disengagement. The height of liquid above the pressure 
transducer during the second period can be expressed as  
 AB($) = AB($#) − >NQUN($ − $#); 							$ ≥ A]§ >-n  (5.10) 
where AB($#) is the liquid height above the transducer at the beginning of period 2; $# is the 
time at which all large bubbles passed by the transducer (i.e. $# = A]§ >-n ); $ − $# is the 
required time for the remaining small bubbles to disengaged from the liquid.   
In generalising the bimodal bubble size distribution illustrated in Figure 5.4a – c to obtain the 
expression for the multimodal size distribution, Eq. (5.11) describes the liquid level drop rate 
during the disengagement of bubbles of size e. 
 AB($) = ABz$T#{ − z$ − $T#{Ó>8QU88ÝT ; 				$T# 	< 	$ <
A]§ >T  (5.11) 
In Eq. (5.11), the first period of disengagement is denoted by e = 1; the last period of 
disengagement is represented by e = ~ and $U = 0 denotes the time before DGD process 
started. 
Furthermore, plotting AB($) vs $ in the expression of Eq. (5.11) should yield a series of ~ 
straight lines with slopes *T and inflexion points $T (e = 1	$	~). Thus, the bubble rise 
velocities and volume fractions of bubbles in the dispersion at $ = 0 can be calculated from 
*T and $T using Eq. (5.12) and Eq. (5.13). Eq. (5.13) is obtained by re-expressing Eq. (5.11) with 
the inclusion of *T term.    
 >T < A]§ $Tn  (5.12) 
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 QUT = −(*T + ∑ >8QU88ÝT}# ) >T  (5.13) 
The *T in Eq. (5.13) stands for the slope of the disengagement curve corresponding to the 
disengagement of bubbles during period $T# 	< 	$ < $T; and the time the last bubble size e 
passed above the pressure transducer is denoted by $T. To obtain the volume fraction of 
bubbles at various disengagement periods $T , Eq. (5.13) is solved recursively starting with 
e = ~ ( for e = ~, QU = −* >n ). 
These two approaches to analysing the DGD technique have been shown to yield the bubble 
size distribution in the respective article where the basic assumptions of the fluid system are 
taken to be valid. The accumulated volume fraction of gas within a known volume of a 
bubble column reactor of height H could also be represented as  
 Q = Ó Q,T																																																				(OÝ#		,			…	,				)TÝO  (5.14)  
where Q,T	is gas holdup of certain bubble class disengaging from the bulk liquid phase 
during the period . The largest bubble class that rises fastest will disengage during the 
period,  = 1, while the smallest bubble class that rises slowest will disengage during the 
period  = ~.  
In determining the characteristic times $T of bubble size class disengagements, the output 
continuous voltage graph that decreases with decreasing liquid depth in a column section 
could be discretised into equally spaced intervals and averaged. The output voltage graph 
decreases owing to drop in fluid pressure in a column section as a result of aeration of the 
liquid phase as measured by the DP technique. For instance, if the output voltage signal 
graph was discretized into 120 points, these points could be averaged over every 10 data 
points so as to obtain 12 bubble classes (Daly, et al., 1992).  
Following such discretization, if the computed slope between successive points was found to 
be less than 0.5%, the points between such successive points will be discarded until discrete 
points were reached where the gradient was greater than 0.5% (Daly, et al., 1992). These 
discrete points, having slopes greater than or equal to 0.5% will then be used as the next 
discrete points from the last point where the slope was greater than 0.5%. The set of time 
intervals between the resulting sets of valid discrete points was taken as the time periods of 
the disengagement of bubble sizes. The time periods were further used to estimate the 
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corresponding bubble rise velocities (i.e. the SMB rise velocities) and bubble sizes (diameters 
and volumes) of varied bubble size classes. 
Furthermore, (Fransolet, et al., 2005) developed an algorithm based on the minimization of 
the pressure signal energy in order to determine the slope breaks separating the classes of 
bubble sizes. The algorithm involved knowing a prior slope break positions and de-trending 
the pressure signals within each of the apriori determined classes in order to remove linear 
trend components. The a-prior slope positions were then adjusted so as to minimise the 
energy of the de-trended signals. 
The stated methods yielded time steps $T when bubble size classes disengaged from the 
column. Visual observation of the hydrodynamic process through the present transparent 
BCR shows a higher variation in bubble sizes. Thus, it is intended in this chapter to continue 
and improve on the methods of characteristic times of bubble size classes disengagement to 
obtain higher bubble size resolution. 
Given the higher temporal sensitivity of the ERT images to changing gas void fraction, the 
time-varying ERT data during DGD process can be interpreted to determine $T accurately. 
The sensitivity of the ERT data is approximately 500 frames per second with the used ERT 
equipment. This new method of interpreting the gas void fractions equivalent of the ERT 
ACD with time FG<($) during DGD to obtain $T is explained in the next section.  
 
5.1.2. Development of a novel method of determining bubble sizes by the DGD 
technique 
Bubble sizes were observed to be randomly distributed in the cylindrical space of the BCR 
during a steady state evolution of bubble population from the base of the column to its top 
as in Figure 5.3a. However, when the gas disengagement process began, the bubbles were 
seen to segregate (as in Figure 5.3b). The segregation was such that the mean size of bubble 
population class that disengage from any of the column section fastest was the largest class. 
This bubble population class was subsequently followed by the larger bubble size class until 
the smallest size class disengage from the column section base. During this DGD process, the 
bubble population rise through the second, third and fourth column sections before their 
exit to the atmosphere (as shown in Figure 4.13). 
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The development of the new method of determining bubble size distribution in a column is 
based on analysis of the transient gas void fraction captured by the ERT sensor electrode 
layers during DGD process. The new method could be viewed as analysing the time-variant 
gas void fraction from the start to the end of the DGD process captured by ERT sensors 
instead of pressure transducers. The ERT technique has a high temporal resolution and 
sensitive to gas void fraction changes across the column cross-sections than the DP method. 
Thus, the time $T8  when bubble size class e disengaged from a layer H along the column axis is 
expected to be accurately captured by ERT method than DP method. 
The time-variant gas void fraction captured by the ERT method is sensitive to the size and 
axial distribution of bubble sizes (Sriram & Mann, 1977 ) (Daly, et al., 1992). The DGD 
process sensitivity to bubble size and axial distribution is illustrated in Figure 5.3(a-c) and 
Figure 5.4(a-c). Daly related the pressure drop to bubble size and axial distribution by 
expressing the liquid volume below the pressure transducer at time $ in terms of the bubble 
rise velocities and the holdup of bubble size classes (Eq. (5.11)) (Daly, et al., 1992). The 
derivation of the balance of dispersion volume below the DP cell for a multimodal bubble 
size distribution is given in Eq. (5.11). This equation describes the rate of liquid level drop 
during the disengagement of bubble size e (i.e. e = 1,2,… ,N). A diagrammatic illustration of 
the balance of dispersion volume for the case of bimodal bubble classes (N = 2) is given in 
Figure 5.4(a – c). 
Assuming 5 bubble size classes (i.e. e = 1,2,… ,5) dispersion in the liquid, Eq. (5.11) can be 
expressed as in Eq. (5.15) to Eq. (5.19). These equation (Eq. (5.15) and Eq. (5.19)) show the 
dependence of the time-variant pressure drop on bubble sizes and axial distribution during 
DGD. In Eq. (5.15) to Eq. (5.19), the liquid volume  drop with time denotes the pressure drop 
with time; the bubble rise velocities is represented by the bubble sizes; and the product of 
differential time ($ − $T) and bubble rise velocities accounts for the axial distribution of 
bubble sizes. Simplifying Eq. (5.11) that accounts for balance of dispersion volume during the 
first, second, third, fourth and fifth period (i.e. e = 1,2, … ,5) of disengagement, Eq. (5.15) to 
Eq. (5.19) are obtained respectively.  
 AB($) = 
AB(0) − ($ − $U)z>#QU# + >QU + >"QU" +>QU + >QU{ (5.15) 
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 AB($) = AB($#) − ($ − $#)z>QU + >"QU" + >QU + >QU{ (5.16) 
 AB($) = AB($) − ($ − $)z>"QU" + >QU + >QU{ (5.17) 
 AB($) = AB($") − ($ − $")z>QU + >QU{ (5.18) 
 AB($) = AB($) − ($ − $)z>QU{ (5.19) 
Furthermore, the disparity in the time when the mean bubble size of disengaging bubble 
population left a known column cross-sectional area was explored in this work to calculate 
bubble size classes. Knowing the time taken for the migration of a change in the gas void 
fraction from a plane to a higher plane allows for the computation of the disengaging bubble 
size average rise velocity. The average rise velocity is thus calculated as the ratio of axial 
length travelled by the ERT gas void fraction change to difference in its arrival time at a plane 
and a higher plane. 
The disengaging gas volume locally at the time a bubble size class travel along the axial 
length of the column was determined using a DP transmitter connected over column 
sections. The DP was connected over the second, third and fourth column sections as shown 
in Figure 4.13 for the measurements of the local disengaging gas volume. The disengaging 
gas volume at know characteristic bubble disengagement times locally could alternatively be 
determined from the known local ERT ACD value. This is by substituting the ERT data into a 
correlation model for gas void fraction between the ERT data and the DP data for varied gas 
flow rates. 
With the DP transmitter connected at a local column section, the local ERT data at four 
layers and the DP data were captured during the entire DGD period. These simultaneous 
local measurements using the DP transmitter and the ERT ring sensors was repeated 
following the DP axial movements from a column section to another. Given the stated 
assumptions on the fluid state during DGD process, the disengagement process locally was 
expected to be same approximately for a given gas flow rate when the gas inlet was turned-
off repeatedly 3 times. The obtained DP gas void fraction data by the axial movement after 
each instant of gas turning-off can, thus, be analysed to determine the gas volume locally 
during the DGD process. 
Beginning from the instant the gas in-let was turned off, gas volume (or gas void fraction) 
locally was noticed to decrease progressively with time until it was zero following complete 
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disengagement. The graphs of the time-dependent gas volume during DGD processes at 
superficial gas velocities of 0.01 m/s and 0.016 m/s are shown in  
 
Figure 5.5. The local disengaging gas volume with time at the superficial gas velocity of 0.01 m/s 
 
Figure 5.6. The local disengaging gas volume with time at the superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s. 
 
  












































































5.2. Characteristic times of bubble sizes disengagement during DGD process 
The method of calculating the characteristic times of disengagement of bubble sizes is based 
on the manner of axial transport of local time-variant ERT estimates of gas void fraction 
during DGD process. The form of axial transport of the change in gas void fraction was 
captured by the ERT sensor as increasing ACD locally in the column. Due to the higher 
temporal resolution of the ERT data over the DP data, the ERT data was analysed for the 
calculation of the characteristic times of disengaging bubble sizes. The increasing ERT ACD 
change along the column sections was tracked to determine the travel times and the lag 
times of the gas void fraction in column sections.   
The ERT data analysis also included the computation of the time taken for the axial 
migration of the ERT TACD estimate for the gas void fraction changes. The analysis then 
allowed for calculating the lag times of the gas void fraction changes across the column 
planes in order to calculate the accumulated time periods for the disengagement of bubble 
size classes. The ERT voltage data used for image reconstruction were averaged over every 
two data frames captured within 0.0106 seconds corresponding to a discrete gas holdup 
value.  
The simultaneous capturing of ERT data over four layers during DGD process motivated its 
interpretation for the calculation of the characteristic disengagement times of bubble size 
classes. This approach was explored instead of the interpretation of the local gas void 
fraction using the DP transmitter. The local characteristic disengagement times of bubble 
size classes could not be determined from the DP transmitter data since 3 or 4 DPs 
transmitters were not available for simultaneous capturing of local gas void fraction 
changes. 
However, the use of 3 DP transmitters to capture the gas volume change at the 3 column 
sections simultaneously during the DGD process may not yield expected accurate data. This 
is because the DP measures changes in gas void fractions (or gas volume) at the column 
sections due to the density changes of the dispersed phase in the continuous phase. The 
density of the dispersed phase at a column section depends on the gas volume and volume 
of the column section. Thus, gas void fraction changes within the column sectional volume 
will be less sensitive to disengaging bubble size classes locally compared to the changes at 
column cross-sectional area captured by ERT sensors. Although the gas dispersion was not 
uniform globally in the column given the axial distribution of gas void fraction obtained in 
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Chapter 4, the gas dispersion was steady radially and axially at local column section. This was 
verified by the local ERT 2D images with time at column section and the local DP 
measurements as well as visual observation of the local dispersion. Thus, the DGD analysis is 
expected to be valid since the  assumption associated to the DGD process approximately 
hold in the column at steady state.  
As an example, the local time-variant ERT images captured at 0.64 seconds time interval 
during DGD process at superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s are shown (b) of Figure 5.7, 
Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. The diagrammatic illustration of the local column 
sections where data were captured are shown in (a) of Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and 
Figure 5.10. The images in Figure 5.7a and similar ones are arranged in order of time 
progression from the top left image towards the top right and then downwards with 
termination at bottom right.  In these figures, the low conductivity region (high resistivity) 
corresponds to the deep blue colour, while the high conductivity region (low resistivity) 
corresponds to the white background colour. Table A1.11 shows the local time-dependent 
ERT TACD (average over two frames) captured during DGD process at superficial gas velocity 
of 0.016 m/s. 
 
mintt = ttt ∆+= min tNtt ∆−+= )1(min tNtt ∆+= min  
(a)                                                                                               (b) 
Figure 5.7 . Diagrammatic illustration of the changing gas holdup with time progression on the first 
electrode layer during DGD process; (b) ERT images of the air dispersion at gas flow rate of 0.016m/s 
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(a)                                                                                                       (b) 
Figure 5.8. Diagrammatic illustration of the changing gas holdup with time progression on the second 
electrode layer during DGD process; (b) ERT images of the air dispersion at the gas flow rate of 
0.016m/s at 0.64 seconds time interval during the DGD process on the second electrode layer. 
 
 
mintt = ttt ∆+= min tNtt ∆−+= )1(min tNtt ∆+= min   
(a)                                                                                             (b) 
Figure 5.9. Diagrammatic illustration of the changing gas holdup with time progression on the third 
electrode layer during DGD process; (b) ERT images of the air dispersion at gas flow rate of 0.016m/s 
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(b)                                                                                                (b) 
Figure 5.10. Diagrammatic illustration of the changing gas holdup with time progression on the fourth 
electrode layer during DGD process; (b) ERT images of the air dispersion at the gas flow rate of 
0.016m/s at 0.64 seconds time interval during the DGD process on the fourth electrode layer. 
 
The analysis of the ERT TACD at local sections of the column on Table A1.11 showed a unit 
increase in values of the TACD after certain period of time during the DGD processes. The 
time-variant unit increase in the ERT TACD was interpreted to mean the gas volume that 
composes of a bubble size class disengage from a column section during the characteristic 
time of the bubble size class disengagement. 
The time a unit increase in the TACD (approx. to 2 s.f) is seen on ring 1 leads the time it is 
observed on ring 2. The time the TACD is seen on ring 2 leads the time it is seen on ring 3. 
The lead times are illustrated in Figure 5.11 for a bubble size by the time taken for the gray 
area at a column cross-section to migrate axially during DGD process. The lag time in the 
migration of a void change could be deduced from the (b) in Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.10. The 
first four unit changes in the ERT ACD reach electrode layer 2, 3 and 4 relative to electrode 
layer 1 by the lag times of 0.3604, 0.5936 and 0.8904 seconds respectively. 
Focussing on a certain bubble size class, the contribution of the mean bubble sizes in the 
class disengaging  at any time will be dependent on the axial spatial location of the reference 
mean bubble sizes. Due to buoyancy liquid effects, visual observation of the DGD process 
shows that the mean bubble sizes disengaging at any time from any section, 	BC%E&kkkkkkk of the 
column having contributions from varied bubble sizes is such that  
 	BC%E}∆B&kkkkkkkkkkk 	> 	 	BC%E}∆B&kkkkkkkkkkkk 	> 	 	BC%E}"∆B&kkkkkkkkkkkk 	> 	 	BC%E}∆B&kkkkkkkkkkkk 	> ⋯ > 	 	BC%E}∆B&kkkkkkkkkkkk; 




By the notation in Eq. (5.20), the duration of DGD process $ ranges from $ = [$O8_8 , $OØL8 ]. 
The term ∆$ is an increment in time from $O8_ when a unit increase in the ERT TACD lasted 
at a reference layer including the lag (delayed travel) time from an initial time at gas inlet 
stoppage ($O8_). The term 2∆$ is the increment in time when 2 unit increase in the TACD 
lasted including its lag time to a reference layer from its value at $O8_. Likewise, the term ~∆$ is the increment in time when ~ unit increase in the TACD lasted including its lag time 






















Figure 5.11. Diagrammatic illustration of changing local ERT estimate of gas void fractions with time 
during DGD. The sequences of obtained data are shown in Table 5.1. The gray areas at cross-sections 





Table 5.1. The ERT void fraction estimates at column sections at varied time during DGD process 
illustrated in Figure 5.11 
 
(a) $O8_ $O8_}∆B $O8_}∆B $O8_}"∆B $O8_}∆B $O8_}∆B ...
. 
$O8_}∆B $O8_}(}#)∆B
37 ()*+#  ()*+,∆(#  ()*+,-∆(#  ()*+,.∆(#  ()*+,/∆(#  ()*+,0∆(#  ... ()*+,1∆(#  0 
67 ()*+  ()*+#  ()*+,∆(#  ()*+,-∆(#  ()*+,.∆(#  ()*+,/∆(#   ()*+,(12)∆(# ()*+,1∆(#  
93 ()*+"  ()*+  ()*+#  ()*+,∆(#  ()*+,-∆(#  ()*+,.∆(#  ... ()*+,(1-)∆(# ()*+,(12)∆(#  
124 ()*+  ()*+"  ()*+  ()*+#  ()*+,∆(#  ()*+,-∆(#  ... ()*+,(1.)∆(# ()*+,(1-)∆(#  
3(4)) ()*+}(1}-)∆( ()*+}(1}.)∆( ()*+}(1}/)∆(    
37 0 0 0    
67 0 0 0    
93 ()*+,1∆(#  0 0    
124 ()*+,(12)∆(#  ()*+,1∆(#  0    
 
Table 5.1 shows the migration of changes in gas void fractions captured by the ERT images as 
a unit increase in the ERT TACD at with time (as shown in Table A1.11) during local bubble 
sizes disengagement. The manner of the changing gas void fractions in Table 5.1 illustrated 
with Figure 5.11 describes the progression of the changing TACD with time during DGD 
process as shown in Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.10. 
Comparing the changes in gas void fractions at time $O8_ to time $O8_}∆B on Table 5.1, the 
gas void fraction BCDE# at layer 1 at time $O8_ has migrated to layer 2 in time $O8_}∆B. The gas 
void fraction BCDE  at level 2 at time $O8_ has migrated to layer 3 in time $O8_}∆B. The lag or 
travel time $4ØQ8}# for a change in gas void fraction BCDE8 from layer H  to layer H + 1 is of the 




 z$O8_}∆B + $Ã5ç68}#{ − ($O8_+$Ã5ç68 ) = $4ØQ8}# (5.21) 
Similar migration of changes in gas void fractions from one column section to the other was 
noticed comparing the change in gas void fractions in column sections at time $O8_}T∆B with 
time $O8_}(T}#)∆B. Here e = 1,… ,~ means the number of periods of disengagements and ~ 
is the last period of disengagement.  
 
The lag time for the migration of a gas void change to reach higher electrode layers with 
reference to the base layer 1 was noticed for every unit increase in the local TACD. It was 
expected that the lag time would increase as the larger bubbles disengaged from the column 
section, resulting in an overall decrease in the average bubble size. Models of lag times 
taking note of differences in the lag times associated with the characteristic times of 
disengagement of bubble sizes were tested but the computed local BNDD could not be 
interpreted. Thus, it was assumed in present work that the successive lower bubble 
population sizes disengaged from the liquid at the same lag time as the first bubble size class 
with respect to the electrode sensor layers. 
 
Furthermore, the characteristic time for the disengagement of bubbles in a class locally was 
calculated from half the sum of the total time a unit change in the ACD lasted and the lag 
time to reach the reference column section. This was done since the ACD were calculated 
from the electrode layers embedded in the column sections. Thus, the disengagement 
period e of bubbles in class size e from column section H was calculated using the expression 
of Eq. (5.22). 
 $T8 = $O8_}(T#)∆B8 + á$O8_}T∆B8 − $O8_}(T#)∆B82 â ; 
H = 1,2,3,4 and e = 1,2, … ,~ + 1 
(5.22) 
The term $O8_}T∆B		8 denotes the time period the gas void fraction associated to a bubble size 
e lasted at column section H. The $4ØQ8  represents the lag or travel time from the first ring 
before the first gas void fraction change (i.e. bubble size e = 1) is captured by the ERT 
electrode ring embedded in column section H. The term $O8_8  (i.e. $4ØQ8  at H = 1,2,… ) denotes 
the initial time of the DGD process from when a unit change in the ERT ACD is sensed on 
layer H. The lag times $4ØQ  and $4ØQ"  can be interpreted as the times the first change in gas 
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void fraction was detected at layer 2 and 3 respectively relative to layer 1. Thus, in Eq. (5.22), 
for e = 1,	$O8_# = 0, $O8_ = $4ØQ = 0.3604,  $O8_" = $4ØQ" = 0.5936 and $O8_ = $4ØQ =0.8904 . It was observed that a total number of ~ bubble size classes disengaged from 
respective section of the column. The smallest bubble size class ~ was noticed to disengage 
from section 1, 2, 3 and 4 after time $O8_}(}#)∆B,  $O8_}(})∆B , $O8_}(}")∆B and $O8_}(})∆B respectively. 
 
5.3. Results: Stages of interpretation of ERT measurements coupled to the DGD 
process for the computation of bubble population parameters  
The developed new method of interpreting the ERT ACD during DGD is applied in this section 
to estimate the axially averaged BNDD (kìFG<z3T{). In the following variables that will  be 
defined, the index H denotes the discrete axial length of column (), which ranges from 
H = 1,2,3,4. The index e	represents the bubble size class that ranges from e = 1,2,3,… ,~,  
where ~ is the last smallest bubble size class. The stages of processing the gas void fractions 
in terms of the time-dependent ERT ACD data and the disengaging gas volume locally during 
DGD are as follows:  
In the following paragraphs an example of the method calculating the characteristic 
disengagement times of bubbles leading to the determination of BNDD in the column is 
provided. The computed local ACD by the difference reconstruction algorithm are stated in 
Table A1.11 for gas flow rates at 0.016 m/s. The calculated ACD area values are negative 
because of the use of the difference reconstruction algorithm. The time taken to capture 
each ERT data frame to calculate the ERT ACD values during DGD was 0.0106 seconds. The 
ERT ACD values increase with time during the DGD process from the moment of turning-off 
the gas inlet.  
Let the initial local times before the DGD process began be denoted by $O8_8  at section H = 1,2,3,4. The $O8_8  were calculated by the number count of the ERT ACD values before a 
unit change increase that denotes the disengagement of the first bubble size was observed. 
The $O8_8  were calculated at section 1, 2, 3 and 4 by counting and tracking the ERT ACD from 
when the gas was turned-off to the end of the span of the ACD values of -12, -20, -26 and -
28 respectively of the data in Table A1.11. The characteristic times of the first bubble size 
class disengagement locally were calculated by the ERT data frame count of the span of the 
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ERT ACD values yielding -11, -19, -25 and -27 at section 1, 2,3 and 4 respectively. The 
obtained counts were 17, 6, 7 and 6 frames, which were interpreted to mean the times 
when a change in gas void fraction of the first bubble size lasted at the column section.     
The counted number of data frames were divided by 2 and multiplied by the time taken to 
capture a frame (i.e. 0.106 sec.) and then added to the initial DGD start time to obtain the 
time for the first bubble size class disengagement (i.e. Eq. (5.22)). The characteristic 
disengagement time of the first bubble size class from the ERT ACD should be verified by 
accurate determination of the time the DGD process actually start. The characteristic 
disengagement of the last bubble size class can be determined from the time the last unit 
ERT ACD is observed in the column. The counted number of frames were divided by 2 since 
the electrode rings were placed at inter-levels between the column sections. The initial 
times in terms of the number or span of data frames were 23, 27, 43 and 43 frames 
respectively at layer 1, 2, 3 and 4. Thus, using Eq. (5.23) Eq. (5.24), Eq. (5.25) and Eq. (5.26) 
respectively the first bubble size disengaged at section 1, 2,3 and 4 to obtain the result in 
Table 5.2.      
 1.37802a = l43 + 62o × 0.0106 + 0.8904		 (5.23) 
 1.08652a = l43 + 72o × 0.0106 + 0.5936	 (5.24) 
 0.67842a = l27 + 62o × 0.0106 + 0.3604 (5.25) 
 0.33392a = l23 + 172 o × 0.0106 (5.26) 
The axial lengths travelled by the bubble population to reach the first, second, third and 
fourth electrode layers are respectively 0.24 m, 0.54 m, 0.80 m and 1.11 m. The average 
local bubble rise velocities of the first bubble size class was calculated from the ratio of the 
axial lengths to the local characteristic disengagement times. The measured average rise 
velocities of bubble size classes are shown in Table 5.3.   
In estimating the bubble size classes from the observed discrete time steps when the ERT 
ACD increases by a unit value during DGD, the DGD process duration period need be 
determined accurately. The actual commencement time of the DGD process should be 
accurately determined owing to the short period of swirling of the dispersion in the 
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continuous phase after the gas inlet is turned-off. The time the DGD ends should also be 
ascertained due to the ill-conditioning of the ERT inverse problem that was solved to obtain 
the conductivity values during DGD process.  
The sensitivity of the periphery ERT electrode layers to disturbance of the homogeneous 
conductive liquid phase by the dispersed phase increases from the centre towards the 
boundary of the column. Thus, the change in gas holdup values at much later times during 
the DGD may not be accurately interpreted to compute bubble size classes at those times. 
Besides, calculations have shown that five bubble classes are sufficient to accurately 
determine SMBD (Daly, et al., 1992). 
The correlation of Eq. (5.27) that relates the average bubble rise velocity and its SMBD was 
used to determine the SMBD of bubble size classes at a known height of the column 
(Fukuma, et al., 1987). The calculated results are shown on Table 5.3. 
 	",8,T = 0.598,T 	  (5.27)  
The graph of the local time-variant gas void fraction measured using the DP was analysed to 
determine the disengaging gas volume locally during the DGD process (Figure 5.6). The local 
time-variant disengaging gas volume can alternatively be calculated by substituting the ERT 
TACD during DGD process into the appropriate local graph in Figure 4.18. 
 
The local disengaging gas volumes associated to the disengaging bubble size classes were 
determined from the graphs in Figure 5.6 using the characteristic disengagement times of 
bubble size classes. The disengaging local gas volume at column section H during the rising of 
bubble size class e at a time $8,T].] was computed by deducting a succeeding later volume 
((Q8,T}#) from a previous volume value ((Q8,T) as in Eq. (5.28).  
 ∆(Q8,T = (Q8,T − (Q8,T}# (5.28)  
 (",8,T = Ò	",8,T6  (5.29)  
The calculated local volume equivalents of SMBDs and the measured differential disengaging 




The ratio of the volume difference ∆(Q8,T to the volume of its associated SMBD (Eq. (5.29)) 
of the bubble size class e ((",8,T ) at the respective time $8,T].] gives the BND value 
ì,8FG<z3T{ of the bubble size class locally (Eq. (5.31)). Eq. (5.31) was derived from Eq. (5.30). 
This method of computation was adopted for calculating the BND values locally for other 
bubble size classes. 
 (38) = ∅SA4 3n 3"kkk @(38) (5.30)  
 ì,8FG<z3T{ = ∆(Q8,T(",8,T  (5.31)  
where (38) is volume of gas in a bubble population class divided by mean volume size of 
bubbles in the class and @(38) is the fraction of bubbles with radius 38. The calculated local 
BNDD depending on bubble size class at superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s are reported in 
Table A1.12. The graphs of the data in Table A1.12 are shown in Figure 5.12(a-d). 
Table 5.2. The calculated characteristic times for the disengagement of bubble size classes locally in 
the column at the superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s. 
 
Layer 1 (t,¢8¹8)(s) Layer 2(t",¢8¹8)(s) Layer 3(t,¢8¹8)(s) Layer 4(t#,¢8¹8)(s) 
0.3339 0.6784 1.0865 1.3780 
0.5247 0.7632 1.1766 1.4999 
0.6784 0.8798 1.2402 1.6483 
0.7632 1.0229 1.3568 1.8179 
0.848 1.166 1.537 1.9716 
0.9434 1.3303 1.7225 2.0882 
1.0494 1.5052 1.9186 2.2313 
1.1978 1.6536 2.0882 2.4592 
1.4045 1.7755 2.2578 2.7613 
 
1.8762 2.4486 3.0051 
 
1.9822 2.5917 3.2489 











Table 5.3. Bubble rise velocities and diameters of bubble size classes at column sections at the 










(	",# ) (a) 
Lay. 2 
(	", ) (a) 
Lay. 3 
(	"," ) (a) 
Lay. 4 
(	", ) (a) 
71.88 79.60 73.63 80.55 3.11 3.81 3.26 3.91 
45.74 70.75 67.99 74.00 1.26 3.01 2.78 3.30 
35.38 61.38 64.51 67.34 0.75 2.27 2.51 2.73 
31.45 52.79 58.96 61.06 0.60 1.68 2.09 2.24 
28.30 46.31 52.05 56.30 0.48 1.29 1.63 1.91 
25.44 40.59 46.44 53.16 0.39 0.99 1.30 1.70 
22.87 35.88 41.70 49.75 0.31 0.77 1.05 1.49 
20.04 32.66 38.31 45.14 0.24 0.64 0.88 1.23 
 
30.41 35.43 40.20  0.56 0.76 0.97 
 
28.78 32.67 36.94  0.50 0.64 0.82 
   
34.17    0.70 
The ratio of the sum of ∆(Q8,T over local column sections to the sum of local BNDD 
(ì,8FG<z3T{) over local column sections was calculated to obtain the mean volume for a 
bubble size class e (	(kkkk",T ) as stated in Table A1.12 using Eq. (5.32). 
 	(kkkk",T = ∑ ∆(Q8,T"8Ý#∑ ì,8FG<z3T{"8Ý#  (5.32)  
Table 5.4. The local volumes of SMBDs and the differential disengaging gas volume during DGD at the  
superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s. 
Lay. 1 
((" ) (a") 
Lay. 2 
((" ) (a") 
Lay. 3 
((" ) (a") 
Lay. 4 
((" ) (a") 
Lay. 1 (∆(Q) 
(a") 
Lay. 2 (∆(Q) 
(a") 
Lay. 3 (∆(Q) 
(a") 
Lay. 4 (∆(Q) 
(a") 
15.758 29.066 18.209 31.216 81.64 43.05 54.42 105.1 
1.046 14.337 11.290 18.771 36.95 21.19 31.19 110.7 
0.224 6.109 8.232 10.657 40.62 56.04 57.18 118.2 
0.111 2.473 4.802 5.922 22.85 68.12 89.82 107.1 
0.059 1.127 2.272 3.639 16.80 66.76 101.33 141.4 
0.031 0.511 1.147 2.578 52.06 50.99 139.02 116.9 
0.016 0.244 0.601 1.732 71.61 49.42 126.02 162.2 
0.007 0.139 0.361 0.966 50.44 31.71 94.10 177.6 
0.003 0.090 0.226 0.482  47.66 98.45 136.6 
 
0.065 0.139 0.290  50.17 70.17 106.5 
   




The axially averaged SMBD (	",9FG<kkkkkk) over local sections corresponding to the 	(kkkk",T  was 
computed using Eq. (5.33) to obtain the results stated in Table A1.12 at Q of 0.016 m/s and 
Table A1.16 at Q of 0.01 m/s. 
 	",9FG<kkkkkk = Æ(kkkk",T × 6 Òn Ç
#"
 (5.33)  
The mean of the local BNDD (kìFG<z3T{) over local column sections was computed from the 
ratio of sum of  ∆(Q8,T over column sections to the sum of (",,8,T  over the column 
sections to obtain the results in Table A1.12 using Eq. (5.34). The graph of the axially 
averaged BNDD (global BNDD) depending on logarithm of bubble volume for varied Q 
ranging from 0.005m/s to 0.016 m/s are presented in Figure 5.13(a-g). 
 kìFG<z3T{ = ∑ ∆(Q8,T"8Ý#∑ (",,8,T"8Ý#  (5.34)  
The mean of the axially averaged SMBD (	",ì(3̅)::::::::::) over all bubble size classes was computed 
from the ratio of sum of the product of kìFG<z3T{ and 	",9FG<kkkkkk to sum of kìFG<z3T{ over all 
bubble size classes as in Eq. (5.35). The obtain value for the 	",ì(3̅):::::::::: was 0.564 cm at 
superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s. 
 	",ì(3̅):::::::::: = ∑ kìFG<z3T{	̅",TTÝ#∑ kìFG<z3T{TÝ#  (5.35)  
The graphs of the local and global BNDD as a function of bubble volume (Figure 5.12 and  
Figure 5.13) are parameterised log-normal distribution of the form of Eq. (5.36). The 
determined parameters for the log-normal distributions by the method of linear least square 
regression explained in Section 4.5.1 of Chapter 4 are stated in Table 5.6 for each graph in 
Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13. 







Table 5.5. The global SMBD(cm) obtained by the coupling of ERT measurements to the DGD for varied 













  0.008m/s 
SMBD(cm) 
at 







1 2.4250 2.1473 1.5849 1.6923 0.9452 1.3619 
2 2.1998 2.0104 1.4708 1.2137 0.1530 0.8694 
3 1.6193 1.4750 1.1672 0.9792 0.0321 0.5610 
4 1.4553 1.1292 0.8394 0.7785 0.0078 0.5032 
5 1.2625 0.9820 0.6284 0.6620 0.0029 0.3289 
6 0.9869 0.7520 0.4856 0.5221 0.0011 0.2446 
7 0.8314 0.5729 0.3252 0.4966 0.0005 0.1583 
8 0.6654 0.4375 0.2570 0.3482 0.0002  
9 0.5432 0.3328 0.2158 0.2401   
10 0.5138 0.2182 0.1608    


























































































Figure 5.12. The local BNDD as a function of logarithm of bubble volume for superficial gas velocity of 
0.016 m/s: (a) at Section 1, (b) at Section 2, (c) at Section 3, (d) at Section 4. 
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       (g) 
Figure 5.13. The global BNDD as a function of logarithm of bubble volume at varied superficial gas 
velocities: (a) at 0.016 m/s, (b) at 0.01 m/s, (c) at 0.009 m/s, (d) at 0.008 m/s, (e) at 0.007 m/s, (f) at 
0.006 m/s, (g) at 0.005 m/s. 
 
Table 5.6. The constant values for the log-normal fits of the local and global BNDD at varied gas flow 
rates and the statistical error values 
>Q(#) Section A B C D õ S f-
statistic 
0.016 1 190±1.0 2.00±0.02 0.45±0.02 5 0.04 0.99 433.20 
0.016 2 650±1.0 2.10±0.02 2.20±0.02 5 0.33 0.96 104.31 
0.016 3 670±1.0 0.45±0.02 1.30±0.02 0 0.11 0.99 291.10 
0.016 4 2650±1.0 0.53±0.02 3.40±0.02 0 0.80 0.92 51.74 
0.016 Global 580±1.0 1.20±0.02 2.15±0.02 0 0.34 0.96 109.52 
0.010 Global 370±1.0 2.50±0.02 1.60±0.02 8 0.09 0.99 443.88 
0.009 Global 340±1.0 2.30±0.02 0.79±0.02 80 0.02 1.00 1498.10 
0.008 Global 300±1.0 0.40±0.02 1.30±0.02 0 0.10 1.00 310.80 
0.007 Global 700±1.0 1.11±0.02 1.00±0.02 0 0.01 1.00 2149.40 
0.006 Global 70±1.0 0.75±0.02 1.25±0.02 74 0.12 0.98 139.10 
0.005 Global 175±1.0 1.00±0.02 1.20±0.02 100 0.03 1.00 380.40 







































The schematic below summarises the necessary bubble population parameters that were 
computed in coupling ERT data to the DGD process for the determination of the global BNDD 
(kìFG<z3T{) for varied superficial gas velocities. The numbering of the connecting lines in the 
flow chart below corresponds to the processing stage numbering of the ERT estimates of gas 























































Figure 5.14. A flow chart of bubble population parameter computations leading to the determination 
of axially averaged BNDD as a function of bubble size and the global mean of bubble sizes in the 
column. 
Keys: The connecting lines are labelled from 2 to 12, where the start is the brown box 
labelled 1. 
5.4. Discussion and Conclusions  
In the work of (Daly, et al., 1992), bubble sizes were determined by the discretization of the 
graph of pressure signals with time measured in a column during DGD process. The bubble 
sizes were calculated by dividing the plot of the gas void fraction of bubbles against time 
during DGD process into 5 regions (Haibo, et al., 2007). These methods of determining the 
bubble sizes by the DGD technique yielded fewer bubble sizes and inaccurately calculated 
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SMBD. Thus, the methods were reviewed in this work by an adoption of a new technique for 
determining the characteristic disengagement times of bubble size classes.  
The new technique entails simultaneously measurement of the time-variant ERT ACD and 
the time-dependent gas void fraction locally in the column using a DP transmitter during 
DGD process. The ERT and the DP results were used to interpret the ERT ACD values in terms 
of the local gas volume in the column at known times. The discrete times when the local ERT 
ACD changed by a unit increase during DGD were interpreted for the calculation of 
characteristic disengagement times of bubble size classes. 
The variation in the time intervals for the unit changes in ACD for varied superficial gas 
velocities results in proportionate characteristic times for bubble size class disengagements. 
It was noticed that the time intervals for bubble size class disengagements decrease with 
increase in superficial gas velocity by the method of the ERT ACD interpretation. The 
determined number of bubbles within a class size and the number of bubble size classes 
were found to increase with an increase in superficial gas velocity. This is as a result of an 
increase in the rate of bubble coalescence with an increase in gas flow rate that produces 
bubbles in larger classes before the commencement of the DGD process (Ribeiro & Lage, 
2004), (Hashemi, et al., 2016) (Majumder, et al., 2006). 
The decreasing conductivity distribution locally and globally with an increase in the 
superficial gas velocity is an evidence to the bubble size characterization and the higher 
coalescence rates. In addition, the mean bubble size of the largest bubble size class was 
observed to increase with gas flow rate increase as shown in Figure 5.13(a-g), similar to the 
trend in results by (Majumder, et al., 2006). 
The determined log-normal bubble size distribution models are consistent with findings of 
(Akita & Fumitake, 1974), (Ribeiro & Lage, 2004), (Majumder, et al., 2006) (Riquelme, et al., 
2016). It was reported in their experimental work that the bubble size distributions in a 
column at the superficial gas velocities studied are log-normal distributions. The 
photographic technique was utilized to capture bubbles in a direct–contact evaporator 
system and during the absorption of air in varied liquids in the work. The bubble size 
distribution obtained indicates that the inlet bubble size distribution at the base of the first 
column section was a log-normal distribution.  
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This distribution of bubble population was then influenced significantly by laminar fluid 
effects during bubble disengagement to yield varied parameterized log-normal distributions 
at higher column sections. The range of bubble sizes also confirms the results obtained in 
the work by (Akita & Yoshida, 1974) (Bhavaraju, et al., 1978). The smallest bubble size at the 
first column section and the smallest globally for varied superficial gas velocities are 
consistent with the bubble size distribution leaving the gas distributor orifices (Bhavaraju, et 
al., 1978) (Leonard, et al., 2015).  
In order to calculate the bubble sizes leaving the orifices on the surface of the tubular 
porous gas sparger in relation to the locally captured bubble sizes, Eq. (5.37) can be used 
(Bhavaraju, et al., 1978). The Eq. (5.37) is valid if the volumetric gas flow rate per orifice J is 
less than the translational volumetric gas flow rate J< of the flow regime (i.e. J <	J<). 
 	=U = ¥ 6X	U(Y- − Y.)¦
# "n 	 (5.37) 
The J< was defined as in Eq. (5.38) and Eq. (5.39) depending on the bubble Reynolds number S&=  
 J< = <Q(Õ=)#È>Õ  ÍãQ(Õ=) "n   for  S&= < 1	 (5.38) 
 J< = 0.38# n ¥ 6X	U(Y- − Y.)¦
 Ín 		@3		S&= ≫ 1	 (5.39) 
The theoretical correlation of Eq. (5.37) was validated by considerable experimental evidence 
(Van, et al., 1950) (Datta, et al., 1950). The limits of the regime where Eq. (5.37) is valid as 
derived by (Van, et al., 1950) are 
 J ≤ 0.31^- ÷ (X	U)(Y- − Y.)ø
# "n 		@3		S&= ≤ 1	 (5.40) 
 J ≤ 1.66 ÷ (X	U)Y"(Y- − Y.)ø
# Ín 		@3		S&= ≫ 1	 (5.41) 
In Eq. (5.37), 	U and 	=U are the orifice diameter and the bubble diameter at very low gas 
rates respectively. The relations in Eq. (5.37) and Eq. (5.38) show the bubble volume is 
proportional to the gas flow rate (Francesca, et al., 2014). For superficial gas velocities 
ranging from 0.005 – 0.04 m/s, the hydrodynamic flow regimes lie in Taylor’s regime range 
defined by S&= ≫ 1. The used tubular gas distributor is of height 0.265 m and radius 0.015 
m with each orifice having diameter 250micrometer (250 × 10Ím). Substituting the values 
of the fluid physical conditions of density and surface tension as well as the orifice diameter 
into Eq. (5.39) and Eq. (5.41), J< equals 2.79 × 10Ì"/ and the upper bound limit of 




The total curve surface area of the tubular gas distributor is 249.79a. The number of 
orifices on the surface of the gas distributor was calculated from the ratio of the total curve 
surface area of the distributor to the area of each orifice to obtain 5.09 × 10Ï. Assuming 
that the maximum inter-orifice spacing is the area covered by 20 orifices, the fewest number 
of orifices on the gas distributor will be 2.54 × 10È. This number of orifices supports the 
assertion that the porous sparger has an advantage over perforated distributors or other gas 
distributors since its produces millions of small bubbles contacting offering a higher 
interfacial area for effective mass transfer rates (Mott, 2006).  
 
Using the calculated number of orifice, 2.54 × 10È, the volumetric gas flow rate per orifice 
J at a superficial gas velocity of 0.016m/s is 4.20 × 10#"/ . Since J < J<  and J is 
less than the upper bound of Eq. (5.41) for S&= ≫ 1, Eq. (5.37) was used to calculate the 
bubble diameter leaving each orifice of the sparger to obtain 2.2.  
 
For superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s, the smallest bubble size at Section 1 and globally 
are 2.4 mm and 3.9 mm respectively. The smallest bubble size at first layer is consistent with 
the predicted bubble size of 2.2mm leaving the orifices given the orifice diameter and 
operational conditions in the column (Bhavaraju, et al., 1978). 
 
The liquid phase region above the gas distributor can be divided into two regions (Bhavaraju, 
et al., 1978). In region 1 that is directly above the gas distributor, the bubble population 
properties are determined by the bubble formation process at the orifice. The size of 
bubbles produced by a porous sparger depends on the orifice size distribution and generally 
follows a unimodal or bimodal distribution (Nikolaos, et al., 2007). The region 1 is also 
characterised by non-uniform distribution of bubbles across the cross-section of the vessel 
in which there are multiple orifices (Bhavaraju, et al., 1978). The bubbles originating from 
the sparger orifices are different in size from the bubbles rising through the main part of the 
column under normal operating conditions (Akita & Yoshida, 1974).  
 
In region 2 that is directly above region 1, the bubble properties are determined by the bulk 
liquid motion, which cause bubble breakup and coalescence (Bhavaraju, et al., 1978) (Akita 
& Yoshida, 1974). In this region, under normal operating conditions in practice, the sizes of 
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the majority of bubbles depend mainly on a balance between the bubble coalescence and 
breakup rates (Akita & Yoshida, 1974). 
 
The mean SMBD at the plane of the first electrode ring given the gas void fractions at varied 
superficial gas velocities were calculated using Eq. (5.42) and Eq. (5.43) (Akita & Yoshida, 
1974) to obtain the result in Table 5.7. 
   ë = 1 3n ¶Y-σ º. Æ -Ç
.#¨.".#.#"		 (5.42) 
 	MN = 6Që 		 (5.43) 
 
Table 5.7. Calculated SMBD at the base of the first column section based on the gas void fractions and 
interfacial area for varied superficial gas velocities 
 
The mean bubble sizes at the base of the first column section on Table 5.7 falls within the 
range of bubble sizes captured by the coupled ERT measurements to the DGD process of 
Table 5.5 and Table 5.3. The experimental studies by (Laari & Turunen, 2003) as well as the 
validated simulation studies by (Sattar, et al., 2013) of an air-water 2-phase flow show the 
SMBD increases with increase in column height to 1.5m. The studied superficial gas 
velocities by the authors are 0.01, 0.02, 0.06 and 0.08 m/s. Further from the 1.5m height of a 
column designed with a porous gas distributor, the SMBD was noticed to be approximately 
steady with column height.   
The smallest bubble sizes for varied gas flow rates studied are also shown in Table 5.5. 
Relating the bubble diameter at the gas distributor surface to the range of global bubble 
>Q (m/s) SMBD (mm) Interfacial area (1/m) Q (%) 
0.005 6.2 12.54 1.30 
0.006 6.1 14.63 1.49 
0.007 6.0 17.54 1.75 
0.008 5.9 19.37 1.91 
0.009 5.9 20.63 2.02 
0.010 5.8 22.72 2.20 
0.016 5.7 28.64 2.70 
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sizes for each gas flow rates (i.e. Table 5.5), the bubble population underwent varied 
magnitude of collision frequencies at different liquid regions during their axial evolution. 
This means the bubble collision frequencies resulting in bubble coalescence rates at the 
liquid region 1 differs from that at the liquid region 2 (Sailesh. B, et al., 1997). The bubble 
sizes are approximately uniformly distributed at the liquid region 2. The collision frequencies 
produced by millions of bubbles at different liquid regions will be determined by the PBM 
simulation in the following chapter. This is possible since a comparison of the calculated or 
measured bubble size distribution or the calculated or measured SMBD allows for 
determining the coalescence and breakup parameters in the column (Laari & Turunen, 
2003). 
From the log-normal distributions of bubble sizes at column sections, the axially averaged 
BNDD was computed to allow for determining the global bubble size distribution in the 
column. Accordingly, the mean of the entire bubble population sizes was calculated to 
obtain 0.584	a for the superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s. Moreover, the obtained local 
and global BNDD validate the effectiveness of the DGD technique for the analysis of bubble 
population parameters: the time-variant gas void fraction, SMBD and BNDD of bubble size 
classes in a BCR. 
Thus, the ERT data captured during DGD has provided data for interpretation of ERT 
reconstruction of air dispersion to yielding information on bubble population properties in a 
non-invasive, a simple and at a low capital cost means. These bubble parameters could only 
be measured alternatively by measurement techniques that yield a high spatial resolution. 
However, the alternative techniques may be intrusive, bulky and expensive, such bubble size 
analysers, conductivity probe technique and optical probes. Based on the validity of the 
results, the developed new technique forms a contribution to the methods of interpreting 









Bubble Population Parameter Measurements by the Method of Modelling 
of the Bubble Population Swarming in a Steady State Process 
The interpretation of the local ERT TACD to yield local gas void fractions of bubble 
population swarming at steady state in a column has been reported in Chapter 4. However, 
the local gas void fractions parameter of bubble population are not sufficient to characterise 
column operations. Other more representative parameters include the local bubble size 
profile (BSF), the BNDD of bubble sizes, bubble population coalescence and breakage rates. 
The representative parameters that yield detailed spatial information of bubble population 
are useful for computing column hydrodynamic parameters. Typical BCR hydrodynamic 
parameters for column scale-up and design are the volumetric gas-liquid mass transfer rates, 
gas-liquid interfacial area, the intensity of mixing of the multiphase system and local SMBD.     
  
The ERT images captured during DGD process were analysed in Chapter 5 to determine 
bubble size profile and BNDD in the column. The BNDD resulting from analysis of the time-
variant ERT images of DGD process is useful for validating an advanced interpretation of ERT 
images of a steady-state multiphase process at higher spatial resolution. 
Since the central objective of this study is to predict the steady-state hydrodynamic 
parameters of a 2-phase gas-liquid flow, ERT images of steady-state dispersion are 
anticipated to allow for the achievement of the objective. Without the coupling of the ERT 
data to a physical system model, ERT measurements may not be interpretable to predict 
hydrodynamic parameters owing to its low spatial resolution. However, the ERT technique 
allows for imaging the dispersion at high temporal resolution. This capability of the ERT 
technique will be harnessed to enhance the interpretation of ERT images for predicting 
steady-state hydrodynamic parameters in a column. 
Achieving the stated objective will be investigated through hybridizing ERT measurements to 
PBM for the calculation of the parameters of evolving bubble population at steady state in a 
column. The bubble coalescence and breakage phenomena describe the bubble population 





6.1.  General mathematical framework of a PBM  
The particle population in a certain state can change in a closed system due to particle 
fission or particle agglomeration. The following definitions are made in describing changes in 
particle states arising from particle interactions as explained in Section 2.9.1 and 2.9.7 of 
Chapter 2. Let the individual particle state be described by a scalar variable d, while lies on 
the positive real line. The variables may be size variables such as diameter, volume or mass. 
Let the probability of growth owing to mass transfer from the surrounding continuous phase 
be at a rate õR , depending on d. Let the probability that there is a particle in state (d, d + 	d) 
at time ($, $ + 	$) due to particle fission be denoted by @#(d, $ + 	$)	d. 
In order to derive an expression for @#(d, $ + 	$)	d, particles may be found in a state (d, d + 	d) at a time interval ($, $ + 	$) through either of two mutually exclusive ways 





d = −(d)@# + 2 9(d, d\\)?L (d\\)@#(d\\, $)	d\\ (6.1)  
Eq. (6.1) is the PBM framework for the unsteady-state advection transport of @# under the 
influence of bubble breakage phenomenon leading to bubble birth and death. 
In modelling the agglomeration phenomenon leading to changes in the particle state in a 
system, let the particle probability in a state (d, d + 	d) at a time interval	($, $ + 	$) due to 
agglomeration events be given by @#(d, $ + 	$)	d.  Eq. (6.2) describes the unsteady-state 
advection transport of @# under the influence of bubble agglomeration phenomenon leading 
to bubble birth and death. Eq. (6.2) is obtained by simplifying the re-defined @# as in Section 
2.9.1 of Chapter 2.    
 @$ + [@#õR (d)]d = 12 @#(d − , $)@#(; $),
L
 ö(d − , )	
− @#(d; $) @#? (7; $)ö(d, 7)	7 
(6.2)  
When Eq. (6.2) is combined with Eq. (6.1) accounting for events leading to particle being in 
state (d, d + 	d) at time ($, $ + 	$) by agglomeration and fission phenomena, Eq. (6.3) is 




 @$ + [@#õR(d)]d = 12 @#(d − , $)@#(; $),
L
 ö(d − , )	
− @#(d; $) @#? (7; $)ö(d, 7)	7
+ 2 9(d, d\\)?L (d\\)@#(d\\, $)	d\\ − (d)@# 
(6.3)  
which is the framework of the general PBM of particles in a state in a continuous system. 
6.2. Adaptation of the general PBM to a PBM suitable for description of a BCR 
The general PBM framework is used to describe a balance of BNDD depending on bubble 
size class (state of countable entities) of bubbles (particles) in a liquid medium, water 
(continuous system). The discretised variable is the bubble size of a bubble population 
having different number densities. The column is compartmentalised along its axial length 
into discrete sections such that the outlet BNDD obtained from a PBM solution in a local 
section is the inlet BNDD at a higher axially placed local column section.  
Using this PBM framework, the BNDD varies in space and time due to combined phenomena 
of bubble coalescence (particle agglomeration) and bubble breakage (particle fission). Let  
the BNDD varying in space and time $ be represented by (, õ, $). Thus, total number of 
bubbles in a bubble size class within the range [,  + 	] occupying spatial range 
[õ, õ + 	õ] within a time interval [$, $ + 	$] will be of the form (, õ, $)	, 	õ, 	$. 
The bubble population in the class [,  + 	] can change within the time interval [$, $ + 	$] 
when bubbles in bubble classes larger than [,  + 	] break within the time [$, $ + 	$] to 
yield bubbles in class [,  + 	] within time [$, $ + 	$]. This means bubble breakage events 
leading to bubble birth. Bubbles in bubble class [,  + 	] can also breakup within the time 
[$, $ + 	$] to yield bubbles in lower bubble classes, i.e. bubble breakage leading to bubble 
death in the class. 
The bubble breakage phenomenon is as a result of the collision of bubbles with turbulent 
eddies in the liquid phase. Let the mean number of daughter bubbles formed from the 
break-up of a mother bubble of size  be denoted by ()[H$]. Let the probability density 
function of daughter bubbles, \, generated from the rupture of a mother bubble of size  
be  denoted by @(\, )["]. Let the break-up frequency of bubbles of size \ be denoted 
by (\)[#] and let the BNDD be denoted by (, õ, $)	["]. Thus, the bubble breakage 
rate is expressed as a product of (), @(\, ), (\) and (, õ, $). The breakage rate 
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leading to change in BND value of bubbles in a class [,  + 	] with time [$, $ + 	$] as a 
result of bubble breakage leading to bubble birth and death are stated in Eq. (6.4) and 
Eq. (6.5) respectively. 
 +  ()@(\; )?
M
()(, õ, $)	 (6.4)  
 (\)(\, õ, $) (6.5)  
Similarly, the equivalent phenomenon to particle agglomeration changing particle 
population in a continuous system is bubble coalescence events causing changes in BND 
value of bubble classes. The bubble population in a class range [,  + 	] can change 
within the time interval [$, $ + 	$] owing to bubble coalescence phenomenon. During these 
events, bubbles in lower bubble classes to [,  + 	] coalesce to produce bubbles in bubble 
class [,  + 	] within time [$, $ + 	$]. This implies bubble coalescence events leading to 
bubble birth. The bubble population of class [,  + 	] can also change within the time 
interval [$, $ + 	$] due to bubble coalescence events in the class [,  + 	] with bubbles in 
other classes than [,  + 	] within time [$, $ + 	$]. When these events occur, the bubble 
coalescence events lead to bubble death. 
The specific bubble coalescence rate is defined as the product of bubble collision frequency 
and coalescence probability. The bubble coalescence rate between bubble size [,  + 	]	 
and size [\ − , \ −  + 	(\ − )]	leading to either bubble birth or death in a bubble 
class [,  + 	] within a time interval [$, $ + 	$] can, thus, be expressed as Eq. (6.6) and 
Eq. (6.7) respectively.    
 12 (, õ, $)
M

(\ − , õ, $)ö(, \ − , $)	 (6.6)  
 (\, õ, $) (, õ, $)ö(, \, $)? 	 (6.7)  
Combining the phenomena of bubble coalescence and breakage affecting the bubble 
population in a class [′, ′ + 	′] within time [$, $ + 	$] results in Eq. (6.8) similar to Eq. (6.3) 
in the case of particles system. 
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M
()(, õ, $)	
− (\)(\, õ, $)
+ 12 (, õ, $)
M

(\ − , õ, $)ö(, \ − , $)	
− (\, õ, $) (, õ, $)ö(, \, $)? 	 
(6.8)  
 
The first term on the left-hand side (LHS) of Eq. (6.8) is the unsteady state term that models 
the changes in (, õ, $) with time. The second term on the LHS models the advection 
transport of (, õ, $) depending on bubble sizes, ′, changing in space. The first and second 
terms on the right-hand side (RHS) denote the breakage phenomenon of bubbles leading to 
bubble birth and death respectively. The third and fourth terms on the RHS stand for models 
of bubble coalescence phenomenon leading to bubble birth and death respectively.   
The experimentally validated coalescence rate developed by (Prince & Blanch, 1990) 
expressed in the form of the product of bubble coalescence probability and the sum of 
bubble collision frequencies due to turbulence effects,  buoyancy effects and laminar effects 
as in Eq. (6.9) was explored in this work 
 ö(, \ − ) = Æ4 3n z38 + 3T{" l	4m	S o + 0*8Tz­8 	– 	­T{
+ 0.35Òhz	8 + 	T{# "n ¶	8 "n
+ 	T "n º# n o exp	(− $8T Ù8Tn )	 
(6.9)  
where the bubble rise velocity ­[#] and cross-sectional area of collision *8T[] in 
Eq. (6.9) are  
 ­ = l2.14XY4	 + 0.505	o
# n ; *8T = Ò4 (	8 + 	T)	 (6.10)  
The bubble collision time $8T[] as well as the bubble coalescence time Ù8T[] as in Eq. (6.9) 
are defined respectively as in Eq. (6.11) 
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 $8T = 38T"Y416X
# n ( ℎUℎ 	 ; 	Ù8T = 3
 "n	# "n  (6.11)  
 38T = 12Æ 138 + 13TÇ
#
 (6.12)  
In addition, the bubble breakage rate model developed by (Martinez, et al., 2010) was 
explored in this work for bubble breakage rates modelling. The development of the bubble 
breakage rate was based on the balance between surface restoring force due to surface 
tension and turbulence stress force by eddies on bubble surface. The development lead to 
the obtained expression for breakage frequency ()[#] of Eq. (6.13), daughter bubble 
size distribution @(\; )[H$] of Eq. (6.14), and function of daughter bubbles formed from a 
parent bubble ()[H$] of Eq. (6.15). The explored breakage rate model is based on the 
assumption that upon breakage, a bubble split into two daughter ones, which is the basis for 
Eq. (6.15).       
 
() = ,
@	" ¶6Ò º Ïn − 12XY ¶ Ò6º# "n
¶6Ò º
# "n  (6.13)  
 @(\; ) = '∗ Ïn − 
 "n  (1 − '∗) Ïn − 
 "n ³ '∗ Ïn − 
 "n  (1 − '∗) Ïn − 
 "n 	'∗tCtCDE  (6.14)  
 () = 2 (6.15)  
During the ERT data capturing for imaging the steady-state dispersion, bubble population in 
size classes were noticed to change as bubble swarm axially due to significant coalescence 
and insignificant breakage phenomena. The size distribution of the bubble population was 
not noticed to vary along the radius significantly comparing captured images at sub-sections 
in a column section. The sub-section or minor section images at a major or column section 
were obtained from multiple 2D slices of 3D images at major local sections (i.e. any of the 
four column sections). The radial variation of the captured images along the major sections 
is on the account of the axial variation of the gas void fraction at uniform laboratory 
temperature of 25 degree Celsius. The axial variation of the gas void fraction was as a result 
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of the use of a porous tubular gas distributor mounted at the centre of the base of the 
column. 
The computed local ERT ACD that was approximately the same at minor discrete sections 
within any of the four major local sections was steady with time for all gas flow rates. The 
dark area region covered by bubbles on each sensor layer was approximately the same at 
minor sections of any of the four major sections. This shows there were negligible radial 
changes in the axial dispersion at a major column section. 
Thus, a steady quasi-one-dimensional PBM as in Eq. (6.16) was used to simulate the balance 
of BNDD based on the balance of gas volume in bubble classes, which change during the 
advection transport of bubble population axially in the column.     





+ 12 (, )
M

(\ − , 8#)ö(, \ − , 8#)	
− (\, 8#) (, 8#)ö(, \, 8#)? 	 
(6.16)  
Eq. (6.16) is a non-linear system of ~ equations (for ~ bubble size classes) given that the 
dispersion processes were in an isothermal state. The axis-variant gas void fraction 
depending on superficial gas velocity obtained in Chapter 4 will be used as the inlet 
boundary conditions at the base of major column sections. 
 
6.3. Method of PBM solution and results 
In solving Eq. (6.16), the minimum and maximum of the range of mean bubble sizes of varied 
bubble classes determined by ERT measurements coupled to the DGD process were divided 
into 30 classes. An assumed inlet BNDD leaving the surface of sparger was used for the inlet 
bubble size distribution. The PBM was solved by the method of class allowing to solve for 
the changes in bubble population in each bubble class as a result of bubble coalescence and 
breakage phenomena.  
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The column was compartmentalised into discrete sections to solve for changes in bubble 
population in each bubble class along the column axis. Each section height was within an 
interval [,  + 	]. The PBM was solved while ensuring a balance of the gas volume at 
discrete column sections during bubble axial swarming under coalescence and breakage 
events. The 2D PBM was solved by axial column sectioning such that the outlet BNDD at the 
first discrete column section was used as the inlet at the second section. Similar PBM 
boundary condition definition approach was used at higher axially placed column sections. 
This sectioning approach is consistent with the adopted technique by (Luo, 1993). 
The bubble sizes, BNDD and gas void fractions at the inlet base plane of the first column 
section need be known as required boundary conditions to solve the PBM. The boundary 
condition is useful for calculating the changes in BNDD depending on bubble sizes and axial 
spatial position of bubbles in the column. The local gas holdup fractions of Chapter 4 and the 
range of the minimum and maximum global bubble sizes of Chapter 5 for the superficial gas 
velocity of 0.016 m/s were used a boundary condition. The range of the bubble sizes was 
divided into 30 classes and a log-normal distribution of the bubble sizes was used as the inlet 
BNDD at the gas flow of 0.016 m/s. The inlet BNDD was assumed by multiplying the standard 
deviation parameter of the BNDD by 0.15 to ensure the distribution is less skewed to the left 
of the bubble size range.     
The parameters, 0, h and	 , of the specific coalescence rate ö(, \ − )["#] were not 
parameterised (I.e. 0 = 1;h = 1;  = 1) and mean of the logarithm of bubble volumes, ^ , 
was multiplied by 1.03 (i.e. ^ = 1.03^). The integrand terms of the coalescence and 
breakage rate models were computed using the trapezoidal method with fine grid steps to 
ensure accurate computations. By the formulation of Eq. (6.16) and given the boundary 
conditions, the BNDD at other discrete axial column height were calculated using MATLAB 
ODE45. The MATLAB ODE45 is suitable for solving PDEs given the dependency of the source 
term models on the BNDD. 








 Q(\, 8) = 12 (, )
M

(\ − , 8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#)	
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(6.18)  
The sensitivity of the BNDD (′, ) as in Eq. (6.16) to each phenomenon of bubble 
coalescence and breakage rates was tested assuming the following conditions in the column:  
1) A less turbulent fluid flow regime having a Weber number less than the critical Weber 
number of 2.3 before breakage processes begin (Laari & Turunen, 2003) (Prince & Blanch, 
1990). At this critical Weber number, the breakage rate process is zero as in Eq. (6.18). The 
Eq. (6.18) was solved at the superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s  while ensuring the balance 
of the gas void fraction axial distribution as obtained in Chapter 4 to obtain the results of 
Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.  
 
Figure 6.1. Bubble coalescence rate as PBM source term resulting in BNDD of bubble birth and death 
at a discrete axial column length (approx. Inlet region) at the superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s and 




Figure 6.2. The BNDD at column axial lengths from PBM solution having coalescence source term only 
with the conservation of the axial distribution of gas void fraction. 
 
Figure 6.3. The BNDD at column axial lengths from PBM solution having coalescence source term only 
with the conservation of the axial distribution of gas void fraction in 3D. 
 
































Notably, in the PBM solution of Figure 6.3, the elemental column height at the first and 
second column sections was 1.25 cm. At the third and fourth sections, the values were 0.65 
cm and 0.75 cm respectively. The low elemental volume at Section 3 relative to Section 4 
accounts significantly for the low magnitude of BNDD at Section 3 compared to Section 4 as 
shown in Figure 6.3. The  local gas void fractions are conserved for the PBM results of Figure 
6.3.  
 
At first and second sections, the local BNDD is lower to that at the fourth section and higher 
than that at the third section due to the differences in the local void fractions and elemental 
section volumes. The disparity of the local BNDD at the elemental volume of Section 3 and 4 
results owing to the closeness of the local gas void fractions at Section 3 and 4. 
 
The coalescence rate is the product of coalescence frequency and coalescence probability. 
The coalescence rate model developed by (Prince & Blanch, 1990) was used as the source 
terms model of Eq. (6.18). Using the coalescence rate models without correction, it was 
noticed that the gas void fraction (or total volume of gas) at the discrete axial length of the 
column, where BNDD was computed, was not conserved. Thus, the coalescence rate model 
leading to bubble birth was corrected as in Eq. (6.19) in order to ensure the total volume of 
gas was conserved at all discrete height of column where (, ) was sought.  
The correction model to the bubble birth coalescence rate from the computed bubble birth 
and death coalescence rate models by (Prince & Blanch, 1990) to ensure volume 
conservation are as follow: Let the coalescence rate leading to birth of bubbles be 
represented by  hkkkk (vector space); the coalescence rate resulting in death of bubbles be 
denoted by  kkkk (vector space) and volume of bubble sizes be represented by 'k  (vector 
space), then 
 
 hkkkk = á
'k ∙  hkkkk³  hkkkk	tOØLtO8_ ∙ ¶³  kkkk	
tOØLtO8_ − ³  hkkkk	tOØLtO8_ º + 'k ∙  hkkkkâ
'  (6.19) 
At the superficial gas velocity of 0.01 m/s, the gas void fractions (total volume of gas) at the 
discrete height of the column without and with correction are shown in Table A1.15 in the 
appendix. The gas void fractions in Table A1.15 are represented with the following 
notations: 8̈ U­- Gas void fraction using corrected model, 8Ô_- Gas void fraction using 
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uncorrected model,  ∆8̈ U­- Difference in the gas void fractions for the corrected model and ∆8̈ U­- Difference in gas void fraction for the uncorrected model. 
In Figure 6.1, the graph with legend ‘bubble death by coalesce. events’ ["] is the product 
of coalescence rate resulting in bubble death ["#] and elemental time step [$, $ + 	$] 
[#] contributing to the BNDD at 	 = 1.19a. The legend ‘bubble birth by coalesce. 
events’ ["] is the product of coalescence rate resulting in bubble birth ["#]  and 
elemental time step [$, $ + 	$] [#], contributing to the BNDD at 	 = 1.19a.  
 
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the (, ) resulting from solving Eq. (6.18) at discrete 
column height within the range [0, 1.295	] at stated heights in the legend. The measured 
gas void fraction axial distribution as obtained in Chapter 4 at the superficial gas velocity of 
0.016 m/s was used as the boundary conditions appropriately.  
 
 
Figure 6.4. Bubble breakage rate as PBM source term resulting in BNDD of bubble birth and death at a 
discrete axial column length (approx. Inlet region) at superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s and gas void 





Figure 6.5. The BNDD at column axial lengths from PBM solution having breakage source term only 
with the conservation of the axial distribution of gas void fraction. 
 
Figure 6.6. The BNDD at column axial lengths from PBM solution having breakage source term only 
with the conservation of the axial distribution of gas void fraction in 3D. 
 
2) In a very dilute system, the rate of bubble coalescence is zero by the description of 
Eq. (6.17). Using the same inlet BNDD, bubble sizes and gas void fraction to obtain the results 
in Figure 6.1, the PBM of Eq. (6.17) having breakage rate source and sink terms models only 
was solved. The breakage rate model is a product of breakage frequency (), probability 































density function of daughter bubbles @(\; ), BNDD (, ) and function of daughter 
bubbles formed from the breakage of a mother bubble (). The () as in Eq. (6.13) was 
multiplied by constant 0.76 (, = 0.76) proposed by (Mitre, et al., 2010)  and integrated in 
solving the PBM of Eq. (6.17) to obtain results shown in Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. 
 
The graphs with the legend ‘bubble birth by breakage events’ and ‘bubble death by breakage 
events’ ["] in Figure 6.4 are the product of breakage rate resulting in bubble birth and 
death ["#] and elemental time step [$, $ + 	$] [#] contributing to the BNDD at 
	 = 1.87a. Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the resulting BNDD due to the phenomenon of 
bubble breakage leading to bubble birth and death at stated column heights denoted in the 
legend. The gas void fraction at discrete column heights was conserved for the solutions in 
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. Thus, there was no need for correcting the breakage rate leading 
to bubble birth and death.  
Thereafter, the effects of the combination of coalescence and breakage rates models on the 
BNDD at specific column heights was examined by solving the PBM of Eq. (6.16). The same 
specific coalescence rate and breakage frequency models that yielded the solution of Figure 
6.1 and Figure 6.4 were used to solve the PBM of Eq. (6.16). The obtained solutions to the 
PBM of Eq. (6.16) are shown Figure 6.7(a-b). 
 
(a) 
































                               (b) 
Figure 6.7. The BNDD along column height resulting from solving a PBM with the source and sink 
terms of breakage and coalescence rate models: (a) the BNDD at discrete column height in 2D; (b) the 
BNDD at discrete column height in 3D. 
 
Given the fluid state physical properties, the geometric column dimensions and operational 
conditions in the column at a superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s, the Reynolds number of 
the air-water fluid flow system was found to 4640. This Reynolds number indicates that the 
fluid flow regime was turbulent where the axial bubble swarming was influenced 
significantly by the bubble coalescence and insignificantly by breakage rates phenomena. At 
the superficial gas velocity of 0.01, 0.009 and 0.008 m/s, the Reynolds numbers are 2900, 
2610 and 2320 respectively indicating the fluid flow regimes are translational.  
The fluid flow regime at superficial gas velocities lower than 0.008 m/s is laminar flow since 
the Reynolds numbers are less than the critical Reynolds number of 2300. Thus, the bubble 
evolution process at superficial gas velocities less than or equal to 0.01 m/s was controlled 
by bubble coalescence events majorly and by negligible bubble breakage events (Mitre, et 
al., 2010). The computer codes for solving the PBM as well as the PBM source and sink terms 
models of bubble coalescence and breakage leading to either bubble birth or death are in 




6.4.  Discussion and conclusions 
In deriving a PBM that allows for the computation of the BNDD (, ), a number of 
breakage rate models and coalescence rate models were explored. A balance of gas volume 
at discrete column sectional volume was not obtained with many of the models except for 
the coalescence rate model developed by (Prince & Blanch, 1990) and breakage rate model 
developed by (Martinez, et al., 2010). In particular, the breakage rate model by (Martinez, et 
al., 2010) was suitable because its development included the contributory factor of 
probability density function of daughter size distribution.  
The Weber number at the highest superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s was 1.02, which is 
less than the critical Weber number of 2.3 when the phenomenon of bubble breakage is 
observed in fluid systems. At the highest superficial gas velocity, the fluid flow regime was 
turbulent, while at the value of 0.01, 0.009 and 0.008 m/s, the fluid flow regime was 
translational. The fluid flow regime was laminar at the superficial gas velocity less than 0.008 
m/s with respect to the operational conditions and column geometric dimensions. Thus, the 
changing BNDD during axial bubble swarming was influenced majorly by bubble coalescence 
events at all the superficial gas velocities studied. 
In this work, the change in (, ) was noticed to occur at steady-state and in the axial 
direction of the column as verified by the local ERT 2D images of dispersion. Accordingly, a 
2D advection-dispersion of BNDD governed by the phenomena of bubble coalescence and 
breakage within the framework of PBM was developed to compute the (, ) in the axial 
direction of the column.  
The bubble size, BNDD and gas void fractions determined from ERT measurements coupled 
to DGD process were used as the required boundary conditions for the PBM. The motivation 
for using these bubble population parameters from ERT measurements as boundary 
conditions was to allow for the computation of (, ), the coalescence and breakage rate. 
The coalescence and breakage rates contributing to the changing	(, ) with column height 
cannot be determined from analysis of ERT signals.  
The mathematical formulation of image reconstruction by the ERT technique is a model of 
electric potential flux in the body interior due to stimulated periphery current signals. The 
ERT spatial resolution is adequate for imaging the local gas void fraction but low for imaging 
the countable entities to account for BNDD in the column. Thus, the use ERT measurements 
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as boundary conditions for a PBM simulation of bubble swarm, thus, contribute to a new 
approach of applying a PBM to determine the extent of bubble coalescence and breakage 
rates as bubble interact during axial swarming.   
The solution of the PBM for the case of coalescence rate, being the PBM source and sink 
terms, accounting only for (, ) at a specific height in the column are shown in Figure 6.2 
and Figure 6.3. The solutions show the BNDD in lower bubble classes decreases, while that 
of bubbles in larger classes increases during axial bubble swarming without parameterized 
specific coalescence rate. Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show the resulting (, ) when the 
source and sink terms of the PBM were due to bubble breakage events leading to bubble 
birth and death. The results in Figure 6.4 shows the BND in the lower bubble classes 
increases while that of bubbles in the larger classes decreases during axial bubble evolution 
in the column. A presentation of the resulting (, ) when the PBM was governed by a 
combination of bubble breakage rate and coalescence rates in the column is given in Figure 
6.7.  
It could be seen in Figure 6.7a that the breakage rate contribution at much lower bubble 
classes was dominant, which leads to increase in (, ) in the column. In the lower bubble 
classes, the coalescence rate contribution prevailed over breakage rate since the number 
density of bubbles in the range of these classes decreases in the axial direction of the 
column. Further from the lower classes range to the larger and much larger classes range, 
the coalescence rate was also noticed to dominate breakage rate since the BNDD at these 
classes increases. The noticed increase in BNDD at the bubble classes was at a magnitude 
less than a case where the source and sink terms were due to coalescence rate alone. 
The computed (, ) in the column through an integration of ERT measurements to a PBM 
based on the use of ERT determined bubble properties as the boundary condition for the 
PBM will be validated. The validation technique involves parameterising the inlet (,  =
0), bubble coalescence rate, breakage rate and bubble expansion rate in the process of 
DGD, such that an agreement is found for two axially averaged BNDDs. The first axially 
averaged BNDD will be determined from ERT measurements captured during DGD while the 
second will be calculated from the model of DGD process of (, ) obtained at steady state 
in the column. Furthermore, a good agreement of the axially averaged BNDDs (, ) by ERT 
and a PBM will be said to have been found when the (, ) averaged over bubble sizes by 




Bubble population balance modelling by dynamic gas disengagement 
process (DGD) 
The use of the ERT technique to estimate the local gas void fractions of a steady state 
dispersion in a semi-batch operation mode has been explained in Chapter 4. Although the 
ERT data could capture changes in gas void fractions, it could not be interpreted to 
determine other bubble population parameters (BNDD) and the magnitude of bubble 
coalescence and breakage rates. The limitation in the use of the ERT data is linked to its low 
spatial resolution. In Chapter 5, the ERT data captured during a DGD process were analysed 
to compute the local BNDD FG<].](, ) and an axially averaged distribution for 
FG<].](, ), i.e. FG<].]()kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk. The simulation of the bubble population evolution in a 
column through the computation of the local BNDD based on the Population Balance Model 
of BNDD has been described in Chapter 6.  
Accurate determination of the bubble population properties, the coalescence and breakage 
rates are required in calculating the hydrodynamic parameters of an axial bubble evolution 
in a column. In order to interpret ERT measurements for the determination of bubble 
population properties, the ERT measurements need be hybridized with models of the 
physical properties. The PBM enables the computation of bubble population parameters 
(BNDD) through a balance of physical properties of the dispersed and continuous phase. 
Thus, the hybrid of the PBM with ERT measurements is expected to allow for an advanced 
interpretation of ERT measurements for hydrodynamic parameter predictions in a column. 
A steady-state PBM will be hybridized to ERT measurements in this work because the 
dispersed phase was distributed at low superficial gas velocities ranging from 0.005m/s – 
0.016 m/s. At this flow rate range, the bubbles were visually noticed to swarm axially at 
steady state. The hybridization will be developed by solving a steady-state PBM to obtain 
(, ) in the column. From the (, ), the local gas void fractions §=xss() will be 
computed. The §=xss() will be calculated similar to the local gas void fractions 
calculated from the ERT gas void fraction estimates of the steady-state dispersion as in 
FG<ss(). 
The PBM results are a conservative system of equations that yields all possible information 
about bubbles in the column, however, it is model-based. The ERT technique allows for 
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experimental measurements of the local gas void fractions of the dispersed phase only given 
its low spatial resolution. The solution of the PBM can, thus, be averaged radially to calculate 
the local gas void fractions along the column axis. This gas void fractions from the PBM 
results can also be validated with the experimentally validated ERT gas void fractions. 
Similarly, using the solution of a steady state PBM as an initial condition for a model of DGD 
process, the solution of the DGD model yields the BNDD in the column based on volume 
averaging. The volume averaging means the BNDD is averaged along the column axis. The 
resulting axially averaged BNDD will be verified by evaluating its consistency with the axially 
averaged BNDD determined through the coupling of ERT measurements to the DGD process 
as done in Chapter 5. 
The four bubble population parameters that should agree before the BNDD solution can be 
said to have been found are as follows: the local gas void fractions by the PBM and the ERT 
measurements at steady state as well as the BNDD determined by the model of DGD and by 
the ERT measurements during DGD. Let the local gas void fractions determined from the ERT 
measurements and the PBM simulation based on radial averaging be represented in terms 
of BNDD averaged over bubble sizes respectively by (kMFG<ss()) and (kM§=xss()). Also, 
Let the bubble sizes resulting from the DGD process modelling and from the ERT data during 
DGD process based on volume averaging be denoted respectively by (kìx].]()) and (kìFG<].]()). An accurate BNDD will then be determined from the solution of the PBM 
provided that the kMFG<ss() agrees with the kM§=xss() and that the kìFG<].]() agrees 
with the kìx].]().   
Further analysis of the resolved (, ) combined with the determined coalescence and 
breakage rates that yielded (, ) will be utilized to compute the hydrodynamic 
parameters in the column. Thus, in order to compute kìx].](), a derivation of the model 
for the DGD process, the method of its solution and the interpretation technique of the 
solution are presented in this chapter. 
7.1. Derivation of the mathematical model for the transport of bubble 
population in the process of DGD 
Dynamic gas disengagement process refers to a process where bubbles rise through the 
liquid phase at varied velocities followed by bubble detachment from the liquid at varied 
times after turning off the gas inlet into a column. The bubble rise velocity of a bubble class 
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depends on the mean bubble sizes of the class and the axial positions of the bubble 
population class. The observed manner of bubble disengagement from the liquid phase is 
illustrated in the diagram of Figure 7.1. Modelling the advection of gas described in Figure 
7.1 allows for the computation of the transient hold-up after the bubble swarming at steady 
state and during the DGD process.  
     
                 (a)                                                (b)                                      (c)                         
Figure 7.1. Diagrammatic illustration of the disengagement model of bubble size distribution at 
various times during a DGD process: a) before turning off the air inlet into the column; b) at the 
instant the air inlet is switched off; c) after an elapsed time t after turning off the air and in the 
process of DGD (Sriram & Mann, 1977 ). 
 
The derivation of the model for the process of DGD is based on the following basic 
assumptions on the state of the fluid system made by both (Patel, et al., 1989) and (Daly, et 
al., 1992) during DGD process: 
1. that dispersion is axially homogeneous (i.e. the bubble size distribution was initially axially 
homogeneous) at time t = 0; 
2. that there are no bubble interactions (i.e. bubble coalescence and break-up); 
3. that there is a constant rate of disengagement (i.e. all bubbles disengage independently of 
each other); 
4. that the cross-sectional area occupied by bubble rising at velocity, T, remains constant 
throughout the disengagement. 
The derivation is, thus, as follows: Let the population of entire bubbles in the column be 
grouped into bins or classes e, such that e = 1,2,3,… ,~, and ~ is the index of largest bubble 
class. Let the population of bubbles in a certain class	e be denoted by the bubble number 
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density, T["]. The T is measured in per unit volume since it is the fraction of the gas 
volume in a class e of the total gas volume divided by the mean bubble volumes in the class 
per the bubble class volume. The BNDD is (, ) to indicate that it varies with bubble size  
and axial length  of the column.  
Let the density of the gas phase and volume of the mean bubble size in a class e be denoted 
respectively by YQ,T[!"] and Q,T["]. Moreover, let the density (concentration) of the 
volume fraction of gas bubbles in a class e and the volume of the column section be denoted 
respectively by  [!"] and '["]. The gas density   of a bubble size can also be 
expressed as  = YQ PQn [!(/"], where the gas density and the molar mass of the gas 
phase are respectively YQ[!"] and PQ[!(!()#]. 
Thus, the concentration of the volume fraction of gas bubbles in a class e can, thus, be 
expressed as 
  = Q,TTYQ'  (7.1)  
The advection transport of the BNDD of bubble sizes will be described by a mass balance 







Figure 7.2. An illustration of the change in mass of bubble population volume of a bubble class per 




Eq. (7.1) implies that the mass of the gas volume fraction of bubbles in the reference class e is 
 T' = J = Q,TTYQ. The mass balance within the target section as in Figure 7.2 is achieved 
by accounting for the change in the mass per unit time in the column. The change in mass 
per unit time will be equal to the difference of the mass entering and leaving added to the 
rate of mass generation by physical or chemical processes within the time. Moreover, the 
rate of change in mass of a bubble class gas volume can be expressed in terms of the 
difference in flux of the mass of the bubble class volume fraction flowing per unit area per 
unit time through the section denoted by I#and I[!(#)] added to the mass 
generation rates, ST[!(/(")] as in Eq. (7.2). 
 	( T')$ = 0I# − 0I + ST' = '  T$ = 0(	I# − I	) + ST' (7.2) 
Eq. (7.2) can be re-expressed as Eq. (7.3) where ' = 0∆ 
 	 T$ = 0' (	I# − I	) + ST =	 T$
= 1∆ (I# − I) + ST 
(7.3)  
Given that the flux I is changing in -direction with gradient of 	 I 5n , then 
 	 I 5n = I − I#∆5 → I = I# + I n ∆ (7.4)  
The parameter  is included because mean bubbles in bubble classes may not actually rise 
vertically along the column axis within all control volume during a DGD process. Some of the 
bubbles perform fluctuation movements along their rising path (Marco & Mewes, 1999). 
This can occur owing to the measured axial variation of the gas void fractions for the studied 
superficial gas velocities in Chapter 4. During the DGD initial condition of steady-state 
bubble evolution, the degree of well-distribution and radial uniformity of bubble population 
increases from the column base with column height. This does not agree absolutely with the 
expected assumption of the steady-state DGD initial condition illustrated in Figure 7.1a. The 
bubble population was well-distributed at the third and fourth column sections while being 
concentrated at the centre top of the sparger at the first and second column sections given 
the sparger geometry.    
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Besides, the  will be a correction factor in the model since the stratification form of Figure 
7.1c and the four DGD assumptions may not hold absolutely during experimental 
measurements. The  can be interpreted to mean the component factor of the bubble 
class rise velocity along the column axis during DGD process. Substituting Eq. (7.4) into 
Eq. (7.2) results in Eq. (7.5) 
 	 T$ = 1∆ ¶I# − I# − I n ∆º + ST = − I n + ST  (7.5)  
Therefore  
 	 T$ = − I n + ST (7.6)  
Furthermore, the mass of the volume fraction of the bubble class moving across the control 
volume in a unit time per unit area can be calculated by the expression 
 J0∆$ =  '0∆$ =  0∆50∆$ =  ∆5∆$ = I (7.7)  
In the limit as ∆$ tends to zero,  
 lim∆B	→ ∆5∆$ =  5$ =  Q,T (7.8)  
When Eq. (7.8) is substituted into Eq. (7.6), Eq. (7.9) is obtained   
  T$ = − ( TQ,T) n + ST = −Q,T  T n + ST (7.9)  
where Q,T  is the bubble rise velocity of bubble population in class e. The parameter  will 
be determined experimentally for the actual gradient of changing flux within a control 
elemental volume during DGD process. 
Assuming the gas phase obeys the idea gas behaviour during dispersion, the gas pressure 
decreases axially upwards in the column. The decreasing gas pressure leads to decreasing 
gas density along the column axis. Thus, the bubble volume changes owing to the change in 
gas density along the bubble path in the column. The bubbles volume increases (gas 
expansion) during their axial transport in the direction of decreasing liquid pressure or 
density in the column. Notably, the changes in the bubble volume may also result from 




At the steady state condition of the flow and before an accumulated time, the bubble 
volume changes in the flow due to gas expansion arising from varying liquid density and 
mass transfer between the bubbles and liquid. At such steady state, Eq. (7.9) can be 
rewritten as Eq. (7.10) to derive the source terms for the DGD process.   
 Q,T  T n = ST (7.10)  
During the steady state bubble flow regime, the total molar flow rate JR [!(/] of bubble 
class e changes with respect to bubble volume due to gas expansion as in Eq. (7.11) within an 
elemental volume of column section, 	'. 
 JR n = ST (7.11)  
The JR  is characterised by gas expansion due to changes in gas density and mass transfer 
between bubbles and the liquid. Thus, the total molar mass flow JR  can be expressed in 
terms of cumulative sum of the contributory phenomena to mass such as gas expansion and 
mass transfer as in Eq. (7.12) (Marco & Mewes, 1999). 
   l $n lYQPQ @o + R Q@o A = Æ $n ÆYQPQÇ + R QÇ(@) = ST (7.12) 
In Eq. (7.12), PQ[!/!(], @[H$], R [!(/()] and Q[#] are respectively the 
molar mass of gas phase, the probability density distribution of bubble sizes, molar flux 
transferred out of the bubbles and the interfacial area per volume. Thus, the non-steady gas 
disengagement process model of Eq. (7.9) becomes Eq. (7.13) with the inclusion of the source 
reaction rate terms. 
   T(, $) $n +,T(, $)  T(, $) n
= ¶ $n zYQ@(){ + PQR Q@()º   (7.13) 
Notably, every term in Eq. (7.13) has a unit of !(")# by dimensional analysis. The 
relative changes in bubble sizes per unit time is calculated by multiplying all bubble volumes 
by the same function factor. The function is expected to take into account the effect of a 
relative change in bubble volume on the size distribution (Marco & Mewes, 1999). The 
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relative change in every bubble volume due to mass transfer from the interaction of the 
liquid and bubbles is denoted by the second term of the source in Eq. (7.13). The molar flux R  
is positive (	R > 0) if the mass transfer is directed out of the bubble into the liquid (Marco & 
Mewes, 1999). The included  factor will also allow for parameterising the changing flux 
with an elemental control volume on the account of the used source terms model by (Marco 
& Mewes, 1999) (Lehr & Mewes, 2001). This source term model was not verified 
experimentally in this work but assumed to hold during a DGD process. 
Eq. (7.13) describes the rate of change of bubble volume fraction density in a bubble class 
moving across a control volume in a unit time per unit area of the column under the 
influence of gas expansion due to changes in gas and mass transfer. The first term of 
Eq. (7.13) accounts for the change in density of volume fraction of bubble size e along column 
axis with time. The second term of Eq. (7.13) denotes the change in density of volume 
fraction of bubble size e along the axis of the column. Eq. (7.13) describes the disengagement 
of bubbles using the solution of the PBM simulation of steady state bubble evolution in the 
column as its initial condition. 
 
7.2. Method of solving the derived mathematical model for the transport of 
bubble population in the process of DGD 
Eq. (7.13) is re-written as in Eq. (7.14) to indicate the concentration of the gas volume of a 
bubble size class is a function of column axis  and bubble size class (in volume ). The 
bubble size class is denoted with index e while time with $. The source terms of Eq. (7.14) 
describes the phenomenon of gas expansion that occurs along the axial direction of the 
column in the process of DGD.  
  T(, $) $n +,T(, $)  T(, $) n
= á(YQ) $n 	+ PQR ëâ ¶\@T(, $)º   (7.14)  
for e = 1,2,3,…~, and ~ is the index of largest bubble class in the column. 
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The first and the second terms of the left hand side of Eq. (7.14) are respectively the 
unsteady state term and the axial transport term of the gas volume concentration of a 
bubble class describing its change with time. The velocity, ,T[ ⁄ ], with which the bubble 
size class e travels along  is a function of the axial length of the column  and time $, since 
different bubble sizes rise with varied rise velocities. The velocity relation is expected to hold 
since it is assumed that no bubble interactions such as coalescence and breakup phenomena 
occur in the process of DGD. The velocity function corresponding to a bubble class e is 
denoted by ,T(, $).   
The terms on the right hand side of Eq. (7.14) model the expansion of bubble sizes due to 
changes in gas density and mass transfer during DGD processes (Lehr & Mewes, 2001). The 
symbol \ represents the volume of the reference bubble class ["]. 
The molar flux of the interaction between the bubbles and the liquid can be expressed as 
R = K- U, where K- is the mass transfer rates of the gas to liquid and  U is the gas 
concentration or the solubility of gas in the liquid. At the superficial gas velocity of 0.016 
m/s, Eq. (7.15) was used to determine the SMBD in the column (Akita & Fumitake, 1974).  
 	ts = 26áY- Pn â
. " - 
.# C>. É D
.#
 (7.15) 
The average mass transfer rate corresponding to the SMBD was calculated using Eq. (7.16). 
 K- = 0.5 Èn -# n Y-" Èn P" Èn 	MN# n  (7.16) 
The solubility  U of air in water at 25oC and 1 atmospheric pressure is 0.023!(")#. Thus, 
the term R PQ was calculated to be 7.84 × 10Í!/(). From the known local gas void 
fraction at Section 1 and 2 given the superficial gas velocity (Chapter 4), the specific gas-
liquid interfacial area was calculated by Eq. (7.17) to obtain 30.57 #.  
 ë = 6Q 	MN  (7.17) 
The changing gas density of a bubble size class per time was calculated based on the axial 
pressure drop per time using the ideal gas equation of Eq. (7.18).  
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 ∆Y = ∆9 Sn  (7.18) 
The symbols ∆Y, ∆9, S and  denote respectively the axial density change, the axial 
pressure change, the individual gas constant and the ambient temperature.  
By the PBM simulation, the average height of the elemental column section volume was 
calculated as ∆. Given a bubble class rise velocity ,T at an elemental time ∆$U ≈ 1 ×10, the bubble class will transport axially by ∆U = ,T∆$U. Thus, the time-variant 
bubble class density was calculated using Eq. (7.19) based on the elemental axial pressure 
change. 
 ∆YQ = Y4∆U Sn  (7.19) 
The stratification of the bubble population and their detachment from the liquid phase at 
varied times depending on their sizes illustrated in Figure 7.1a – c is described by Eq. (7.14).  
Eq. (7.14) is a set of ~ PDEs, where ~ is the number index of largest bubble class (i.e. 
e = 1, 2, 3,…~). Every PDE in Eq. (7.14) corresponding to a transport model of bubbles in a 
class e is transformed to an ODE by method of characteristics as explained in Appendix E, in 
order to develop an analytical solution to Eq. (7.14).  
The characteristic equations that result from Eq. (7.14) as explained in Appendix E are 
 	,M = 	$1 = 	 T1  (7.20)  
Where 1 = á(YQ) $n 	+	PQR ëâ ¶\@T(, $)º  . 
Splitting Eq. (7.20) into two equations, Eq. (7.21) is derived.  
 ìB = ,T; 	 = ,T	$ (7.21)  
Integrating Eq. (7.21) leads to  
  = ,T($ − $U); 	 = ,T$ − K;K = ,T$U (7.22)  
The second equation from Eq. (7.20) is then  
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 ¨®§ = ìFû#,®; 	 T = §ìFû#,® ;  T($, ) = 	 §ìFû#,® + (); (7.23)  
Since K in Eq. (7.22) and  in Eq. (7.23) are constants, then, 
 K =  −,T$ =  (7.24)  
The requirement for the solution  T($, ) to satisfy the initial condition is ensured by 
substituting Eq. (7.25) into Eq. (7.23) to get Eq. (7.26) – Eq. (7.27). 
  T($U, ) =  T(0, ) = @($ = 0, ) = @() = 9,T + ();	 
  	() = @() − §ìFû#,® 
(7.25) 
  T($, ) = 	 9,T + () = 9,T + z −,T${
= 9,T + @z −,T${ − 9( −,T$),T  
(7.26) 
  T($, ) = @z −,T${ + 9$		@3	e = 1,2,3,…~	 (7.27) 
The analytical solution for the respective equation in the set of Eq. (7.14) for e = 1,2,3,…~ is 
Eq. (7.27). The solution of Eq. (7.27) is the density of gas in a bubble class e varying along the 
column axis and time that satisfies the developed model of DGD process. From the solution 
of Eq. (7.27), the gas volume in the bubble classes at any axial length and time during the 
process of DGD can be calculated.   
7.3. Interpretation technique for the analytical solution of the derived 
mathematical model for the transport of bubble population in the process 
of DGD 
The initial condition implies the bubble class gas concentration before the DGD process 
started (i.e.  ($ = 0, , )). In addition to the initial condition requirement (Eq. (7.25)) that 
the solution of Eq. (7.14) need satisfy, it also has to satisfy a boundary condition. The 
statement of the boundary condition is that if the expression z −,T${ < 0 holds, then 
@z −,T${ = 0 to indicate the concentration of gas volume of bubble size e at time $ is 
zero at axial length . This means the concentration of the gas volume is disengaged from 
the base of the column  = 0 up to a certain height  of the column.  
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Thus, the initial condition of concentration of gas bubbles in a bubble class  T is expressible 
in term of the corresponding gas void fraction Q,T	occupied by bubbles in the bubble class e 
as in Eq. (7.28). In Eq. (7.28), the total gas volume over all bubble sizes in a target section of 
the column is denoted by the term ÒSA.  
  T = ,TTYQ' ;	  T'YQÒSA =	 ,TTYQYQÒSA = ,TTÒSA = 		 Q,T  (7.28) 
The gas volume in a bubble class disengaging from a local column section, which is of 
interest, is computable from Eq. (7.28) by multiplying Q,T	by ÒSA. The symbols S and A 
denote respectively the radius and height of a reference column section.  
Let the gas void fraction made up of bubbles in a bubble class e disengaging from a local 
section H of the column at time $ be denoted by 8,T($). Likewise, let the volume equivalent 
of the void fraction 8,T($) be represented with the symbol Q,8,T($) for H = 1,2,3,4; e =1,2,3…~, since the ERT data were analysed over four column sections for bubble 
population grouped into ~ classes.  
The actual inlet bubble size distribution (BSD) leaving the surface of the gas distributor is 
determined by the empirical correlation of Eq. (7.29) (Azad & Sultana, 2006) (Akita & 
Yoshida, 1974).  
 	MN	U = 1.88CU É	U D
# "n
 (7.29) 
In Eq. (7.29), 	MN is the volume-surface mean diameter of initial bubbles leaving the sparger; U is the gas velocity through the gas distributor orifice with diameter 	U. At the superficial 
gas velocity of 0.016 m/s, the 	MN is 0.32 mm. After leaving the surface of the sparger and 
during the bubble axial evolution, the bubbles interact by coalescence resulting in a different 
BSD at discrete column heights.  
For the case of superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s, the maximum and minimum of axially 
averaged bubble size profile determined by the ERT method coupled with the DGD process 
were 3.67 cm and 0.39 cm respectively. The obtained local and axially averaged BNDD were 
log-normal density distributions as explained in Chapter 5. The range of bubble sizes were 
grouped into 30 classes to ensure high resolution of BNDD.  
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The mean and standard deviation of the bubble size classes for the inlet log-normal BNDD 
were parameterised with constants 1 and 0.15 respectively as in Figure 6.7 of Chapter 6. The 
PBM solution of Figure 6.7 was used as the initial condition  ($ = 0, , ) with the assumed 
parameter  = 1 during DGD process in solving Eq. (7.14). 
The solutions of Eq. (7.14) given the stated boundary and initial conditions were coded in 
MATLAB (found in section D of the appendices) to compute the transient hold-up 8,T($) 
with time in the column. The results can also be interpreted to mean the local gas volume 
corresponding to a bubble class Q,8,T($) disengaging from the column sections with time. 
Figure 7.3 shows the time-variant local disengaging gas volume during the DGD process from 
the solution of Eq. (7.14) at superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s at different 
Uparameter 
values. The solution of the DGD process model using different  parameters are plotted on 
the same graph with the measured time-variant disengaging gas volume locally in Figure 
7.3(a-b). In the legends of the graphs, ’M-DGD’ and ‘Expt. DGD ’ denotes solutions by the 





































M-DGD at Sec. 2, wo=1
M-DGD at Sec. 3, wo=1
M-DGD at Sec. 4, wo=1
Expt. DGD at Sec. 2
Expt. DGD at Sec. 3





Figure 7.3. The time-dependent disengaging local gas volume computed from the solution of the DGD 
process model at different GH parameters compared to the experimental data at superficial gas 
velocity of 0.016 m/s: (a) GH = 2, (b) GH = H.0. 
 
From Figure 7.3 results, the gas volume of a particular bubble size class disengaging locally 
can be computed if the characteristic local disengagement time of a bubble size class is 
known. For example, beginning from the time 	$, $ = 0, when the air inlet into the column 
was turned-off, the first bubble size was observed to disengage from the liquid at time	$#. 
The second bubble class was noticed to disengage at time $. The gas volume at a column 
section H for the first bubble size class will be 
 Q,8,# =	8(	$) − 8(	$#).  (7.30) 
At the same section H, gas volume composing of bubbles in the second class will be 
  Q,8, =	8(	$#) − 8(	$) (7.31) 
where 8($) is the graph of the gas volume in column section H with time $ and Q,8,T is the 
gas volume for bubble class e at column section H. Similar differential gas volumes at other 
time intervals locally will be calculated to compute the gas volume composing of bubbles in 
lower classes. The ratio of the gas volume Q,8,# to the mean volume of bubble volumes in a 
size class disengaging at a time $ will be calculated to compute the BND value of the class. 

































M-DGD at Sec. 2, wo=0.5
M-DGD at Sec. 3, wo=0.5
M-DGD at Sec. 4, wo=0.5
Expt. DGD at Sec. 2
Expt. DGD at Sec. 3
Expt. DGD at Sec. 4
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Using the characteristic disengagement times of bubble class sizes stated in Table 5.2 at 
>Q = 0.016/, the local and global BNDD were calculated as outlined in Figure 5.14 of 
Chapter 5 to obtain results in Figure 7.4 (a-d). The parameters for the log-normal fits to the 
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Figure 7.4. The BNDD against logarithm of bubble volume with varied parameter of  W: (a) at Section 
1 with U = 1, (b) at Section 1 with 
U = 0.5 (c) at Section 2, 3, 4 and globally with U = 1, (d) at 



























































Table 7.1. The constant values for the log-normal fits of the global BNDD by the DGD process model 




0.016 G 470±1.0 0.50±0.02 11.00±0.02 45 0.664 0.93 63.00 1 
0.016 G 330±1.0 0.91±0.02 1.04±0.02 0 0.06 0.99 795.06 0.5 
 
The resulting log-normal model for BNDD supports the findings of (Akita & Yoshida, 1974) 
and those of (Riquelme, et al., 2016), (Majumder, et al., 2006) and (Lage, 1996) who 
analysed bubble behaviour in bubble columns to obtain log-normal distributions. A log-
normal distribution was also obtained by (Haibo, et al., 2007) in the analysis of bubble size 
distribution in the column in the process of DGD. 
 
7.4. Discussion and conclusions 
In Chapter 5, the characteristic disengagement times of bubble size classes locally and 
globally were computed from analysis of ERT ACD captured at column cross-sections during 
DGD process. The time profile results were interpreted to determine local BNDD in the 
process of DGD and globally in the column during steady state bubble evolution. 
Chapter 7 focuses on modelling the process of DGD in the column using the solution of PBM 
at steady state as an initial condition. It was essential to model the DGD process so that the 
solution of the PBM can be related to bubble population properties measured by the ERT 
technique in Chapter 4 and 5. The relationship between the BNDD from solution of DGD 
model to the BNDD obtained from the ERT data captured during DGD will allow for accurate 
hybridizing ERT measurements and PBM. 
A reference to the relationship between the static holdup Q, dynamic holdup, the BNDD, 
the superficial gas . and liquid velocities '- explained in Section 5.1 of chapter 5 is made in 
this discussion. The purpose of the reference is to emphasise the importance of an analytic 
solution of a model of DGD process in combining a 2D PBM with two 1D ERT experimental 
data. An hybrid of ERT measurements and a PBM is, thus, envisaged to lead to accurate 
determination of the BNDD of bubble evolution at steady state in the column.   
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The relationship between Q, local . , local '- and the rise velocity >(	)	of bubble sizes, 	 , was given in Eq. (5.3). In a special case where the liquid motion was zero and no bubble 
interaction that could influence bubble sizes such as phenomena of bubble coalescence and 
breakage processes, Eq. (5.4) was derived from Eq. (5.3). Eq. (5.4) is an ill-conditioned form 
since knowing the static gas holdup (0) and the bubble rise velocity function (	) does 
not lead to a unique solution of @(	)		 in the column at steady state. 
Thus, the ill-conditioning state of Eq. (5.3) was reduced by observing the dynamic gas holdup 
behaviour that occurs starting from the initial static holdup condition when the gas inlet into 
the column was turned-off. Based on the resulting set of equations (as in Eq. (5.5)), an 
accurate solution, @(	)		 , satisfying the static holdup equation will also be expected to 
satisfy the other transient holdup equations. The derived models in Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5) 
ensure the solution of the distribution of gas volume of bubble sizes @(	)		 at steady 
state is unique. The uniqueness of result is validated through the requirement that it meets 
the conditions of static and transient gas void fraction in the column.  
This concept of validating the distribution of gas volume of bubble sizes (or BNDD) at steady 
state based on the static and transient gas holdup fraction conditions motivated the need 
for capturing ERT data during DGD process as well as modelling the DGD process. From the 
known values of static and dynamic gas hold values, the inlet BNDD ((,  = 0)), expected 
coalescence and breakage rate at steady state condition can accurately be parameterised. 
The parameterisation will be achieved through the agreement of the static and dynamic gas 
holdup by the PBM with that from the ERT measurements.  
The purpose of the parameterization will be to reconcile the resulting (, ) from the 2D 
PBM simulation with the 1D ERT data steady state gas void fractions and the 1D ERT 
transient gas void fraction. This calculation is expected to lead to the determination of 
distribution of bubble sizes in the column. In hybridizing the 2D PBM and the two 1D ERT 
measurements, the resulting (, ) from the PBM simulation that satisfies the static and 
transient holdup conditions will be sought.  
The obtained (, ) from the PBM simulation can be validated if it satisfies the static 
holdup by verifying that the radially averaged (, ) over bubble sizes agree with that from 
the ERT static gas holdup measurements. In validating (, ) if it meets the transient or 
dynamic gas holdup condition, a model of DGD process was developed in this chapter. 
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The inclusion of U parameter in the developed DGD process model by the plug flow 
approach is important owing to the assumptions associated with the plug flow model 
development that may not hold during experiments. The first key assumption is that the 
fluid is perfectly mixed in the radial direction but not in the axial direction. Secondly, that 
fluid flow is of constant density with no pressure drop during the flow. 
Since perfect fluid mixing was not attained radially coupled with the pressure drop of the 
fluid contained in an elemental control volume in the plug flow during DGD process, the 
gradient of flux need be accurately modelled.  
The method of solving the DGD process model for the concentration of gas volume of 
bubble size class to obtain an accurate analytical solution was described in Section 7.2. 
Furthermore, the technique of interpreting the solution of the DGD process model was 
explained in Section 7.3. The technique yields the transient gas void fraction values during 
DGD process. The transient gas void fractions can be validated with ERT data. 
Without parameterising the gradient of flux term (i.e. U = 1.0), the time-variant 
disengaging gas volume was noticed to be different significantly from the experimental data 
at Q = 0.016	/ as shown in Figure 7.3a. By multiplying the gradient of flux term by 0.5 
(i.e. U = 0.5), the time-variant local disengaging gas volume differs slightly from the 
experimental data as shown in Figure 7.3b. The results in Figure 7.3(a-b) were obtained 
using the coalescence rate model by (Prince & Blanch, 1990) and breakage rate by 
(Martinez, et al., 2010) without parameterisation in computing the DGD model initial 
condition. The explored bubble expansion model by (Marco & Mewes, 1999) for the DGD 
model source term was also not parameterised. 
The Weber number for the steady state fluid flow regime at highest Q = 0.016	/ was 
1.02, which is less than the critical Weber number of 2.3 before bubble breakage events are 
observed. Thus, the breakage events will be assumed to be negligible in the steady state 
bubble evolution process. The collision frequency will be parameterised in computing the 
initial condition for the DGD process model in the next chapter. In addition, the gradient of 
the flux term of the plug flow during the DGD process will be parameterised to ensure the 
time-varying disengaging gas volume by the DGD process model agree with the 
experimental data. When such results agree, the resulting local and global BNDD by the two 
approaches will also agree.            
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The solution of the DGD model combined with the technique of interpreting the solution 
allows for computing the local BNDD as well as axially averaged BNDD (global bubble size 
distribution) in the column. The resulting local BNDD and axially averaged BNDD were found 
to be  parameterised log-normal distributions, which agree with the distribution of the inlet 
BNDD. The inlet BNDD was the boundary condition for the PBM simulation of the process in 
the column at steady state.  
The (, ) from the steady state PBM are log-normal distributions, which agree with the 
computed distribution of (,  = #, , ", ) by the DGD process modelling except for the 
difference in parameters. Based on these  results, the DGD model could be said to be 
adequate for describing the DGD process. The newly developed model, thus, contribute to a 
new approach of modelling the advection transport of bubble size distribution in the process 





Hybridization of ERT measurements and a PBM for computation of bubble 
population properties in the column 
The axial distribution of gas void fraction at steady state and global bubble size distribution 
in the column were determined from analysis of ERT images as described in Chapter 4 and 
Chapter 5 respectively. The ERT images of dispersion could not be analysed for determining 
the size and axial distribution of bubble population during bubble swarm at steady state 
because of its low spatial resolution. To address the stated limitation of the use of the ERT 
images, a PBM that allows for the computation of all possible bubble population properties 
in the column was solved in Chapter 6. Subsequently, the PBM solution was used as an initial 
condition for a model of DGD process in Chapter 7. The aim of the present chapter is to 
develop a method of hybridizing the 2D PBM with the experimentally measured local gas 
void fractions at steady state and in the process of DGD using the ERT technique.  
The ERT generated images of dispersion at steady state yield spatial distribution of gas void 
fractions of the region occupied by bubbles but not the bubble size distribution. The ERT 
images of dispersion during a DGD process does not only yield the spatial distribution of gas 
void fractions but also the bubble size distribution globally. Thus, the hybrid model of the 
ERT and PBM will be achieved through a correlation of the ERT measurements at steady 
state and during the DGD process to that by the PBM. A correlation of such is envisaged to 
allow for the predictions of the BNDD in the column. 
The measurement of the BNDD at steady state can be accomplished by other techniques 
that yield high spatial resolution at the expense of complicated, low accuracy, bulky, 
intrusive and expensive methods. A typical example of an alternative technique is the 
Electrical Point Probe Technique (Burgess & Calderbank, 1975) and (Steinemann & Buchholz, 
1984). The description of the probe positions in the column and its measurement 
techniques, as well as the limitations of the technique, are stated in Section 2.8 of Chapter. 
The technique was reported in the work by (Burgess & Calderbank, 1975) and later upgraded 
in the study by (Steinemann & Buchholz, 1984).  
The prediction of bubble population properties using the hybrid of the PBM and the ERT 
measurements based on common bubble population parameters both techniques could 
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measure is being explored. This approach is expected to be more reliable than the results 
from the use of the Electrical Point Probe Technique.    
The method of hybridizing ERT measurements and a PBM for bubble swarming axially in the 
column will be described in Section 8.1. The hybrid of the ERT measurements and the PBM 
in Section 8.1 is intended for the determination of the BNDD, (, ), as bubbles swarm 
axially at steady state in the column. The accuracies of the resolved BNDDs (, ) by the 
hybrid of ERT and a PBM for superficial gas velocities of 0.016 and 0.01 m/s based on 
equipment available for studies are stated in Section 8.2. The effects of the superficial gas 
velocity on calculated (, ) based on the ERT and the PBM hybrid method at steady state 
are reported in Section 8.3 of this chapter. In section 8.4, the discussion and conclusions on 
the developed hybrid model of the ERT and the PBM for determining the (, ) in a BCR at 
steady state are stated. The effects of superficial gas velocity on the resolved (, ) are also 
given in Section 8.4. 
 
8.1. Hybridization of ERT measurements and a PBM for determining the BNDD 
in a column 
The objective of this section is to find the BNDD, (, ), which describes the bubble swarm 
phenomenon through the liquid phase at superficial gas velocities of 0.016 and 0.01 m/s at 
steady state. An accurate hybrid predicted (, ) for a given flow rate is expected to be 
verified by the experimentally measured ERT static and transient local gas void fraction as 
explained in Chapter 7. 
Figure 8.1 is a symbolic flow chart that illustrates the sequences of bubble population 
parameters to be measured by the ERT and computed by the PBM in hybridizing the ERT and 
a PBM. The ERT and a PBM hybrid model is intended to yield (, ) in the column at steady 






































Figure 8.1. Schematic of flow of computation in hybridizing ERT measurements and a PBM for 




In the context of hybridization of the ERT and the PBM, the static and the dynamic holdup 
values were calculated from calibrated ERT TACD using the DP technique. The static gas 
holdup values were calculated from the calibrated local ERT TACD during bubble swarming 
at steady state. The dynamic holdup values were computed from the calibrated transient 
ERT TACD during DGD process in the column. The dynamic gas holdup values measured 
during DGD process were further analysed as in Chapter 5 to compute the global bubble size 
classes and their number densities BNDD (, ) depending on column height. 
The information of bubble size classes at discrete column heights allows for the 
determination of the mean bubble size class at a known height  using Eq. (8.1). The mean 
bubble size class, the static local gas holdup fractions and column sectional volume '̈  were 
used to calculate the average of the local BNDD over bubble sizes at steady state using 
Eq. (8.2). This is steady state calculation labelled 1 in Figure 8.1. The obtained local gas void 
fractions ()  of Chapter 4 are stated in Table 8.1. Figure 8.2 is a diagrammatic illustration 
of the representation of the average of the BNDD over bubble sizes at column sections (i.e. 
radial averaging of BNDD). 
Table 8.1. The local gas void fractions at superficial gas velocities of 0.016 and 0.01 m/s.     
 
Column section Section 1 & 2 Section 3 Section 4 
()(%) at 0.01 m/s 0.0220 0.0206 0.0308 
()(%) at 0.016 m/s 0.0270 0.0403 0.0470 
    
 FG<()kkkkkkkkkk = ∑ T()TÝ# ∑ eTÝ#  (8.1) 
 kMFG<ss() = '̈ ()FG<()kkkkkkkkkk (8.2) 
The calculations represent a radial averaging of a 2D BNDD to obtain a 1D BNDD as a 























Figure 8.2. The axial distribution of static gas holdup fractions in the column determined by the ERT 
technique experimentally – numbered 1 in the algorithm of Figure 8.1. 
 
From the determined (, ) during the DGD process (denoted by FG<].](, )), the 
FG<].](, ) was averaged along the column axis as in Eq. (8.3) to obtain kìFG<].](). 
This is the computation labelled 2 in Figure 8.1. The kìFG<].]() can be interpreted as an 
axial averaging of the 2D BNDD to obtain a 1D BNDD as a function of bubble size 
kìFG<].]() as illustrated in the diagram of Figure 8.3. 























Figure 8.3. The dynamic gas holdup during the DGD process that yielded the size distribution of 




The resolved global bubble size classes in the column through a coupling of the ERT and DGD 
process allowed for the determination of the minimum and maximum range of bubble sizes 
depending on Q. From the known upper and lower bound of bubble size classes, the bubble 
population were group into 30 classes for higher size resolution. The inlet BNDD (,  = 0), 
which is the PBM boundary condition was modelled using a guess log-normal distribution to 
assume the bubble size distribution leaving the sparger surface. The mean and standard 
deviation of the natural logarithm of bubble volumes will be parameterised to obtain the 
actual inlet BNDD.  
Accordingly, a 2D steady-state PBM was solved to simulate the bubble swarm phenomenon 
under the influence of significant bubble coalescence and negligible breakage rates as 
source term models. The 2D steady-state PBM was solved since at all gas flow rates studied 
the bubble swarming events were visually observed to be steady with respect to time. In 
addition, the local gas void fractions by the ERT technique were also noticed to change 
insignificantly with respect to time for a given gas flow rate. The solution of the 2D steady- 
state PBM is the BNDD, denoted by §=xss(, ), which describes the bubble population 
of a bubble class within the range [,  + 	]	at height [,  + 	]. 
From §=xss(, ), an average of the BNDD over bubble size, , (denoted by kM§=xss()) 
was calculated as in Eq. (8.4) based on the result of Eq. (8.1) at local sections of the column. 
The calculation of kM§=xss() is similar to that of kMFG<ss() as illustrated in the diagram 
of Figure 8.4 labelled 3 in Figure 8.1. The obtained PBM solution §=xss(, ) was then 
used as the initial condition for the developed model for the process of DGD in the column. 
 kM§=xss() = ³ §=x(, )	
MCMCDE FG<()kkkkkkkkkk  (8.4) 
The solution of the DGD model process was analysed, as in Chapter 7, to compute the BNDD, 
denoted by x].](, ). The x].](, ) was subsequently averaged along the axial 
direction of the column as in Eq. (8.5) to obtain kìx].](). The computation of kìx].]()  
is similar to kìFG<].]() as illustrated in the diagram of Figure 8.4 labelled 4 in Figure 8.1.  






















Figure 8.4. The simulation of bubble swarm phenomenon using a 2D steady-state PBM and modelling 
of the DGD process after gas dispersion was turned-off that yielded BNDD as a function of bubble size 
and space – numbered 3 and 4 respectively in the algorithm of Figure 8.1. 
 
Accordingly, in order to resolve the actual (, ) of the steady state bubble swarm, the 
inlet BNDD (,  = 0), the specific coalescence rate ö(, \) and the breakage frequency 
(, \) as well as the gradient of flux term I n  during DGD model were parameterised. 
The parameterisation was intended to ensure the steady and unsteady ERT measurements 
agree with PBM and DGD model computations. The ERT measurements agreeing with PBM 
computations means Eq. (8.2) (label 1 in Figure 8.1) agrees with Eq. (8.4) (label 3 in Figure 
8.1); and Eq. (8.3) (label 2 in Figure 8.1) agrees with Eq. (8.5) (label 4 in Figure 8.1).  
The solution of the PBM, (, ), on parametersing the inlet (,  = 0), the ö(, \), 
(, \) and I n  that lead to an agreement of Eq. (8.2) and Eq. (8.3) respectively with 
Eq. (8.4) and Eq. (8.5) was taken as the actual BNDD ((, )) in the column for a known Q.  
The turbulent, laminar and buoyancy collision frequencies are contributory bubble collision 
properties to the specific coalescence rate as described in Chapter 6. The breakage 
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frequency is a function of the energy dissipation rate due to turbulent eddies and a bubble 
size. In estimating the bubble breakage frequency, the energy dissipation rate was assumed 
to be 2" at the Q of 0.016 m/s (Martinez, et al., 2010).  
The stated constant values of Table 8.2 were parameters for physical quantities to obtain 
the actual solution (, ) of Figure 8.5 for the case of the gas flow rate at 0.016 m/s 
meeting the required conditions. The parameterization of the bubble breakage frequency 
was made to indicate the phenomenon of bubble breakage was negligible during bubble 
swarming at the Q of 0.016 m/s. The parameters for the quantities were adjusted until the 
best fits of Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8 were obtained. The statistical errors associated with the 
fits and the accuracy of the determined (, ) is evaluated in Section 8.2. The required 
consistency of the model with the conditions of steady and unsteady state ERT estimates of 
gas void fractions are described in the following paragraphs.  
Table 8.2. Parameters for physical quantities to determine the BNDD by the hybrid of ERT and a PBM 



























± 10−3 1 3 1 1.00× 10Ï 
0.80
± 10−3 
Keys: Lb – Lower bound of bubble sizes (bs), Ub – Upper bound of bs, TCF – turbulent coalescence 
frequency, LCF – laminar coalescence frequency, BCF – buoyancy coalescence frequency, Avg.- Mean 
of logarithm of bs, Std. – Standard deviation of logarithm of bs, BBF- Bubble breakage frequency, U - 
scaling factor for the flux gradient at elemental column section volume during DGD. 
In the computations labelled 4 in Figure 8.1, the result of Figure 8.5 was used as an initial 
condition for the model of the DGD process to obtain the solution of the DGD process of 
Figure 8.6. The solution of the DGD model was the graph of time-variant disengaging gas 
volume locally in the column. The disengaged gas volumes at characteristic disengagement 
times of bubble size classes were analysed from the solution of the DGD model similar to the 
measured time-variant disengaging gas volume of Chapter 5. The obtained results are 
presented in Table 8.3.  
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The local and the global BNDD were obtained by the ratio of the characteristic disengaged 
gas volume to the disengaged mean bubble volume at the characteristic time by the scheme 
of Figure 5.14. Following this scheme, the local BNDD on Table 8.4 were obtained at 
Q = 0.016 m/s. The axially averaged BNDD was calculated from the results in column 1 to 4 
of Table 8.4 to obtain the result of column 5 of Table 8.4 using Eq. (8.5). The results of the 
axially averaged BNDD determined from ERT images captured during DGD, Eq. (8.3), are 
displayed in column 8 of Table 8.4. 
The two graphs of axially averaged BNDD by a model of DGD and by experimental 
measurement during DGD against the logarithm of axially averaged bubble volume are 
shown in Figure 8.7.  In this figure, the legends ‘Model DGD data (PBM data)’ and Expt. DGD 
data’ denote the averaged of modelled and measured BNDD against the volume of 	̅",TxU&4 
and 	̅",TFG< respectively. These are the computations labelled 4 and 2 in Figure 8.1 (i.e. 
Eq. (8.5) and Eq. (8.3)). 
 
Figure 8.5. A solution of PBM yielding the BNDD depending on bubble volume and column height 




Figure 8.6. The solution of the DGD process model showing the time-variant disengaging gas volume 
locally at the superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s. The characteristic times of disengagement of 
bubble size classes are indicated by the circle symbols on the graphs. 
 
 
Figure 8.7. Axially averaged BNDD depending on the logarithm of bubble volume during DGD process 
by the ERT measurement and a model of DGD process at the superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s. 
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Table 8.3. The disengaged gas volumes locally from the solution of DGD process model at local 











 56.22 58.29 111.05  
140.82 80.91 39.69 125.90  
 99.74 73.27 122.16  
 93.19 126.28 100.52  
110.35 108.00 127.48 81.34  
53.05 129.41 128.91 90.76  
61.20 109.12 126.05 141.91  
64.61 79.38 114.74 196.24  
74.53 50.73 123.90 163.43  
97.68 32.00 60.27 172.78  
140.04   85.86  






















Table 8.4. The local BNDD and axially averaged BNDD as well as the axially averaged SMBD depending 
on bubble size class obtained from the solution of DGD process model and ERT measurement at the 
superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s.  
Key: x].], G and S mean xU&4].], Global and Column section respectively 
 
From the local gas holdup fractions at steady state by the ERT technique and the solution of 
the 2D steady-state PBM of Figure 8.5, the BNDDs averaged over bubble sizes were 
calculated using Eq. (8.2) and Eq. (8.4). The results of the k§=xss() and kFG<ss() are 
shown in Figure 8.8.  
The results shown in Figure 8.8 were obtained from the procedure shown in Figure 8.1. The 
step labelled 1 in Figure 8.1 yielded the results represented by the legend “ ERT & DP data at 
steady state” in Figure 8.8. Likewise, the step labelled 3 in Figure 8.1 yielded the result with 






















S1 S2 S3 S4 G    
 1.9 3.2 3.6 2.9 3.67 3.67 2.6 
8.9 5.6 3.5 6.7 6.4 3.10 3.12 4.1 
 16.3 8.9 11.5 11.8 2.49 2.53 9.3 
 37.7 26.3 17.0 24.2 1.96 1.99 20.1 
105.4 95.8 56.1 22.4 52.8 1.43 1.55 42.8 
236.8 253.1 112.4 35.2 90.2 1.06 1.14 77.9 
553.9 447.9 209.9 81.9 163.1 0.86 0.99 134.2 
1100.3 572.8 317.6 203.1 298.4 0.73 0.86 210.0 
2406.2 560.9 547.9 339.0 497.3 0.59 0.60 403.4 
5973.9 492.7 433.6 595.3 710.5 0.45 0.46 584.5 
18938.4   472.4 1194.3 0.28 0.39 1259.7 
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determined BNDD ((, )) by the hybrid prediction is valid with respect to the axial 
distribution of gas holdup fraction measured by ERT data calibration against DP data. The 
accuracy of the result is quantified in the next section.  
 
Figure 8.8. BNDD averaged over bubble size (volume) against column height during bubble population 







































ERT & DP data at steady state
steady state PBM data
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8.2. Validation of the hybrid predicted BNDD and statistical error analysis  
In Figure 8.7, the  kFG<].]() using Eq. (8.3) and kx].]() using Eq. (8.5) are plotted. 
The mean diameters of bubble sizes from the BNDDs by the ERT data measurements and the 
DGD process model shown in Figure 8.7 are 0.56 cm and 0.52 cm respectively.  
The errors between kFG<ss() and k§=xss() as well as between kFG<].]() and 
kx].]() were evaluated by the linear least square regression defined in Chapter 4. The 
obtained Chi-square (õ), R-square (S)) and f-statistic of the error analysis are stated in 
Table 8.5. 
Table 8.5. The statistical error analysis of the compared ERT steady and dynamic data with PBM and 




õ S f-statistic f-critical (alpha 
level of 5%) 
kFG<ss() 
and k§=xss() 
2.3 × 10 1 13160.00 19.00 
kFG<].]() 
and kx].]() 
0.26 0.97 170.70 5.12 
 
The least square regression method allows evaluating the extent to which the model results 
captured the experimental results. The closeness of the  S to unity, the larger the f-statistic 
above the critical value and the lower the õ suggest the model results significantly 
captured the experimental results. 
The percentage of the difference of the mean diameters by the experimental and model 
approaches to the experimental approach is used to estimate the uncertainty (error) of the 
determined (, ). Thus, the uncertainty of the determined (, ) at the superficial gas 
velocity of 0.016 m/s being valid with respect to the ERT dynamic gas holdup during DGD 
was estimated to be 8.5%. This means the certainty that the determined (, ) is valid with 
respect to dynamic gas holdup captured by ERT technique during DGD process was 91.5%.  
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The average of the kFG<ss() and the k§=xss() of Figure 8.8 in the axial direction of the 
column were 2.88	(a") and 2.88 (a") respectively. The error in the difference of the 
two graphs measured by the ratio of the difference of the average of kFG<ss() and 
k§=xss() to the average of kFG<ss() along the column height was 0.0%. Thus, the 
certainty (accuracy) that the determined (, ) of Figure 8.5 is valid with respect to the 
axial distribution of gas holdup measured by ERT technique at steady state was 100.0%. 
The value of the uncertainty is related to the use of a tubular sparger and one DP transmitter 
available for this study that was moved along the column axis for local gas void fraction 
measurements. The use of a DP transmitter at every column section will address the 
observed error of the resolved (, ) being valid with respect to the ERT measurements.  
8.3. Effects of superficial gas velocity on the computed BNDD based on the 
hybridization of ERT measurements and a PBM 
The aims of this section are as follows: 1) evaluate the validity of developed method of 
hybridizing the ERT measurements and the PBM through a determination of the (, ) at 
lower superficial gas velocities; 2) observe the effects of superficial gas velocity on the 
determined (, ) by the ERT and the PBM hybrid model. 
The hybrid predicted (, ) for the case of Q = 0.016	/ allowed for estimating the 
bubble coalescence rate, breakage rate and the inlet BNDD (,  = 0) as reported in 
Section 8.1. Similarly, the (, ) of the bubble swarming phenomenon given Q values 
lower than 0.016 m/s (i.e. 0.005 – 0.01 m/s) were sought by implementing the algorithm of 
Figure 8.1.  
The gas dispersion into the column at Q = 0.016	/ to set-up a semi-batch flow regime at 
steady state was reduced to 0.01 m/s. Subsequently, the ERT measurements of step 1 and 
step 2 of Figure 8.1 were made. In the computations of step 3 and 4 of Figure 8.1, the 
turbulent frequency, the mean and standard deviation of the logarithm of bubble volume 
classes as well as the flux gradients within elemental volume section were parameterised.  
The constants used to multiply quantities were varied over a known range to obtain the 
mean values of Table 8.6 in order to resolve the (, ). Following such parameterisation, 
the (, ) of Figure 8.9 was determined based on the extent of agreement of kFG<ss() 
and k§=xss() of Figure 8.11 as well as kFG<].]() and kx].]() of Figure 8.10. The 
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statistical error analysis between the average BNDD by ERT technique radially and axially in 
comparison to that by the PBM and model of DGD process respectively are stated in Table 
8.7. 
Table 8.6. Parameters for physical quantities to determine the BNDD by the hybrid of ERT and a PBM 
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Figure 8.9. Solution of PBM yielding the BNDD depending on bubble volume and column height 
satisfying the static and dynamic holdup conditions at the superficial gas velocity of 0.01 m/s. 
 
Figure 8.10. Axially averaged BNDD depending on logarithm of bubble volume during DGD process by 
the ERT measurement and a model of DGD process at the superficial gas velocity of 0.01 m/s. 





































Figure 8.11. BNDD averaged over bubble size (volume) against column height during bubble 
population swarming at steady state by the ERT measurement and the PBM at superficial gas velocity 
of 0.01 m/s. 
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Table 8.7. The statistical error analysis of the compared BNDD from ERT steady and dynamic data with 




Statistical error  
analysis 
õ S f-statistic f-critical (ý evel of 5%) 
0.01 kFG<ss()                        
and k§=xss() 
2.7 × 10 1 12611.13 19.00 
kFG<].]()  
and kx].]() 
0.85 0.92 48.66 5.12 
0.009 kFG<ss()                        
and k§=xss() 
2.6 × 10 1 11399.8 19.00 
kFG<].]()  
and kx].]() 
0.29 0.97 199.49 5.32 
0.008 kFG<ss()                       
 and k§=xss() 
4.0 × 10 1 28389.97 19.00 
kFG<].]()  
and kx].]() 
0.30 0.97 117.30 5.32 
0.007 kFG<ss()                        
and k§=xss() 
8.5 × 10 1 35375.50 19.00 
kFG<].]()  
and kx].]() 
0.32 0.96 84.85 5.59 
0.006 kFG<ss()                      
and k§=xss() 
1.72 × 10 1 17443.35 19.00 
kFG<].]()  
and kx].]() 
0.58 0.92 33.42 5.99 
0.005 kFG<ss()                        
and k§=xss() 
1.08 × 10" 1 6948.67 19.00 
kFG<].]()  
and kx].]() 




Table 8.8. The mass transfer rates and the time-variant bubble class density resulting pressure 







1 & 2 
R PQë 
! (")  
∆$U 
         (s) 
  ∆YQ 
! (")  
Inlet mean bubble volume 
(") 
0.016 2.70 2.40 × 10 1 × 10 8.74 × 10 9.8642 − 7 
0.010 2.20 1.90 × 10 1 × 10 8.74 × 10 2.7152 − 7 
0.009 2.02 1.73 × 10 1 × 10 4.74 × 10 1.8442 − 7 
0.008 1.91 1.63 × 10 1 × 10 4.74 × 10 5.3302 − 8 
0.007 1.75 1.48 × 10 1 × 10 4.74 × 10 1.0902 − 7 
0.006 1.49 1.25 × 10 0.5 × 10 2.74 × 10 6.0702 − 8 
0.005 1.30 1.08 × 10 0.5 × 10 2.74 × 10 7.2802 − 8 
 
The gas-liquid mass transfer rates and the time-variant bubble class density due to axial 
pressure variation resulted in bubble expansion during DGD process. The explained method 
of calculating the R PQë in Section 7.2 of Chapter 7 was used to obtain the R PQë for varied Q as shown in Table 8.8. The R PQë values were calculated based on Q at Section 1 and 2 
because the DGD process starts from the column base. 
Since the mass transfer rate decreases with a decrease in Q, the time-variant bubble class 
density was also assumed to decrease with a decrease in Q. Thus, the assumed elemental 
time step was scaled by half at Q values of 0.006 and 0.005 m/s. The assumption is 
expected to be valid since the gas-liquid interfacial area contributing to axial pressure 
variation decrease with a decrease in Q.   
On reduction of the gas dispersion to achieve a Q = 0.009 /, the BNDD (, ) of the 
bubble evolution was resolved following the scheme of Figure 8.1. The gas dispersion at the 
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volumetric flow rate of 20lpm produced Q = 0.005 / in the column. This was the 
minimum Qvalue studied since the global gas void fraction was 0.0154. At Q lower than 
0.005 m/s, the accuracy of the measured static and dynamic gas void fractions were low.  
For each of the lower superficial gas velocities (i.e. 0.008, 0.007, 0.006 and 0.005 m/s), the 
ERT measurements were captured during bubble swarm at steady state and in the process 
of DGD to compute kFG<ss() and kFG<].](). Similar approach of developing the 
boundary condition for the PBM at higher Q values  (i.e. 0.0016 and 0.001 m/s) was 
repeated for lower flow Q values. 
Table 8.6 highlights the parameter values used in adjusting the inlet bubble size distribution, 
the turbulent, laminar, buoyancy driven collision rate and the breakage frequency. The 
parameters in Table 8.6 were adjusted to ensure the determined (, ) for a given Q is 
valid with respect to the ERT measurements at steady state and during DGD (labelled 1 and 
2 in Figure 8.1). Additionally, Table 8.6 displays the parameter values used to scale the 
gradient of flux within an elemental column section during DGD processes. The scaling was 
necessary owing to the bubble expansion and fluctuating axial transport of bubbles along 
the column axis during DGD processes. 
The steady state kFG<ss() and kFG<].]() were calculated from the experimental ERT 
static and transient gas void fraction at Q = 0.009 /. The graphs of the kFG<ss() and  kFG<].]() are shown respectively in Figure 8.12 with the legend ‘ERT & DP data at steady 
state’ and Figure 8.14 with the legend ’ERT DGD Data’. The BNDD (, ) of Figure 8.13 was 
the steady-state PBM solution based on the stated parameter of Table 8.6 satisfying the 
required steady and transient conditions. The function k§=xss() was calculated from the 
PBM solution and the function kx].]() was calculated from the model of DGD process in 
line with schemes of Figure 5.14 and Figure 8.1. 
The graph of k§=xss() is shown in Figure 8.12 with the legend ‘Steady state PBM data’, 
while the graph of kx].]()  is shown in Figure 8.14 with the legend ‘Model DGD Data’. 
The statistical error between kFG<ss() and k§=xss() as well as between kFG<].]() 





Figure 8.12. BNDD averaged over bubble size (volume) against column height during bubble 
population swarming at steady state by the ERT measurement and the PBM at superficial gas velocity 





Figure 8.13. The solution of PBM yielding the BNDD depending on bubble volume and column height 
satisfying the static and dynamic holdup conditions at the superficial gas velocity of 0.009 m/s. 
 
 




































ERT & DP data at steady state




Figure 8.14.  Axially averaged BNDD depending on the logarithm of bubble volume during DGD 
process by the ERT measurement and a model of DGD process at the superficial gas velocity of 0.009 
m/s. 
 
Similar experimental static and transient ERT measurements as in Q = 0.009 / were 
made at Q = 0.008 / to obtain the kFG<ss() and kFG<].]() of Figure 8.15(a and c) 
respectively. The graph of kFG<ss() is represented with the legend ‘ERT & DP Data at 
steady state’ while the graph of kFG<].]() with the legend ‘Expt. DGD data’. Figure 8.15b 
shows the PBM solution at Q = 0.008 / satisfying the static and transient conditions by 
the parameters on Table 8.6 and the statistical error analysis of Table 8.7. The computed  k§=xss() and  kx].]() from the PBM solution are shown in Figure 8.15(a and c) with 
the legends ‘steady state PBM data’ and ‘Model DGD data’. 









































































ERT & DP data at steady state





Figure 8.15. BNDD graphs at superficial gas velocity of 0.008 m/s (a) BNDD averaged over bubble size 
(volume) against column height by the ERT measurement and the PBM (b) Solution of PBM yielding 
the BNDD depending on bubble volume and column height satisfying the static and dynamic holdup 
conditions, (c) Axially averaged BNDD depending on the logarithm of bubble volume during DGD 
process by the ERT measurement and a model of DGD process. 
 
At superficial gas velocity of 0.007 m/s, the resolved PBM solution based on the extent of 
agreement of kFG<ss() and k§=xss() as well as kFG<].]() and kx].]() are 
shown in Figure 8.16a. The graphs of kFG<ss() and k§=xss() are shown in Figure 8.16b 
by the similar legend representations at higher Q values. In addition, the graphs of kFG<].]() and kx].]() at Q = 0.007 / are displayed in Figure 8.16c. The 
parameters for the inlet BNDD, coalescence, breakage rates and flux gradient during DGD 
process are stated in Table 8.6. The statistical error analysis of the radially and axially 
averaged experimental measured BNDD to that by modelling are reported Table 8.7.    
 










































































ERT & DP data at steady state





Figure 8.16. BNDD graphs at the superficial gas velocity of 0.007 m/s (a) Solution of PBM yielding the 
BNDD depending on bubble volume and column height satisfying the static and dynamic holdup 
conditions, (b) BNDD averaged over bubble size (volume) against column height by the ERT 
measurement and the PBM (c) Axially averaged BNDD depending on logarithm of bubble volume 
during DGD process by the ERT measurement and a model of DGD process. 
 
Similarly, at  Q = 0.006 /, the resolve PBM solution producing the functions kFG<ss() 
and kFG<].]() agreeing with the functions  k§=xss() and kx].]() respectively are 
shown in Figure 8.17a. The graphs of kFG<ss() and k§=xss() as well as kFG<].]() 
and kx].]() are shown in Figure 8.17(b and c) respectively. The legend representations 
are consistent with the used legends at higher Q values. Moreover, the parameters for the 
inlet BNDD, coalescence rate, breakage rate and the flux gradient during DGD process are 













































































ERT & DP data at steady state




      (c ) 
Figure 8.17. BNDD graphs at the superficial gas velocity of 0.006 m/s (a) Solution of PBM yielding the 
BNDD depending on bubble volume and column height satisfying the static and dynamic holdup 
conditions, (b) BNDD averaged over bubble size (volume) against column height by the ERT 
measurement and the PBM (c) Axially averaged BNDD depending on the logarithm of bubble volume 
during DGD process by the ERT measurement and a model of DGD process. 
 
The inlet BNDD and the breakage rate were parameterised as stated in Table 8.6 combined 
with published coalescence rate and flux gradient without parameterisation to resolve the 
BNDD at Q = 0.005 / as in Figure 8.18a. Figure 8.18 (b and c) show respectively the 
extent of agreement of kFG<ss() and k§=xss() as well as kFG<].]() and 
kx].]() based on the statistical error of Table 8.7. 
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Figure 8.18. BNDD graphs at the superficial gas velocity of 0.005 m/s (a) Solution of PBM yielding the 
BNDD depending on bubble volume and column height satisfying the static and dynamic holdup 
conditions, (b) BNDD averaged over bubble size (volume) against column height by the ERT 
measurement and the PBM (c) Axially averaged BNDD depending on the logarithm of bubble volume 
during DGD process by the ERT measurement and a model of DGD process. 
 
The plots in Figure 8.19 - Figure 8.25 show the gas void fractions (, ) per volume of 
bubble size class of bubble classes calculated from the hybrid predicted (, ) at superficial 
gas velocities ranging from 0.005 m/s – 0.016 m/s. 
 





































Figure 8.19. The gas void fraction as a function of bubble class volume and column height at the 
superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s. 
 
 
Figure 8.20. The gas void fraction as a function of bubble class volume and column height at the 




Figure 8.21. The gas void fraction as a function of bubble class volume and column height at the 
superficial gas velocity of 0.009 m/s. 
 
Figure 8.22. The gas void fraction as a function of bubble class volume and column height at the 





Figure 8.23 The gas void fraction as a function of bubble class volume and column height at the 
superficial gas velocity of 0.007 m/s. 
 
Figure 8.24. The gas void fraction as a function of bubble class volume and column height at the 







Figure 8.25. The gas void fraction as a function of bubble class volume and column height at the 
superficial gas velocity of 0.005 m/s. 
 
8.4. Discussion and conclusions 
The Electrical Point Probe measurement technique, being an alternative technique for 
measuring bubble population parameters, is cumbersome, bulky, complicated, expensive 
and intrusive as described in Chapter 2. However, the ERT technique is portable, low-cost, 
non-invasive, non-intrusive and simple to set-up. The ERT data captured from the column 
could be reconstructed either online or off-line post-processing to image the gas dispersion 
based on conductivity contrasting within a BCR.  
The BNDD (, ) describing the bubble evolution in the column at steady state was 
determined such that the calculated dynamic and static gas holdup fractions agree with 
measured dynamic and static gas holdup fractions respectively by the ERT technique. In 
determining the (, ) at higher superficial gas velocities, the turbulent driven collision 
frequency was parameterised. The parameter values stated in Table 8.6 were used since the 
degree of turbulence in the liquid phase increases with increase in superficial gas velocity. 
Thus, the plots of (, ) in Section 8.3 for varied gas flow rates show the turbulence driven 
coalescence rate increases with superficial gas velocity.  
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The resolved (, ) also indicate the laminar and buoyancy driven collision rates were 
steady for all the gas flow rates studied since with no parameterization, the BNDDs (, ) 
were predicted at estimated certainty. The parameter values for the flux gradient within an 
elemental control volume during DGD processes range from 0.8 to 1.0 as stated in Table 8.2 
and Table 8.6. The parameter U = 0.8 at higher Q values lead to the hybrid predicted 
BNDDs owing to high bubble population within the control volumes. The high bubble 
population affects the bubble rise velocity of the mean bubble class more significantly than a 
situation of less population. Thus, without parameterising the flux gradient or U = 1.0, the 
hybrid predicted BNDDs were determined at lower Q values.   
Although at the highest Q the fluid regime was turbulent, there were insignificant breakage 
events since the fluid Weber number was less than the critical Weber number for bubble 
breakage. The use of the fixed low-value parameters stated in Table 8.6 were applicable 
since the hydrodynamic regime ranged from translational to low turbulence at the highest 
Q of 0.016 m/s. The Q of 0.016 m/s was the highest possible gas flow rate studied owing to 
the column height available for this work. Further from this gas flow rate, the displaced 
liquid phase by aeration process spill-off the column. Besides, the water- head level should 
be at least 0.2 m above an ERT electrode sensor for accurate imaging of the dispersion.  
 Additionally, the resolved (, ) confirms that the breakage rate events in the column for 
all the flow rates were negligible. The confirmation is based on the insignificant parameter 
for the breakage rate that yields (, ) satisfying the required static and dynamic gas 
holdup conditions at known accuracy values.  
The calculated bubble class void fractions per volume of a bubble class locally from the 
resolved BNDD based on the ERT/PBM hybrid model are shown in Figure 8.19 - Figure 8.25 
for varied superficial gas velocities. The graph of the bubble class void fraction depending on 
bubble size for a given superficial gas velocity was a scaled surface plot in comparison to the 
associated BNDD. The graph for a given Q was obtained from the ratio of the product of 
BNDD and the mean bubble volume to the volume of the elemental column section.     
Moreover, the total gas volume at local column sections calculated from the resolved BNDD 
in the column increases with increase in superficial gas velocity of gas dispersion. The 
increase in total local gas volume with increase in superficial gas velocity of dispersion is 
consistent with existing theories since the gas void fraction at column sections increases 
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with increase in superficial gas velocity. Notably, the minimum spatial resolution of the ERT 
and PBM hybrid algorithm for each Q corresponds to the lower bound of bubble size range 
that yielded the hybrid predicted BNDD. 
The resolved BNDD (, ) changes with varying superficial gas velocities as determined by 
the ERT/PBM hybrid model. As shown in the plots of results of Section 8.3, the resolved 
(, ) was not noticed to increase with increasing superficial gas velocity, though the gas 
volume at local column sections increases with increasing gas volumetric flow rate. The 
(, ) for varied gas flow rates were obtained because the global mean size class of bubble 
classes increases with increasing superficial gas velocity locally but not at the same rate as 
the total volume of gas. This is noticed for the inlet mean bubble volume at higher Q in 
Table 8.8 and results in Chapter 5. Thus, the BNDD, which is the ratio of gas volume in a 
bubble class to the mean bubble volume in the class does not show increasing values with 






Chapter 9  
Hydrodynamic parameter predictions using the hybrid of ERT and PBM 
technique in a column 
The method of hybrid prediction of BNDD of bubble swarm based on the hybrid algorithm of 
ERT and PBM has been explained in Chapter 8. The objective of this chapter is to explore the 
hybrid predicted BNDD (, ) for hydrodynamic parameter predictions in a column, which 
is useful for its performance description and scale-up design.  
In designing a BCR to achieve effective product yield, sufficient information on the following 
hydrodynamic parameters should be known: specific gas-liquid interfacial area, axial solid 
dispersion coefficients, SMBD, axial dispersion coefficients of the gas and liquid, overall heat 
transfer coefficient of the multiphase system, mass transfer rates for all species, gas holdup 
and physicochemical properties of the liquid medium (Kantarci, et al., 2005). The following 
problem on process design of column operation for its scale-up is considered to show the 
importance of knowledge of axial and size distribution (or BNDD) of bubbles for a column 
scale-up design. 
1) Air, composing of mostly Nitrogen gas, was distributed into a mildly saline solution of 
depth 1.39 m contained in a BCR of height 1.545 m and diameter 0.29 m at the ambient 
temperature of 25℃. The large excess gas was sparged through a porous tubular gas 
distributor of height 0.265 m and diameter 0.03 m located at the column base. The 
multiphase dispersion was semi-batch in a steady state such that there was approximately 
zero dissolved Nitrogen gas throughout the experiment. a) Determine the axial distribution 
of Nitrogen consumption rate; b) the axial distribution of intensity of the multiphase mixing; 
3) the axial gas and liquid dispersion coefficient when the dispersed phase was distributed at 
varied superficial gas velocities ranging from [0.005 – 0.016 m/s] on the interval of 0.001 
m/s?    
2a) Suppose the multiphase process in the pilot scale BCR design was to be scale-up based 
on the geometric symmetry design, what superficial gas flow rate would ensure a volumetric 
gas-liquid mass transfer rate of 0.3[#] and a SMBD of 0.045 m compared to the values for 
the parameters at a superficial gas velocity of 0.016 m/s with the present pilot scale column? 
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2b) What are the effects of the determined superficial gas velocity on the mixing time and 
the gas and liquid axial dispersion coefficients respectively?   
In Section 9.1 of this chapter, an account of the application of the hybrid predicted BNDDs 
for the hydrodynamic parameter predictions in the column is given. An exploration of the 
hybrid algorithm predictions for column scale-up design is reported in Section 9.2. The 
results of the use of an alternative experimentally validated simulation model by other 
researchers for hydrodynamic parameter predictions in a column are presented in Section 
9.3. The conclusions on the novel hybrid of ERT and PBM for hydrodynamic parameter 
predictions in a column with the objectives of performance description and column scale-up 
design are given in Section 9.4. 
 
9.1.  Application of the hybrid of ERT and PBM algorithm for hydrodynamic 
parameter predictions in a column 
The axial distribution of the Nitrogen gas (air) consumption rate of question 1 requires the 
calculation of the axial distribution of the volumetric gas-liquid mass transfer rates for varied 
Qs. This is required because there was approximately zero dissolved Nitrogen gas 
throughout the experiment, thus, the Nitrogen gas was mostly absorbed by the liquid.  
The theoretical framework for the development of the empirical correlation for K- is 
presented since the K- is required for calculating the volumetric mass transfer rates, K-. 
Moreover, the local gas holdup fractions Q() and the SMBDs 	MN need be known for the 
calculation of K- as stated in Eq. (9.3) and Eq. (9.7) respectively. Thus, Q() and 	MN are 
calculated prior to the determination of K- and then K- by the following definitions. 
The coefficient K- is actually an average value of K- since the local value of K- should vary 
on the surface of one bubble and depends on the bubble size (Akita & Yoshida, 1974). If the 
number of bubbles  per unit aerated liquid volume '̈  be represented by  '̈n  and the 
diameter of spherical shaped bubble by 	, the gas holdup fraction in a unit aerated liquid 
volume can be expressed as (Akita & Yoshida, 1974) and (Jun, et al., 2015)  
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 Q() = Ò6'̈  	"(	, )			
C
CDE
 (9.1)  
The volumetric mass transfer rate is the product of K- and the specific gas-liquid interfacial 
area . Thus, the local volumetric mass transfer rate will then be of the form 
 K-() = Ò'̈  K-	(	, )			
C
CDE
 (9.2)  
Dividing Eq. (9.2) by Eq. (9.1), we have 
 
K-() = 6Q() JKK




By the definition of the volume-surface mean bubble diameter 	MN and the mean value of K- 
as in  
 	MN() = ³ 	"(	, )		CCDE ³ 	(	, )		CCDEA  (9.4) 
 K-() = ³ K-	(	, )		CCDE ³ 	(	, )		CCDEA  (9.5) 
Eq. (9.1) can be combined with Eq. (9.5) to obtain Eq. (9.6). 
 K-() = K-() 6Q() 	MN (9.6) 




The local average K- can be computed using Eq. (9.7) (Shimizu, et al., 2000) by the Higbie 
penetration theory where - is the air-water diffusivity. Accordingly, from the knowledge of 




 () = K-() K-()  (9.8) 
The enumerated equations will be used accordingly to calculate the hydrodynamic 
parameters in answering the posed questions. 
9.1.1.  Gas holdup fraction calculations 
The local BNDD (, ) in Eq. (9.9) is expressed in terms of column section height A[], 
column radius S[] and radius of mean bubble size 3[] in a bubble class between 
[3, 3 + 	3]. The symbol @() denotes the gas volume fraction in a bubble class  of the total 
gas volume in the column section. The axial distribution of the gas holdup fractions in the 
column was determined using Eq. (9.10) derived from Eq. (9.9). 
 (, ) = Q()S"A4 3n 3"kkk @() (9.9) 
The Eq. (9.10) indicates the size and axial distribution of bubbles, (, ), in the column is 
required for calculating the axial distribution of gas holdup fractions where the mean bubble 
size in a class is kkk = 4 3n 3"kkk. 
  (, )	kkkS"A 		
MC
MCDE
= Q() (9.10) 
The determined axial and size distribution of bubbles by the hybrid of ERT and PBM 
predictions, thus, allows for the calculation of the axial distribution of gas holdup fractions. 
The resolved axial and size distribution of bubbles (BNDD) for varied superficial gas velocities 
are displayed in Figure 8.5, Figure 8.9, Figure 8.13, Figure 8.15, Figure 8.16, Figure 8.17 and 
Figure 8.18 of Section 8.3 in Chapter 8. 
Using the (, ) at known Q, the Eq. (9.10) was used to compute the axial distribution of 
gas holdup fractions for varied Qs. The plot of the axial distribution of gas holdup fraction 
results in Figure 9.1 for stated Q values were obtained from the corresponding (, ) of 




Figure 9.1. Axial distribution of gas holdup in the column at varied superficial gas velocities. 
 
The graphs of Figure 9.1 show an increase in axial distribution of gas holdup fractions with 
an increase in Q, which is expected since the gas volume at a local column section increases 
with increase in superficial gas velocity. The trend of the axial distribution of Q at a given Q 
is due to the form of the fluid dispersion produced by the tubular gas distributor as 
discussed in Chapter 4. The bubbles were radially well-distributed at Section 3 and 4 while 
being dispersed through the column centre and top of the sparger at Section 1 and 2. The 
decrease in bubble resident time with an increase in column height contributes to the 
increase in the gas void fraction with column height. As discussed in Chapter 4, the Q at 
Section 1 and 2, Section 3 as well as Section 4 are in agreement with the empirical 
correlation of (Shah, et al., 1982), (Hughmark, 1967) and (Akita & Yoshida, 1973) 
respectively. The obtained R-square statistical analysis between the gas void fraction at 
Section 1 and 2, Section 3 and Section 4 and the published correlations are 95%, 99% and 
97% respectively. The results of Figure 9.1 agree with that obtained in the work of (Shimizu, 
et al., 2000) of Figure 9.10 globally and specifically for the axial distribution of Figure 9.11 at 
Q = 0.01/. 
 
 







































9.1.2.  SMBD calculations 
In order to calculate the	K-()[*#] as in Eq. (9.7), the axial distribution of the SMBD 	MN() should be known. The local 	MN() was calculated using Eq. (9.4) from the known (, ) with respect to Q. The results of the axial distribution of the SMBD depending on 
the superficial gas velocity are displayed in Figure 9.2.  
 	_kkkkkk = 	∑ 	_()ìQìÝì(	_())  (9.11) 
 
Figure 9.2. The axial distribution of mean bubble diameter in the column at varied superficial gas 
velocities. 
 
The Eq. (9.11) was derived from Eq. (9.4) to calculate the global SMBD for varied flow rates. 
At all studied Q, the axial distributions of the SMBD show the bubble size increases along 
the column height. This occurred due to significant bubble coalescence rates and 
insignificant bubble breakage rates during axial bubble swarming in the column. The extent 
of increase of the 	MN along the column height decreases with a decrease in Q. These 
results are consistent with the coalescence rate parameters for varied Q that yielded the 
PBM solution and solution of DGD process model  agreeing with the experimental 
measurements.  





































Similar graphical trend was obtained by (Sattar, et al., 2013), (Laari & Turunen, 2005) and 
(Laari & Turunen, 2003)  in their work where tubular sparger with 2000 holes was used 
within the range of studied Q. The obtained graphs shown in Figure 9.2 indicate the axial 
distribution of SMBD increases with increase in gas flow rate Q ranging from 0.008-
0.016m/s. At lower Q of 0.005, 0.006 and 0.007 m/s, the obtained axial distribution of the 
mean 	MN are based on the range of bubble sizes and the inlet BNDD parameter satisfying 
the experimental measurements.  
9.1.3.  Liquid-phase mass transfer coefficients 
From the calculated 	MN for varied Q, the local K-() were calculated using Eq. (9.7) to 
obtain Figure 9.3. The resolved hybrid predicted (, ) was required for calculating the 
local K-() since 	MN depends on (, ) in the column as in Eq. (9.4). The axial distribution 
of the volumetric mass transfer rates K-() for varied Q based on the interpretation of 
Eq. (9.3) and Eq. (9.6) were calculated from the product of K-() and the local specific gas-
liquid interfacial area (). The () for varied Q were calculated using Eq. (9.12) (Akita & 
Yoshida, 1974), (Shah, et al., 1982) owing to its validity at the operational conditions in the 
column to obtain the graphs in Figure 9.4.  
  = 1 (3¨)n Æ¨
Y-σ Ç
. Æ¨"- Ç
.# Q#.#" (9.12) 
 
Figure 9.3. The axial distribution of the volumetric mass transfer coefficient at varied superficial gas 
velocities in the column 



















































The K- decreases with Q at larger Q (0.008 – 0.016 m/s) because the 	MN increases with Q owing to the balance of the bubble birth and death caused by the significant coalescence 
events and insignificant breakage events. The trend of the graph of 	MN against Q at lower Q of Figure 9.2 is also observed in the relation between K- and Q at lower Q (0.005 – 
0.007 m/s). At the lower Q, the order of increase in 	MN was from 0.006, 0.005 to 0.007 as 
captured by the ERT imaging technique. 
Due to the significant coalescence events contributing to an increase in 	MN along column 
height (i.e. Figure 9.2) at a given Q, the K- decreases with the column height at a given Q 
as shown in Figure 9.3. 
 
Figure 9.4. The axial distribution of the specific gas-liquid interfacial area at varied superficial gas 
velocities in the column. 
 
The graphs in Figure 9.4 shows an increase in  with increase in Q because of the 
dependence of  on Q as in Eq. (9.12). In addition, by the proposed correlation between Q 
and Q of the form Q ∝  Q_; 	0.7 <  < 1.2 (Shah, et al., 1982) for bubbly fluid flow 
regime, the Q increases with Q. The alternative proposed correlation of Eq. (9.13) by 
(Nagel, et al., 1979) and (Schumpe & Deckwe, 1981) shows an increase of  with increase in 
Q for  > 0 as well as an increase of  with increase in Q.         



















































  = ! ¶ℯ ′ n º. Q_; 	 = 48.7 ¶Q ^&n º.# (9.13) 
Given the used tubular gas distributor design that produced uniform and well-distributed 
bubbles at planes much higher along the column axis, the obtained trend of Q along the 
column height influences the local  as observed in the graphs of Figure 9.4. Since the  
varies with Q by Eq. (9.12), the validity of the measured Q suggests that the calculated  for 
a given Q is accurate in line with the experimental results by (Akita & Yoshida, 1974). 
Accordingly, the obtained graphs for the gas-liquid volumetric mass transfer rates K-() 
for varied Q are displayed in Figure 9.5.  
 
Figure 9.5. The axial distribution of the volumetric gas-liquid mass rates at varied superficial gas 
velocities in the column. 
 
The product of the trends of the axial distribution of K- and  are observed in the axial 
distribution of K- over the range of Q. The K- is observed to increase with an increase 
in the Q largely except for the measurement at Q = 0.008	/ at lower sections. This 
occurred due to the K- at 0.008 m/s being lower than that at lower Q as shown in Figure 
9.3.    













































 The axial distribution of Q is not steady owing to the used tubular gas distributor that 
generated dispersion that increases along the column axis as shown in Figure 9.1. The 
validation of the local gas holdup fraction against Q has been discussed in Chapter 4. A 
sintered porous or perforated flat plate will generate uniformly well-distributed bubble 
population locally and globally in the column compared to the used sparger. 
The graphs in Figure 9.5 were obtained owing to the increasing Q with column height at a 
given Q that lead to increase in the K- from the lower column section to the higher 
column section. However, at each column section for all the Q, the K- decreases with 
column height owing to the dominant K- term. The K- decreases with column height for all 
the Q studied owing to the increase in the  	MN with column height. The 	MN was noticed to 
increase along the column height as a result the balance of the bubble birth and death on 
the account of bubble coalescence and breakage events during axial bubble swarming.       
The results of Figure 9.5 at Q = 0.01m/s and Q = 0.0308 at the fourth column section 
agree with the values obtained in the work of (Shimizu, et al., 2000) though a column with 
the diameter of 0.2 m was used as in Figure 9.13. The trend of the corresponding gas void 
fraction of Figure 9.11 also agrees with the measured Q at Q = 0.01m/s at the fourth 
column section. A simulation model for the prediction of gas holdup and volumetric mass 
transfer rates was developed by (Shimizu, et al., 2000) in their work. Their results were 
validated with well-established correlation model of (Akita & Yoshida, 1973), (Kawase, et al., 
1987), (Shah, et al., 1982) and their experimental measurements as in Figure 9.12. 
Furthermore, the global hybrid-predicted K- over the range of studied Q were validated 
against the empirical correlation of Eq. (9.14) (Kantarci, et al., 2005) (Shah, et al., 1982) that 
is valid for Q ranging from 0.002 – 0.08 m/s. 
 K-	 = cQ_ (9.14) 
The correlation was proposed based on the oxygen transfer in tap water in a BCR were the 
parameter c and  were estimated to be 0.467 and 0.82 respectively at 17.7% mean error. 
The graph of the global hybrid-predicted K- against Q agrees with the correlation of 
Eq. (9.14) with c = 0.42	and   = 0.82 as in Figure 9.6 by the statistical error on Table 9.1. In 
addition, the hybrid-predicted K- against Q agrees with the correlation of Eq. (9.15) valid 
in an air-water fluid system with Q ranging from 0.003-0.4 m/s (Akita & Yoshida, 1973) 
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(Shah, et al., 1982). The accuracy level of the agreement between the two results is stated in 
Table 9.1. 
 K-	 = 4 0.6 ¶4 4n º




Figure 9.6. The global hybrid-predicted volumetric mass transfer rate against superficial gas velocity 

























































Hybrid of ERT & PBM prediction




Table 9.1. Statistical error results of the comparison of global mass transfer rates as a function of 
superficial gas velocity by the hybrid technique and empirical correlations  
 Mean of K- 
over Q (/s) Chi-square R-square f-statistic f-critical 
Empirical 
correlation  
by Shah et 
al.(1982) & 
Kantarci et 
al. (2005)  
0.00857 0.85786 0.8578 35.9650 5.9874 
Hybrid of 




ERT & PBM 
prediction  
0.00833 1.0831 0.8195 27.2371 5.9874 
Empirical 
correlation 





Moreover, the validity of the global K- depending on Q based on the accuracy level 
indicates the axial distribution of the 	MN of Figure 9.2 depending on Q is valid. This notion is 
made since the analysed hybrid predicted (, ) to calculate K- was used to calculate the 	MN for a given Q.    
9.1.4.  Intensity of interphase mixing and phase dispersion rates 
Furthermore, the intensity of mixing denoted by ∅[H$] is computed from the ratio of the 
mixing time to the mass transfer time (Deckwer & Schumpe, 1993) to address the question 
1b. The mixing time model from the correlation of (Camacho, et al., 2004) varies with Q as 
in Eq. (9.17) where ý = 0.385, ! = 0.35 and  = 1 for a Newtonian fluid. Since the mixing 
time	$O is of Eq. (9.17) and mass transfer time iO equals Eq. (9.16), the intensity of mixing 
equals Eq. (9.18) (Deckwer, 1986).  
  iO() = ¶ #×ÕØ(ì)º  (9.16) 
 
 
 $O = 2(,E)E ý RÕä|]µS n zûTQ{ n  (9.17) 
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  ∅ = $OK-()  (9.18) 
The graph of the mixing time as a function of Q for a dispersion height A- = 1.29 is 
shown in Figure 9.7. The mass transfer time iO, however, depends on the gas holdup 
(Laari & Turunen, 2005) values () and 	MN	() calculated from the resolved (, ) by the 
hybrid of ERT and PBM method. Thus, using Eq. (9.18), the axial distribution of the intensity 
of mixing ∅()	for varied Q given the axial distribution of K- were calculated as shown in 
Figure 9.8. Since Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.7 are valid, the results in Figure 9.8 are expected to 
be valid.     
 
Figure 9.7. The mixing time as a function of superficial gas velocity at the stated dispersion height 
 



























Figure 9.8. Axial distribution of the intensity of mixing in the column at varied superficial gas 
velocities. 
 
The graphs of the axial distribution of intensity of mixing for varied Q values of Figure 9.8 
show the axial distribution of intensity of mixing increases with increase in Q except at Q = 0.008	/. The axial distribution of 	MN at Q = 0.008	/ accounts for the trend of ∅() at this Q. Moreover, the trend of the axial distribution of ∅ at a given Q is similar to 
that of K- since the K- factor is dominant in the product resulting in ∅. 
In solving question 1c, the axial dispersion rates of gas and liquid phases depending on the 
column diameter ¨ and the Q of dispersion, were solved using Eq. (9.19) and Eq. (9.20) 
respectively(Deckwer & Schumpe, 1993) (Camacho, et al., 2004). Figure 9.9 relates the gas 
and liquid phases dispersion rates to Q of air in the column.  
 ,- = 0.343¨ "n zQ{# "n  (9.19) 
 ,. = 20¨" n Q (9.20) 
 





































Figure 9.9. Axial dispersion of gas and liquid in the column against superficial gas velocity of 
dispersion. 
 
The results of Figure 9.9 indicate that ,.[#] and ,- increase with >. , which were 
expected given the mathematical relationship between ,.  and >.  as well as ,- and >. . 
 
9.2. Exploration of the hybrid predictions of hydrodynamic parameters for 
column scale-up design 
The question 2(a-c) posed at the introductory section of this chapter are addressed in this 
section. From the results of Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.2, at Q of 0.016 m/s, the global !- was 
0.0124[#], while the global SMBD 	MN was 0.0131[]. In question 2a, the column design is 
expected to be enhanced for an optimal multiphase flow by the geometric scale-up 
approach (Nauman, 2008) to ensure the value of !- is 0.3# and 	MN is 0.045. The scale-
up factors for these quantities were calculated as follows:  
Let the scale-up factors for !- and 	MN be denoted respectively by @|ÕØ and @UV, then 
 @|ÕØ = 0.3 0.0124n = 24.19 (9.21) 







































   @UV = 0.045 0.0131n = 3.44 (9.22) 
Given Eq. (9.7) and Eq. (9.12), the !- can be re-written as in Eq. (9.23) 
   !-	 = 1 (3¨)n l	MN0.59o
. l 4-Ò	MNo
# n Æ¨Y-σ Ç
. Æ¨"- Ç
.# Q#.#" (9.23)  
Since the K- in the full-scale plant unit is a factor of 24.19 to the K- in a pilot scale unit, 
the expression of Eq. (9.24) is expected to hold.   
 [K-]Wû44NØ4&	ë4Ø_B() [K-]§84UBNØ4&	ë4Ø_B(#) = 24.19 (9.24) 
Additionally, since [], Y4[!"], 4[#], X[!] and 4[#] are 
constants in the two plant units, Eq. (9.24) can be re-written as  
 [K-][K-]# = Æ[	MN]#[	MN]Ç
. Æ[¨][¨]#Ç
." áQQ#â
#.#" = 24.19 (9.25) 
Based on the geometry symmetry approach, the column diameter ¨ scales by *# "n , where * is defined as in Eq. (9.26) or Eq. (9.27) (Nauman, 2008).  
 * = 	@(
	$ℎ3ℎ		@(( − a(2	1($		@(
	$ℎ3ℎ		1H($ − a(2	1($ = *BÛ­UûQÛëûB (9.26) 
 *MU4ûO& = (2	@	@(H		H		@(( − a(2	1($	(2	@	@(H		H		1H($ − a(2	1($ (9.27) 
The SMBD,		MN, will also scale by *# "n , such that  
  		*UV# "n = 3	 and 	*×ÕØ# "n = 1 (9.28) 
Substituting the scaling factors for the column diameter and SMBD into Eq. (9.25), the results 
in Eq. (9.29) to Eq. (9.31) are obtained.  
 (3.44).(1)."(*Ö)#.#" = 23.1 (9.29) 
 0.7343(*Ö)#.#" = 24.19 (9.30) 
 *Ö = 22.04 (9.31) 
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The result of Eq. (9.31) implies that the gas holdup should be increased by a factor of 22.04 
from the initial values of 3.81% to 83.97% for the full-scale plant unit. In order to achieve 
the gas holdup of 83.97% in the column, the Q of 0.016 m/s should be increased to 0.99 
m/s based on the correlation between the gas void fraction and the Q by (Shah, et al., 
1982). 
With a view to addressing question 2b for the effects of the scale-up approach on the mixing 
time, Eq. (9.17) is re-written as in Eq. (9.32), where   denotes the constant. 
 $O =   "n zQ{# "n  
(9.32) 
By the geometry symmetry scaling approach, Eq. (9.33) holds. 
 ¥$O "n zQ{# "n ¦ë84UB	ë4Ø_B =  = ¥$O "n zQ{# "n ¦Wû44NØ4&	ëØ4_B (9.33) 
The scale-up factor of the mixing time is, then, computed as in Eq. (9.34) to Eq. (9.35).   




 [$O][$O]# = (1)
" l0.0160.99 o
#" = 0.2528 (9.35) 
The ratio of column diameter of the full-scale plant to the pilot scale plant (first term on the 
RHS of Eq. (9.34)) is 1 by the geometric symmetry approach. The results of Eq. (9.35) show 
the mixing time decreases by a factor of 0.2528 owing to the increase in superficial gas 
velocity to the value of 0.99 m/s.  
The effect of the scale-up approach on the axial liquid dispersion rate (question 2c) was 
solved by rewriting Eq. (9.19) in terms of variables as in Eq. (9.36) to obtain the results in 
Eq. (9.39).    
 [,-]#
¥Q# "n ¨ "n ¦#





 ¥Q# "n ¨ "n ¦¥Q# "n ¨ "n ¦#
= [,-][,-]# (9.37) 
 áQQ#â
# "n (1) "n = [,-][,-]# (9.38) 
 [,-][,-]# = (61.875)# "n (1) "n = 3.955 (9.39) 
 
Furthermore, the effect of the scale-up technique on the axial gas dispersion rate (question 
2c) was determined by expressing Eq. (9.20) as in Eq. (9.40) 
 [,.][>.] =  = [,.]#[>.]# (9.40) 
 [,.][,.]# = [>.][>.]# = 61.875 (9.41) 
The Eq. (9.40) is simplified to Eq. (9.41) to calculate the axial gas dispersion rate, which 
increases by a factor of 61.875.and the liquid dispersion increased by a factor of 3.995.  
9.3. Hydrodynamic parameter predictions by experimentally validated 
simulation method  
The hydrodynamic parameters for enhanced designing of a column could either be 
estimated by experimental measurements or from validated correlation models or 
simulation models with experimental data.  A simulation model was developed by (Shimizu, 
et al., 2000) based on the phenomena of bubble coalescence and breakup rates for 
prediction of gas holdup and volumetric mass transfer coefficient in a BCR. The developed 
simulation model was validated by an experimental study set-up in two columns of 
dimensions 0.2m and 0.155m in diameter and  1.7m and 0.834m in height respectively.  
The results of the simulation model for the measurements of the changes in the global gas 
holdup with increasing Q were compared to experimental results as well as well-known 




Figure 9.10. Gas hold-up in a 0.2m diameter column against superficial gas velocity. 
 
The results in Figure 9.10 were validated with experimental results of processes set-up in a 
column with the diameter of 0.2m. The axial distribution of gas holdups in the column at two 
superficial gas velocities of 0.01 m/s and 0.04 m/s were also calculated from the simulation 
model as shown in Figure 9.11. 
 
Figure 9.11. Axial distribution of gas hold-up in a bubble column reactor  (XY=0.2m). 
 
Furthermore, changes in volumetric mass transfer rates with respect to an increase in Q 
were obtained from the simulation model (Shimizu, et al., 2000). The results were compared 
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to the experimental measurements as well as results from validated correlations as shown in 
Figure 9.12. For the two Q of 0.01 m/s and 0.04 m/s, the axial distribution of the gas-liquid 
volumetric mass transfer rates in the column were obtained as displayed in Figure 9.13. 
 
Figure 9.12. Gas-liquid mass transfer rates in a 0.2m diameter bubble column reactor against 
superficial gas velocity. 
 
Figure 9.13. Axial distribution of gas-liquid mass transfer rate in a bubble column reactor (<=0.2m). 
 
The graphs of Figure 9.12 and Figure 9.13 provide additional experimental results for 
validating the hybrid predictions of hydrodynamic parameters using the newly developed 
hybrid algorithm. The results of gas void fractions and axial distribution of gas holdup 
fractions at Q of 0.01 m/s as in Figure 9.10 and Figure 9.11 are in agreement with the 
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hybrid prediction of Figure 9.1 especially at Section 4 at Q = 0.01 m/s . The results of the K- of Figure 9.12 and Figure 9.13 for Q = 0.01	/ are, also, in agreement with that by 
hybrid predictions of Figure 9.5 particularly at Q = 0.01	/ at Section 4 for the same Q.     
 
9.4. Conclusions on the hybrid predictions of hydrodynamic parameters 
The axial and size distribution of bubble swarm is an essential bubble population parameters 
influencing the design of a BCR for an optimal performance and efficient product yield. From 
the knowledge of the size and axial distribution of bubble population, all hydrodynamic 
parameters useful for performance evaluation of a column and for column scale-up design 
can be estimated. 
In addressing the problem of column scale-up design in this chapter, the resolved size and 
axial distribution of bubble swarm at steady state by the hybrid technique allowed for the 
prediction of hydrodynamic parameters in the column. The hybrid technique allowed for 
hydrodynamic parameter predictions through a non-invasive, a non-radioactive, a low- 
capital-cost, a simple and portable measurement method. The hybrid predicted 
hydrodynamic parameters agree with published experimental results with associated errors 
quantified. 
Furthermore, the novel hybrid hydrodynamic parameter predictions were explored for  
scaling the pilot-scale column to a full-scale plant column to achieve a higher volumetric gas-
liquid mass transfer rates. The effects of the adjusted parameters in the scale-up on the 
intensity of multiphase mixing time and the axial liquid and gas dispersion rates were also 











The central goal of this study is to investigate the possibility of harnessing ERT 
measurements of high temporal resolution but a low spatial resolution for the 
measurements of bubble population parameters. The knowledge of the bubble population 
parameters is required for performance description of a column and its scale-up design. The 
performance description and scale-up design of a column were expected to be achieved 
through the computation of the hydrodynamic parameters from determined bubble 
population properties. The measurement of the bubble population parameters can 
accurately be achieved by a technique that yields both high spatial and temporal resolution. 
Given these requirements, the ERT measurements without being fused to models of a 
physical system of a multiphase process will not be suitable for BCR hydrodynamic 
parameter measurements. 
“It was hypothesised in this work that a higher accuracy in interpretation of ERT 
measurements for accurate hydrodynamic parameter predictions in a column will result 
from coupling models of a physical system to ERT measurements”  
In testing this hypothesis, the images of the steady state axial bubble swarming process was 
captured by the ERT technique since the ERT low spatial resolution is useful for gas void 
fraction measurements. The local gas void fractions of the dispersion were simultaneously 
captured using a differential pressure transmitter by the differential pressure (DP) 
technique. The differential pressure measurements of the local gas void fractions were 
validated by the water-head displacement technique. The local DP Q for Q ranging from 
0.002-0.016 m/s were compared with published results and good agreements were found 
with associated errors evaluated as reported in Chapter 4. 
The trend of the axial distribution of Q for a given Q was related to the used tubular gas 
porous sparger design. The bubbles were observed to be uniform and well-distributed at 
column sections at higher planes well-above the gas distributor region. The bubbles were 
dispersed through the centre and top of the sparger at the lower column sections closer to 
the sparger region. The pattern of dispersion leads to variation in bubble population resident 
times along the column axis during their axial advection transport. 
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Following the validation of the local Q over a range of Q, the local ERT TACD captured 
locally were calibrated against the DP data for Q ranging from 0.002-0.016 m/s. Based on 
the local calibration graphs, given the ERT TACD, the local gas holdup fraction can be 
calculated. 
In Chapter 5, the high temporal resolution of ERT measurements was harnessed by coupling 
ERT measurements to DGD process for determination of global bubble size distribution 
kFG<].]() in the column over a range of Q. The characteristic times for the 
disengagement of bubble size classes were determined by calculating the time span or 
periods for a unit change in the time-variant ERT ACD during a DGD process. The dynamic 
gas disengagement technique (DGD) describes the phenomenon of bubble population 
detaching from the liquid phase at varied times due to the difference in bubble sizes rising at 
varied velocities. By the DGD technique, bubble size classes disengaged according to their 
sizes with the largest size detaching earliest and the smallest size latest. 
The ERT ACD increases with time during a DGD process owing to the decrease in the non-
conductive gas volume locally and globally in the column. Thus, for every unit increase in the 
ERT ACD during a DGD process, the mean disengaging bubble size will be larger than the 
mean disengaging bubble size at a later unit increase in the ERT ACD. The adopted approach 
of calculating the characteristic disengagement times of bubble classes yielded a high 
resolution of bubble classes. The number of captured bubble classes was observed to 
increase with an increase in Q. This can be attributed to significant bubble coalescence 
events that increase with Q increase yielding bubbles in larger classes. The increase in 
bubble sizes, thus, increased the length of the disengagement period.  
The determined bubble size classes and the obtained log-normal distribution are consistent 
with empirical correlation results and published distribution as reported in the discussion of 
Chapter 5.      
In Chapter 6, the physical phenomenon of bubble population advection under the influence 
of bubble coalescence and breakage events controlling the bubble sizes were modelled. The 
conservative steady state population balance model (PBM) was explored to describe the 
changing BNDD locally governed by the bubble birth and death by the PBM source terms. 
The published bubble coalescence model explored was corrected to ensure conservation of 
gas volume locally. The adopted breakage rate model yielded conservation of gas volume 
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locally as the bubble population evolve. Because the studied fluid regimes range from 
homogeneous to transitional regime, there were insignificant breakage events during bubble 
swarming. Accordingly, the breakage rate was parameterised to ensure insignificant source 
term contributions in solving the PBM solution. The PBM solutions were subsequently used 
as initial conditions for DGD processes at varied Q.  
The DGD process described in Chapter 5 was modelled in Chapter 7 to allow for the 
determination of BNDD depending on bubble size and column height during steady state 
bubble evolution. The adopted source term models were published correlations in which the 
component density variation term was calculated by the ideal gas equation while the mass 
transfer term by the product of K- and . Using the PBM solution as the initial condition for 
the developed DGD process model, the DGD process model was solved to obtain the time-
dependent local gas volume during a DGD process.  
The solution of the DGD process model was analysed by a developed scheme in Chapter 5 
for the calculation of the axially averaged BNDD from the known characteristic times of 
disengagement of bubble classes. At higher Q values, the flux gradient within an elemental 
column section was multiplied by 0.8 to ensure the measured characteristic disengaging gas 
volumes of classes agree with the modelled results. The parameterisation of the flux 
gradient was necessary owing to the fluctuating axial transport of bubbles in a bubble class 
around the column axis during a DGD process. In addition, the utilised gas sparger produced 
uniform bubble distribution at column section 3 and 4. Thus, the DGD assumptions may not 
accurately hold at lower column section 1 and 2. 
At lower Q values, the bubble population in classes within an elemental volume was 
relatively lesser compared to that at higher Q. It was observed that without 
parameterising the flux gradient (or multiplied by 1), the measured characteristic 
disengaging gas volume of bubble classes agree with the modelled results at lower Q. The 
resulting local and global BNDDs kx].]() from the analysis of the solution of DGD 
process model were a log-normal distribution which agrees with results in the literature by 
alternative techniques.          
The size distribution of bubbles in the process of DGD by the ERT measurements and a 
method of DGD process modelling forms the first criterion for determining the actual axial 
and size distribution (ANSD) of bubble swarm, (, ), in the column. The solution of the 
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PBM yields the BNDD as a function of column axis and bubble size in the column. The ERT 
radially averaged BNDD (denoted by kFG<ss()) was calculated from the gas holdup 
fraction measurements by the ERT technique and bubble sizes at local sections of the 
column. The PBM radially averaged BNDD (denoted by k§=xss()) was calculated from the 
ratio of gas volume in a bubble class to the mean bubble volume in the class by analysis of 
the PBM solution. The kFG<ss() and k§=xss() form the second criterion for 
determining the actual axial and size distribution (ANSD) of bubble swarm, (, ), in the 
column.     
The actual ANSD (, ) at Q of 0.016 m/s was determined through parameterisation of 
inlet BNDD, the bubble coalescence frequency, bubble breakage frequency and the flux 
gradient during DGD Process. The parameterisation was intended to ensure the kx].]() 
and kFG<ss() agree with the kFG<].]() and k§=xss() respectively. The developed 
ERT and PBM hybrid algorithm was further validated by utilising it to resolve the ANSD at 
lower Q ranging from 0.01–0.005 m/s. The computed ANSD of bubble swarm at these 
lower Q also allowed for the assessment of the effects of Q on the determined ANSD of 
bubbles. The statistical errors between the graphs of kFG<].]() and kx].]() for 
varied Q that do not lie perfectly on each other are stated in Chapter 8. 
Furthermore, the resolved ANSD of bubble swarm at steady state by the hybrid algorithm of 
ERT measurements and a PBM was analysed for the hydrodynamic parameter predictions. 
The predicted hydrodynamic parameters using empirically validated correlation models 
were useful for an enhanced design and scale-up of a column. The predicted hydrodynamic 
parameters values agree with results by empirically validated simulation methods and 
empirically correlations in literature. The statistical error between the hybrid predicted mass 
transfer rates and by empirical correlations are stated in Chapter 9. The validity of the hybrid 
predicted hydrodynamic parameters by a low-capital cost, a non-intrusive, a portable, a non- 








Further work on the developed hybrid of ERT and a PBM algorithm for hydrodynamic 
parameter predictions in a column using more suitable equipment is encouraged with a view 
to addressing observed errors in the results. Further extension of the hybrid algorithm of 
ERT and a PBM will be to include an unsteady state term in the PBM for hybrid prediction of 
hydrodynamic parameters in an unsteady state system. A hybrid algorithm of such will be 
efficient for hydrodynamic parameter predictions of an unsteady multiphase flow (for 
example gas-liquid flow) at higher superficial gas velocities (0.30–0.50 m/s) in a column.  
An unsteady state 4D PBM (i.e. 3D space and 1D bubble size) should be solved based on the 
finite element method (FEM) for adequate fusion with the ERT measurements since the ERT 
imaging is based on FEM. In addition, the hybrid of ERT and PBM should also be explored for 
hydrodynamic parameter predictions of 3-phase systems (solid, liquid and gas) in catalysis, 
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Tables of graphical results in Chapter 4 and the area average of conductivity 
distribution with time during gas disengagement process 
Table A1.1. The maximum, minimum and TACD values of the area within the first electrode layer for 3 
repeated measurements for superficial gas velocities ranging from 0.002-0.016 m/s. 




Max. value of cond.  
(unit) Mean value of cond. (unit) 
Min. value of cond.   
(unit) 
Meas. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
0.002 8.41 10.77 8.89 -3.6 -3.6 -3.63 -37.54 -40.43 -36.26 
0.003 9.69 11.13 11.33 -4.81 -4.84 -4.76 -54.1 -58.64 -60.7 
0.004 12.19 10.05 11.4 -5.75 -6.15 -5.47 -70.83 -62.49 -65.15 
0.005 10.53 9.45 7.92 -7.83 -7.35 -7.74 -80.86 -77.99 -72.67 
0.006 11.42 9.01 9.02 -8.31 -8.09 -8.29 -94.29 -87.63 -84.75 
0.007 14.13 22.47 11.19 -9.58 -7.52 -9.88 -100.51 -108.58 -106.36 
0.008 11.11 15.13 11.13 -10.89 -10.92 -10.78 -116.22 -117.05 -122.63 
0.009 13.49 11.15 9.38 -11.8 -12.21 -11.73 -124.53 -132.92 -120.75 
0.010 19.46 11.94 17.67 -13.56 -14.13 -12.41 -146.62 -132.8 -134.74 
















Table A1.2. The maximum, minimum and TACD  values of the area within the second electrode layer 




Max. value of cond. (unit) Mean value of cond. (unit) Min. value of cond. (unit) 
Meas. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
0.002 8.08 7.81 6.23 -3.2 -3.72 -3.98 -36.73 -36.45 -31.81 
0.003 8.37 10.86 9.36 -6.09 -5.33 -5.54 -49.3 -55.05 -45.64 
0.004 12.57 10.85 12.25 -7.59 -7.68 -5.99 -49.95 -58.19 -58.91 
0.005 15.49 14.59 15.65 -10.71 -9.31 -10.1 -76.5 -93.07 -75.8 
0.006 20.15 14.13 19.01 -11.27 -9.98 -10.99 -95.68 -87.74 -90.32 
0.007 23.96 127.67 19.91 -12.01 -10.11 -12.37 -106.1 -166.83 -114.29 
0.008 34.3 79.37 21.82 -11.77 -14.56 -15.06 -133.4 -128.11 -135.18 
0.009 16.54 30.96 22.71 -16.78 -16.2 -17.84 -160.47 -142.76 -146.39 
0.010 42.61 26.39 48.7 -17.03 -19.7 -17.01 -172.41 -158.83 -169.78 
0.016 60.30 98.63 65.92 -36.91 -32.83 -37.28 -375.55 -374.62 -359.64 
 
Table A1.3. The maximum, minimum and TACD values of the area within the third electrode layer for 
3 repeated measurements for superficial gas velocities ranging from 0.002-0.016 m/s. 
 
'Q (m/s) Max. value of cond. Mean value of cond. Min. value of cond. 
Meas. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
0.002 7.44 7.46 7.15 -4.67 -4.47 -4.92 -34.33 -37.81 -34.24 
0.003 7.98 9.65 8.43 -8.1 -7.29 -7.33 -51.58 -43.54 -52.11 
0.004 11.00 11.21 11.76 -9.02 -9.46 -9.19 -60.74 -54.72 -55.98 
0.005 11.13 13.86 13.33 -12.87 -10.97 -11.33 -73.7 -86.17 -74.17 
0.006 22.08 16.45 17.42 -14.51 -12.69 -13.87 -101.89 -89.37 -98.96 
0.007 22.86 30.16 29.95 -15.92 -15.32 -15.51 -119.98 -140.25 -128.86 
0.008 95.72 26.17 18.07 -16.01 -18.24 -18.93 -16.01 -128.23 -130.65 
0.009 40.51 29.87 29.09 -20.86 -20.24 -20.41 -154.83 -183.42 -144.44 
0.010 45.34 33.52 40.2 -22.45 -22.82 -22.99 -197.98 -159.86 -173.35 






Table A1.4. The maximum, minimum and TACD values of the area within the fourth electrode layer for 
3 repeated measurements for superficial gas velocities ranging from 0.002-0.016 m/s. 
'Q (m/s) Max. value of cond. Mean value of cond. Min. value of cond. 
Meas. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
0.002 8.33 9.22 8.81 -4.45 -4.13 -4.13 -30.55 -33.78 -28.11 
0.003 9.24 8.99 9.33 -7.51 -6.66 -7.29 -41.64 -39.69 -42.32 
0.004 10.64 11.67 10.62 -8.24 -9.39 -9.87 -54.93 -47.71 -52.85 
0.005 11.34 12.26 14.43 -11.55 -11.69 -10.27 -61.83 -68.16 -70.10 
0.006 17.36 17.22 20.65 -13.04 -12.96 -12.64 -75.01 -84.85 -96.67 
0.007 24.94 30.32 24.07 -15.09 -16.23 -15.11 -113.74 -109.46 -131.37 
0.008 53.95 19.18 26.08 -18.00 -17.33 -17.91 -144.17 -116.40 -150.28 
0.009 44.50 33.33 36.40 -21.31 -20.11 -20.49 -161.58 -161.35 -215.20 
0.01 37.37 31.91 47.50 -22.2 -23.21 -23.90 -183.59 -161.00 -177.08 
0.016 61.14 81.45 67.58 -47.72 -45.04 -45.5 -430.03 -471.64 -354.35 
 
Table A1.5. The mean of maximum, minimum and TACD of the area within the first electrode 




Averaged over 3 repeated measurement 
Mean(XOØL) Mean(Xḱ) Mean(XO8_) 
0.002 9.36 -3.61 -38.08 
0.003 10.72 -4.80 -57.81 
0.004 11.21 -5.79 -66.16 
0.005 9.30 -7.64 -77.17 
0.006 9.82 -8.23 -88.89 
0.007 15.93 -8.99 -105.15 
0.008 12.46 -10.86 -118.63 
0.009 11.34 -11.91 -126.07 
0.010 16.36 -13.37 -138.05 











Table A1.6. The mean of maximum, minimum and TACD values of the area within the second 




Averaged over 3 repeated measurement 
Mean(XOØL) Mean(Xḱ) Mean(XO8_) 
0.002 7.37 -3.63 -35.00 
0.003 9.53 -5.65 -50.00 
0.004 11.89 -7.09 -55.68 
0.005 15.24 -10.04 -81.79 
0.006 17.76 -10.75 -91.25 
0.007 57.18 -11.50 -129.07 
0.008 45.16 -13.80 -132.23 
0.009 23.40 -16.94 -149.87 
0.01 39.23 -17.91 -167.01 
0.016 74.95 -35.67 -369.94 
 
Table A1.7. The mean of maximum, minimum and the TACD of the area within the third electrode 




Averaged over 3 repeated measurements 
Mean(XOØL) Mean(Xḱ) Mean(XO8_) 
0.002 7.35 -4.69 -35.46 
0.003 8.69 -7.57 -49.08 
0.004 11.32 -9.22 -57.15 
0.005 12.77 -11.72 -78.01 
0.006 18.65 -13.69 -96.74 
0.007 27.66 -15.58 -129.70 
0.008 46.65 -17.73 -91.63 
0.009 33.16 -20.50 -160.90 
0.010 39.69 -22.75 -177.06 





Table A1.8. The mean of maximum, minimum and the TACD of the area within the fourth electrode 
averaged over the number of measurements. 
>Q 
(m/s) 
Averaged over 3 repeated measurements 
Mean(XOØL) Mean(Xḱ) Mean(XO8_) 
0.002 8.79 -4.24 -30.81 
0.003 9.19 -7.15 -41.22 
0.004 10.98 -9.17 -51.83 
0.005 12.68 -11.17 -66.70 
0.006 18.41 -12.88 -85.51 
0.007 26.44 -15.48 -118.19 
0.008 33.07 -17.75 -136.95 
0.009 38.08 -20.64 -179.38 
0.010 38.93 -23.10 -173.89 
0.016 70.06 -46.09 -418.673 
 
ERT images of gas dispersion at lower superficial gas velocity values are displayed in the 
following figures. When the superficial gas velocity values was 0.009m/s, the following 
images were obtained.  
 
 
(a)                                                                      (b)                   




(c)                                                                                    (d) 
Figure A1.1. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at the superficial gas velocity of 0.009 m/s 
at the column cross-sectional area of data captured at 0.636 seconds time interval: (a) first section, 
(b) second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section. 
For the case of gas volumetric flow rate of 0.008m/s, the reconstructed images of the 
dispersion are shown below. 
 










(c )                                                                                          (d) 
Figure A1.2. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at the superficial gas velocity of 0.008 m/s 
at the column cross-sectional area of data captured at 0.636 seconds time interval: (a) first section, 
(b) second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section. 
 
When the air inlet was reduced to 0.007m/s, the ERT images of the dispersed phase at target 
sections of the column are displayed below. 
 










(c )                                                                      (d)   
Figure A1.3. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at the superficial gas velocity of 0.007 m/s 
at the column cross-sectional area of data captured at 0.636 seconds time interval: (a) first section, 
(b) second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section. 
 
When the air inlet was reduced to 0.006m/s, the ERT images of the dispersed phase at target 
sections of the column are displayed below. 
 
























(c )        (d) 
Figure A1.4. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at the superficial gas velocity of 0.006 m/s 
at the column cross-sectional area of data captured at 0.636 seconds time interval: (a) first section, 
(b) second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section. 
 
The ERT images of the gas phase on further reduction of the gas inlet velocity of 0.005 m/s 
are presented below.  
 









                         (c )                                                                                        (d) 
Figure A1.5. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at the superficial gas velocity of 0.005 m/s 
at the column cross-sectional area of data captured at 0.636 seconds time interval: (a) first section, 
(b) second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section. 
 
When the inlet gas superficial velocity was reduced to 0.004 m/s, the following images are 
the scan of the dispersed phase in the continuous water phase.  
 









                                 (c )                                                                                (d) 
Figure A1.6. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at the superficial gas velocity of 0.004 m/s 
at the column cross-sectional area of data captured at 0.636 seconds time interval: (a) first section, 
(b) second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section. 
 
The reconstructed images of the dispersed phase on reducing the superficial gas velocity to 
0.003 m/s are shown below. 
 









                    (c )                         (d)    
        
Figure A1.7. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at the superficial gas velocity of 0.003 m/s 
at the column cross-sectional area of data captured at 0.636 seconds time interval: (a) first section, 
(b) second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section. 
 
For the case of inlet superficial gas velocity of 0.002 m/s, the reconstructed images of the 
dispersion by the difference ERT algorithm are shown below.  
 










                      (c )                                                                                    (d) 
Figure A1.8. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at the superficial gas velocity of 0.002 m/s 
at the column cross-sectional area of data captured at 0.636 seconds time interval: (a) first section, 
(b) second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section. 
 
The reconstructed images of the continuous water phase before aeration of the fluid system 
are shown in Figure A1.9. 
 
 









                                   (c )                                                                            (d) 
   
Figure A1.9. ERT reconstruction of steady state dispersion at the superficial gas velocity of 0 m/s at 
the column cross-sectional area of data captured at 0.636 seconds time interval: (a) first section, (b) 
second section, (c) third section, (d) fourth section. 
 
Table A1.9. Local gas void fraction, Q(%), as a function of superficial gas velocity (m/s). 
 
Q(m/s) Q (%) Q" (%) Q (%) 
H. of section (cm) 23 25 30 
0.002 0.58±0.003 0.55±0.003 0.7±0.006 
0.003 0.92±0.005 0.93±0.004 1.16±0.001 
0.004 1.19±0.005 1.28±0.004 1.53±0.001 
0.005 1.30±0.006 1.50±0.004 1.81±0.002 
0.006 1.49±0.005 1.70±0.005 2.01±0.002 
0.007 1.75±0.006 1.95±0.003 2.30±0.003 
0.008 1.91±0.007 2.20±0.003 2.53±0.003 
0.009 2.02±0.005 2.30±0.005 2.75±0.004 
0.010 2.20±0.006 2.60±0.004 3.08±0.003 







Table A1.10. The ERT mean conductivity difference values at layers 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the electrode 
arrays. 
Q 









0.002 -3.61 -3.63 -4.69 -4.24 
0.003 -4.80 -5.65 -7.57 -7.15 
0.004 -5.79 -7.09 -9.22 -9.17 
0.005 -7.64 -10.04 -11.72 -11.17 
0.006 -8.23 -10.75 -13.69 -12.88 
0.007 -8.99 -11.50 -15.58 -15.48 
0.008 -10.86 -13.80 -17.73 -17.75 
0.009 -11.91 -16.94 -20.50 -20.64 
0.010 -13.37 -17.91 -22.75 -23.10 
















Table A1.11. Computed ACD from captured ERT data frames with time during DGD process the first, 
second, third and fourth column sections after the steady state fluid flow at the gas flow rate of 0.016 
m/s.  
 
S/N Ring 1 Ring 2 Ring 3 
Ring 4 S/N 
Ring 1 Ring 2 Ring 3 Ring 4 
1 -16 -23 -30 -32 34 -11 -19 -27 -29 
2 -16 -23 -30 -32 35 -11 -18 -27 -28 
3 -16 -23 -30 -32 36 -10 -19 -26 -28 
4 -15 -23 -30 -32 37 -11 -18 -26 -28 
5 -15 -22 -30 -32 38 -10 -18 -26 -28 
6 -15 -22 -29 -31 39 -11 -18 -26 -28 
7 -15 -22 -28 -31 40 -11 -18 -26 -28 
8 -14 -21 -29 -30 41 -11 -18 -26 -28 
9 -13 -21 -28 -30 42 -10 -18 -26 -28 
10 -14 -21 -28 -30 43 -10 -18 -25 -28 
11 -13 -21 -28 -29 
44 
-11 -18 -26 -28 
12 -13 -20 -28 -30 45 -10 -17 -25 -27 
13 -12 -21 -28 -30 46 -10 -17 -25 -27 
14 -13 -21 -28 -30 47 -11 -18 -25 -27 
15 -13 -21 -28 -29 48 -10 -17 -25 -27 
16 -13 -20 -28 -30 49 -10 -17 -25 -27 
17 -13 -20 -28 -30 50 -10 -17 -24 -27 
18 -12 -20 -28 -30 51 -10 -17 -25 -26 
19 -12 -20 -28 -30 52 -10 -17 -24 -27 
20 -12 -20 -28 -30 53 -10 -16 -24 -26 
21 -12 -20 -27 -30 54 -10 -17 -24 -26 
22 -12 -20 -27 -30 55 -10 -17 -24 -27 
23 -12 -20 -27 -30 56 -10 -17 -24 -26 
24 -12 -20 -27 -30 57 -10 -16 -24 -26 
25 -11 -20 -27 -30 58 -10 -16 -24 -26 
26 -11 -20 -27 -30 59 -10 -16 -24 -26 
27 -11 -20 -27 -29 60 -10 -16 -24 -26 
28 -11 -20 -27 -29 61 -9 -16 -23 -26 
29 -12 -19 -27 -29 62 -9 -16 -23 -26 
30 -11 -19 -27 -30 63 -10 -16 -22 -26 
31 -11 -19 -27 -29 64 -9 -16 -22 -26 
32 -11 -19 -27 -29 65 -9 -16 -22 -25 
33 -11 -19 -27 -28 66 -9 -16 -23 -26 





















 Ring 4 
(cnt2.
) 
67 -9 -16 -22 -26  10
1 
-5 -14 -20  -23 
68 -8 -16 -23 -25  10
2 
-5 -13 -20  -23 
69 -9 -15 -22 -25  10
3 
-5 -14 -19  -23 
70 -9 -16 -22 -25  10
4 
-5 -13 -20  -23 
71 -8 -16 -22 -25  10
5 
-5 -13 -20  -23 
72 -8 -15 -22 -25  10
6 
-5 -13 -20  -23 
73 -8 -15 -21 -25  10
7 
-4 -14 -20  -23 
74 -8 -16 -22 -25  10
8 
-4 -13 -20  -22 
75 -8 -15 -22 -25  10
9 
-4 -13 -20  -23 
76 -8 -15 -22 -24  11
0 
-4 -13 -20  -22 
77 -7 -15 -22 -25  11
1 
-4 -13 -20  -22 
78 -7 -15 -22 -25  11
2 
-4 -13 -20  -22 
79 -7 -15 -22 -24  11
3 
-4 -13 -20  -22 
80 -7 -15 -22 -24  11
4 
-4 -13 -20  -22 
81 -7 -14 -22 -24  11
5 
-4 -13 -20  -22 
82 -7 -15 -22 -24  11
6 
-4 -12 -20  -22 
83 -7 -14 -21 -24  11
7 
-4 -12 -20  -22 
84 -6 -14 -21 -24  11
8 
-4 -12 -19  -22 
85 -6 -14 -21 -24  11
9 
-4 -12 -19  -22 
86 -7 -14 -21 -24  12
0 
-4 -12 -20  -22 
87 -6 -14 -21 -24  12
1 
-3 -12 -19  -22 
88 -6 -14 -21 -24  12
2 
-4 -12 -19  -21 
89 -6 -14 -21 -24  12
3 
-3 -12 -19  -21 
90 -6 -15 -21 -24  12
4 
-3 -11 -19  -22 
91 -6 -14 -21 -24  12
5 
-3 -12 -19  -21 
92 -6 -14 -21 -24  12
6 
-4 -11 -19  -22 
93 -6 -14 -21 -24  12
7 
-3 -12 -19  -22 
94 -6 -14 -21 -24  12
8 
-4 -12 -19  -21 
95 -5 -13 -21 -24  12
9 
-4 -12 -18  -21 
96 -5 -14 -21 -23  13
0 
-3 -11 -19  -21 
97 -5 -14 -20 -24  13
1 
-3 -11 -19  -21 
98 -5 -14 -20 -24  13
2 
-3 -11 -19  -21 
99 -5 -14 -20 -24  13
3 
-3 -11 -19  -21 
100 -5 -14 -20 -23  13
4 
-3 -11 -18  -21 






















135 -3 -11 -19 -20 169  -8 -16 -19 
136 -3 -11 -19 -20 170  -8 -16 -19 
137 -3 -11 -18 -21 171  -7 -16 -19 
138 -2 -11 -18 -20 172  -7 -16 -20 
139 -3 -10 -18 -20 173  -7 -16 -20 
140 -3 -10 -18 -20 174  -7 -16 -19 
141 -3 -10 -18 -20 175  -7 -16 -19 
142 -3 -10 -19 -20 176  -7 -16 -20 
143 -3 -10 -18 -21 177  -7 -16 -19 
144 -2 -10 -18 -20 178  -7 -16 -19 
145 -3 -10 -18 -20 179  -7 -16 -19 
146 
 
-10 -18 -21 180  -7 -16 -19 
147 
 
-9 -18 -21 181  -6 -16 -19 
148 
 
-10 -18 -21 182  -6 -15 -19 
149 
 
-9 -18 -20 183  -7 -16 -19 
150 
 
-9 -17 -20 184  -6 -16 -19 
151 
 
-9 -17 -20 185  -6 -15 -19 
152 
 
-9 -17 -20 186  -6 -15 -19 
153 
 
-9 -17 -20 187  -6 -15 -19 
154 
 
-9 -17 -20 188  -6 -15 -19 
155 
 
-9 -17 -20 189  -6 -15 -19 
156 
 
-9 -17 -20 190  -5 -15 -19 
157 
 
-8 -17 -20 191  -6 -15 -19 
158 
 
-9 -17 -19 192  -5 -14 -18 
159 
 
-8 -17 -20 193  -5 -14 -19 
160 
 
-8 -17 -19 194  -6 -14 -19 
161 
 
-8 -17 -20 195  -5 -15 -18 
162 
 
-8 -17 -19 196  -6 -14 -18 
163 
 
-8 -17 -20 197  -5 -14 -18 
164 
 
-8 -17 -20 198  -5 -14 -18 
165 
 
-8 -16 -19 199  -5 -14 -18 
166 
 
-8 -16 -20 200  -5 -14 -18 
167 
 
-8 -16 -19 201  -5 -14 -18 
168 
 



























-5 -13 -18 237  -3 -10 -17 
204 
 
-4 -14 -18 238  -3 -10 -16 
205 
 
-5 -13 -18 239  -3 -10 -17 
206 
 
-4 -13 -18 240  -2 -10 -16 
207 
 
-4 -13 -18 241  -3 -9 -16 
208 
 
-5 -13 -17 242  -3 -10 -16 
209 
 
-5 -13 -18 243   -9 -16 
210 
 
-4 -13 -18 244   -9 -16 
211 
 
-5 -12 -17 245   -9 -16 
212 
 
-4 -13 -18 246   -9 -16 
213 
 
-4 -13 -17 247   -8 -16 
214 
 
-4 -13 -18 248   -8 -16 
215 
 
-4 -12 -17 249   -9 -16 
216 
 
-4 -12 -17 250   -8 -16 
217 
 
-4 -12 -17 251   -8 -16 
218 
 
-4 -12 -18 252   -8 -16 
219 
 
-4 -12 -17 253   -8 -16 
220 
 
-4 -12 -17 254   -8 -16 
221 
 
-3 -11 -17 255   -8 -16 
222 
 
-4 -11 -18 256   -7 -16 
223 
 
-4 -11 -17 257   -7 -16 
224 
 
-3 -11 -17 258   -7 -16 
225 
 
-3 -11 -17 259   -7 -15 
226 
 
-3 -11 -17 260   -7 -15 
227 
 
-3 -10 -17 261   -7 -15 
228 
 
-4 -11 -17 262   -7 -16 
229 
 
-2 -11 -17 263   -7 -16 
230 
 
-3 -11 -17 264   -7 -15 
231 
 
-3 -10 -17 265   -7 -15 
232 
 
-3 -10 -17 266   -7 -15 
233 
 
-3 -11 -17 267   -6 -15 
234 
 
-3 -10 -17 268   -7 -15 
235 
 
-3 -10 -17 269   -6 -15 
236 
 
-3 -10 -17 270   -6 -15 
         
          






















-6 -15 309   -4 -12 
272 
  
-6 -15 310   -3 -12 
273 
  
-6 -14 311   -3 -11 
274 
  
-6 -14 312   -3 -11 
275 
  
-6 -14 313   -3 -11 
276 
  
-6 -14 314   -3 -11 
277 
  
-6 -14 315   -3 -11 
278 
  
-5 -14 316   -3 -11 
279 
  
-6 -14 317   -3 -11 
280 
  
-6 -14 318   -3 -11 
281 
  
-5 -14 319   -3 -10 
282 
  
-5 -14 320   -3 -10 
283 
  
-5 -14 321   -3 -10 
284 
  
-5 -14 322   -3 -10 
285 
  
-5 -14 323   -3 -10 
286 
  
-5 -13 324   -3 -10 
287 
  
-5 -13 325   -3 -10 
288 
  
-5 -14 326   -3 -9 
289 
  
-5 -13 327   -3 -9 
290 
  
-4 -13 328   -3 -9 
291 
  
-5 -13 329    -9 
292 
  
-4 -13 330    -10 
293 
  
-4 -13 331    -9 
294 
  
-4 -13 332    -9 
295 
  
-4 -12 333    -9 
296 
  
-4 -13 334    -9 
297 
  
-4 -13 335    -9 
298 
  
-4 -13 336    -9 
299 
  
-4 -13 337    -8 
300 
  
-4 -12 338    -9 
301 
  
-4 -12 339    -8 
302 
  
-4 -13 340    -8 
303 
  
-4 -12 341    -8 
304 
  
-4 -12 342    -8 
305 
  
-3 -13 343    -8 
306 
  
-4 -12 344    -8 
307 
  
-3 -12 345    -7 
308 
  






















 -8 385    -4 
348 
  
 -7 386    -4 
349 
  
 -7 387    -4 
350 
  
 -8 388    -4 
351 
  
 -7 389    -4 
352 
  
 -7 390    -4 
353 
  
 -7 391    -4 
354 
  
 -7 392    -4 
355 
  
 -7 393    -4 
356 
  
 -7 3944    -4 
357 
  
 -7 395    -3 
358 
  
 -6 396    -3 
359 
  
 -6 397    -3 
360 
  
 -6 398    -4 
361 
  
 -6 399    -3 
362 
  
 -6 400    -3 
363 
  
 -6 401    -3 
364 
  
 -6 402    -3 
365 
  
 -6 403    -3 
366 
  
 -6 404    -3 
367 
  
 -5 405    -3 
368 
  
 -6 406    -3 
369 
  
 -5 407    -3 
370 
  
 -6 408    -3 
371 
  
 -5 409    -3 
372 
  
 -6 410    -3 
373 
  
 -5 411    -3 
374 
  
 -5 412    -3 
375 
  
 -5 413    -2 
376 
  
 -5 414    -3 
377 
  
 -5 415    -2 
378 
  
 -5 416    -3 
379 
  
 -4 417    -2 
380 
  
 -5 418    -3 
381 
  
 -5 419    -3 
382 
  
 -4 420    -3 
383 
  
 -5 421     
384 
  




Table A1.12. The axially averaged SMBDs, bubble volumes, local BNDD and the axially averaged BNDD 











1.48 2.99 3.37 2.6 
15.98 3.12 5.18 1.48 2.76 5.90 4.1 
4.29 2.02 35.31 9.17 6.95 11.09 10.3 
4.12 1.99 
 
27.54 18.71 18.08 20.1 
2.17 1.61 
 
59.21 44.60 38.85 44.0 
0.78 1.14 181.30 99.75 121.22 45.33 77.9 
0.51 0.99 206.77 202.84 209.83 93.66 134.2 
0.33 0.86 286.10 228.81 260.47 183.82 210.0 
0.11 0.60 1680.65 526.95 435.36 283.24 403.4 
0.05 0.46 4379.55 772.31 504.88 366.80 584.5 
























Computer code for ERT image reconstruction of gas dispersion 
 
The MATLAB code for image reconstruction of the 2 phase air-water system for the 
calculation of area average of conductivity distribution at cross sections of the column and 
gas void fractions by the ERT technique is found in Section 1 of the software file, which is 
















Computer code for PBM simulation of bubble swarm at steady state in the 
direction of axial length of the column 
The developed algorithm coded in MATLAB for the simulation of bubble column phenomena 
depending on bubble size and axial length of the column by the framework of Population 
Balance Model could be found in Section 2 of the software file, which is accessible on the 




















              Appendix D 
 
Computer code for solving the derived mathematical model for advection 
transport of bubble population in the process of dynamic gas disengagement 
 
The developed algorithm coded in MATLAB for solving the derived mathematical model for 
the advection transport of bubble population in the process of dynamic gas disengagement 




























Method of characteristics for solving a model of dynamic gas disengagement 
By the method of characteristics, a first order PDE of the form 
 ($, )  T($, ) $n + c($, )  T($, ) n = 
($, ) (E.1)  
for e = 1,2,3,…~ 
has a solution  T($, ) if at each point ($, ) on the surface of the solution * = Z$, ,  ($, ))[, 
 (($, ), c($, ), 
($, )) ∙ á T($, ) $n ,  T($, ) n ,−1â = 0		 (E.2)  
The normal to the surface * at the point ($, ,  ($, )) is given by 
~($, ) = á T($, ) $n ,  T($, ) n ,−1â. From Eq. (E.2), if the vector 
(($, ), c($, ), 
($, )) is perpendicular to á T($, ) $n ,  T($, ) n ,−1â at each point 
z$, ,  ($, ){, then the vector (($, ), c($, ), 
($, )) lies in the tangent plane to *. 
By the condition of Eq. (E.2), a solution is sought such that at each point z$, ,  ($, ){ on the 
surface of the solution, the vector (($, ), c($, ), 
($, )) lies in the tangent plane. To 
construct such a solution, a curve	 \ which lies on the surface is considered. Curve  \ is 
parameterized by  such that at each point on the curve  \, the vector 
(($(), ()), c($(), ()), 
($(), ())) is tangent to the curve. 
By this approach, the curve  \ = Z$(), (),  ($(), ())[ will satisfy the following 
system of ODEs 
 			 	$		 = ($(), ())		 (E.3)  
 					 = c($(), ()) (E.4)  
 	 ($(), ())	 = 
($(), ()) (E.5)  
324 
 
Curve  \of this kind is referred to as integral curve or characteristic curve for the vector 
(($, ), c($, ), 
($, )) and Eq. (E.3) – Eq. (E.5) are known as characteristic equations.  
Accordingly, in order to solve Eq. (7.14) , a search for an integral curve for the vector field   
C($, ) = 1, c($, ) = 	,T(, $), 
($, ) = Æ #T ]T]\ 	+	 _R Ø]"TT >Tn Ç ¶
\ T(, $)º  D 




















ERT measurement sequences for image reconstruction 
Table A1.13. Selection of 13 data per stimulation yielding 208 data out of 256 data from 16 current 
stimulation through adjacent electrodes in a ring. Shaded readings are unused leaving out valid 13 



































1                                 
2                                 
3                                 
4                                 
5                                 
6                                 
7                                 
8                                 
9                                 
10                                 
11                                 
12                                 
13                                 
14                                 
15                                 











Table A1.14. Selection of 12 data per stimulation yielding 192 data out of 256 data from 16 current 
stimulation through adjacent electrodes in a ring. Shaded readings are unused leaving out valid 12 




































1                                 
2                                 
3                                 
4                                 
5                                 
6                                 
7                                 
8                                 
9                                 
10                                 
11                                 
12                                 
13                                 
14                                 
15                                 















Table A1.15. The gas void fraction and their differences along the height of column computed with 



















0.000 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.68 0.03 0.00 0.03 5.24 
0.007 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.71 0.03 0.00 0.03 5.54 
0.014 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.10 0.74 0.03 0.00 0.03 5.83 
0.022 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.14 0.77 0.03 0.00 0.03 6.14 
0.029 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.19 0.81 0.03 0.00 0.03 6.45 
0.061 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.41 0.84 0.03 0.00 0.03 6.76 
0.094 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.63 0.87 0.03 0.00 0.03 7.07 
0.126 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.86 0.90 0.03 0.00 0.03 7.40 
0.158 0.03 0.00 0.03 1.09 0.94 0.03 0.00 0.03 7.72 
0.191 0.03 0.00 0.03 1.32 0.97 0.03 0.00 0.03 8.06 
0.223 0.03 0.00 0.03 1.55 1.00 0.03 0.00 0.03 8.39 
0.255 0.03 0.00 0.03 1.79 1.03 0.03 0.00 0.03 8.73 
0.288 0.03 0.00 0.03 2.03 1.07 0.03 0.00 0.03 9.08 
0.32 0.03 0.00 0.03 2.28 1.10 0.03 0.00 0.03 9.43 
0.35 0.03 0.00 0.03 2.53 1.13 0.03 0.00 0.03 9.79 
0.39 0.03 0.00 0.03 2.78 1.16 0.03 0.00 0.03 10.15 
0.42 0.03 0.00 0.03 3.04 1.19 0.03 0.00 0.03 10.51 
0.45 0.03 0.00 0.03 3.30 1.22 0.03 0.00 0.03 10.80 
0.48 0.03 0.00 0.03 3.56 1.25 0.03 0.00 0.03 11.09 
0.51 0.03 0.00 0.03 3.83 1.27 0.03 0.00 0.03 11.39 
0.55 0.03 0.00 0.03 4.11 1.30 0.03 0.00 0.03 11.68 
0.58 0.03 0.00 0.03 4.38           
0.61 0.03 0.00 0.03 4.67           
0.64 0.03 0.00 0.03 4.95           
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2.254 2.381 2.860 2.258 2.425 
1.427 2.041 2.401 2.004 2.200 
0.000 1.787 1.983 1.659 1.619 
0.000 1.517 1.677 1.352 1.455 
0.000 1.224 1.504 1.104 1.262 
1.002 0.954 1.180 0.870 0.987 
0.000 0.667 0.884 0.696 0.831 
0.000 0.485 0.778 0.603 0.665 
0.658 0.381 0.709 0.540 0.543 
0.412 0.306 0.629 0.491 0.514 
0.000 0.000 0.562 0.440 0.404 

















Table A1.17.  The volume of gas disengaging from local sections of the column at varied time for gas 
flow at 0.01m/s. 

















0.3922 39.59 0.8586 36.39 1.1607 38.47 1.8126 62.78 
0.4929 55.79 0.9275 26.13 1.2667 60.72 1.9239 76.09 
0.5883 61.94 0.9911 47.32 1.3939 8.26 2.1147 126.63 
0.7261 111.32 1.0759 55.29 1.5158 19.57 2.3426 115.12 
0.9169 104.79 1.1978 62.37 1.6006 119.16 2.5917 145.85 
  
1.3568 85.99 1.8073 65.25 2.9203 122.99 
  
1.6218 92.21 2.0882 60.77 3.2648 93.12 
  
1.9027 70.65 2.226 49.39 3.5086 55.65 
  
2.1465 45.52 2.332 53.33 3.7047 41.13 
  
2.3956 35.18 2.4751 31.82 3.8849 46.80 
    
2.6182 44.07 4.1075 54.32 
      
  
 
 
